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 A
s Aviation Week heads toward its 99th birthday in 2015, it remains 
indispensible intelligence for a wide swath of the aerospace, defense 
and airline industries. I frequently receive comments and advice 

from readers—including a few who have been subscribers since before I 
was born. That kind of loyalty is not easily won. Part of our success over 
the years has been an ability to change with the times: going from monthly 
to weekly (1947), adding a focus on space technology (1958), making our ar-
ticles available online (1998) and off ering a digital facsimile of the magazine 
(2008). Now we’re taking our next big leap.

The new Aviation Week app, now available for download in the Apple 
App Store, will allow subscribers to follow our award-winning journalists 
in a much more timely fashion. All of the week’s content will be wrapped 
into a digital issue every Friday, 51 weeks a year (up from 44 issues in 2014).  

 
Readers also will be able to watch us put together the magazine each day 

on their iPad or iPhone (an app for Android tablets and phones will follow  
in January). We will bring you regular focus topics: technology on Mondays, 
commercial aviation on Tuesdays, space on Wednesdays and defense on 
Thursdays. The app includes features that allow you to follow your favorite 
editors and columnists, bookmark articles for future reading or forward 
them to colleagues, and access  past issues. Subscribers also will receive an 
eNewsletter that highlights each day’s new content. The same daily content 
and weekly edition will be available online, too, at AviationWeek.com/awst.

 What is not changing is Aviation Week’s commitment to top-notch, techni-
cally rich aerospace journalism. You’re going to read the same in-depth arti-
cles from the same expert writers. We’re just going to get it to you a lot faster, 
no matter where you are in the world. I recently spent time at our customer 
service center in Chicago, where the Number One complaint received from 
our subscribers is late delivery. Our app is designed to fi x that, while present-
ing content to readers who consume information in diff erent ways. The app 
will also allow us to deliver more digital features that are popular on Aviation-
Week.com, such as photo galleries, editor podcasts and videos.

That is not to say that we are abandoning print. Most of the articles and 
columns from our digital edition will be featured in expanded print editions 
that subscribers will continue to receive every other week. We’re mindful 
of the Aviation Week readers who tell us they still want to receive a print 
edition.

 
When Aviation Week went weekly 67 years ago, we promised subscribers 

detailed technical and pictorial content from “the largest and most expert 
staff  in aviation publishing.” Today those tenets remain. The only change is 
that we are now planting both feet fi rmly in the digital age.

Here we go. 
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What’s in store for the A380? The debate continues about the future of the Airbus A380 (see 

page 26). Readers weighed in after we revealed that Airbus is nearing an agreement with Rolls-Royce 

for a new engine for the  A380neo project: ow.ly/GmyUb   Here is a selection of their comments:

Steven Pappas: “Upgrade an airliner basically for one 

airline? Does not sound like a sound business decision. 

Apart from Emirates, no other airline appears to be 

clamoring for such an aircraft. I feel Airbus has crossed 

the line in aircraft size. Too big for most carriers in a 

world of economic ups and downs. Parking a fl eet of 

A380s could be suicide in the event of an economic 

downturn and there will be downturns in the future as 

history repeats itself. The large twins will make up most 

of the fl eets in the future, the A380 is just too big.”

EDITOR’S PICKS FROM THE PHOTO CONTEST
Our 23rd annual Photo Contest attracted more than 500 

entries from photographers around the world. See a se-

lection of editor’s picks at AviationWeek.com/photocontest

                        Keep up with all the news and blogs from 

                        Aviation Week’s editors. Follow @Aviation-

Week or ‘like’ us at Facebook.com/AvWeek

Follow

On the Web
A roundup of what you’re reading on AviationWeek.com

95

Claes Erikson: “As the A380neo range increases and 

cost per pax-mile drops, customers come. As more and 

more U.S. airports off er A380 services, more customers 

will choose it. In the end, you only fl y what makes you 

profi table. UAL, DAL and AA will eventually order it. 

I am sure Emirates can tell Airbus exactly what they 

need after specifying everything on the 777-9.”

Rene Abad: “A380neo will only survive if the big hubs  

 have enough passengers to support a profi table run. 

Who wants to transfer to another aircraft if there’s a 

direct fl ight to one’s destination. Even the Middle East 

transfer hubs will lose their attractiveness once there 

are more 8,000-plus-nm-range airliners in service. 

777X will soon be able to connect even the farthest city 

pairs.”

Registered users can access all Aviation Week & Space 

Technology content on the web. Sign in and join the 

debates.

AEROSPACE & DEFENSE IN 2015
Listen in as our editors discuss what to expect in the 

year ahead, and what surprised them most about 2014: 

ow.ly/GmzDT
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BEAUTIFUL, BUT MISIDENTIFIED 
The aircraft “coming slowly together 

within the doors of the WWI-vintage 
hangar,” in the beautiful photograph 
taken by Richard Mallory Allnutt on 
page 67 in your annual photo issue 
(AW&ST Dec. 15/22, p. 50), is definitely 
not a Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress. It 
is probably a North American SNJ-5C 
(aka T-6 Harvard), a single-engine 
aircraft. That being said, I am an avid 
fan of this end-of-year treat.
Wilson Guimaraes Cavalcanti
ICARAI, BRAZIL

(The reader is correct.)

AOC ADVANTAGE
Reader Brian Dooley asks why 

Norwegian Air International needs 
an Irish Airline Operating Certificate 
(AOC) and a permit to fly to the U.S. 
(AW&ST Dec. 15/22, p. 8).

The answer: Norwegian Air Shuttle 
(NAS) holds several AOCs in Norway. 
The law here requires crew (of which I 
am one) on Norwegian-registered air-
craft to hold state-issued work permits. 
It is difficult for workers outside of the 
European Union/European Free Trade 
Association purview to gain a permit, 
and Norwegian workers are expensive.

NAS has registered its Boeing 787s 
in Ireland, but operates all but one on a 
Norwegian AOC. The airline has been 
exempted from registering the air-
craft in Norway, thereby allowing CEO 
Bjorn Kjos to hire Asian crews, flying 
on a Norwegian AOC. This six-month 
exemption could be and was extended 
for another six. So NAS is bypassing 
Norwegian laws to lower labor costs 
and avoid heavy taxes and fees.
Name withheld by request
OSLO, NORWAY

FIND NEW R&D FUNDING
In the recent Up Front column 

“Disruptive Imperative” (AW&ST Dec. 

15/22, p. 15), Antoine Gelain correctly 
posits that a major obstacle to in-
novation in the aerospace and defense 
industry is its reliance on government 
institutes to fund R&D projects. For 
many years government funding of 
aerospace research has been driven by 
a failure-averse culture.

More than 25 years ago I asked a 
program manager at the Air Force 
Office of Scientific Research a ques-
tion: If given technically equal propos-
als from Stanford University and the 
University of Western Kentucky, which 
would he fund? He said Stanford be-
cause if the project failed, he could tell 
his superiors he had given funds to the 
best in the U.S. and even they could 
not make it work. However, he then 
said that if he wanted a breakthrough, 
he would fund Western Kentucky’s 
proposal on the grounds that the re-
searcher would take a more “out-of-the 
box” approach.
David Nixon
LOS ALTOS, CALIFORNIA

MARINES GET HISTORY
My remarks pertain to two recent 

articles “New Talons” and “Fast Mov-
ers” (AW&ST Dec. 15/22, pp. 34 and 
43). To grasp the challenges along the 
western edge of the Pacific, one must 
study, at a minimum, Sun Tzu, T.E. 
Lawrence, Maj. Gen. Claire Chennault, 
Col. John Boyd and Gen. Anthony Zinni. 
It would appear that only the U.S. 
Marine Corps has really paid attention 
to the philosophy, politics, strategy and 
tactics that link these great thinkers 
and practitioners. 

The new Concept of Operations for 
the F-35B, the MV-22, and the KC-130J 
shows a far better understanding of 
the challenges than the AirSea Battle 
Plan foisted by the Air Force and the 
Navy which would, if executed in a cri-
sis, place major U.S. assets and allies 

in a Hobson’s choice of options.  
Ironically, two of the thinkers named 

above were in the Air Force. However, 
among the Pentagon elites they are 
pretty much persona non grata, hon-
ored in brief mention only. 

Bravo to the Marines with a special 
mention to Lt. Gen. Jon Davis for tak-
ing the first viable steps to meet the 
complex challenges being created by 
our so-called trade partner.
Thomes J. Rath
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

PROVING A POINT
I was disappointed to see a maga-

zine of record for the aerospace sector 
refer to Yuma Proving Ground as 
“. . . Proving Grounds” as you did in a 
recent article, “New Talons.” I expect 
better from professionals in the avia-
tion and defense realm.
Karl Sovik
LINTHICUM, MARYLAND

CURB TAXES AND SEE RESULTS
France has obviously made it pro-

hibitively expensive to fly an airplane. 
Pierre Sparaco in a recent Reality 
Check column (AW&ST Nov. 24, p. 17) 
lists the cause as too many airports in 
France—one per every 358,000 people, 
compared with one per every 4.3 mil-
lion in Germany. I say his focus is off. 

In South Carolina, we have 68 
airports—one per every 70,000 
residents—and that does not take into 
account the hundreds of private grass 
airstrips and two Air Force bases. 

One recent morning, 35 personal 
airplanes and about 100 people con-
verged on the Fairfield County Airport 
in Winnsboro, South Carolina, for the 
biweekly South Carolina Breakfast 
Club fly-in. Our record is 150 airplanes. 
I am relatively sure this does not occur 
in France or Germany. 

If you really want to help aviation, 
and France itself, get rid of the taxes 
and restrictions from top to bottom. 
Scott Crosby
MAULDIN, SOUTH CAROLINA

Feedback Aviation Week & Space Technology welcomes 
 the opinions of its readers on issues raised in 
 the magazine. Address letters to the Executive 
Editor, Aviation Week & Space Technology, 1911 
Fort Myer Drive, Suite 600, Arlington, Virginia 
22209. Fax to (202) 383-2346 or send via e-mail 
to: awstletters@aviationweek.com

Letters should be shorter than 200 words, and 
you must give a genuine identification, address 
and daytime telephone number. We will not 
print anonymous letters, but names will be 
withheld. We reserve the right to edit letters.
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Connecticut. He returns to 
UTC after being CFO of the Pall 
Corp. Johri was vice president-
finance/CFO of UTC Propulsion 
& Aerospace Systems and was 
followed by Peter F. Longo, who 
returns to that post after being 
acting CFO. 

Norah Lenardic (see photos), 
Patti Sullivan and Dave 
Richter have been appointed 
vice presidents of management 
sales and client services for 
Executive Jet Management. 
Lenardic is based in Chicago and 
Sullivan and Richter in Boston.

Philippe Petitcolin has been 
named CEO of France-based 
Safran, to succeed Jean-Paul 
Herteman on April 23. Ross 
McInnes will become chairman. 
Petitcolin has been chairman/
CEO of Snecma, Safran’s 
aircraft engine specialist, 
and later chairman/CEO of 
subdiaries Sagem and Morpho. 

Justin Ryan has become  
president of Honeywell Aerospace’s 
BendixKing, Albuquerque, New 
Mexico. He was vice president of 
Honeywell’s Airbus segment. 

Richard DalBello (see 
photo) has been appointed 
vice president-business 
development and government 
affairs for Virgin Galactic, 
Mojave, California. He was 
assistant director for space 
and aeronautics in the White 
House Office of Science and 
Technology and had been 
director of the U.S. Commerce 
Department’s Office of 
Space Commercialization 
and president of the 
Satellite Broadcasting and 
Communications and Satellite 
Industry associations.

Brian Wynne has been named 
president/CEO of the Arlington, 
Virginia-based Association for 
Unmanned Vehicle Systems Inter-
national. He succeeds Michael 
Toscano, who plans to retire Jan. 12. 
Wynne has been president of the Elec-
tric Drive Transportation Association.

Peter Martin has been named head 
of Exelis’s electronic attack and release 
systems business, Amityville, New York. 

Bruno Delile

Patti Sullivan

Patrick Antkowiak

Dave Richter

Norah Lenardic

Richard DalBello

David G. Mazur

T
om Williams has been named 
chief operating officer of the Air-
bus Group. He has been executive 

vice president-programs and succeeds 
Gunter Butschek, who has left the 
company. Didier Evrard, who has been 
head of the A350 program, has been ap-
pointed to follow Williams. Klaus Rich-
ter, chief procurement officer of Airbus 
and Airbus Group, has been promoted 
to a member of the Group Executive 
Committee. He also will be the national 
representative for Airbus in Germany.

Robert Rangel has been appointed 
senior vice president for Washington 
operations for the Lockheed Martin 
Corp., Bethesda, Maryland. He suc-
ceeds Greg Dahlberg, who has been 
named senior vice president for Stra-
tegic Enterprise Initiatives and plans 
to retire in August. Rangel has been 
vice president of Lockheed Martin 
Programs and Global Security Policy 
and was special assistant to the secre-
tary and deputy secretary of defense. 

Bruno Delile (see photo) has become 
executive vice president for long-haul 
operations for Air France. He was senior 
vice president-fleet management at 
Air France-KLM. Benjamin Moreau 
has been named chief executive 
of Air France KLM Group engine 
maintenance subsidiary CRMA. He was 
head of customer support and product 
performance in the Components Div.

Patrick M. Antkowiak (see photo) 
has been appointed corporate vice 
president/chief technology officer 
for the Falls Church, Virginia-based 
Northrop Grumman Corp. He was vice 
president/general manager of the 
Advanced Concepts and Technologies 
Div. of the Electronic Systems Sector. 

Ted Botimer has become senior vice 
president-network planning and revenue 
management, Laurie David Villa vice 
president/chief human resources officer 
and Eric Netland vice president-pricing 
and revenue management, all for Spirit 
Airlines. Botimer has been an executive 
at XOJET, Continental Airlines and 
America West Airlines. Villa was senior 
vice president-human resources at 
Charter Schools USA. And Netland 
was Spirit’s senior director of revenue 
management and forecasting. 

Akhil Johri has been named 
senior vice president/CFO of the 
United Technologies Corp., Hartford, 

Honors And ElEctions

David G. Mazur (see photo), 
vice president/B-2 program 
manager for the Falls Church, 
Virginia-based Northrop Grum-
man Corp.’s Aerospace Sys-
tems, has received the National 
Defense Industrial Association’s 
2014 Rear Adm. Robert H. 
Gormley Combat Survivability 
Leadership Award. The award 
is presented “to an individual 
who has played a significant 
leadership role in a major as-
pect of aircraft survivability 
design, program management, 
research and development, test 
and evaluation, modeling and 
simulation, education or the de-
velopment of standards.” Mazur 
also has been program manager 
for Northrop Grumman’s work 
on the X-47A unmanned air 
vehicle.

David Barnes, chief ex-
ecutive of the Farnborough 
Aerospace Consortium, has 
been appointed to the board of 
directors of London-area En-
terprise M3. He also has been 
chairman of the Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicle Systems Asso-
ciation, chairman of the Soci-
ety of British Aerospace Cos.’ 
Autonomous Systems Steering 
Group and president of the 
Royal Institute of Navigation. 

Joe Brown, president of 
Hartzell Propeller, has been 
elected chairman of the Wash-
ington-based General Aviation 
Manufacturers Association for 
2015. He has been vice chairman 
and chairman of the Policy & 
Legal Issues Committee. He will 
be succeeded as vice chairman 

by Aaron Hilkemann, president/CEO 
of Duncan Aviation, who will continue to 
chair the Airworthiness & Maintenance 
Policy Committee. Rhett Ross, president 
of Continental Motors Inc., will head the 
Policy & Legal Issues Committee. c
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Up Front

commentary

Today, the aircraft industry is liv-
ing in a mirror image of those dark 
times. The U.S. market again is playing 
a leading role in all major aviation 
segments. By contrast, many export 
markets are turning sluggish.

First, all the talk about U.S. budget 
sequestration and an enduring defense 
downturn has given way to a return to 
growth. The Pentagon’s fiscal 2015 $91 
billion procurement budget request, 
which represents a low point for the 
past 10 years, has rebounded to $94 
billion courtesy of congressional ap-
propriators. The Republican victory 
in the mid-term elections, coupled 
with the triumph of defense hawks 
over budget hawks, greatly increases 
the chance that sequestration will be 
avoided and that procurement budgets 
will be back above $100 billion.

This year’s budget already has seen 
good news for key aircraft programs. 
While Boeing’s F/A-18E/F Super 
Hornet and EA-18G Growler series has 
found just one export customer, Con-
gress added 15 Growlers (see photo) 
in fiscal 2015, extending the produc-
tion line through 2017. The Navy has 
indicated it will look at more Growlers 
in fiscal 2016, too. Congress also added 
four F-35s to the fiscal 2015 budget, 
increasing funding to 38 planes.

By contrast, the biggest non-U.S. 
program, Eurofighter, is scheduled to die 
around 2018. Dassault Rafale continues 
to search for a firm export customer, af-
ter 25 years of trying, and with domestic 
French orders stuck at 11 per year. Only 
Saab’s Gripen is in a secure position.

As we enter 2015, consider the mood back in 2008: When the 

developed world economy began a protracted recession, the 

aerospace world turned to focus on exports to emerging mar-

kets. In particular, the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India and 

China) played a leading role in driving growth.

U.S. Growth Drives 
Aircraft Markets
Tables turn as chill curbs spending in Europe  

and emerging economies

profits will go even higher, in the U.S. and 
elsewhere due to falling fuel prices. 

Thanks to these trends, after years 
of fleet frugality, U.S. airlines are again 
placing large jetliner orders. Last year 
saw notable Delta Air Lines orders 
for Airbus’s A350 and A330neo, and 
American Airlines orders for A321s.

The macroeconomic drivers behind 
these U.S. aero market growth trends 
look quite solid. Seven years after the 
start of the giant credit crunch that 
triggered the recession, just two of the 
12 countries that saw their financial 
sectors melt down have seen their 
per-capita GDPs recover to peak levels. 
The U.S. is one, and Germany, currently 
facing a bout of deflation and economic 
softness, is the other. By contrast, U.S. 
third-quarter annualized GDP growth 
hit 5%, the strongest in over a decade.

Meanwhile, of the much-hyped 
BRIC nations, Brazil and Russia are in 
dismal shape, and India is slowing, with 
a weakened currency and a troubled 
airline sector. While growth in China is 
still supporting strong jetliner demand, 
the government’s anti-corruption cam-
paign has sent a chill through what was 
a promising business aircraft market.

Also in 2008, the U.S. economy was 
falling yet still was hit by high oil prices. 
They stayed high for most of the year 
due to demand in emerging economies. 
Today, the U.S. is in the opposite posi-
tion, with faster economic growth aided 
by lower commodity prices due to weak 
demand abroad. Lower oil prices keep 
inflation in check, meaning the Federal 
Reserve will be less likely to raise inter-
est rates. This will help aircraft markets, 
too, as customers continue to enjoy 
access to inexpensive financing.

Not everything is positive in the 
U.S. aircraft market, however. Military 
rotorcraft are under heavy budget 
pressure. Several key aircraft lines are 
slated to close. Most notably, Califor-
nia’s last jet assembly line, Boeing’s C-17, 
will cease production later this year.

And then there is the problem of the 
rest of the world. Since North America 
is now an island of prosperity while 
most of the rest of the world is slow 
or declining, aircraft market growth 
heavily depends on just one country. 
If the U.S recovery does not continue, 
unlike in 2008 there won’t be anyone 
else to pick up the slack. c

The U.S. business aircraft market also 
is strengthening, after a serious drop. In 
2010, just 42% of business jet shipments 
went to North American customers, a 
record low. In the first three quarters of 
2014, 1,215 out of 1,678 aircraft tracked 
by the General Aviation Manufacturers 
Association went to North America. 
While this number includes rotorcraft 
and piston airplanes, small and mid-size 
jets—which depend on U.S. demand—
are up nicely, too. U.S. fractional owner-
ship providers, which collapsed in 2008, 
are even taking delivery of jets again.

This again is the exact opposite of 
2008. All hope lies with a U.S. recovery 
continuing to boost small and mid-size 
jet sales. But international and emerg-
ing market demand is disappointing, 
at best, and large-cabin jet market 
growth has slowed to almost nothing.

Even airliner demand is picking up 
in the U.S. In December, U.S. airline 
stocks hit their highest levels in nearly 
14 years. The International Air Trans-
port Association forecasts that North 
American carriers will deliver the 
majority of global industry profits, with 
anticipated net income of $11.9 billion out 
of an industrywide $19.9 billion. Airline 
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Inflection Points in U.S. Defense Spending

Going Concerns

COMMENTARY

The A&D sector is undergoing a once-
in-a-generation change, a shift from one 
paradigm to another—or at least that is 
what practically every executive, analyst 
and consultant says, and more than a few 
government officials, too. What emerges 
and who inherits it are the great un-
knowns, but one thing seems certain: It 
is practically all up for grabs in a way not 
seen since after World War II.

“Things are changing and will change 
pretty fundamentally,” says Steven 
Grundman, Lund Fellow for Emerg-
ing Defense Challenges at the Atlantic 
Council.

Grundman should know. He was a 
Pentagon industrial affairs official dur-
ing the Clinton administration when the 
last inflection happened, punctuated by 
the infamous “Last Supper” meeting be-
tween defense leaders and captains of 
industry that triggered the 1990s con-
solidation wave.

The next Last Supper moment has 
not occurred yet, says Pierre Chao, 
managing partner and cofounder of 

This is not your father’s aerospace and defense industry. 

Chances are, soon it won’t be yours either.

Winds Aloft
The global aerospace, aviation and defense  

industry is set for historic change

Renaissance Strategic Advisors. But it 
is coming: “We’re right on the edge of 
doing that,” he told an Aviation Week 
conference in November.

Capital Alpha Partners defense ana-
lyst Byron Callan echoes the sentiment. 
“It may be easy for investors to conclude 
that based on the last decade, defense is 
a stable, predictable sector,” he noted in 
October. “After all, with the exception of 
the spin-offs by Northrop Grumman of 
Huntington Ingalls and L-3 of Engilty, 
there really hasn’t been that much signifi-
cant strategic movement by primes. But 
a deeper look suggests far more shifts in 
relative positions of defense primes, some 
of whom are no longer in business.”

Nor is the commercial side static. 
On the surface, record airliner orders 
stretching more than eight years at cur-
rent production rates seem to promise 
growth, stability and predictability un-
seen in recent memory. But 2014 saw the 
beginning of the end-of-cycle debate in 
earnest, sparked by headline-grabbing 
cancellations by Emirates and others. 

Meanwhile, a years-long wave of acqui-
sition roll-ups in aerostructures and 
maintenance sectors could be cresting 
as availability of bargain-level valuations 
and low-interest-rate borrowing wanes.

Where is the sector going? There are 
guideposts, starting with new technolo-
gy that is well covered by this magazine. 
From the proliferation of composites to 
the adoption of additive manufacturing, 
they further include hypersonics, auton-
omy, unmanned and all things electronic 
(see page 88 for more).

But other factors also are increas-
ingly affecting industry and the options 
afforded to customers. These include the 
evolution of companies as globalized and 
diversified conglomerates; the entrance 
of new players such as Google or SpaceX; 
the commercial side’s takeover of the re-
search agenda; and the fact that publicly 
traded defense companies are as much 
or more beholden to Wall Street than to 
Washington (AW&ST Aug. 4, 2014, p. 52).

Washington is changing also, with so-
called sequestration now a reality. The 
effects of the annual spending caps have 
pervaded beyond headline-grabbing 
showdowns on Capitol Hill and now are 
taking root in the Future Years Defense 
Program, the multiyear budget outlook 
from the Defense Department, and simi-
lar long-term budgets at the FAA, NASA 
and other agencies.

Even with new political leadership in 
2017 and beyond, interest rates could be-
gin rising significantly. When combined 
with baby boomers beginning to tap into 
Social Security and other perquisites, 
these costs will challenge any notion that 
moonshots or massive defense spending 
increases are around the corner, barring 
another Pearl Harbor or 9/11 event. But 
crises like Ukraine and the Islamic State, 
as well as the dawn of commercial space 
ventures and the economic growth un-
derpinning airliner orders, suggest ma-
jor cutbacks are unlikely, too.

Unable to wait for more clarity, com-
panies continue shaping their portfolios, 
divesting businesses or “bolting-on” new 
units. All of these premises underpin 
this column, a new feature from Aviation 
Week, which celebrates its centennial in 
2016. We don’t know where things are 
going, but we’ve seen it enough before 
to know we’re already on our way to 
somewhere new.

Please join us on the journey. c
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SPACE

Angara 5 Flies
A fi ve-engine Russian Angara-5 launch 
vehicle demonstrated its ability to 
place a two-ton payload in geostation-
ary orbit Dec. 23, launching a dummy 
payload from Plesetsk Cosmodrome . 
The payload mockup reached its target 
orbit 9 hr. after liftoff  with the help 
of a Briz-M upper stage, according to 
Russian press reports.  Video  showed 
the heavy-lift rocket illuminating a low 
cloud bank before fl ying into it after 
the nighttime launch. It was the sec-

DEFENSE 

Russia Weapon Sales Grow
Russia’s drive to reestablish a super-
power-like weapons industry continues 
to pay off , as  arms sales  there continue 
to grow. A report by the Stockholm 
International Peace Research Institute 
(Sipri) on annual trends and data in 
worldwide arms production and sales—
excluding China, due to a lack of data—
shows Russian companies’ business 
surging, while sales for those in leading 
NATO member states mostly dipped or 
remained the same for 2013 and 2012. 
“The remarkable increases in Russian 
companies’ arms sales in both 2012 and 
2013 are in large part due to uninterrupt-
ed investments in military procurement 
by the Russian government during the 
2000s,” says  Senior Researcher Siemon 
Wezeman. “These investments are 
explicitly intended to modernize national 
production capabilities and weapons in 
order to bring them on par with major 
U.S. and Western European arms pro-
ducers’ capabilities and technologies.”  

 Brazil Reels in a COD
Brazil’s plans to fi eld an operational air 
wing on the aircraft carrier Sao Paulo 
has passed another milestone with 
the issuing of a $106 million, fi ve-year 
contract to Elbit Systems of America 
to complete the upgrade work on four 
U.S.-surplus Grumman C-1A Trader 
aircraft . They will serve as carrier 
on-board delivery (COD) aircraft and 
refueling tankers. Marsh Aviation is 
fi tting the Traders (transport variants 
of  1950s S-2 Trackers) with Honeywell 
TPE331 turboprops, and the new con-
tract will include a new glass cockpit, 
avionics and communications systems, 
and air-to-air refueling gear.  

ond launch of the new modular rocket . 

 Woerner Taking ESA Helm
Johann-Dietrich Woerner, chairman 
of the executive board of the Ger-
man Aerospace Center ,  is scheduled 
to begin a four-year term as  director 
general of the European Space Agency 
 in July. He  will succeed Jean-Jacques 
Dordain, who will have led ESA for a 
dozen years. Under Dordain, ESA has 
achieved a string of scientifi c successes, 
including the landing  of the Philae 
probe on a speeding comet, a part of 
the Rosetta mission  .

 Falcon 8X First Flight 
In a Few Weeks
First fl ight of the Dassault Falcon 8X 
is set for the fi rst quarter of 2015 
following the Dec. 17 rollout of the 
ultra-long-range business jet at 
Merignac, France.

Powered by three Pratt & Whitney 
Canada PW307D engines, the air-
craft has a projected range of 6,450 
nm (11,950 km) with eight passengers and three crew and an 
expected maximum speed of Mach 0.9. The cockpit will feature Das-
sault’s EASy fl ight deck, based on Honeywell Primus Epic integrated 
avionics with optional wide-angle head-up displays. 

Dassault’s largest-cabin and longest-range business jet, the 

Falcon 8X falls in range capability be-
tween Bombardier’s Global 6000 and 
new Global 7000, and between Gulf-
stream’s new G600 and the G650. 
The aircraft is a stretched version of 
the Falcon 7X, which will continue 
in production, with a 3.6-ft. longer 
cabin, 500 nm more range and a 
10% higher price at $58 million. The 
8X will be joined in fl ight test early in 

2015 by the all-new, 5,200-nm-range Falcon 5X. The 8X is scheduled 
to enter service at the end of 2016, followed in 2017 by the 5X.

The 8X cabin and passenger capacity are larger than those of the 
Challenger 350 but smaller than for the Global 7000. The 8X price is 
about midway between the prices of the two Bombardier jets.  

 The World  For more breaking news,  go to AviationWeek.com 
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  Correction:  An incorrect biography was published in the Dec. 15/22 article about 
winners of the 2014 Aviation Week Photo Contest on page 70. The winner of second 
place in the General Aviation category is Ricardo von Puttkammer of New York. To 
see this biography and those of other winners, go to AviationWeek.com/photowinners 

  Qatar Airways Takes First Airbus A350-900, Finally
“You are a demanding customer, sometimes a little bit too demanding,” Airbus CEO Fabrice 
Bregier told Akbar Al Baker, the CEO of Qatar Airways. He could afford that little bit of 
criticism in a Dec. 22 ceremony at the Airbus delivery center in Toulouse, as Qatar  had 
previously signed all the documents to  receive  the fi rst Airbus A350-900. 

The aircraft  took off on its delivery fl ight to Doha a day later, accompanied by the airline’s 
fourth Airbus A380. Al Baker had called off the delivery a week earlier, explaining afterward 
that it was due to supplier issues and “had nothing to do with Airbus.”

The last-minute excitement came after an almost fl awless fl ight-test campaign of an aircraft, 
the concept of which Airbus needed to change several times to meet customer demands.  There 
were 778 fi rm orders for the A350  as of Dec. 22, mainly for the -900 version (577). There are 
169 orders for the stretched -1000, which is planned  for fi rst delivery  in mid-2017; 32 orders  re-
main for the smaller -800, which Airbus no longer wants to build, at least not in its current form.  
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commentary

It is not that Europe is not invest-
ing in airports. In fact, the European 
Union (EU) directed €4.5 billion ($5.7 
billion) of taxpayers’ money to various 
land- and airside airport infrastructure 
projects in 2000-13.

A dichotomy? Yes and no. A damn-
ing report, released on Dec. 16, by the 
European Court of Auditors (ECA) 
reveals that numerous 
EU-funded investments in 
airport expansion projects 
have produced “poor value 
for the money.” The EU au-
ditors examined investment 
projects at 20 airports—in 
Estonia, Greece, Italy, 
Poland and Spain—which 
received €666 million ($817 
million) in EU funding in 
the 2000-06 and 2007-13 
budgetary programs.

“We found that some airports were 
not profitable in the long term, some 
were under-used and some were not 
used at all,” says George Pufan, who 
headed the report. “European air traf-
fic is set to double by 2030. If Europe is 
going to meet this extra demand, both 
the [European] Commission and the 
member states must improve the way 
they invest in our airports by funding 
only those which are profitable and for 
which there is a real investment need.”

The analysis is troubling: Due to a 
lack of adequate planning and fore-
casting, there is a proliferation of 

The latest Eurocontrol Challenges of Growth study warns of 

an impending airport capacity crunch. By 2035, nearly two 

million would-be flights—12% of total demand for travel—will 

never take place because of reduced airport expansion plans. 

That is equivalent to an estimated 120 million passengers unable 

to make their return flights (in total, 240 million passengers per 

year). In addition, the 2013 study cautions, by 2035 more than 20 

airports will be running at or close to capacity, compared to just 

three in 2012, including London Heathrow (see photo). 

Major Mismatch
Europe needs a coherent airport strategy  

to avoid misplaced capacity in the future

airports in close proximity that have 
invested in similar infrastructure 
(terminals, aprons, runways). And nine 
of the 20 had carried out one or more 
land/airside projects that were “not 
needed at all.”

For instance, sporadic hourly peaks 
at Alghero Airport in Sardinia and at 
Spain’s Badajoz Airport could have 

been better dealt with through tem-
porary solutions rather than building 
permanent passenger terminals that 
are “for the most part under-used.” The 
terminal enlargement at Fuerteventura 
Airport in Spain was so oversized that 
the airport authority closed part of it to 
reduce overall maintenance costs.

At Cordoba Airport, in southern 
Spain, the extended runway is rarely 
used; the increased apron space serves 
as parking for general aviation; com-
mercial traffic at the airport is negli-
gible (fewer than 7,000 passengers in 
2013). There were only four airports 
(Catania and Naples in Italy; Thes-

saloniki, Greece; and Tallinn, Estonia) 
where EU-funded airside infrastruc-
ture expansions were indispensable to 
manage peak-hour bottlenecks. One 
airport (Alghero) created reasonable 
capacity regarding peak-hour use, 
while “excessive” capacity was created 
at the other 11 airports audited.

The Luxembourg-based Court of 
Auditors found that the forecasts 
of additional passenger numbers 
contained within the infrastructure 
expansion plans were “significantly 
overoptimistic” in 12 out of 20 airports. 
For example, in Cordoba, in 2013, 6,955 
passengers traveled, against 179,000 
forecast. At Crotone Airport in the 
Calabria region of Italy, the numbers 
were 28,892 passengers, against 
306,000 forecast.

In addition, for most airports there 
was limited evidence that customer 
service improved or that more jobs 
were created. Generally though, the 
socioeconomic benefits of the EU 
investments were not measured, the 
auditors say.

The Court also observes that the EU 
funding was not cost-effective and that 
seven of the 20 airports examined re-

main unprofitable and may 
have to rely on continuous 
financial support to stay 
open. This is particularly 
the case with small regional 
airports with fewer than 
100,000 passengers per 
year.

The EC revised its state-
aid rules for investments in 
airports prior to the audit 
and, if properly applied, 

these new rules should eliminate or 
at least limit funding of ghost airports 
and underused airport capacity. The 
72-page report also highlights the 
urgent need for Europe and its 28 
member states to develop a strategic 
long-term airport development plan. 
Without one, severe airport capacity 
shortages at key hubs and at a number 
of regions with strong traffic growth, 
such as East Europe, are virtually 
guaranteed in the next two decades. c

Airline Intel
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The idea of converting solar power 
collected in space into microwaves, 
lasers or some other wavelength and 
beaming it down to the surface elec-
tric-power grid has been around for 
decades. At today’s space-launch and 
fossil-fuel costs, the concept remains 
impractical—no one is willing to invest 
in developing the huge spacecraft that 
would be needed as long as cheaper 
energy is available underground, 
regardless of the long-term effects 
on Earth (AW&ST June 9, p. 42). But 
less ambitious applications may be 
possible, particularly as a way to move 
power around in space for relatively 
small-scale applications.

“We’re pretty agnostic on the 
specific applications,” says Ryan 
Stephan, program executive for the 
Game Changing Technology Devel-
opment Program in the technology 
directorate. “We think that the core 
technology that would be required for 
power transmission can be applicable 
to many applications. Some of the 
ones that come to mind are providing 
power to remote locations where it 
may be difficult to obtain power in situ, 
whether it be lack of direct access to 
solar or for whatever other reason.”

The RFI lists several generic pos-
sibilities, including beaming power 
between orbiting spacecraft, from an 
orbiting spacecraft to a “planetary 

Engineers in NASA’s Space Technology Mission Directorate 

are looking for “game-changing” concepts for transmitting 

electrical power across space to run satellites, surface rovers and 

perhaps even human outposts on the Moon and other bodies, 

all with a view to saving launch mass by tapping the free energy 

flowing from the Sun. A new request for information (RFI) on 

“industry-developed power-beaming technology” is also the latest 

move in a growing trend at the U.S. space agency to set up part-

nerships with developers outside the government to share the 

expense and expertise needed to change the spaceflight game.

Power Play
NASA wants ideas on wireless electricity  

for future spacecraft, rovers and outposts

asset,” and between fixed and mobile 
assets on a planetary surface.

While Stephan says his organization 
doesn’t want to prejudge possible re-
sponses to the RFI, which are due Jan. 
31, one enticing possibility is beaming 
power to rovers.

“If I don’t have to carry my power 
with me on a rover, and I can beam it 
to that rover, perhaps I can reduce the 
mass of the overall rover,” he says.

John Mankins, a former NASA 
technologist and longtime advocate of 
collecting space solar power to meet 
the energy needs of terrestrial civiliza-
tion, has drafted a detailed concept for 
a pay-as-you-go route to large orbiting 
power systems, starting with mass-
produced modular collectors that could 
dramatically boost the broadcasting 
power of commercial geostationary 
communications satellites. Even a small 
version could crank up satcom power 
tenfold, with comparable increases in 
bandwidth and revenue. “It’s T-2 lines 

for all mobile devices,” Mankins says 
(AW&ST June 9, p. 43).

That sort of work has not escaped 
NASA’s attention, according to the 
RFI. The agency says it wants input on 
technology “that may support future 
commercial and NASA space mis-
sions while also having the potential 
to support terrestrial applications” at 
both the system and subsystem levels. 
High-power lasers and millimeter-wave 
gyrotrons, beam-pointing technology 
and control systems are some, but not 
all, of the areas of interest, NASA says.

Since it is already in orbit and has 
a power output of more than 80 kw—
four times that of the largest private 
communications satellites—the 
International Space Station is a logical 
platform for in-space tests of power-
beaming technology. Even before the 
station was completed in 2011, engi-
neers proposed using the ISS to beam 
power to small satellites via lasers (see 
illustration). More recently, the U.S. 
space agency has fielded a proposal to 
use the Ka-band antenna on the 40-kw 
Space Communications and Navigation 
(SCAN) testbed, a software-defined 
radio mounted on the ISS truss, to test 
power transfer to cubesats or other 
small spacecraft that are power-limited 
by their size (AW&ST May 1, p. 19).

The objective of the game-changing 
effort is to find and advance technolo-
gies through the mid-technology-readi-
ness levels in preparation for flight, 
operational systems or technology 
demonstrations in space. Because of 
the inherent expense of spaceflight, 
the mission directorate has been using 
more partnerships to leverage NASA 
facilities and expertise against private-
sector investment.

A recent example has been the use 
of airborne infrared imaging, devel-
oped during the space shuttle return-
to-flight after the Columbia accident, 
to collect data on supersonic retropro-
pulsion from SpaceX Falcon 9 stages 
testing vertical-landing technology 
after commercial launches (AW&ST 
Oct. 20, p. 26). The power-transmission 
RFI is just one of a series NASA plans 
to release in search of public-private 
partnerships. Others include cryogenic 
storage and transfer and nanotechnol-
ogy-based nanowires and cabling to 
reduce mass. c

NASA/JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
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‘How do you make sure you  

stay off the naughty list?’
—The FAA 

Washington Outlook

The FAA is not quite finished with its official rules for small un-

manned air systems (UAS), those under 55 lb. In the mean-

time, the agency did produce a public service announcement 

aimed at people receiving UAS as holiday gifts. “Many will be ex-

cited when they unwrap the box and find an unmanned aircraft. 

How do you make sure you stay off the naughty list?” the video 

asks, proceeding to list a number of operating guidelines.

The safety campaign, 
launched in conjunction with 
the Association of Unmanned 
Vehicle Systems International, 
Academy of Model Aeronautics 
and the Small UAV Coalition, 
urges operators to follow the 
rules set for recreational model 
aircraft use—stay below 400 
ft. above the ground; keep the 
aircraft in sight and away from 
people, stadiums and manned 
aircraft; and refrain from flying 
it within 5 mi. of an airport 
unless approved to do so by the 
FAA or the airport. The materi-
als also advise the operators to 
inspect the vehicles before each 
flight and to fly only for fun—not 
for payment or commercial services. 
The group says it will work with UAV 
manufacturers in the coming weeks to 
put the information in the packaging 
for the devices. Agency officials have 
said a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
for small UAS would be issued before 
year-end, but FAA Administrator Mi-
chael Huerta, speaking with reporters 
Dec. 22 about the “Know Before You 
Fly” campaign, said he cannot give a 
firm date because: “It’s a very compli-
cated rule and we want to get it right.”

On another note, Huerta denied the 
agency has been “soft” on its approval 
and enforcement policies for a small set 
of commercial operators flying UAS. 
The same day, a front-page Washington 
Post article said the FAA had ignored 
some safety inspectors’ concerns and 
approved applications to use UAS to 
make Hollywood movies. “As with any 

new technology, you’re going to have 
different points of view with different 
opinions and we welcome that because 
that’s how we get to ensuring that we 
can develop the best regulations and the 
best mitigations to put in place,” Huerta 
said. “I’m very confident we have a very 
open process; we have a transparent and 
a thoughtful process that is very focused 
on how we stage integration into the 
[national airspace system and] but to do 
it in a safe manner.” c

Taking Offense

Cyberwarfare remains poorly under-
stood, in part because cyber opera-
tions rely on secrecy and remain highly 
classified. But despite the shroud, 
clues indicate real action is taking 
place. President Barack Obama threat-
ened to retaliate against North Korea 
for hacking into Sony Pictures servers 

with a “proportionate response.” He 
also called the act “cyber vandalism.” 
Both phrases were chosen with care. 

They reflect the military’s growing 
doctrine of offensive cyber operations 
(OCO). Since an October 2012 speech in 
which then-Secretary of Defense Leon 
Panetta first publicly mentioned the 
need to develop offensive operations, the 
military has been creating rules for the 
road in cyber operations. That includes 
a February 2013 document that specifies 
an order coming from the President or 
the Defense Secretary is required to 
launch offensive cyber operations. 

Along with establishing a rulebook 
for cyber attacks, the military is doing 
a bit more to bring Congress into the 
loop. A report on the National De-
fense Authorization Act of 2015, which 
Obama signed into law on Dec. 19, ap-
plauds the Air Force for at last creating 
a budget line for OCO and defensive 
cyber operations (DCO) that would con-
solidate funding for both types of opera-
tions into single program lines “to allow 
for rapid technology development and 
deployment for offensive and defensive 
tools,” says the report. “The committee 
believes this is a model for program 
management and oversight that should 
be emulated by the other services and 
Defense Agencies, to the extent that is 
practicable.” c

Musical chairs

When it comes to 2015’s anticipated 
congressional budget battles, key play-
ers are swapping seats. Sen. Mike Enzi 
(R-Wyo.) will lead the Senate Budget 
Committee, replacing Jeff Sessions 
(R-Ala.), who had been the top Re-
publican on the panel. Although Sen. 
Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.), the incoming 
majority leader, has officially denied 
encouraging the change in leadership, 
Enzi is seen as close to McConnell. 
The latter has promised to return to 
the “regular order” of passing spend-
ing bills and budgets on time. He still 
appears to favor sequestration, though, 
and may be likely to reach a deal within 
the appropriations process to allow for 
more defense spending—either by shift-
ing money from domestic accounts to 
the Pentagon or by adding funds to war 
accounts. He has more seniority on the 
committee—even though the two sena-
tors took office on the same day. c
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FAA video outlines handy tips for safe UAS use
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Power  
Politics 

AIR TRANSPORT

The engine manufacturer is strong-
ly supporting plans for both the 
A380neo and the potential A380-900 
stretch, a stretched . According to in-
dustry sources, Rolls-Royce is discuss-
ing a variety of all-new engine options 
ranging from derivatives of the A350’s 
XWB-84/97 to the future Advance 
project unveiled earlier this year. 

 Until recently, it was widely be-
lieved that Rolls-Royce  might be in 
the pole position for a possible slot 
on the upgraded A380 because of 
its victory on the A330neo with the 
Trent 7000, an engine rated similarly 
to the Trent 900  . This engine is due 
to debut on the Airbus twin in late 
2017 and is derived from the “TEN” 
version of the Trent 1000, now under 
fi nal development for the Boeing 787. 
However, sources say the proposed 
A380neo project will require more 
power than the Trent 7000, which is 
rated at 68,000-72,000 lb. thrust  for 
the A330-800neo and -900neo.

Although Rolls-Royce declines to 
comment on the A380 situation, the 
transition to an engine with poten-
tially greater thrust could provide for 

higher gross weights or presage the 
long-anticipated development of the 
A380-900 stretch. The development 
cost for the baseline A380neo is esti-
mated at around $2.5 billion, primar-
ily because of the structural revisions 
required for the wing, and is expected 
to take around four years, based on 
previous experiences, such as for the 
A340-500/600.

The push to launch the A380neo is 
backed by Emirates, the largest single 
customer for the  aircraft  (see page 27) . 
Emirates CEO Tim Clark, who says 
the carrier could “defi nitely” order as 
many as 70 of the reengined variants 
if launched, is also poised to announce 
the engine selection for the 50 stan-
dard A380-800s ordered at the 2013 
Dubai air show. Although Emirates 
operates the world’s largest fleet of 
GP7200-powered A380s, Rolls-Royce 
is bidding aggressively for the supple-
mental fl eet order and appears to be 
growing in confi dence that it can break 
the General Electric-Pratt & Whitney 
Engine Alliance  GP7200’s stranglehold 
on Emirates.

While  the U.K. manufacturer com-

petes for the A380 with the Trent 
900 against the   GP7200,  it is eager 
to build on its relationship with Air-
bus, where it has exclusive engine 
deals on the new A350 family and re-
cently launched Trent 7000-powered 
A330neo. The parent companies of 
the GP7200, on the other hand, cite 
an uncertain business case for the 
upgraded A380 and appear reluctant 
to make the substantial investment 
such a venture would require, despite 
holding more than 50% of the existing 
market.

The Engine Alliance has outlined 
upgrade plans that could produce near-
term fuel savings of 0.5-1%, but still well 
below the 10-12% thought to have been 
outlined by the Airbus requirement. 
Even more comprehensive upgrades 
for the GP7200 —including a larger fan 
and an additional low-pressure turbine 
stage —would gain only around 5% and 
be “cost-prohibitive” in the absence of a 
compelling business case, says the En-
gine Alliance. The diff erence between 
an incremental upgrade and an all-new 
engine therefore represents a fi nancial 
 divide across which neither GE nor 

AIRBUS/P. MASCLET

A
irbus is accelerating its studies for producing an upgraded 

A380 and, after talks held in November with engine makers in 

Toulouse, appears to be closing on an initial agreement 

with Rolls-Royce.

Guy Norris  Los Angeles 

Rolls-Royce is strongly supporting 

plans for the A380neo and the potential 

A380-900 stretch
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service may not be built much longer. 
Wilhelm did not say it will be canceled, 
nor did he indicate a decision about it 
is imminent. But his statement at least 
implied that Airbus will either invest 
further and build an A380neo, or ter-
minate the program, sooner rather 
than later.

The prospect of Airbus not continu-
ing its most prestigious aircraft only a 
decade after its original entry into ser-
vice has been unthinkable for most, in 
spite of the current order drought that 
has not seen the manufacturer add a 

Jens Flottau Frankfurt 

Neo or Nothing
Future of the A380 still a source 

of great uncertainty for Airbus

W
hen Airbus Group CFO 
Harald Wilhelm formally 
opened the company’s recent 

global investor forum , he politely men-
tioned that he had very much looked 
forward to the event, which he viewed 
as a “highlight of the year.” But hours 
later, the highlight had turned into a di-
saster that will be hard to forget.

The event gave a surprisingly 
deep insight into the various 
views about the future of the 
Airbus A380, and may serve as 
a showcase for other companies 
about how communication can 
go very wrong. At the end of 
Day One of the two day-event, 
Airbus Group shares were down 
15%—the largest decline in six 
years. They had not recovered 
by the end of the week, eliminat-
ing more than €4 billion ($5 bil-
lion) in shareholder value, even 
though Airbus Commercial CEO 
Fabrice Bregier tried to correct 
Wilhelm by saying that Airbus 
will build an A380neo.

The Airbus nightmare began 
when Qatar Airways announced 
on Facebook that it  would not 
take its fi rst A350 as planned on 
Dec. 13. While no serious techni-
cal issues  had been discovered 
and the delay  proved to be  only 
a few days , the timing and lack of 
further information were a major 
factor in raising investor suspi-
cions. But it was Wilhelm who 
ignited a debate about the A380 
that dominated the European 
business press for several days, 
and revealed that not everybody 
in Airbus’s management agrees 
on the future of the program.

Wilhelm told the forum that 
the A380 program will remain 
at breakeven during the 2015-17 
period and will stay at least close 
to  that position  in 2018 on the recur-
ring-cost level, even if Airbus decide s 
to discontinue the model. He therefore 
became the fi rst senior Airbus execu-
tive to publicly raise the possibility 
that the largest civil aircraft in airline 

Airbus A380 Orders and Deliveries

Operator Orders Deliveries

Government/VIP 1 0

Air Austral 2 0

Air France 12 10

Amedeo 20 0

Asiana Airlines 6 2

British Airways 12 8

China Southern Airlines
5

5

Emirates
140

55

Etihad Airways
10

1

Korean Air
10

10

Lufthansa
14

12

Malaysia Airlines
6

6

Qantas Airways
20

12

Qatar Airways
10

2

Singapore Airlines
24

19

Thai Airways
6

6

Transaero Airlines
4

0

Virgin Atlantic Airways 6 0

Undisclosed 10 0

Total 318 148

Source: Airbus

Etihad Airways took delivery 
of its fi rst A380 in December, 
but the drive for re engining is 
led by its neighbor, Emirates.

Pratt appears to be willing to step.
“If you ask me if the business case 

closes for us to drop the GP [GP7200] 
and put a new engine up under the 
A380, I would tell you we can’t make 
that business case close,” GE Avia-
tion President David Joyce tells Avia-
tion Week. “We just can’t; there’s just 
not enough incremental sales around 
the world that would make that case 
close.” GE is developing the Leap nar-
rowbody engine with Snecma and 
fi nalizing the design of the GE9X for 
Boeing’s 777X twinjet. “Today if some-
one came to me with a proposal to put 
a brand-new engine underneath that 
wing, I just don’t see that as being a 
priority for us,” adds Joyce.

Pratt, like GE, is also deeply mired 
in the development of the PW1000G 
geared turbofan family and says it can 
ill aff ord an additional commitment. 
United Technologies Corp. CEO Greg 
Hayes says Pratt is unlikely to support 
the development of a new widebody 
engine for some time. Commenting at 
an investor conference, Hayes says the 
company “cannot continue to aff ord to 
invest at these levels.” c
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be filled on each flight, presumably at 
insufficient fare levels.

The overall size of the market for 
the A380 is still the big unknown, and 
even Airbus has reduced its forecast 
significantly. In 2007, the year the 
A380 entered service with its first 
operator, Singapore Airlines, the 
manufacturer projected sales in the 
size category of close to 1,700 units. 
Seven years later, it has reduced that 
forecast by 25%.

Airbus, of course, is not the only one 
to suffer from this uncertainty. Boeing 
has always been extremely conserva-
tive when it comes to the prospects 
for the largest passenger airliners and 
consequently did not develop an all-

new aircraft in response to 
the A380, although it did 
introduce the 747-8. But as 
it turns out, Boeing’s own 
planning may also have 
been too optimistic for the 
latest version of its most 
famous aircraft.

Boeing will reduce the 
production rate for the 
747-8 by two aircraft per 

year starting next September, amid 
continuing concerns over the slower-
than-expected recovery of interna-
tional air cargo traffic, which is the 
aircraft’s principal market.

Boeing says it is “making this minor 
adjustment because the near-term re-
covery in the cargo market has not 
been as robust as expected. We contin-
ue to believe in the long-term strength 
of the freighter market, and the 747-8 is 
uniquely positioned to capture this de-
mand.” The aircraft is currently being 
produced at the rate of 1.5 per month 
but without fresh orders, and with just 
13 freighters and 26 passenger ver-
sions in the firm backlog, this leaves 
less than three years of production at 
the current rate.

Starting in 2015, the newly reduced 
rate of 1.3 747-8s per month from 1.5 
will see output fall to around 16 air-
craft per year, and follows two earlier 
rate cuts made in 2013. Despite these 
low levels, the 747 has been through 
worse periods historically, such as in 
2010 when no aircraft were delivered 
during the transition from the 747-400 
to the 747-8. Another lean period was 
2004-09, when an average of slightly 
more than 13 aircraft per year were 
delivered. c

—With Guy Norris in Los Angeles.

AIR TRANSPORT

single A380 order during 2014. But it 
is testimony to a market segment that 
appears to have been overestimated 
in the enthusiasm of the late 1990s, 
when European aerospace executives 
sought to pursue Boeing even harder 
by offering a complete range of mod-
els, including a very large jet. Airbus 
is understood to have spent well in 
excess of €20 billion on A380 develop-
ment and is not expected to recover its 
investment for several decades, even if 
the program is continued and demand 
picks up strongly.

A380 production is sold out for the 
next three years. For Airbus to deliver 
the entire A380 backlog, production 
would have to run well beyond 2018, al-
beit at reduced rates which would pres-
ent an additional profitability challenge 
and give investors reason for concern. 
The program is currently running at a 
rate of 30 aircraft per year.

Airbus has 318 firm orders for the 
aircraft, and 147 A380s have been de-
livered. Emirates is by far the most im-
portant customer, with orders for 140. 
The airline has taken 55 A380s and 85 
more are to come. 

A day after Wilhelm’s statement, 
Bregier told a different story about 
the A380. “We will get additional cus-
tomers,” he said. “We are fully booked 
for the next three years, where is the 
problem?” Bregier went as far as say-
ing that Airbus “will one day launch an 
A380neo and we will one day launch an 
A380 stretch.” He asked investors not 
to be “impatient.”

He was, of course, supported by Air-
bus Chief Operating Officer-Customers 
John Leahy, who pointed out that Air-
bus is engaged in four sales campaigns 
with existing customers. Leahy was in 
Dubai earlier this month to discuss the 
A380neo idea with Emirates President 
Tim Clark, the one airline executive 
pushing the idea the hardest. 

Leahy is convinced that with global 
air travel continuing to grow, the A380 
market “has to grow by definition,” al-
though it is “not a gigantic market.”

Clark was likely as shocked by Wil-
helm’s statement as Bregier. “I’m not 
particularly happy, as you can imag-
ine,” he told Reuters, saying he had 
protested to Airbus. Clark reiterated 
that Emirates would eventually re-
place all of its current A380s—and the 
85 yet to be delivered from its order 
book—with A380neos if Airbus de-
cides to build the aircraft.

Clark admitted that his comments 

would not help residual values of 
the current aircraft. But that is also 
true for Bregier’s commitment to an 
A380neo at some stage. Which airline 
will commit to the current version of 
the aircraft now, given the assump-
tion that Airbus will probably launch 
a much-improved variant soon?

Many in the industry have serious 
doubts that there is a compelling busi-
ness case for an A380neo, including 
some executives at Airbus. Wilhelm’s 
comments indicate senior manage-
ment on the group level is driven much 
more by profitability over product in-
novations than in the past. CEO Tom 
Enders has been the driving force 
behind turning the company more to-

ward what it calls “incremental inno-
vation”: building derivatives of existing 
aircraft rather than all-new platforms. 
That strategy has been proven by the 
launch of the A320neo and A330neo. 
But even the approach of investing 
less money into improved versions of 
current aircraft may not be enough 
to justify the added investment of re-
engining the A380.

Both General Electric and Pratt & 
Whitney have told Airbus they are 
not interested in providing an engine, 
leaving that opportunity to Rolls-
Royce (see page 26). Ironically, one 
of the main risks from Airbus’s per-
spective could be that Emirates is too 
successful with the A380. That would 
mean many of the aircraft Airbus once 
thought would be operated by Lufthan-
sa, British Airways or Cathay Pacific 
Airways may well already have landed 
in Dubai, with many more to come.

In fact, many of these airlines appear 
to have opted for smaller long-haul 
aircraft instead. British Airways, for 
example, has decided to replace part 
of its 747-400 fleet with A350s. That 
is another self-induced risk: Aircraft 
such as the A350 or Boeing 787 come 
so close in seat-mile costs to the A380 
that many operators have less incen-
tive to the buy bigger aircraft, because 
that also means 150 more seats have to 

“We are fully booked for 

the next three years, 

where is the problem?”  
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Guy Norris Cincinnati

Parts prepared for first GE9X  

core test as CMC parts readied  

for evaluation on GEnx

T
he ambitious fuel-burn targets for Boeing’s new long-
range 777X twin have driven General Electric to ex-
traordinary lengths when it comes to the development 

and application of advanced materials in the GE9X engine.
GE secured the sole-source deal to provide engines for the 

777X in 2013, after guaranteeing that the GE9X will have a 
10% better fuel burn than the GE90-115B engines that ex-
clusively power the latest 777 models today. With the clock 
ticking toward the first run of the GE9X core in 2015, and 
manufacturing of the first full engine core components get-
ting underway, GE is counting on these materials to play a 
critical role in reducing weight and boosting efficiency.

Chief among these new materials will be hot-section com-
ponents made from heat-resistant ceramic matrix composites 
(CMC). Once thought to be too brittle and insufficiently robust 
for the dynamic rigors of life in the heart of a jet engine, CMCs 
have been proven by GE’s Niskayuna, New York-headquar-
tered Global Research Center. The material, which comprises 
a CMC reinforced with a silicon-carbide fiber, is one-third the 
weight of standard exotic metallic alloys but can withstand 
temperatures beyond 2,400F without the need for cooling.

The first commercial application of CMCs will be in the 
turbine shrouds of the CFM Leap-1 engine, now in advanced 
development by GE and partner Snecma; but the GE9X will 
make more extensive use of the material in the combus-
tor liner, first-stage high-pressure (HP) turbine nozzle and 
shroud, as well as the second-stage nozzle. Later this month, 
a specially modified GEnx-1B 787 engine will begin key tests 
of the first full GE9X suite of CMC components, the first time 
such an extensive set of CMC parts will be tested as part of 
an integrated engine system.

“This will be the first chance to put them all together in a 
single engine and start to put some serious cycles on them,” 
says GE90/GE9X General Manager Bill Millhaem. Tests at 
GE’s Peebles, Ohio, site will run for 3,000 cycles. “Then we 
will disassemble it, review the hardware and then run an-

other 3,000 cycles,” he adds. The donor GEnx-1B will also 
incorporate a GE9X first-stage HP turbine.

Although the tests represent the first full-scale evaluation 
of a set of GE9X CMC parts, Millhaem is confident there will 
be no nasty surprises. “At this point, we are committed to 
CMCs, and some endurance testing we recently completed 
was the piece we were looking for to help us finalize the con-
figuration. If something doesn’t work, we will have to regroup, 
but at this point this is the configuration we have selected.” 
The recent endurance evaluation focused on dynamics test-
ing of the CMC combustor, which was subjected to high-cycle 
acoustic stress loads. Tests of a combustor sector rig will 
take place in a new $100 million, 20,000-sq.-ft. combustion 
test cell currently under construction in Evendale, Ohio. The 

facility will feature a 200-ft.-
tall stainless steel exhaust 
stack and is scheduled to be 
completed in 2015. The site 
will incorporate three paral-
lel test stands for single-cup 
and sector testing.

Further tests of a 90% 
scaled version of the 11-stage, 27:1 pressure-ratio HP com-
pressor are planned for the first quarter of 2015 at the com-
pany’s Massa, Italy, facility following initial evaluations early 
this year. “We brought it back, disassembled it and put modi-
fications in the front end,” says Millhaem. “We have gone for 
a little bit more of an open-block/lower-solidity configuration. 
It’s just a slight tweak to get a little bit of incremental efficien-
cy in the compressor,” he adds, referring to the modification 
that generally involves cutting the number of airfoils. “The 
performance we got on the HP compressor was better than 
anticipated for the first time we ran. What we are doing now 
is relatively minor, but when you are trying to get a 10% sfc 
[specific fuel consumption] improvement there are a couple 
of big chunks and then there are a lot of 1/10ths and 0.05ths 
that you have to go get, and that’s what we are doing.”

Fan testing also continues at Boeing’s universal propulsion 
system aero-acoustic propulsion simulator test rig in Seattle. 
The rig, which runs at the same representative tip speed as 
the full engine, includes outlet guide vanes and a core simu-
lator with a 1.5-stage low-pressure compressor to allow for 
bypass ratio and generate the right acoustics. The GE9X will 
have a 133.5-in.-dia. fan composed of 16 wide-chord, swept, 
fourth-generation composite blades. “Those tests are pro-
gressing nicely. We have down-selected the final materials, 
the resin, fiber and metal leading edge,” he notes. The leading 
edges of the blades, which will be thinner than those of the 
GE90, will be sheathed in stainless steel. “It is a longer and 
thinner blade so, in order to retain durability and toughness 
for bird ingestion, we went to stainless steel,” Millhaem says. 
“It is a little bit heavier [than titanium used on the GE90], 
but not by much.”

The overall concept of the GE9X will be effectively frozen 
this month at an engine-level critical design review known in 
GE parlance as Toll Gate 3. The first complete core will run 
in mid-2015, and the first full engine to go to test will be in 
the first half of 2016. The Toll Gate 6 milestone, in which the 
configuration will be finalized, is due to take place late in the 
summer of 2016. Tests on GE’s flying testbed are scheduled 
for 2017, and engine certification the following year. Boeing 
is due to begin 777X flight tests later in 2018, with entry into 
service scheduled for 2020. c

Higher Tempo

Following modifications 
to the first few stages, the 
GE9X 27:1 pressure ratio 
compressor will return to 
Massa, Italy, for more test-
ing in early 2015.

General electric
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Guy Norris Los Angeles and John Croft Washington

777X Defi ned  
Flight deck characteristics revealed with GE, 

Rockwell Collins announcements

B
oeing has selected two suppliers 
for key elements of the 777X avi-
onics system and digital back-

bone, yielding the status quo for some 
Boeing 787 providers and a changing 
of the guard for others. The contracts 
are the latest in a series of key 777X 
awards from Boeing, which intends 
to complete fi rm confi guration for the 
widebody around mid-2015.

In the upset department, Boeing has 
selected General Electric’s open archi-
tecture common core system (CCS) 
for the 777X data backbone rather 
than the Honeywell-provided aircraft 
information management system and 
Rockwell Collins full-duplex-switched 
Ethernet backbone for the 787.

Rockwell Collins,  in contrast, has 
much of the same equipment on the 
777X as the 787, including cockpit dis-
plays and the integrated surveillance 
system, but the win represents a three-
fold increase in the avionics maker’s 
onboard content compared to what 
is installed on the legacy 777. Kent 
Statler, executive vice president and 
chief operating officer for Rockwell 
Collins Commercial Systems, says the 
design work will begin in earnest after 
Jan. 1 and fi nish in 2019.

The 777X will have five Rockwell 
Collins 15.1-in. landscape-format LCDs 
in the cockpit, the same basic displays 

used in the 787, Boeing 737 MAX 
and—through a supplemental type 
certificate—on the Boeing 757 and 
767. “We’re sweeping the fl ight decks 
at Boeing,” says Statler. Boeing also 
selected Rockwell Collins for the 777X 
fl ight control stand, digital audio sys-
tem, mode control panel and primary 
control damper. 

In July, Rockwell Collins announced 
that it had won the fl ight control mod-
ule portion of the 777X’s fly-by-wire 
(FBW) system being built by BAE 
Systems. The two companies currently 
supply the 777 primary fl ight control 
electronics and autoland system but 
will enhance these to control the more- 
complex flight surfaces of the 777X. 
BAE will develop the integrated fl ight-
control electronics (IFCE) and air-data 
function, which will manage the over-
all FBW system. Rockwell Collins will 
develop the fl ight control module that 
forms part of the IFCE. In addition to 
controlling the standard surfaces, the 
777X fl ight control module will include 
computing functionality that supports 
the aircraft’s load alleviation, high lift 
and folding wing-tip features.

The 777X displays will have built-
in graphics processors that are up-
graded compared to the 737 MAX and 
787, to future-proof the widebody for 
advanced features that may include 

high-defi nition airport moving maps, 
synthetic vision and enhanced vision 
and various Automatic Dependent 
Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) “In” 
mapping functions. Statler says the 
features were on “road maps” the com-
pany discussed with Boeing, but were 
not part of the initial award.

Like the 787, the 777X’s Integrated 
Surveillance System (ISS) will include 
Rockwell Collins’s MultiScan weather 
radar, traf  c collision and avoidance, 
Mode S surveillance (including ADS-B 
“Out” and “In” capability) and terrain 
awareness and warning system. 

Unlike the 787, however, the 777X 
will not have dual Rockwell Collins 
head-up guidance systems as standard 
equipment. Statler says Boeing made 
the devices an option, since many 
operators will have mixed fl eets, and 
head-up displays are not available for 
the legacy fl eet. 

Statler would not comment on the 
contractual arrangements with Boe-
ing, but he says Rockwell Collins used 
a “very creative” model with Boeing to 
bring “value” to the program and to 
“protect the value that we need for our 
investment and for our shareholders.” 
Rockwell Collins CEO Kelly Ortberg 
told analysts in October the company 
would change its business models in 
part by charging certain customers for 
changes, delays and “additional scope” 
to contracted avionics systems, part of 
a new focus on improving cash fl ow. 

Statler says business models must 
evolve in much the same way as tech-
nology. “You have to continue to look 
at how business model innovation can 
bring value to both sides as well,” he 

AIR TRANSPORT

 Boeing selected GE for the 
777X data backbone and digital 
recorders and Rockwell Collins 
for the cockpit displays and 
integrated surveillance system. 
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says, adding that there’s not a “dra-
matic” dif erence between the 787 and 
777X contracts. 

George Kiefer, vice president and 
general manager of GE Aviation’s 
North American Avionics, says Boe-
ing’s selection of the CCS “is a vali-
dation of our open architecture ap-
proach.” The system is a “platform on 
which we host the best of the best,” he 
adds.  

Just as with the 787’s avionics sys-
tem, the CCS will use a network of 
remote data concentrators located 
throughout the aircraft to consolidate 
data from systems and sensors. The 
787 CCS runs on the VxWorks 653 
real-time operating system developed 
by Wind River, a wholly owned subsid-
iary of Intel.

“The CCS will run with more than 
50 different application software 
systems from more than 20 dif erent 
suppliers,” explains Kiefer. “One of the 
things that Boeing wanted to do was be 
able to fi eld new and updated software 
in a more timely and cost-effective 
manner. Our system is certificated 
separately, so if someone develops 
updates for another system, they do 
not have to come back and re-test the 
whole system. It dramatically reduces 
the cost and time involved.” 

The 777X CCS will be adapted to 
interface with the two-way Arinc 629 
digital databus used in the current 777 
and will enable Boeing to retain sev-
eral existing systems. The Arinc 629 
protocol was developed especially for 
the 777, and each aircraft is equipped 
with 11 of these pathways. 

GE was also picked to provide the 
enhanced airborne fl ight recorder for 
the 777X that will record fl ight crew 
audio, fl ight data and data link com-
munications, and store information in 
non-volatile, crash-survivable memory. 
The system will be developed by GE’s 
facility in Grand Rapids, Michigan, 
while the remote data concentrators 
will be provided by the GE site in Chel-
tenham, England. GE is also develop-
ing the GE9X turbofans, an electrical 
load management system, backup 
generator and converter for the 777X.

Boeing is due to begin issuing a fur-
ther raft of awards over the next few 
days and weeks. Requests for propos-
als are due later this month regard-
ing systems and actuation for new 
elements of the 777’s composite wing, 
including the 12-ft. folding section at 
each tip.   c
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Jens Flottau Frankfurt

International Airlines Group wants 

to buy Aer Lingus, stirring up 

European airline consolidation

T
here has not been much consolidation activity for Euro-
pean airlines since the first big wave of takeovers that 
followed Lufthansa’s purchase of Austrian Airlines five 

years ago. But of course there is one exception: International 
Airlines Group (IAG).

IAG’s conditional bid for Aer Lingus would broaden its 
portfolio to include a profitable hybrid airline that provides a 
relatively low-cost base to capture a part of the U.K. and Ire-
land market where London-focused British Airways  (BA) has 
no strong position. But what makes Aer Lingus even more 
attractive to the group is its 3% share of London-Heathrow 
slots. With these, IAG could stage more profitable long-haul 
flying. A higher market share at the British Airways hub had 
already been the only driver behind IAG’s acquisition of BMI 
in 2012.

The Aer Lingus initiative also shows how great the differ-
ences have become between the Big Three European airline 
groups IAG, Air France-KLM and Lufthansa Group. The lat-
ter two are suffering from the poor performance of their core 
airlines and are grappling with internal restructuring and 
cost cutting. They have repeatedly said that further take-
overs are not on the agenda for now. Air France-KLM is-
sued its third profit warning in 2014, scaling back its EBITDA 
(earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization) 
by a further €200 million ($245 million) saying it will curtail 
investments and step up cost-cutting efforts; no details were 
disclosed. This announcement came on the same day the IAG 
offer was leaked and later confirmed.

IAG, by contrast, has managed to turn around both of its 
legacy airline units—British Airways and Iberia—in recent 
years. It has been most active in terms of consolidation. Hav-
ing itself only been created in 2011 through the combination 
of BA and Iberia, IAG bought BMI in 2012 and Vueling in 
2013. BMI has since been integrated into BA. Vueling is a 
highly profitable Spanish low-cost carrier with ambitions to 
aggressively expand beyond its home market.

IAG has recently presented financial goals to investor that 
will see it reach profit margins of 10-14% in the coming years, 
far more than its big European competitors.

Aer Lingus said it had received a “preliminary, highly con-
ditional and non-binding approach from IAG” on Dec. 14. The 
airline’s board of directors “has reviewed the proposal and 
believes that it fundamentally undervalues Aer Lingus and 
its attractive prospects.” Therefore the proposal was rejected 
on Dec. 16. The airline added that “shareholders are strongly 
advised to take no action.”

Aer Lingus shares rose by around 20% shortly after initial 
rumors about the move emerged, but settled down to a 9% 
gain. In a regulatory statement, IAG said that “there can be 
no certainty that any further proposal of offer will be forth-
coming” and “a further statement will be made if and when 
appropriate.” No details of the offer were made public.

But it is likely there will be more news in the coming 
weeks. In the case of Vueling, IAG’s initial approaches had 
also been denied by the Spanish carrier’s shareholders, yet a 
few months later a deal was struck. And Aer Lingus is known 
to have been interested in combining with another airline. 
The British competition authority leaked information about 
a previous attempt as part of its investigation into the stake 
Ryanair holds in the carrier, which raises the question of 
whether the Ryanair investment precluded the airline from 
merging with another company.

The main link between Aer Lingus and IAG is the latter’s 
chief executive, Willie Walsh, who ran the Irish airline from 
2001-05 and turned it around by making drastic cuts to ca-
pacity and staff. At the time, both BA and Aer Lingus were 
members of the Oneworld alliance, which the Dublin-based 
carrier left in 2007 as its business model changed. Under 
current CEO Christoph Mueller it has moved away from the 
earlier low-cost strategy and focused more on growth on 
long-haul routes while also optimizing connections through 
Dublin. Aer Lingus operates four Airbus A320s as “Little 
Red” on behalf of Virgin Atlantic, but that service is being 
terminated in 2015.

Mueller has announced he will resign in 2015 to become CEO 
of Malaysia Airlines. His successor has not yet been named.

Aer Lingus has been the target of several failed takeover at-
tempts by Ryanair, which still holds a 29.8% stake in the carrier. 
Ryanair has been ordered by the British competition authority 
to sell down its shareholding to 5% on antitrust grounds, but it 
has appealed the decision. Ryanair itself is changing its model 
to focus on business travelers; this could lead to more direct 

competition with Aer Lingus.
The IAG offer may or may not trig-

ger a reaction by Etihad Airways—a 
4.1% stakeholder in Aer Lingus. Eti-
had has been buying minority stakes 
in airlines and has been tipped to be 
a candidate to pick up the Ryanair 
stake. The Irish government holds 
25.11% of Aer Lingus and has said in 
the past that it would sell the stake 
only if a hostile takeover attempt by 
Ryanair could be ruled out. c
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Next Stage

Aer Lingus is now a profitable 
hybrid that combines short-haul 
routes with a growing long-haul 
operation in Dublin.

Keith GasKell
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Adrian Schofield Auckland and Tokyo

Two Japanese carriers at opposite 

ends of the spectrum  

plan international moves

W
hile one of Japan’s largest airlines is eyeing more 
international growth next year, the expansion 
plans of one of the country’s smaller carriers could 

prove just as significant in the long term.
Having already expanded dramatically at Tokyo’s Haneda 

Airport this year, All Nippon Airways (ANA) is preparing 
for its next wave of international growth, at the city’s Nar-
ita Airport. Meanwhile, low-cost carrier Jetstar Japan will 
launch its first international flight, becoming the latest of 
Japan’s new low-cost carriers (LCCs) to step into an arena 
previously dominated by the majors.

Jetstar Japan’s international debut will be on the Osaka-
Hong Kong route on Feb. 28. The carrier was established in 
2012 as a joint venture between Qantas and Japan Airlines 
(JAL) and so far has concentrated on building a domestic 
network. However, expansion to international markets has 
long been flagged by its owners as a key to achieving profit-
ability.

Two other Japanese LCCs launched by ANA—Peach and 
Vanilla—already serve international destinations, and over-
seas budget carriers are increasing their presence in Japan. 
While the LCCs do not yet account for a large proportion 
of international capacity, they will clearly be growing their 
share at the expense of the mainline carriers.

It is notable that Jetstar Japan selected Osaka’s Kansai 
International Airport for its first overseas route, rather than 
its main base at Narita. This year, Jetstar Japan has been 
establishing Kansai as its secondary hub and increasing its 
domestic flights from the airport—which is the main base 
for rival Peach.

The choice of Kansai-Hong Kong is also interesting from 
a competitive standpoint. JAL does not fly this route, al-
though ANA and Peach do.

Jetstar Japan took delivery of its 19th Airbus A320 in 
October and has another due by the end of December. Last 
month, JAL and Qantas committed to in-
vesting an additional ¥11 billion ($92 mil-
lion) into the LCC to aid development.

ANA CEO Osamu Shinobe notes that the 
short-haul LCC sector is growing rapidly in 
Japan. This means ANA will have to adjust 
its thinking to this new reality, Shinobe told 
Aviation Week recently.

However, LCCs still account for less than 
10% of the domestic market—lower than 
their shares within the U.S., Europe or 
Southeast Asia—so ANA has some leeway 
to decide its response.

Because two of the new LCCs in Japan 

are partly or wholly owned by ANA, the group will benefit 
from the new demand they create. While there has been 
limited cannibalization of mainline traffic so far, this could 
change, Shinobe says.

Meanwhile, ANA is developing its own international 
growth plans for 2015. With no new slot awards expected 
at Haneda, the airline will be mainly adding new flights at 
Narita, says Shinobe. Narita is due for a further round of 
slot allocations by the end of March.

ANA’s international capacity may increase by about 10% 
next year, says Shinobe. In contrast, domestic growth likely 
will remain relatively flat.

The North American market will be one area of growth. 
A priority will be improving links to alliance partner United 
Airlines’ U.S. hubs, Shinobe says. ANA has already made 
one such move by announcing a new route from Narita to 
Houston, beginning next June.

Similar efforts will be made in Europe, where ANA would 
like to take greater advantage of the Lufthansa network.

The airline’s international capacity was up by 22% year-
on-year for the six months through September, which is 
ANA’s fiscal first half. This was mostly due to the slot ex-
pansion at Haneda. Traffic grew slightly more slowly, up 
19% year-on-year.

Shinobe says the capacity and traffic growth are in line 
with the carrier’s plans. Demand and capacity increases 
have been well-matched, considering the rapid growth, he 
says. Inbound travel demand has been increasing quickly, 
particularly from Asia, as the Japanese government relaxes 
visa restrictions for certain countries.

ANA’s international growth plans will be boosted by fur-
ther deliveries of Boeing 787s next year, particularly the 
stretched -9 versions.

The carrier has received 33 of the 80 787s it has ordered. 
The total comprises 36 -8s and 44 -9s, although almost all of 
the deliveries so far have been -8s. Two -9s have been deliv-
ered in domestic configuration, and the first “international” 
-9 is due by March 31. 

The remaining 41 orders for the -9 are for domestic and 
international aircraft. However, all -9 deliveries in the next 
few years will be for international use. The airline is due to 
receive 15 -9s during its 2015 and 2016 fiscal years.

ANA has so far received 31 of its 36 787-8s, and another 
is expected to be delivered by the end of March 2015. This 
will leave just four -8s to be delivered. c

Going Beyond

All Nippon Airways’ international 
expansion is underpinned by its  

growing fleet of Boeing 787s.
Joepriesaviation.net
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Frank Morring, Jr. Washington

As Antares swaps Russian engines, 

Orbital hopes to sidestep politics

O
rbital Sciences Corp. will buy—
directly from Russia’s NPO En-
ergomash—a new rocket engine 

with a long heritage. It will replace the 
surplus Russian engines tentatively im-
plicated in the Oct. 28 failure of an An-
tares launch vehicle with a load of cargo 
for the International Space Station.

Designated the RD-181, the new en-
gine apparently will sidestep congres-
sional restrictions on using the larger 
RD-180 because it will not be used for 
national security payloads. The RD-181 
is to fly on Antares in shipsets of two to 
accommodate as closely as possible the 
two-engine Antares configuration built 
around the AJ-26 engines supplied by 
Aerojet Rocketdyne, Orbital Sciences 
managers say.

While Orbital says only that the new 
engine is cost-competitive, the Russian 
press lists the deal at $1 billion. The RD-
180, like the AJ-26, is marketed in the 
U.S. through a U.S. intermediary, but 
the RD-181 would be a direct buy from 
the Russian enginemaker.

A descendant of the RD-171 that pow-
ers the Ukrainian-built Zenit launch ve-
hicle, the RD-181 will be manufactured 
in the same factory that builds the RD-
180 used on the United Launch Alliance Atlas V. It closely 
resembles the RD-191 on Russia’s new Angara launcher, and 
the RD-151 that powers South Korea’s Naro-1 launch vehicle.

In testing at Energomash “the RD-181s have seen more 
than two times the Antares flight duration to date, and if you 
take a look at some of the heritage of this engine, the RD-151 
and the RD-191 combined have over 10 hr. of test time for their 
configuration testing,” says Mark Pieczynski, Orbital’s vice 
president for space launch strategic development.

Like the AJ-26, the single-thrust-chamber, single-nozzle 
RD-181 uses liquid oxygen and kerosene-like rocket propellant 
(RP), generating a sea-level performance in the two-engine 
configuration of 864,000 lb. thrust with a specific impulse of 
311.9 sec. That is equivalent to the twin-nozzle RD-180, but 
the two engines are a better fit with the Antares main stage, 
built for Orbital by Ukraine’s Yuzhmash.

“While there is no such thing as a plug-and-play in this 
business, the RD-181 in its dual-engine configuration is about 
as close as you could get to replacing the current twin AJ-26s 
in Antares, so it minimizes the redesign of the core,” Piec-
zynski says. “It allows us to keep the core nearly identical.”

Ron Grabe, executive vice president and general manager 

of Orbital’s Launch Systems Group, says his company has 
been looking for a replacement for the AJ-26 for three years. 
Two of the surplus Russian engines suffered major failures in 
acceptance tests at Stennis Space Center before the October 
failure shortly after liftoff from the Antares pad at NASA’s 
Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia (AW&ST Nov. 3/10, p. 26).

Every available alternative was evaluated, Grabe says. 
“The RD-181 came out on top in terms of the performance 
improvement that it offered and its cost effectiveness, but [its 
near-term availability] made it the clear winner.”

Pieczynski says Energomash will de-
liver the first shipset next summer, and 
a second set in the fall of 2015. Planning 
is ongoing for integrating the new Rus-
sian engines into the series of existing 
and on-order Antares vehicles, the man-
agers say, but the intention is to mount 
the first shipset in an Antares for a hot-
fire test on the repaired Wallops pad 
next year.

“The first shipset that we receive in 
mid-summer of next year will be inte-
grated into the booster, and then in the 
fall [we plan] to conduct an on-pad static 
fire to prove out that system in the core, 
just as we did in the existing Antares 
system, where we strapped the first 
stage down to the pad, conducted about 
a 29-sec. hot fire, and then shut it down,” 
says Pieczynski. “In the meantime we 
will be receiving our second set of en-
gines in the fall of 2015, and our plan is 
to then use that test article as our first 
launch, but . . . we will have another set 
of engines that will be ready to be incor-
porated into a core vehicle.”

Orbital has selected the Atlas V 401 
as a substitute for Antares until it fin-
ishes the upgrades, as it works to com-
plete its $1.9 billion contract to deliver 
20,000 kg (44,093 lb.) of cargo to the 

ISS by the end of 2016. Ultimately the RD-181 will be able 
to lift 20% more cargo to the space station than the AJ-26 
shipsets, in conjunction with an upgraded solid-fuel upper 
stage that flew on the failed October mission and an extended 
Cygnus cargo carrier already in the works. But the new en-
gines will be held at the AJ-26 level until the thrust structure 
and tankage on the Antares core stage can be modified to ac-
commodate the increased performance, which will be about 
100,000-lb. thrust more than the AJ-26-powered variant.

Congressional concern about Russian aggression in the 
Crimean Peninsula led to a ban in the new National Defense 
Authorization Act (NDAA) on using RD-180s purchased after 
Russia occupied the Ukrainian territory on Feb. 1. Grabe says 
that legislation will not affect the Energomash RD-181 deal.

“We’ve coordinated with all relevant congressional com-
mittee staffs to keep them informed of our decision,” says 
Grabe. “Certainly the NDAA places future restrictions on 
the use of the Russian engines for national security space 
applications. Our application is in civil space. There’s a long 
history of U.S.–Russian cooperation in civil space, dating back 
to Apollo-Soyuz in the 1970s at the height of the Cold War. 
Since our immediate objective is in civil space supporting the 

SPACE

Russian 
Alternate

Energomash built this prototype of 
the RD-181 engine, which it is devel-
oping to replace the AJ-26 on Orbital 
Sciences Corp.’s Antares launcher.
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Graham Warwick Washington

Modular satellite in development   

will hitch a ride on U.S. booster 

Sharing Space

Sherpa is a free-flying small-satellite  
dispenser based on a launch-vehicle  
secondary payload adapter.

International Space Station it [has] a slightly different twist or 
perspective than supporting national security space. NASA 
already relies on cooperation with its Russian partner in other 
ways to execute the ISS program [including] crew transport.”

Ultimately, Orbital hopes to use the Antares with its new 
Russian engines for commercial satellite launches as well 
as for follow-on ISS cargo-delivery work already out for bid. 
Chairman/CEO David Thompson has vowed the company 
will finish its current contract without increasing the cost to 
NASA, and with four more flights instead of the five originally 
planned because of the performance enhancements in the 
launch vehicle and Cygnus (AW&ST Nov. 17, p. 35).

Pieczynski says Orbital’s contract with Energomash calls 
for delivery of up to five Antares shipsets of RD-181s per 
year, although there will not be a need for that many engines 
initially.

“Our contract with Energomash covers our obligations un-
der the current [station cargo-delivery] contract, and hope-
fully anticipating an award for the next phase,” says Grabe. 
“Beyond that, we have options that if exercised would satisfy 
our requirements out beyond 2020.”

According to Russia’s Izvestia newspaper, the initial con-
tract calls for delivery of 20 engines, with two more options 
of 20 engines each. c
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A 
modular satellite concept will be demonstrated in 2015 
with a spacecraft built by NovaWurks to be launched 
on a U.S. booster along with other small satellites us-

ing Spaceflight Inc.’s Sherpa rideshare platform.
The Excite spacecraft will use the cellularized satellite, 

or satlet, architecture developed under the Defense Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency’s (Darpa) Phoenix pro-
gram. Launch into Sun-synchronous low Earth orbit (LEO) 
is planned for the third quarter of 2015.

NovaWurks’ HiSat satlets are small modules weighing 
around 15 lb. that incorporate a fraction of every required 
spacecraft function such as power generation, attitude con-
trol, data handling and structural support. These attach to-
gether in different combinations and scales to aggregate the 
capabilities of larger satellites and support specific payloads.

The original intent of Darpa’s 
Phoenix program was to repurpose a 
retired satellite in geostationary orbit 
using a robot-servicing spacecraft to 
detach its antenna and attach to it the 
satlets, to reconstitute an operational 
spacecraft. But for the initial dem-
onstration, a cellularized spacecraft 
will be assembled on the ground and 
tested in LEO.

Physically connected groups of sat-
lets are called packages of aggregated 
cells (PAC), and the Excite satellite 
will demonstrate a PAC of satlets as-
sembled on the ground and supporting 
two payloads. The orbital demonstra-
tion is intended to validate the satlets’ 
functionality as individual cells and as an aggregated group.

Darpa’s goal is to demonstrate that space systems of any 
size, shape and performance can be built using a cellular ar-
chitecture, by redefining spacecraft functions into fractional 
units that then can be collected into functional groups to 
meet the requirements of typical satellite operations.

The projected unit cost for mass-produced satlets is 

$50,000-100,000, and Darpa estimates this could reduce the 
completed spacecraft cost by half for a 100-kg (220-lb.) satel-
lite using 15 cells, and down to 10% for a 1,000-kg spacecraft 
using around 40 cells, with even greater savings for larger 
satellites.

For launch, the 300-kg Excite will be one of the payloads 
attached to Spaceflight’s Sherpa free-flying platform. Sherpa 
is based on a ring-shaped secondary payload adapter that is 
released by the launch vehicle’s upper stage to independently 
deploy its microsatellite passengers into LEO.

Launch of the Excite, on an unidentified U.S. booster, will 
mark the first flight of the Sherpa, says Spaceflight President 
Curt Blake. All six ports are full on the free-flyer, which will 
carry another 1,200 kg of small satellites on the rideshare 
flight, he says.

For its first flight, Sherpa will have electric power and 
avionics, but not propulsion. A second non-propulsive LEO 
flight on a U.S. launcher is planned for 2016. In addition to 
deploying Excite and other payloads, these missions will pro-
vide risk reduction for a propulsive flight in 2017, Blake says.

German aerospace center DLR’s Eu:Cropis greenhouse 
spacecraft is slated to fly on the 2017 flight. Once deployed, 
the 250-kg satellite will rotate about its axis while orbiting 
at 600 km (370 mi.) to replicate lunar gravity for six months 

and then at a faster speed to replicate 
Mars gravity.

Spaceflight buys excess capacity 
on launches and aggregates small-
satellite customers for those flights, 
Blake says. The company’s purchas-
ing power provides economies for 
cubesat operators while it acts as 
a single point of contact for launch 
providers.

To date, Spaceflight has orbited 76 
payloads on six launches, according 
to Blake, including on flights of the 
Antares, Dnepr and Soyuz launch 
vehicles.

In addition to both propulsive and 
non-propulsive launch services with 

Sherpa, Spaceflight plans to offer communications network 
services to its customers beginning by mid-year.

“A number of customers, once they are manifested, ask us 
how they will communicate with their satellite. They have 
a lot of difficulty finding reasonable-cost communications,” 
says Blake. “We have a large customer with excess capacity 
that we will resell to build out a network.” c
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Amy Butler Washington

Pentagon to finally pit midcourse 

defense against ICBMs

T
he U.S. Missile Defense Agency (MDA) aims to conduct 
three ambitious “firsts” in the next five years for its Boe-
ing Ground-Based Midcourse Defense (GMD) system 

test program.
Among seven planned flights are a first intercept attempt 

against an actual ICBM target (other long-range targets 
have not technically been ICBM-class, or exceeded 3,410 
mi. in range), first flight of a so-called Redesigned Kill Ve-
hicle (RKV) and a long-awaited first salvo test. The plan was 
laid out by MDA Director Vice Adm. James Syring during a  
Dec. 15 speech hosted by the Center for Strategic and Inter-
national Studies. He says the system needs to conduct a flight 
trial at least once annually 
to stay on track.

The next flight trial is 
slated for December 2016, 
18 months after a long-an-
ticipated successful flight 
trial last summer. It will 
feature a non-intercept 
test of a newly upgraded 
Raytheon Exoatmospher-
ic Kill Vehicle (EKV), 
dubbed the CE-II+ (for 
“capabi l i ty  enhance -
ment”), says Rick Lehner, 
a  spokesman for the 
MDA. The “plus” denotes 
a fix designed to address 
a decade-long vibration 
problem observed in the 
inertial measurement unit 
caused by the divert-and-
attitude-control system.

This test is intended to 
tax the new EKV to the extremes of its operating envelope.

Also in fiscal 2016, the MDA plans the first ICBM engage-
ment of the original EKV CE-II (this version lacks the fix 
made to address the vibration issue) in a trial named FTG-15. 
The Pentagon is fielding CE-IIs as part of a plan to increase 
the number of GBIs in silos to 44 from 30 by 2017. The mis-
siles fielded today largely carry the original production ver-
sion of the kill vehicle, dubbed CE-I.

Then, in fiscal 2017, the MDA is expecting in the FTG-11 
trial to conduct its first-ever GMD salvo test. This will pit 
two kill vehicles, a CE-II and a CE-I, against a single ICBM 
target. Commanders note that an adversary is unlikely to 
deploy a single ballistic missile in an attack; the trial will show 
how mature the system is against a more complex “threat 
scene” of warheads, rocket bodies, nose cones and, possibly, 
countermeasures.

In fiscal 2018, a new RKV will be flown in a non-intercept 
test. Since encountering repeated reliability problems with 
the original EKV design, MDA has planned to field a kill 
vehicle system with improved reliability and producibility. 

Today’s EKV design is based on a prototype that was rushed 
into service in 2004 when then-President George W. Bush 
declared the GMD operational in response to developments 
in North Korea.

A strategy to procure this RKV is expected in the fiscal 
2016 budget that the Pentagon will provide to Capitol Hill 
early next year. Syring said the Pentagon is weighing two 
options: a full competition, or selecting components and sub-
systems from existing systems and integrating them into a 
best-of-breed design managed by the government. The goal 
is to quickly field a reliable system, not to invest significant 
dollars in developing new capabilities. Thus, government and 
industry sources suggest a government-managed national 
team could be most appealing.

An operational test of the RKV would follow in fiscal 2019, 
Lehner says. This would likely include an intercept attempt.

The RKV is to address relatively near-term needs, but Sy-
ring acknowledged a need to “get back to” efforts to eventu-
ally produce a multiple-kill-vehicle (MKV) system. The Pen-
tagon canceled the MKV program in the fiscal 2010 budget; 
in that effort, Raytheon and Lockheed Martin crafted com-
peting designs to allow one interceptor to destroy multiple 
warheads. Volume kill has been long desired, to maximize 
the lethality of each booster.

Syring also said the Pentagon must figure out “what is 
our path back to space” since the termination of the Preci-
sion Tracking Space System (PTSS). This satellite program, 
terminated last year, was to provide two prototype satellites 

for midcourse missile tracking in 2017. Midcourse tracking is 
especially complicated because it requires sensors to locate 
the cold reentry vehicle against the cold backdrop of space. 
Syring said that moving forward, the MDA will work closely 
with the U.S. Air Force on options.

This mirrors plans of 20 years ago, when the then-Ballistic 
Missile Defense Organization and the Air Force crafted the 
Space-Based Infrared System (Sbirs) High and Low concept. 
The projects split, however. Sbirs High proceeded under Air 
Force guidance, despite cost overruns and delays, to provide 
the first of a constellation of new satellites in geosynchronous 
orbit for ballistic missile early warning. Under the Ballistic 
Missile Defense Organization, and later the MDA, Sbirs Low 
morphed into the Northrop Grumman Space Tracking and 
Surveillance System (STSS). Although they were delayed, 
two STSS satellites were eventually launched. PTSS was 
crafted as a follow-on to STSS.

Finally, a second salvo trial is expected in fiscal 2020, pit-
ting a CE-I and CE-II against an intermediate-range ballistic 
missile and an ICBM, Syring said. 

Despite substantial cuts to the Pentagon budget, the MDA 
is also planning the procurement of a new radar in addition 
to the new kill vehicle. A request for proposals is expected 
by year-end and a contract-signing by the end of fiscal 2015.

The S-band radar will be placed in Alaska to provide im-
proved coverage in the Pacific against a North Korean ICBM. 
This could allow the MDA to move the Sea-Based X-band 
radar (used for testing there) to the Atlantic, providing more 
coverage against potential Iranian threats. c
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On the Horizon

A Redesigned Kill Vehicle is expected to address 
reliability problems in the existing Exoatmospheric Kill 
Vehicle prototype design (shown) since it was hastily 
pressed into service in 2004.

Missile Defense Agency
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Tony Osborne Warton, England

Turning a Corner
BAE prepares its revivified Hawk for  

the USAF T-X trainer competition 

A
fter moving production of its 
Hawk jet trainer in 2011, BAE 
Systems is preparing to give the 

aircraft a makeover to compete for the 
U.S. Air Force’s T-X next-generation 
trainer program.

The move from Brough to Warton, 
England, was highly controversial 
when it was announced in September 
2011. Orders for the jet trainer had vir-
tually dried up at that time, and the 
company was looking to centralize its 
aircraft manufacturing in one location 
while keeping an eye on the potentially 
lucrative T-X prize.

BAE Systems was then buoyed by 
two significant orders. The first came 
from the Royal Saudi Air Force for 22 
aircraft—part of the wider Al-Salam 
contract for Eurofighter Typhoons—in 
May 2012. The second came later that 
year, when Oman ordered eight more 
aircraft, allowing production to restart 
at Warton in mid-2013.

“Before that, Warton had simply 
been responsible for flight-testing 
the Hawk,” says Darren Earl, head of 
Hawk final assembly. “Some 60% of the 
Hawk is now manufactured at Warton. 
The rest is done at Brough.”

The Hawk line was originally locat-
ed at Kingston-on-Thames in London, 
then shifted to Dunsfold in the 1970s 
and ’80s before moving to Brough in 
the early 1990s.

Progress at Warton has been steady, 
Earl says, but there were issues in rees-
tablishing some elements of the supply 
chain. These have been overcome, and 
the company expects to be able to build 
a Hawk in 30 months by the end of the 
Saudi batch, compared to 43 months for 
the first Warton-built specimens.

Some 50 Hawk engineers and spe-
cialists were transferred directly from 
Brough, but the rest of the workers 
were newly recruited and had to be 
trained.

As part of the restart in produc-
tion, the process has been stream-
lined—with new drilling methods for 
the aluminum structure and compo-
nents taking a quarter of the time—
producing a better finish quality.

In November, the company began 
electrical, hydraulic and fuel tests on 
ST001, the first of the new Hawk 
Mk. 165s destined for Saudi Arabia. It 
is sitting on the assembly line with 14 
other aircraft in various states of con-
struction. ST001 is due to be mated 
with its wing section early next year 
and expected to make a first flight 
around May 2015.

“One of the reasons for bringing 
Hawk production to Warton is be-
cause this is where the technology 
is,” Earl says.

Engineers are beginning to study 
how to introduce new technologies 
onto the Hawk to prepare it for the 
T-X program.

According to company officials, 
the T-X Hawk is likely to feature an 
F-35-style single-screen display in 
both the front and rear cockpits. It 
will also have a structurally diferent 
wing with fewer pylons—five instead 
of the current seven. BAE Systems is 
studying options for a modular build 
method in a bid to reduce production 
costs, as well.

The company is rebuilding its Hawk 
demonstrator ZJ951 to display some of 
the technologies planned for the T-X 
program, and it hopes to fly the air-
craft in September.

The T-X contract would be a ma-
jor prize for BAE and its partners, 
Northrop Grumman and L-3 Com-

munications. Initial prospects for the 
program involve the purchase of up to 
350 aircraft, but this could be topped 
up later as the U.S. Air Force moves to 
a “single-track” training system that 
would add another 150 aircraft to the 
total. Foreign Military Sales orders 
would also likely follow as nations that 
already adhere to the USAF training 
regime upgrade their fleets. According 
to BAE Systems, a request for propos-
als is anticipated in 2016 and a contract 
award in 2018, with an initial operating 
capability expected in 2023.

Competition for the contract will 
be stif. The Hawk will be the oldest 
of the five competitors but arguably 
the most established. Other bidders 
are expected to include the Alenia 

Aermacchi M-346, 
fronted by General 
Dynamics as the 
T-100; the Korea 
Aerospace Indus-

tries T-50 Golden 
Eagle in conjunc-
tion with Lockheed 
Martin;  Textron 
AirLand’s Scorpion; 

and a secretive new design from Boe-
ing and Saab that will likely have a 
twin-engine configuration.

BAE is continuing to pursue sales 
opportunities elsewhere, according 
to Phil Hodge, business development 
director for the Hawk. He says that 
a lot of attention is being paid to the 
Middle East, where Gulf Cooperation 
Council states in particular are buy-
ing new fighters. Hodge cites Qatar, 
which is expected to announce the 
purchase of new fighter fleet to re-
place its Mirage 2000s but may need 
a new trainer to replace its existing 
Alpha Jets.

Kuwait, already a Hawk operator, 
may also consider a new-generation 
trainer as it looks to replace its fleet 
of F/A-18 Hornets in the coming years.

In addition, Hodge says BAE is 
submitting a new proposal to the In-
dian government for another batch of 
Hawks that could be flown by the In-
dian air force’s Surya Kiran aerobatic 
display team. c

BAE SYSTEMS

The reestablished 
Hawk line at Warton, 
England, is now  
building the aircraft 
ordered by Saudi  
Arabia and Oman.   
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G
ermany is blowing the dust off  its 
rotary-wing fl eet renewal plans 
after a nearly two-year hiatus.

As the country finally resumes 
spending on defense equipment, offi  -
cials have been charged with  closing 
an €8 billion ($10 billion) deal, pending 
since March 2013, with Airbus Heli-
copters. 

The delays were highlighted in a 
1,250-page audit delivered to the Ger-
man defense ministry by KPMG, P3 
Group and law fi rm Taylor Wessing in 
October.

Independent auditors have heaped 
shame on Germany’s defense procure-
ment system laying bare the country’s 
problems with the program. They 
had painted a particularly worrying 
picture about the level of equipment 
readiness, particularly of Germany’s 
helicopter fl eets, with aircraft having 
low availability rates or even being 
grounded.

Now the Bundeswehr has submit-
ted documents to the German fi nance 
ministry, and the helicopter deal is 
due to be discussed by the Bunde-
stag (German parliament) in the fi rst 
weeks 2015.

If approved, Germany will buy 80 
NH Industries NH90 utility helicopters 
and 57 Airbus Helicopters Tigers, 40 of 
which will be equipped for operational 

use. The remaining 17 are to be used 
for spare parts, training and testing. 
The deal would also include the pur-
chase of 18 naval versions of the NH90, 
named the Sea Lion. Those would 
replace the aging Sea King, which is 
being phased out by other operators, 
including the U.K. Belgium, Denmark 
and Norway. The Sea King was one of 
the types named in German reports as 
suff ering from low availability.

As a further sweetener, German offi  -
cials have also suggested the potential 
purchase of 22 more NH90s that could 
form the basis of a European pooling 
and sharing fl eet to help nations that 
are unable to buy and support their 
own helicopters.

Germany would support the basing 
and maintenance of the rotorcraft at 
one of its existing sites, and nations 
could pay to use the helicopters, 1-10 
at a time, German offi  cials tell Avia-
tion Week.

Germany says it is already in discus-
sions with potentially interested na-
tions. But while elements of resource-
sharing among NH90 users has been 
one of the initiatives suggested by the 
European Defense Agency, the EDA 
says it is not involved with the new 
German initiative.

Furthermore, a planned buyback of 
11 old-model Tiger attack helicopters 

by the manufacturer has been aban-
doned. Instead, those rotorcraft will be 
cannibalized for spare parts.

Offi  cials hope that closing the deal 
will turn the page on one of Germany’s 

most controversial defense projects.
The Bundeswehr has been trying 

to renew Germany’s helicopter forc-
es since the beginning of this century. 
But it has been a long, drawn-out pro-
cess, beginning with the Franco-Ger-
man Tiger attack helicopter, which 
fi rst fl ew in 1991.

In 2000, Germany fi nalized its post-
Cold War requirements and moved to 
replace its aging fl eet of Dornier-built 
UH-1 Hueys and Bolkow Bo105s, order-
ing 134 NH90s and 80 Tigers. But de-
lays and developmental problems with 
both types have meant that Germany 
has received only a fraction of the con-
tracted numbers.

Indeed, of the 80 Tigers ordered, 
only 36 have been delivered so far, 
while the NH90 situation is even 
worse.

Germany should have had 106 
NH90s in service by 2013, but has 
only about 33 in operation now. And 
the Bundeswehr says that not a single 
NH90 delivered so far has met the 
“contractually defi ned confi guration 
status.”

Despite the delivery problems, Ger-
many has managed to send both types 
on operations to Afghanistan.

In 2011, a move to reduce Germa-
ny’s armed forces triggered a further 
downsizing of the helicopter fleet. 
This prompted negotiations between 
Germany’s defense ministry and what 
was then Eurocopter Germany (Air-
bus Helicopters Germany). The talks 
lasted almost two years before the par-
ties signed a memorandum of under-
standing in March 2013. The negotia-
tions continued until the eruption of 
the Eurohawk scandal, when offi  cials 
discovered the high cost of certifying 
that unmanned aircraft to fl y in Ger-
man civil airspace. 

The episode led German Defense 
Minister Ursula von der Leyen to call 
in the auditors and resulted in a virtual 
halt in Germany’s defense equipment 
spending for much of 2014. c
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The latest plan for the German mili-
tary’s helicopter fl eet includes the 
purchase of 18 naval versions of the 
NH90 Sea Lion.

Tony Osborne London

Top Priorities
Germany hopes to fi nally resolve its issues 

with troubled Tiger and NH90 deal
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Tony Osborne  
Marseille, France

Oil and gas operator 

takes delivery of first 

two EC175s, two 

years after planned 

service entry date

F
ive years after its first flight, and 
two years later than planned, Air-
bus Helicopters has delivered its 

first pair of EC175 super-medium he-
licopters.

Two aircraft were handed over to 
launch customer Noordzee Helikop-
ters Vlaanderen (NHV), a Belgian oil 
and gas operator, at Airbus’s Mari-
gnane facility here on Dec. 11. But 
the helicopter’s entry into service, 10 
months after it was certified, marks 
only the beginning of what could be 
an uphill struggle. 

The EC175 represents the first fresh 
design in a decade for Airbus Helicop-
ters, previously Eurocopter. It was 
developed jointly with Chinese rotor-
craft maker Avicopter in anticipation 
of the need for the oil and gas industry 

to replace its aging types such as the 
Eurocopter AS332L Super Puma, and 
also to supply rotorcraft that can carry 
16-18 passengers over relatively short 
distances. This would allow the larger, 
heavier EC225s or Sikorsky S-92s to 
operate on longer sorties.

The EC175 essentially established the 
super-medium category of helicopter, 
but its timetable was pushed back by 
problems surrounding the in-house de-
velopment and integration of the Helio-
nix avionics suite and the EC225 gear-
box crisis in 2012-13. Engineers were 

reassigned from the EC175 program 
to resolve the gearbox problems. The 
EC175’s service entry date was pushed 
back first into the fall of 2013, then to 
the third quarter of 2014 and finally into 
the fourth quarter of 2014.

The EC175 becomes the second of 
the super-mediums to enter the mar-
ket, arriving after AgustaWestland’s 
AW189 and arguably suffering as a 
result. The Italian-built helicopter is 
outselling the EC175 by roughly two 
to one.

The EC175 has 64 orders including 

ROTORCRAFT

Belgian oil and gas operator NHV’s first two EC175s will be used to support a 
client of the coast of the Netherlands.
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options and framework 
agreements, most con-
figured for oil and gas 
operation, and with a 
handful for dedicated 
VIP flying. But the he-
licopter has arrived at 
a time when oil prices 
are at a five-year low 
of $60 a barrel, which 
has prompted oil and 
gas companies to shelve 
major construction and 
exploration projects, 
ventures that normally 
drive demand for heli-
copters to service off-
shore operations.

Airbus CEO Guillaume 
Faury says the oil price de-
cline could cause the heli-
copter market to soften, 

but it could increase demand for more 
efcient aircraft as energy companies 
seek lower rotorcraft operating costs.

Ongoing economic issues in Rus-
sia also may pose a challenge. Fifteen 
EC175s have been ordered by Russian 
operator UTair, which is losing income 
due to the oil price decline and a drop in 
the value of the ruble against Western 
currencies.

“This is not an impact of sanc-
tions,” Faury says. “UTair is an air-
line, and it has seen a decrease in 
its passengers, and the fall in the 
strength of the ruble means they are 
paying more for their fuel. This is a 
rapidly evolving situation and one we 
are clearly monitoring.”

Airbus expects that as operators 
gain experience on the type, the EC175 
will generate more interest. Company 
officials attribute the AW189’s suc-
cess to the fact that AgustaWestland 
is marketing that helicopter with its 
highly successful AW139.

Airbus Helicopters executives 
say the Pratt & Whitney Canada 
PT6C-67E-powered EC175—with its 
lower empty weight, two-metric-ton 
fuel capacity and planned increase in 
maximum takeof weight to 7.8 metric 
tons from 7.5—will see improved mar-
ket opportunities.

Airbus hopes to ramp up produc-
tion of the helicopter in the coming 
months, moving to a flow-line assem-
bly process rather than the static 
line in place now. This move should 
help accelerate the per-unit assembly 
time to around five months from 12 
and raise annual production rates to 

30 helicopters a year.
NHV began EC175 flight operations 

on Dec. 19, flying for an oil and gas cus-
tomer to platforms of the Dutch coast 
from Den Helder.

The company’s pilots and techni-
cians have been preparing for service 
entry with new training courses held 
at Airbus’s facilities here. The pilot- 
conversion course lasts five weeks 
and covers ground school and use of 
simulators before 5 hr. of hands-on in-
struction in the actual helicopter.

With 16 of the type on order, NHV’s 
EC175 operation will grow rapidly, ac-
cording to CEO Eric Van Hal. Deliv-
eries of six more aircraft are planned 
during 2015, with the rest following in 
subsequent years, which will allow the 
company to grow by as much as 20-
30% next year, he says.

NHV completed its merger with 
Scandinavian helicopter operator 
BlueWay on Dec. 19. It plans to open a 
base next summer in Aberdeen, Scot-
land, competing head-on with ofshore 
heavyweights such as Bond Ofshore, 
Bristow and CHC.

“There are far too many heavy heli-
copters in this market,” says Van Hal, 
“We can enter the market with a new 
helicopter that can achieve 80% of the 
mission of an EC225 or S-92 but at a 
lower operating cost. These savings we 
can pass onto the client.”

In addition to NHV and UTair, 
French operator Heli-Union has or-
dered the type and plans to take deliv-
ery of its first EC175 in the first quar-
ter of 2015. There are also two EC175s 
in VIP configuration on order, one of 
which is among the 18 rotorcraft on 
the assembly line. 

Airbus Helicopters plans to intro-
duce a search-and-rescue (SAR) vari-
ant in 2017, fitted with a rescue hoist, 
electro-optical camera equipment and 
autopilot search modes. NHV is inter-
ested in the SAR version as it bids on 
a number of SAR contracts including 
one for the Spanish coast guard. Air-
bus is competing to replace the Hong 
Kong Government Flying Service’s 
fleet of EC155s with EC175s.

Other developments planned for 
the helicopter include a deicing sys-
tem. Also, program officials may add 
a second engine option: the Turbo-
meca Ardiden 3, developed in con-
junction with China as the WZ-16, 
which will power the Chinese version 
of the EC175, known as the Avicopter 
AC352. c
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Halfway through the decade, aerospace stands at a cusp.  
 Fuel prices have plunged to recent lows, but orderbooks for fuel-

effi  cient airliners are at record highs. Defense spending is under 

pressure, but global tensions and technological rivalry are rising. 

Access to space is costly and risky, but commercialization is gather-

ing pace. Business aviation is fl at, but new products are taking off .

The world’s airlines are forecast to 
make $25 billion in profi ts in 2015, up 
25%, with U.S. carriers leading through 
tight capacity control and Asia lagging 
due to overcapacity. If kerosene prices 
stay low, and traffi  c grows as forecast, 
airlines will burn 5% more in 2015, but 
spend 5% less on jet fuel. New deliver-
ies are not expected to suff er, but older, 
less-effi  cient types will stay in service 
longer and need upgrades. 

With airlines now receiving the 
latest Airbus A350 and Boeing 787 
widebodies, a new generation of nar-
rowbodies will enter service late in 
2015 with the Airbus A320neo and 
Bombardier CSeries. Fuel-cost pres-
sures may have eased but, with Boeing 
developing the 777X for 2020 delivery, 
2015 could see Airbus forced to make 
crucial decisions on how to compete. 
This includes whether to launch a re-
engined “A380neo” to safeguard the 
program, even as Boeing considers the 
747’s future amid poor sales.

Advances in aerospace are pro-
pelled by improvements in engines, 
and 2015 will see a generational change 
across the board. In addition to the 

fuel-effi  cient CFM Leap-1 and Pratt & 
Whitney PW1000G geared turbofan 
on the new narrowbodies, the next 
step in high-performance engines will 
fl y on new large business jets in 2015: 
General Electric’s Passport on the 
Bombardier Global 7000, Snecma’s 
Silvercrest on the Dassault Falcon 5X 
and Pratt & Whitney Canada’s PW800 
on the Gulfstream G500.

In the military arena, the U.S. is 
moving from technology demon-
stration to development on tur-
boshafts for helicopters and 
adaptive-cycle engines for 
fighters that combine high 
power with fuel effi  ciency. 
Goals are higher per-
formance with around 
30% lower fuel burn 
across large fleets. 
Development of hy-
drocarbon rocket 
engines, to re-
place the Rus-
s ian  RD -180 
used for U.S. 
launches, will 
accelerate in 

Graham Warwick   Washington

Pivot Points
Across all sectors of aerospace, decisions due in 

2015 could determine future paths 

AVIATION WEEK
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Aersospace & Defense 2015
2015 but could be commercially led.

While existing modernization pro-
grams are under budget pressure, the 
Pentagon by mid-2015 will complete a 
six-month study to identify technolo-
gies that can restore the U.S.’s erod-
ing military superiority over its peers. 
Called the Third Off set, this is expect-
ed to encompass autonomy and robot-
ics, advanced manufacturing, big data 
and disaggregation of spacecraft and 
systems to provide more fl exibility and 
resilience. The study will guide R&D 
investments beginning in fi scal 2016.

Beyond the cusp, the second half of 
this decade will see the Lockheed Mar-
tin F-35 fielded in growing numbers 
and work start on the next generation 
of U.S. fi ghters to counter Russian and 
Chinese developments. Airbus and 
Boeing also are watching these coun-
tries, and whether they will produce 
competitive narrowbodies and move to 
enter the widebody market.    c
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with analyses and data from Forecast International Inc. 

in Newtown, Connecticut. For more comprehensive 

market information, visit forecastinternational.com 
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Looking for more?

Looking for more information? Registered subscribers can access 

expanded specifi cation tables at AviationWeek.com/specs. For videos, 

photos and podcasts on what’s ahead in 2015, along with interactive 

versions of the Global Confl ict Guide, MRO Markets gallery and more, 

go to AviationWeek.com/aerospace2015

If you’re a subscriber but have not registered, 

go to AviationWeek.com/awstcustomers 

Keep up with the latest in technology, commercial aviation, space 

and defense at AviationWeek.com/awst and with the Aviation Week app 

available on iTunes and coming soon on Google Play.

TECHNOLOGY   COMMERCIAL AVIATION   SPACE   DEFENSE

Key Intel

DEFENSE:  Global hotspots and country analyses of national priorities, 

budgets and programs. See pages 46-68.

 

MILITARY AVIATION:  Operational debut of F-35 Joint Strike Fighter 

will dominate combat sector, while Brazil’s KC-390 mounts challenge 

for airlift market. See pages 69-78. 

UNMANNED AIRCRAFT: China overtakes U.S. as biggest military 

buyer, unmanned combat aircraft progressing, civil UAV market small 

but will grow. See pages 79-81 and 95. 

ENGINES: Geared-turbofan airline service debut, large-fan 

developments and adaptive-cycle combat engines will shape 

the market. See page 85. 

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT: As new narrowbodies head 

toward service entry, decisions are pending on 757 replacement and 

A380 reengining. See pages 105-118.

AIR TRANSPORT: Profi tability climbs, with the U.S. leading, 

Europe recovering and Asia struggling with overcapacity. 

See pages 105-118.

AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT: FAA delivering on NextGen promises; 

new capabilities driving avionics upgrades.

 See pages 119 and 137.

MRO: Newer widebodies enter maintenance mix; cabin 

upgrades increasing; narrowbodies driving engine MRO growth. 

See pages 128-142.  

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT: Large-cabin jets leading demand 

amid signs of modest recovery from long slump. 

See pages 121 and 127.

ROTORCRAFT: Prolonged development programs have delayed 

the market impact of new-generation helicopters. See page 82. 

SPACEFLIGHT: Launchers on commercialization path. 

Communications satellites diversifying. Military eying smaller 

spacecraft. See pages 96-101.
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Large-fan developments, 
exemplifi ed by this Rolls-Royce 
composite-titanium blade, are 
driving down fuel burn.

Check 6 Aviation Week editors 
discuss the aerospace and defense 
industry landscape in 2015 
in our latest Check 6 podcast  

AviationWeek.com/podcast
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WATCHPOINTS FOR 2015

A return to Cold War posturing,  

concerns for global aviation safety  

and programmatic challenges across  

commercial aviation, defense and space  

sectors set up 2015 to be a challenging year.  

Here are 12 areas to keep in focus.

New Narrowbodies

Even if the CSeries narrowbody air-
liner enters service on target in the 
second half of 2015—which is still in 
doubt—Bombardier will have lost any 
lead it had over its rivals. Airbus’s re-
engined A320neo is expected to enter 
service in October 2015, ahead of Boe-
ing’s 737 MAX in 2017, and deliveries 
will quickly eclipse the slow production 
ramp-up planned against the CSeries’ 
modest orderbook.

China’s Contender

As a threat to Airbus and Boeing, Chi-
na’s commercial aircraft industry looks 
like a paper tiger—this time around. 
Comac’s ARJ21 regional jet is set to 
enter service in 2015, eight years late, 
but will immediately be upgraded to re-
duce weight and update avionics. The 
C919 narrowbody is planned to fly late 
in 2015, but if service entry is achieved 
in 2018, as is now predicted, its develop-
ment will have taken a decade.

After 14 years of development, Lock-
heed Martin’s F-35 Joint Strike Fighter 
is expected to become operational with 
the U.S. Marine Corps in 2015—but 
aircraft modifications and software 
testing could push it closer to Decem-
ber rather than the desired July date.  
Initial operational capability with the 
U.S. Air Force in August 2016 also is 
threatened by software development 
and maintenance training.

India’s Ambitions

India’s new prime minister wants its 
domestic industry to meet half the 
country’s defense equipment needs, 
worth $250 billion over the next de-
cade. But can industry deliver? The 
indigenously developed Hindustan 
Aeronautics Tejas Mk.1 Light Combat 
Aircraft, set to achieve final operation-
al clearance in 2015, has taken 20 years 
to develop, but at a cost of only $1.2 
billion to date, the government says.

 

Engine of Change

Russia’s military intervention in 
Ukraine seems set to kick-start U.S. 
development of a new rocket engine in 
2015, after decades of procrastination 
and reliance on the Russian RD-180 
motor to launch its national security 
satellites. But the U.S. Air Force wants 
to avoid a major government-funded 
program and instead put money into 
public-private partnerships with 
SpaceX and United Launch Alliance, 
which is working with engine devel-
oper Blue Origin.

 

High-end Activity

Business aviation may be beginning a 
slow recovery from the financial cri-
sis and market collapse of 2008, but 
it will to be weighted heavily toward 
larger aircraft. Manufacturers are 
responding accordingly, and 2015 will 
see first flights of the ultra-long-range 
Bombardier Global 7000, Dassault’s 
super-mid-sized Falcon 5X and long-
range Falcon 8X, and Gulfstream’s 
large-cabin G500.

 

F-35 On The Verge
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Restoring Superiority

The Pentagon’s new “Third Offset” 
strategy to focus research and devel-
opment in areas that could restore the 
U.S.’s eroding technological lead over 
potential adversaries will take shape 
during 2015. Details are still sparse, but 
outgoing Defense Secretary Chuck Ha-
gel has listed advanced manufacturing, 
autonomous systems, big data, minia-
turization and robotics. Other areas 
such as cyberwarfare and hypersonics 
are already receiving attention.

Unmanned Deadline

Belatedly, the FAA is making prog-
ress approving limited operations by 
unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) in 
civil airspace. But it will be touch-and-
go whether the agency achieves even 
its narrow interpretation of the con-
gressional mandate to enable safe in-
tegration of UAS into national airspace 
by September 2015. The long-awaited 
draft small UAS rule was due out at 
the end of 2014, but is expected to draw 
unprecedented public comment, likely 
delaying the final rule.

 

Procurement Crunch

The Pentagon’s next round of major 
aircraft procurements are planned 
to get under way in 2015, but this is 
questionable if budget sequestration 
continues. Award of contracts to de-
velop the U.S. Air Force’s Long-Range 
Strike Bomber and the Navy’s Un-
manned Carrier-Launched Airborne 
Surveillance and Strike system, as well 
as programs to replace the Air Force’s 
T-38C advanced trainer and E-8 Joint 
Surveillance Target Attack Radar Sys-
tem fleets are at stake.

 

Safer Flying

The one-year anniversaries of the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 
in March and the shootdown of its Flight 17 in July 2014 should see progress in 
identifying and fielding near-term options to improve global aircraft tracking and 
the sharing of critical conflict-zone risk information. International Air Transport 
Association tracking and International Civil Aviation Organization conflict-zone 
task forces were due to make recommendations by the end of 2014.

intervention in Ukraine could restrict 
supply and drive up prices. The threat 
has yet to materialize, but looms over 
2015. Russia’s VSMPO-Avisma supplies 
60% of Airbus’s titanium and 35-40% of 
Boeing’s and their latest A350 and 787 
models, respectively, are “titanium-
hungry” because of the metal’s critical 
role in composite airframes.

 

Supply Concerns

Toward the end of 2014, major aircraft 
and engine manufacturers began stock-
piling titanium against the possibility 
that sanctions against Moscow for its 

 
Entrepreneurial Challenges

The unrelated but back-to-back 
failures of Virgin Galactic’s Space-
ShipTwo and Orbital Sciences’ An-
tares in October caused confidence 
in the commercial space industry to 
plummet. Regaining momentum will 
be critical in 2015. Virgin hopes to re-
sume testing mid-year with a second 
vehicle. Orbital plans to deliver cargo 
to the International Space Station us-
ing another launch provider until a 
redesigned Antares—reengined with 
a Russian RD-180 or RD-193—is ready 
at the end of 2016. c
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2014 was a year in which world peace broke out as long as your standard for 
conflict was declared and open war between nation-states. The actual 

picture was very diff erent, with two major wars in the Middle East and a European 

state facing the real threat of being dismantled.

Bill Sweetman Washington

War by Proxy
The year of deniable force

A common factor behind these confl icts is the diffi  culty 
of assigning responsibility to the actors involved, which is 
a prerequisite for any  non-violent settlement. One striking 
example: Six months after a Buk-M1 missile shot down a Ma-
laysia Airlines Boeing 777 over Ukraine, killing 298 people, 
the chain of commands that led to the attack is unknown. 

The international community does not know who was at the 
controls of the missile, or how and by whom the fi ring order 
was given. Whether ex-military people working with the East 
Ukrainian insurgency obtained the missile system from a 
Ukrainian base, or whether it was brought across a border 
with Russia—porous to the point of non-existence—is not 

DEFENSE & SECURITY
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Galleries For more about these confl icts, 
see the World Confl ict Guides: 
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known. Whether the operators needed 
training, or who supplied it if they did, 
is equally a mystery.

The same goes more generally in 
the Ukraine conflict, for the “little 
green men”—well-trained troops with 
modern equipment, blending with the 
Russian-speaking insurgents, and be-
lieved by the Ukraine government to 
be members of the Russian military. 
The role of Russian forces in the an-
nexation of Crimea was fairly overt, 
but in that case Russia was exercising 
a claim that many considered valid and 
that the Ukrainian government did not 
use force to challenge. But the little 
green men of the Eastern Ukraine are 
denied and deniable.

The nature of the conflict has 
alarmed Russia’s other neighbors. A 
paper from Latvia’s national defense 
college calls Russia’s approach “the 
operationalization of a new form of 
warfare that cannot be characterized 
as a military campaign in the classic 
sense of the term. The invisible mili-
tary occupation cannot be considered 
an occupation by defi nition. Not only 
were the troops already on Crimean 
territory stationed at Russian naval 
bases, but they were also ‘officially’ 
part of the civilian militia.”

The paper stresses the importance 
of disinformation—the spreading of 
false information through neutral 
channels—and deception, aimed both 
directly at the military target and, 
perhaps more important, at the in-
ternational community. For example, 
the Russian media has worked hard to 
present alternative scenarios for the 
Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 shootdown, 
a process that has been made much 
easier because few in the Western 
media remember the Soviet disinfor-
mation campaigns of the Cold War.

Similarly, the fl ow of military aid 

bureaus around the world and—un-
like the Pravdas and Chinese media 
of the past—refrain from overt hard 
propaganda. But they are considerably 
more polished and, as the confl icts of 
2014 have shown, can be mobilized to 
support political aims.

Defeating this kind of campaign—
operating under information warfare 
conditions, to paraphrase a Chinese 
definition—takes different kinds of 
weapons. Israel’s Iron Dome counter-
rocket system, for example, has given 
the nation room to avoid massive re-
taliation for attacks on its civilians, 
although  the country has been pillo-
ried in hostile social-media infograph-
ics for not having sustained suffi  cient 
casualties. A similar defense against 
tunnels has been studied but is costly. 
Perhaps this is one reason  why Israel 
backs away from expensive major-war 
weapons such as fi ghter aircraft.

A contrast is seen in Iraq, where ac-
tions by the  government against the 
Islamic State, using Russian-supplied 
weapons, are not criticized by  Russian 
or mainstream Middle Eastern media. 
 During the summer, Iraq took delivery 
of Russian-made TOS-1A Buratino 
rocket launchers, which are designed 
to launch a salvo of fuel-air explosive 
rockets that kill all humans inside the 
blast zone immediately and inflict 
complex internal blast-and-pressure-
related injuries over a larger radius. 
Social media have not visibly reacted 
to that deployment.

The trend toward real-time public 
scrutiny of military operations will 
continue and most likely accelerate. 
Deniable operations—whether in the 
information sphere or in the urban 
battlefi eld—will become more impor-
tant. Whether military professionals 
like it or not, this is the picture of fu-
ture warfare. c

U.S. Marines board a KC-130 at Camp Bastion 
for the last time in October 2014, as U.S. and 
British forces hand the base over to local forces.

and money into Gaza, bankrolled not 
only by Iran but by sources in other 
states, notably Qatar, was continuously 
downplayed in the run-up to this sum-
mer’s hostilities, while ongoing propa-
ganda and disinformation portrayed 
Israel as the aggressor because of its 
attempts to enforce a blockade.

In fact, the Hamas military machine 
that controls Gaza  made a largely covert 
change in its doctrine and technology, 
using “dual-use” materials—concrete, 
construction steel and chemicals—to 
build rockets and dig attack tunnels. 
The international community, under 
pressure from the media,  pushed Israel 
to let more dual-use material through 
the blockade under the guise of helping 
the civilian population.

This strategy was nearly successful 
in that the extent of tunnel-building 
was unknown to Israel. There were 
more tunnels than expected, and they 
were better equipped for what ap-
peared to be a planned operation to 
seize a mass of hostages. 

Once war broke out, social media 
played a major role in spreading what 
U.S. civil rights lawyer Alan Dershow-
itz calls Hamas’s “dead-baby strategy” 
(AW&ST Nov. 17, page DTI14), using 
Palestinian sympathizers to deliver 
images of destruction and casualties 
on the ground directly to the desktops 
of the Western population. The degree 
to which this destruction resulted from 
the location of weapons bunkers and 
tunnel entrances under civilian build-
ings was not part of that message.

In both the Gaza and Ukraine 
conflicts, an important and one-way 
channel for soft propaganda and dis-
information has been media networks 

constructed over the last de-
cade—Russia’s RT and Qa-

tar’s Al Jazeera. Both have 
established locally staffed 
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The Pentagon and the U.S. Congress 
have spent the past three years at odds 
over not just whether to cut military 
spending, but how to redirect those 
funds. However, that debate has edged 
beyond dollars and cents as the global 
strategic picture changed. One year ago 
the U.S. was anticipating a drawdown 
in Afghanistan; as of now, it has been 
confronted with Russian aggression in 
Eastern Europe, begun airstrikes in the 
Middle East and is fighting a health cri-
sis in Western Africa while continuing to 
weigh changes in the Asia-Pacific region.

One big unknown is whether new Pentagon and congressio-
nal leadership can change the financial situation in 2015. When 
Congress began to cap Pentagon budgets in 2011, the process 
of recovering from a decade of failed, delayed and over-budget 
major procurements was only starting. Since then, lawmakers 
and defense officials have been tussling over how to cull older 
systems to pay for future ones. The Pentagon wants Congress 
to end across-the-board budget cuts, 
allow base closures and reform its 
compensation system. The military 
is also talking about a “Third Offset” 
strategy to direct investments to-
ward countering the growing hard-
ware threat from China, Russia and 
elsewhere.

The Pentagon’s efforts to rein in 
defense cuts on Capitol Hill remain 
a tough sell given the amount that 
the U.S. spends on its military—
about $577 billion for fiscal 2015. But 
it is not numbers alone, as Deputy 
Defense Secretary Robert Work 
said Nov. 17 at a Defense One Sum-
mit. The problem is that Congress 
has limited the military’s ability to 
manage those reductions. “There is 
a lot more we could do if we had the 
freedom to act,” Work said.

For example, the military is sup-
porting 20% excess infrastructure, 
draining money that could fund 
other priorities, Michele Flournoy, 

Jen DiMascio Washington

At Odds 
Can Congress and the military 

reconcile to save dollars?

CEO of the Center for New American Security (CNAS), said 
during a Dec. 2 House Armed Services Committee hearing.

Congress imposes costly conditions on base closings, which 
mean job losses in certain districts. The last Base Realign-
ment and Closure (BRAC) round cost more than all previ-
ous base closure acts combined, according to the Center for 
Strategic and Budgetary Assessments (CSBA), and it fell far 
short of anticipated savings. Still distrustful of the process, 
lawmakers this December closed the door on the possibility 
of another round of BRAC in 2017.

Personnel costs comprise nearly half of the Pentagon annual 
budget, at $258 billion, writes the CSBA’s Todd Harrison. The 
fiscal 2015 defense authorization bill makes some adjustments 
to pensions and other compensation items. But Harrison sees 
some reason to believe more change may be coming. Congress 
has created a commission to study potential trade-offs within 
the personnel budget, which is expected to complete its work 
in February. If the commission’s large-scale survey confirms 
the results of an informal study that Harrison conducted in 
2012, “there is huge potential to reallocate resources to get 
better value out of compensation dollars,” he says.

“We need to examine what we mean by ‘keeping faith,’” 
Flournoy says, about a code word used by retired officers lob-
bying to maintain their current compensation rates. Rather, 
it should be redefined to include the need to fully man and 
equip units and ensure the troops have adequate training.

But the pinch on investment accounts may have only start-
ed. In fiscal 2015 procurement funding is set to drop by 3.9%; 
however, the Pentagon projects that its purchasing needs will 
grow by nearly 20%, Harrison writes.

The Pentagon plan calls for major investments in key pro-
grams including the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, KC-46A tanker, 
the Long-Range Strike Bomber, ballistic missile defense, 
shipbuilding—including the Ohio-class submarine replace-
ment—and helicopters. In the case of the Ohio replacement, 
the Navy has already indicated that it wants extra money for 
that national mission. Without it, the rest of the shipbuilding 
program will be badly hit. But as a result, the Air Force too 

DEFENSE PROFILES

Advocates for a 
stealthier, more 
capable unmanned 
aircraft for the Navy 
point to the success of 
the Northrop Grumman 
X-47B demonstrator, 
which performed its 
first nighttime carrier 
operations in August.

U.S. Navy/Liz WoLter

  



is looking at making a similar request for the Minuteman 
replacement and other deterrent programs.

The Marine Corps could be badly hit as plans collide with 
budget realities, because the service’s demand for 20 $140 mil-
lion F-35Bs every year is the service’s most costly program in 
its history. “We project they would have to cut their modern-
ization costs by half,” Jamie Morin, director of the Pentagon’s 
Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation office, recently 
said in a speech to the Center for Strategic and International 
Studies.

Plus, Morin says, Congress has rejected many of the Pen-
tagon’s attempts to fi nd savings—not just with regard to fi xed 
costs, but in other areas such as the Air Force’s attempt to 
retire entire aircraft fl eets. “The consequences to the nation 
if the answer is always, ‘No,’ are pretty bad,” he says.

In the defense authorization bill for 2015, Congress contin-
ues to reject a number of suggested bill-payers. That includes 
one of the most hotly contested requests: retiring the A-10 
Thunderbolt II close air support aircraft.

Before congressional budget caps were instituted, the Air 

Force planned to keep 230 of the aircraft until 2030. The 
service  now argues that other aircraft can fulfi ll the close 
air support role. Congress continues to block the retirement 
of  100 A-10s, the legislation allows the Air Force to move as 
many as  36 A-10s into a back-up fl ying status. The 2015 bill 
would address the service’s  claims that they  lack the mainte-
nance manpower to sustain both the A-10 and the new F-35, 
permitting a reduction in A-10 fl ying hours if the Pentagon’s 
cost assessor confi rms that it is necessary to avoid delaying 
JSF service entry. The bill also limits funding for retiring sev-
en of 31 E-3 Airborne Warning and Control System aircraft.

But if restrictions on funding remain, Air Force offi  cials 
contend it will be increasingly  diffi  cult to aff ord such key 
programs as  the production ramp-up of F-35 fi ghters and 
KC-46A tankers. In fi scal 2016, the Air Force anticipates 
about a $4 billion increase to its procurement accounts for 
those two programs alone.

Also on the priority list is development of the Long-Range 
Strike Bomber, upgrades to the nuclear enterprise, the Com-
bat Rescue Helicopter , the next-generation Joint Surveillance 
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Bill Sweetman Washington

Talk Is Cheap
Budgets undercut Canada’s ambitions

An election in 2015 could throw another twist into 
Canada’s defense spending plans if it ends the nine-
year rule of Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s govern-
ment. Harper’s team has attempted to start a number 
of ambitious procurements, but overall budget strin-
gency—the government recently rejected NATO’s 
call to raise defense budgets to 2% of gross domestic 
product —has delayed these eff orts.

Canada

Estimated 2015-16 budget

C$18 billion (U.S. $15.7 billion)

1

92,000

Counter-piracy and various small 
United Nations deployments

Percent of GDP

Personnel Under Arms 
as of October 2014

Deployments

The biggest issue for the coming year 
will be the future of Canada’s fighter 
force. The Harper government’s at-
tempt to launch a sole-source procure-
ment of 65 Lockheed Martin F-35s, in 
2010, failed because of the government’s 
attempts to bypass Canadian law that 
requires a competition. Since then, a 
secretariat within the government’s 
public works department has been 
trying to defi ne an alternate strategy—
either a competition or a process that 
shows it to be unnecessary.

After reports in 2014 that a new sin-
gle-source plan was to be unveiled—
perhaps involving a deal in which Can-
ada would get 2015 deliveries pulled 
from U.S. Air Force orders—the Ca-
nadian government announced in Sep-
tember that it would seek to extend the 

out-of-service date of 
the current 70-strong 
force of Boeing CF-18 
Hornets until 2025. 
This delays the de-
cision into the next 
administration.

O ther  av iat ion 
programs remain on 
hold, including the 
Fixed-Wing Search-
and-Rescue project to 
replace CC-115 Buff alo 
and C-130 transports 
in the SAR role. The  requirement was 
restructured and broadened in early 
2014, and contenders include the Alenia 
C-27J, the C-130, the Airbus C-295 and 
Viking’s new-build Buff alo.

However, the government did make 

two key moves in 2014. In June, an 
agreement was reached with Sikorsky 
covering the delivery of 28 CH-148 Cy-
clone helicopters, based on the S-92, to 
replace shipboard Sea Kings. Under the 
agreement, Canada accepted certain 
shortfalls relative to the original specifi -
cation and allowed deliveries to resume. 
The aircraft should become operational 
in 2015-18. Also announced in 2014 was 
the expansion of the life-extension pro-
gram for the CP-140 Aurora maritime 
patrol aircraft fl eet, including renova-
tion of four more aircraft (bringing the 
life-extended fleet to 14 out of the 18 
original aircraft) and new communi-
cations systems. The program will ex-
tend the CP-140’s service life until 2030. 
However, Canada has pulled out of the 

NATO joint E-3 Sen-
try force, resulting in 
the retirement of one 
aircraft.

Slow progress , 
meanwhile, has been 
reported on another 
major Canadian pro-
gram—the renewal of 
Canada’s surface fl eet. 
Harper’s National 
Shipbuilding Procure-
ment Strategy calls 
for three new types: 
fi rst, Arctic/Off shore 

Patrol Ships; then, a 15-ship Canadian 
Surface Combatant fl eet, complement-
ed by Joint Support Ships . The ships 
are all to be built in Canada. The AOPS 
is still in the design stage, but fi rst steel 
is due to be cut in 2015. c

  



Target Attack Radar System  and the 
start of the T-X trainer.

Congress is also mandating a 
search for a replacement for the Rus-
sian RD-180 rocket motor in the Air 
Force’s Atlas V space launcher, in re-
sponse to fears of a Russian embargo, 
calling for $220 million in fi scal 2015 
to start an open competition. 

A further complication is that the 
Pentagon itself is beginning to see 
the need to reorient its investments, 
launching debate about a new “Third 
Off set” strategy, intended to counter 
the spread of technology—such as 
counterstealth and long-range mis-
siles—that can defeat the current 
tools of U.S. power projection.

CSBA’s Robert Martinage and other defense experts advo-
cate shifting investments toward platforms that can survive 
in high-threat environments, like very stealthy bombers and 
UAVs and submarines. The U.S. needs increased resiliency 
in space, an expanded undersea payload capability and an 
increase in combat radius, says Shawn Brimley, executive 
vice president of CNAS .

The outcome  of the Navy’s controversial and delayed Un-
manned Carrier-Launched Airborne Surveillance and Strike 
(Uclass) system will say a lot about the department’s future 
course, Brimley says. The dispute centers on whether Uclass 

should be a very stealthy aircraft ca-
pable of attacking highly defended 
targets, or  should be optimized for 
oceanic reconnaissance and coun-
ter-terror missions. Lawmakers are 
withholding funding for Uclass until 
the defense secretary signs off  on a 
review of the program and submits a 
report showing how the aircraft will 
work with the F-35C, the EA-18G and 
the proposed F/A-18E/F replacement. 

Uclass epitomizes the problems 
facing Third Off set: Not only does it 
involve expensive and risky new sys-
tems, but the bill payers are today’s 
big programs—surface ships and the 
F-35 among them. Already, Pentagon 
leaders are mollifying Army fears that 

the new emphasis on long-range weapons and high technol-
ogy undercuts the importance of ground forces. In an October 
speech to the Association of the U.S. Army, outgoing Defense 
Secretary Chuck Hagel suggested that the Army could reclaim 
its old mission of coastal defense. Hagel’s remarks, CSBA’s 
Eric Lindsey writes, indicate the Army could invest in “cross-
domain denial capabilities” or land-based systems that can 
deny enemies the freedom to move and act in the air or at sea. 
That could mean adapting the High Mobility Artillery Rocket 
System or Multiple Launch Rocket System and artillery units 
to defeat ships or strike deep into enemy territory.      c
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High Hopes
Gripen leads Brazil’s modernization plans

Brazil continues to work on a range of ambitious 
defense projects, including the re-equipment of its air 
force, deployment of an aircraft carrier and a new sub-
marine fl eet. The model for many of these programs is a 
combination of direct import and technology transfer.

This pattern is seen in the acquisition 
of the Saab JAS 39E/F Gripen, the stan-
dard fi ghter for the air force and navy 
until 2050. The first contract, signed 
last October, covers 36 aircraft. Twenty-
one will be assembled in Sweden, but 
the delivery of the aircraft will proceed 
in parallel with the transfer of technol-
ogy and the Embraer-led development 
of the JAS 39F two-seater.

Brazil will head  development of a 
panoramic big-screen cockpit, which 
is not part of the baseline Swedish 
confi guration, and integration of the 
South African/Brazilian A-Darter 
short-range air-to-air missile and 

the indigenous Ode-
brecht Defense & 
Technology MAR-1 
anti-radar missile.

Brazil’s industry 
has prepared for this 
program by partici-
pating in three fi ghter 
upgrades : the F-5BR; 
the A-1M version of 
Embraer-Alenia, the 
AMX, which features 
a Brazilian-developed 
radar and a helmet-
mounted display; and the AF-1, an up-
dated A-4 Skyhawk for the navy.

The Skyhawks are intended to form 
the air wing of the carrier Sao Paulo, 
expected to return to sea  in 2018 after a 
long refi t and to serve until 2029. Brazil 
will likely lead development of the Sea 
Gripen, a single-seat fi ghter with the 
JAS 39F’s longer fuselage. This could 
be developed in the early 2020s and de-
livered alongside the expected second 
batch of JAS 39E/Fs, which will replace 
the F-5s. A third tranche of Gripens will 
replace the A-1M by 2035.

A similar process is being followed 
in the Prosub submarine  project, led by 

ICN, a joint venture 
between Odebrecht 
and France’s DCNS 
that initially aims to 
build fi ve submarines: 
four diesel-electric 
subs (SSKs) based 
on DCNS designs, 
and Brazil’s first nu-
clear sub. The initial 
stage  of a submarine 
base and shipyard 
at Itaguai opened in 
2014; construction of 
the fi rst SSK will start 

in 2015 with delivery in 2017. The nuclear 
sub is set to start sea trials in 2023. c

United States

Estimated 2015-16 budget

$577.1 billion

2.7 (base budget only)

1.4 million active, 1.1 million reserve

In addition to major operations in 
Iraq and Afghanistan, U.S. Forces are 
deployed in more than 150 countries.

Percent of GDP

Personnel Under Arms 
as of October 2014

Deployments

Brazil

Defense budget

$34.7 billion (2013)

1.5

327,000

United Nations operations in Lebanon 
and Haiti

Percent of GDP

Personnel Under Arms 
as of October 2014

Deployments

  



show a continued downward trend, despite an apparently 
increased threat from Russia. Overall European Union 
 defense spending has been declining in real terms for eight 
years. In 2012, total defense spending by  member states—
excluding Denmark, which has opted out of the EU’s Com-
mon Security and Defense Policy, and Croatia, which be-
came a member in mid-2013—fell by €1.1 billion ($1.3 billion) 
to €189.6 billion, a 0.6% drop, to the lowest level since 2006. 
This represents 1.5% of gross domestic product (GDP) and 
3.04% of total government spending, 
also the lowest numbers since 2006.   

After the progress achieved in 2011, EU members attained 
 only one of the voluntary benchmarks for defense investment 
set by the EDA in 2007: R esearch and development, as a share 
of total defense spending, rose from 19.4% in 2011 to 20.6% in 
2012, exceeding the agreed target of 20%, due to an increase 
in procurement expenditure.

The EDA does, however, report progress in four joint proj-
ects endorsed at the European Council meeting of EU leaders 
in December 2013: Air-to-air refueling (AAR), remotely piloted 
aircraft systems (RPAS), satellite communications (satcom) 
and cyberdefense.

The Dutch-led eff ort to establish a European strategic 
tanker capability by 2020 is progressing; a contract on the 
joint acquisition of AAR aircraft is expected by late 2015.

The EDA is supporting member states that want to join 
an initiative to develop a European medium-altitude long-
endurance (MALE) RPAS in the next decade. 

Ten EDA members have joined the Spanish-led EU satcom 
market initiative to pool commercial satcom capacity and 
services, provided by Airbus Defense and Space on a “pay 
per use” basis.

The agency also has projects to up-
grade its members’ cyberdefense ca-
pabilities, in line with the EU Cyber 
Security Strategy. This includes cyber-
awareness training for the newest EU 
military operation, in the Central African 
Republic, and development of deployable 
cyberdefense situational awareness kits.

EDA members in 2014 endorsed a re-
vised version of the capability develop-
ment plan which it has been producing 
since 2008. The plan lists  priorities based 
on lessons learned from European ops, 
future security scenarios and long-term 
trends. One priority  is to gain information 
superiority via cyberdefense, satcom ca-
pabilities, enhanced battlespace informa-
tion/communication services, and RPAS.

Also key  is enabling expeditionary 
operations via intertheater air capa-
bilities, intratheater combat capabili-
ties, enhanced logistical support for 
deployed forces, and medical support to 
operations. A third area is protection of 
forces in-theater via  enhanced counter-
improvised explosive device and counter-
chemical, biological and nuclear capabili-
ties in operations, and  by providing air 
and missile defense for deployable forces.

The lessons of the EU’s ongoing Op-
eration Atalanta counter-piracy opera-
tion off the Somali coast are covered 
by a fourth area: securing sea lines of 
communication through maritime pa-
trolling and escorting, aided by naval 
surveillance systems.  c 
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Resource Crunch  
EU nations try to do more with less

The latest fi gures on EU defense 
spending   and investment published by 
the European Defense Agency (EDA) 

To reverse this trend in the face of the 
Ukraine crisis, NATO  heads of state and 
governments pledged to raise their de-
fense spending to the alliance’s goal of at 
least 2% of GDP, at a summit meeting in 
Wales in September. The fi rst countries 
to make this pledge, even before the sum-
mit, were the Eastern European frontlin-
ers  that feel most threatened: Poland, Ro-
mania, Lithuania, Latvia and the Czech 
Republic. Only the U.S., U.K., Greece and 
Estonia meet this goal today.

EU members managed to reduce per-
sonnel costs by 3% from 2011 to €95.7 bil-
lion in 2012, the lowest level since 2006, 
but this was still more than 50% of de-
fense spending. Outlay  on operations 
and maintenance also fell, by nearly 
3.6%, to 23.7% of the total.

As the number of active service 
members declines, their individual cost 
mounts; 2012 was the sixth consecutive 
year in which the number of European 
soldiers declined, by 6.3% to 145 million, 
while defense spending per soldier in-
creased by more than 6% to €130,457 and 
defense investment per soldier increased 
by more than 12% to €26,821, more than 
making up for the decline in 2011.

The average number of troops de-
ployed in operations outside EU terri-
tory has continued the slide  that started 
in 2006, dropping from 53,744 in 2011 to 
49,550 in 2012. For the fi rst time since 
2006, the costs of these operations de-
creased—by 8%, to €10.8 billion, or 5.7% 
of total defense spending. This trend is 
likely to continue with the end of the 
NATO International Security Assistance 
Force combat mission in Afghanistan.

Europe

Defense Spending

€189.6 billion ($238.9 billion) (2012, 
excluding Denmark)

1.5 (2012, excluding Denmark)

1.45 million (2012, excluding Denmark)

Bosnia-Herzegovina, Central African 
Republic (October 2014), Horn of 
Africa, Mali and Somalia

Percent of GDP

Personnel Under Arms 

Deployments

U.S. and Polish paratroopers pre-
pare to airdrop from one of NATO’s 
jointly operated C-17s at Swidwin 
Air Base, Poland, in May 2014.

NATO

  



Tony Osborne London

Under Review
Britain’s armed forces  are out of Afghanistan, 

but new threats are keeping them busy

For 10 years, much of the British 
Army and  air force were focused on the 
counter-insurgency in  Afghanistan . But 
now  U.K. forces   fi nd themselves  in an-
other confl ict, once again in Iraq.

Operation Shader—the name  for the 
British  eff ort in operations against the 
Islamic State—is by no means on the 
scale of the operation in Afghanistan, 
but then again, it doesn’t have to be.

This operation, along with activities 
 in Central and West Africa      and a new 
wave of aggression from Russia, is be-
ginning to prompt questions about the 
 size and availability of the forces needed 
to meet  the  U.K.’s foreign policy com-
mitments .

The most visible  sign of this situa-
tion for the Royal Air Force has been 
where the U.K. Panavia Tornado fl eet 
 was, until mid-November, involved 
with three concurrent operations 
spread across three continents involv-
ing around 19 aircraft—roughly one-
third of the active fl eet.

Without another aircraft fleet to 
take on the Tornado’s duties—the Eu-
rofi ghter Typhoon force is not yet able 
to deliver the ordnance types the Tor-
nado currently can—the latter became 
the platform of choice for operations . 
But with Tornado squadrons being 
 eliminated in readiness for the type’s 
retirement at the end of the decade, the 
defense ministry was forced  to reverse 
plans to disband one of the three front-
line squadrons    , reducing the burden 
on the remaining squadrons at least for 
another year . This begs  the question  of 
whether the type could   still fl y  beyond 
2019, and  if there are enough front-line 
combat aircraft squadrons to  address 
the tasks requested by politicians.

Answers to these questions and 
more will emerge in the next Strategic 
Defense and Security Review (SDSR) 
currently being drafted in  Whitehall.

The last SDSR—back in 2010—was 
highly controversial. Critics decried it 

as a fi nancial review, culling capabilities 
as the new coalition government tried 
to reverse an economic downturn.

It famously called for  scrapping  the 
Nimrod maritime patrol aircraft and  
Harrier fl eets, and as a result, Britain’s 
carrier air power. Only one of the new 
Queen Elizabeth-class carriers  would 
enter service, it decided, and some 
critical intelligence-gathering capabili-
ties–such as the Sentinel—would exit 
service  after operations in Afghanistan.

But several of those decisions have 
now been reversed . Aircraft purchased 
for operations in Afghanistan—such as 
the MQ-9 Reaper and the Beechcraft 

Shadow signals intelligence aircraft— 
have been  extended  until 2018, along 
with the Sentinel, and U.K. Prime Min-
ister David Cameron  announced at the 
NATO Summit in Wales  that the second 
aircraft carrier, HMS Prince of Wales, 
would enter service after all—with all 
these decisions taken in the last year.

SDSR 2015 will likely  set the future 
direction of the Royal Air Force, de-
ciding the shape of the intelligence-
gathering fl eet and perhaps most criti-
cally whether it will   conduct fi xed-wing 
maritime patrol operations.

While the order for the fi rst squad-
ron of Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning 
IIs to operate off  the new carriers has 

been placed, the next review will decide 
how many the U.K. could ultimately buy. 
 Although offi  cials acknowledge   that the 
U.K. is unlikely to  buy   the full comple-
ment of 138 it originally signed up  for, it 
remains unclear whether a mixed pur-
chase is also being considered, includ-
ing a small “silver bullet” land-based 
fl eet of F-35As  to replace the Tornado.

While the joint Future Combat Air 
System program has only just  started 
in conjunction with France, some of its 
early studies may infl uence the SDSR  , 
as it  considers whether  both nations 
should feature a highly advanced un-
manned combat air vehicle, or exam-
ine alternatives, such as more F-35s or 
a mid-life update for the  Typhoon.

Partnerships with France remain 
limited in scope,  boiling down to joint 
weapon programs such as the develop-
ment of the helicopter-borne Future 
Anti-Ship Guided Weapon (FASGW) 
Heavy . There is also a concept study 
to assess long-term requirements for 
anti-ship missiles such as the Exocet 
and Harpoon, as well as replacing the 
 Storm Shadow and Scalp-EG with a 
single weapon. Both nations may also 
move forward on ballistic missile de-
fense capabilities  after the successful 
tracking of a ballistic missile target by 
the Type 45 destroyer HMS Daring in 
the Pacifi c in late 2013.

Other programs to emerge include 
the development of the Type 26 Global 
Combat Ship and  the next project mile-
stones to produce the successor ballistic 
missile submarines to replace the Royal 
Navy’s Vanguard-class boomers. c

With the long war in Afghanistan at an end, 

Britain’s military commanders may have hoped to 

begin a long-awaited reset of the armed forces.

United Kingdom

Estimated 2015-16 budget

£32.8 billion ($51.5 billion)

2.3 (notional)

146,980

Afghanistan (support mission), 
Ascension Island, Balkans, Brunei 
(training), Canada (training), Carib-
bean, Chad, Cyprus, Falkland Islands, 
Germany, Gibraltar, Iraq, Jordan, Kenya 
(training), United Arab Emirates and 
U.S. (training)

Percent of GDP

Personnel Under Arms 
as of October 2014

Deployments

U.K. forces have returned from 
Afghanistan, but are facing a major 
review by the defense ministry in  
2015.
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Amy Svitak Paris

Balancing Act
French defense ministry juggles competing 

demands to maintain fl at budget

Since releasing his 2015 budget in 
October, Defense Minister Jean-Yves 
Le Drian has defended plans to execute 
the €31.4 billion spending outline , which 
depends largely on one-time revenue 
windfalls, impending arms export sales 
and a plan to establish public-private 
entities that will purchase de-
fense equipment and lease it 
back to the military.

Le Drian says he will use 
one-time revenue gains from 
the sale of the state-owned 
radio frequency spectrum to 
make up the bulk of an es-
timated €2.3 billion budget 
shortfall next year, although 
he told French lawmakers in 
October that the timing and 
exact amount of the revenues 
are unclear.

“This is the way it was in 
2014 and 2013, in terms of one-time 
revenue gains,” Le Drian said. “I am 
sure these funds will be there in 2015, 
as they were over the past two years.”

To establish the public-private enti-
ties, Le Drian plans to use money that 
may be available through a public bond 
issue and from the sale of state equity 
in public companies.

In the meantime, with France wag-
ing war on several fronts—Mali, Cen-
tral African Republic and Iraq—the 
ministry is expected to rack up €1.1 
billion in external operations costs this 
year, although Le Drian budgeted just 
€450 million for overseas contingen-
cies in his €31.4 billion budget for 2014.

These operations, conducted simul-
taneously in diverse  theaters, are also 
taking a toll on maintenance of military 
equipment and adding to the defense 
ministry’s money woes. In September 

the French accounting court audit said  
the ministry has tended to lowball the 
cost of maintaining equipment that 
 returns from overseas engagements, 
notably ground equipment heavily 
used  in Afghanistan and Lebanon in 
recent years.

The court says this failure to ad-
dress increased maintenance spending 
could compromise Le Drian’s six-year 
budget plan, which faces a rise in main-
tenance charges to €6.5 billion annually 
between 2014-19, an increase of €500 
million per year over maintenance 
spending in 2012.

Le Drian also hopes to fi nalize the 
sale of 126 Rafale aircraft to India in 
2015 . The deal, agreed to almost three 
years ago and estimated to be worth 
€15 billion, would relieve pressure on 
the ministry to purchase 11 of the Das-
sault fi ghter jets annually after 2015. It 
 would mark the fi rst foreign sale of the 
Rafale and could also pave the way for 
more exports in the coming months.

The ministry is also spacing its new 
equipment purchases  in an effort to 
save cash. Planned deliveries of the 
new Airbus A400M tactical airlifter 

were reduced in the current spending 
plan to 15 from 35, while orders of the 
new A330 multirole tanker transport 
(MRTT) were reduced to nine  from 12.

Despite these cost-saving eff orts, the 
ministry still comes up short in paying 
annual bills, which pile up as they roll 
from one year into the next. To help 
reduce spending on military hardware, 
Le Drian has proposed a plan backed 
by French President Francois Hol-
lande that would use proceeds from 

the sale of state assets to establish 
public-private companies authorized 
to purchase  defense equipment and 
lease it back to the military.

The idea is not new here, although 
Le Drian says it is not yet clear whether 
the new entity would be fully or partly 
private, involve non-French sharehold-
ers or be allowed to go into debt.

In addition to potential cost-saving 
benefi ts to the state, such a mechanism 
 could present export opportunities.   So 
far, Le Drian has declined to specify 
what types of defense equipment would 
be purchased by the special entities for 
leaseback to the government.

In testimony before lawmakers last 
October , however,  defense procure-
ment chief Laurent Collet-Billon cited 
the A400M as one possibility.

“We resell it to the project company 
for about €150 million, and the compa-
ny pays us immediately that amount, 
then we pay for a pre-agreed period 
an amount equal to the annual rent,” 
including equipment depreciation, 
Collet-Billon told French lawmakers .  c 
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France is under mounting pressure to reduce its debt, 
the nation’s armed forces are taking on more opera-
tional commitments abroad, and the  defense ministry 
is struggling to plug holes in a six-year, €190 billion 
($240 billion) spending plan that relies heavily on un-
confi rmed sources of cash.

France

2015 defense budget

€31.4 billion ($40 billion)

1.9

202,761

Afghanistan, Burkina Faso, Central 
African Republic, Chad, Iraq, Ivory 
Coast, Lebanon, Mali, Mauritania, 
Niger and Somalia.

Percent of GDP

Personnel Under Arms 
as of 2015

Deployments

Paris and New Delhi hope to 
fi nalize a contract for 126 Dassault 
Rafale fi ghter jets in 2015.
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Maxim Pyadushkin  Moscow 

Lion’s Share  
Expansion continues 

despite economic slowdown

The organizational transformation 
was bolstered by a massive rearma-
ment eff ort. The government is keen 
to continue to strengthen the military, 
which it exploits for foreign policy 
goals and internal propaganda, but 
shrinking budgets—due to soft oil pric-
es and a slumping national currency—
cast uncertainty on these plans.

The new federal budget for 2015 and 
the two following years—approved 
by the Federation Council, the upper 
chamber of the parliament, in Novem-
ber—continues to peg national defense 
as the highest priority. Defense expen-
ditures for 2015 are expected to jump 
to 3,286 billion rubles ($62 billion), up 
32% compared with 2014. The defense 
share of the budget increases from 
17.6% in 2014 to 21.2 % next year, and 
its share of gross domestic product 
rises from 3.4% in 2014 to 4.2% in 2015.

But these fi gures may be provision-
al, because some government offi  cials 
are already talking about a revised 
federal budget that matches the mer-
curial economic environment. The cur-
rent budget was developed based on an 
exchange rate of 37.7 rubles per U.S. 
dollar and an infl ation rate of 5.5%. As 
of early December, the exchange rate 
fell to 50.7 rubles per dollar, eff ectively 
diminishing the defense budget from 

$87 billion to $65 billion. The govern-
ment says it included a 9-billion-ruble 
hedge in the 2015 budget, but this is 
unlikely to be suffi  cient.

The budgets for 2016-17 contained 
no dramatic increases—3,113 billion 
rubles (3.7% of GDP) in 2016 and 3,237 
billion rubles (3.6%) for 2017. The de-
fense share in the total budget spend-
ing will also remain stable—19.7% and 
20%, correspondingly. The projections 
are modest for 2016-17 because those 
years cover the start of a rearmament 
program for 2016-25 that is still in the 
works, although planning began in 
2013. Because of the unstable econ-
omy, funds available for the 2016-25 
program have not been determined.

At a special meeting last September, 
President Vladimir Putin said Russia’s 
new rearmament program would focus 
on nuclear deterrence, modernization 
of the bomber force and investments 
in “aerospace defense.” Tactical forces 
would benefi t from precision weapons 
as well as new combined arms systems 
and warships. Putin added that the pro-
gram would respond to threats such as 
the creation of the U.S. antiballistic mis-
sile system, the militarization of space 
and the strengthening of NATO forces 
in response to the Ukraine crisis.

The new plan overlaps with the cur-

rent eff ort, which covers 2011-20, and 
is estimated at more than 20 trillion 
rubles. So far, according to Putin, 30% 
of the armed forces’ inventory has 
been modernized; the goal is to reach 
70% by 2020.

The military has continued its mas-
sive rearmament this year. Defense 
Minister Sergey Shoigu confi rmed in 
early December that the major pro-
curement tasks have been achieved 
and the number of weapons and equip-
ment shipped to the line units grew 
by 65% compared with 2013. Russia’s 
Strategic Rocket Forces are expected 
to end the year with three new battal-
ions of RS-24 Yars mobile interconti-
nental ballistic missiles—a develop-
ment of the RT-2UTTKh Topol-M with 
multiple independently guided reentry 
vehicles—and two new silo-based mis-
siles of this type, replacing the aging 
SS-19. Topol/Yars technology is used 
in the Bulava missile for the subma-
rine deterrent fl eet; the third Bulava-
armed Borei-class submarine, Vladi-
mir Monomakh, is due to be delivered 
in December.

The Navy has received three new 
warships—two Steregushchiy-class 
corvettes and one improved Kilo-class 
diesel-electric submarine—together 
with nine auxiliary vessels and eight 
radar stations. MiG-29K ship-based 
fi ghters have been delivered to replace 
aging Sukhoi Su-33s on Russia’s only 
carrier, Admiral Kuznetzov.

By the beginning of December 2014, 
the air force had received more than 
60 new or heavily upgraded aircraft. 
These include new Sukhoi Su-35 multi-
role fi ghters, two-seat Su-30 and Su-34 
tactical bombers, as well as modern-
ized Tu-95MS strategic bombers and 
 MiG-31BM interceptors. The helicopter 
fl eet gained Mil Mi-28N and Mi-35M at-
tack rotorcraft, and Mil Mi-8/17 tacti-

The military reform  that started in Russia after the 
armed forces’ disappointing performance in the fi ve-
day war with Georgia in 2008—fought over the break-
away republics Abkhazia and South Ossetia—has 
proved to be quite eff ective. The swift annexation of 
Crimea in spring 2014, followed by the rapid deploy-
ment of 80,000 troops to the Ukraine border, dem-
onstrated that the Russian armed forces had transi-
tioned from a Cold War mobilization-based giant to a 
smaller, more eff ective force at constant readiness.   

Russia

Estimated 2015-16 budget

3,286 billion rubles ($60.4 billion)

4.2

766,055

Ukraine (alleged)

Percent of GDP

Personnel Under Arms 
as of October 2014

Deployments

The modernized
 MiG-31BM, now 

entering service with
 the Russian air force, 
has been  increasingly 

encountered by 
Western aircraft on 

air policing and air 
defense missions.
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Nicholas Fiorenza  Brussels 

Under the Knife  
German budgets are below NATO goal

Defense Minister Ursula von der Ley-
en told the Bundestag (German parlia-
ment) during the 2015 budget debate in 
September that the long-term plan was 
to reach the NATO goal of spending 2% 
of gross national product on defense, but 
in the short to medium term it would 
concentrate on using available 
funding more effi  ciently.

The end of NATO’s Interna-
tional Security Assistance Force 
combat mission in Afghanistan 
on Dec. 31 brought some relief; 
that assignment will be replaced 
by the alliance’s Operation Reso-
lute Support mission. The latter 
is limited to training, advising 
and assisting Afghan security forces 
and institutions. Beginning in 2015, the 
Bundeswehr will maintain up to 850 
troops there under NATO command. 
This has allowed Germany to reduce 
spending on Afghanistan by €315 mil-
lion, to €460 million in 2015.

Procurement spending will fall by 
nearly €200 million to €4.4 billion. The 
largest procurement programs are 
Eurofi ghter (€539 million), the Puma 
armored infantry fighting vehicle 
(€530.2 million) and the A400M trans-
port aircraft (€865 million). Puma and 
A400M deliveries began in 2014. These 

big-ticket items, especially the aircraft, 
will cost more to support than their pre-
decessors, and the ministry of defense 
has allocated an additional €90 million 
for maintenance, a 20% increase.

After falling to 16.6% of the defense 
budget in 2013, defense investment, re-

search and development will be raised 
to 19% in 2015, with the aim of reach-
ing the NATO and European Defense 
Agency goal of 20% in following years.

In October, von der Leyen received 
a KPMG-led study she commissioned 
on the Bundeswehr’s nine largest ac-
quisition programs, with a total value 
of €57 billion; the study earmarked 140 
problems/risks and 180 recommenda-
tions to address them. The programs 
examined are Eurofighter, A400M, 
Tiger combat helicopter, NH90 trans-
port helicopter, Puma, F125 frigate 
and the SVFuA joint radio system. 

Also studied were replacements for 
two canceled projects: the EuroHawk 
unmanned air vehicle and the Medium 
Extended Air Defense System.

Even before the results of the study, 
it was apparent that there were major 
problems with readiness. Only 42 out of 
109 Eurofi ghters are said to be deploy-
able, 38 out of 89 Tornadoes, 24 out of 
56 C-160 Transall transport aircraft, 
16 out of 83 CH-53 transport helicop-
ters, 13 Patriot air defense systems, 70 
out of 180 Boxer armored transport 
vehicles, and none of the 15 Sea King 
search-and-rescue helicopters. This 
has aff ected Germany’s commitments 
to NATO. The Luftwaff e only just man-
aged to sustain two quick-reaction alerts 
in Germany—with two fi ghters each—
while four  Eurofi ghters were deployed 
in the Balkan region.  c 

DEFENSE PROFILES

The German government’s defense budget  for 
2015 is nearly €32.3 billion ($39.6 billion), a €500 
million decrease compared with 2014. Bundeswehr 
personnel levels have been cut to 6,000 below the 
planned maximum strength of 185,000. 

Germany

2015 budget

€32.3 billion ($40.2 billion)

1.2

179,046

Afghanistan, Congo (Nov. 3, 2013), 
Uzbekistan, Horn of Africa, Kosovo, 
Lebanon, Mali, Mediterranean, Senegal, 
South Sudan, Sudan and Turkey

Percent of GDP

Personnel Under Arms 
as of October 23, 2013

Deployments

The arrival of the A400M will in-
crease Germany’s airlift capability 
but it raises operating costs.
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cal transport rotorcraft. The air force 
took delivery of more Mi-26 heavy-lift 
helicopters, a repaired Antonov An-
124 heavy airlifter and Antonov An-148 
and An-140 utility aircraft. The defense 
ministry also reported the delivery of 
12,000 airborne weapons, several air-
field radar stations and one S-400 
 Triumf long-range, surface-to-air mis-
sile regiment.

Air force reequipment will acceler-
ate in 2015, as the service expects to re-
ceive more than 150 new and modern-
ized aircraft, plus more radars and air 

defense systems. A recent $580 mil-
lion contract covers the upgrade of 50 
more MiG-31s to MiG-31BM standard, 
following a 2011 contract to modernize 
60. The unique heavy long-range su-
personic fi ghter is now fully operation-
al in upgraded form and was tracked 
close to U.S. airspace earlier this year, 
escorting Tu-95 bombers and sup-
ported by Il-78 tankers. The renewal 
of bomber and interceptor bases in the 
Arctic also has been approved. Test-
ing of the Sukhoi T-50 stealth fi ghter 
continues, as does development of the 

Tupolev PAK-DA next-generation stra-
tegic bomber and its weapons. 

Land forces have taken delivery of 
233 armored fi ghting vehicles and 143 
upgraded T-72B3 tanks. The military 
also received 36 self-propelled howit-
zers and more than 700 new vehicles. 
In September, it was reported that the 
army was taking delivery of the new 
KBM 9K333 Verba manportable air 
defense system to succeed the Igla-S 
(SA-24). The 9K333 has a new tri-band 
seeker that is claimed to defeat fl ares 
and other countermeasures.  c 

AIRBUS
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Bill Sweetman Washington

Changing Times
European nations prepare  

for disrupted peace

Russia’s annexation of the Crimea and its  
destabilization of Ukraine have changed plans and 
priorities in the NATO and non-NATO nations that 
count Russia among their neighbors. Defense projects 
that used to be on the back burner are moving  
forward, and new programs are being identified.

SAAB

 Some of the most visible changes 
are in Sweden. Barely a year ago, Swe-
den’s commitment to its military fu-
ture seemed conditional. Development 
of the JAS 39E Gripen was contingent 
on finding an international partner—
which in turn appeared to depend on 
Switzerland’s voters ratifying that na-
tion’s Gripen plans. The navy’s next-
generation submarine appeared to be 
in limbo: After being sold to Germany’s 
ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems, Swe-
den’s Kockums yard had been passed 
over for a Singapore submarine con-
tract in favor of TKMS’ German units.

Late in 2013, however, Brazil se-
lected the Gripen as its next fighter. 
Even though the contract would not 
be signed until October 2014, the 
announcement lifted the Swiss con-
tingency and made that European 
nation’s “no” vote in May much less 
important. By March, Saab was able 
to reveal that the JAS 39E was a very 
different aircraft from the C/D, raising 
legitimate questions as to the extent to 
which the Swedish air force JAS 39Es 
could be called “rebuilds” of in-service 
C-models. But that issue became moot 
only weeks later, when the Swedish 
government announced that all its JAS 
39Es would be new-build aircraft, and 
moreover increased its planned order 
from 60 to 70 aircraft.

The Swedish defense ministry also 
said early in 2014 that its Gripens 
would be armed with a land-attack 
cruise missile. Saab and LFK (an Air-

bus/MBDA consortium) already pro-
duce the Taurus KEPD 350 missile, but 
some observers say the Gripen weap-
on will be a new offshoot of the Saab 
RBS 15 family, with a much increased 
range. Another new missile program is 
a medium-range surface-to-air missile, 
which is likely to combine the IRIS-T 
SLM interceptor (with a larger motor 
than the air-to-air IRIS-T) with the 
newly unveiled Saab Giraffe 4A galli-
um-nitride-based active, electronically 
scanned array radar (AESA).

The submarine project has seen the 
most dramatic revival. After failing to 
negotiate a fixed-price development 
contract with TKMS, the Swedish 
government and Saab started nego-
tiations to reacquire Kockums from 
the German company and integrate it 
into Saab. In April, Swedish defense 
procurement agency FMV sent a team 
into Kockums to secure and retrieve 
data and other items that FMV con-
sidered to be Swedish property under 
earlier development contracts. As 
much of this data was classified, FMV 
agents were accompanied by armed 
security personnel. Some reporters 
characterized this as an “armed raid,” 
but that did not seem to impede the ac-
quisition: a letter of intent was signed 
in June and the deal closed in July.

The Swedish government has also 
issued the first contracts to the new 
Saab Kockums division for the future 
submarine plan, which extends until 
2024 and combines an upgrade for two 

Gotland-class submarines with the de-
velopment of the A26 class. The com-
plete plan is budgeted at $1.6 billion.

Other East-facing European nations 
have generated good news for Saab in 
2014: The Czech Republic has extended 
its lease of 14 Gripen C/Ds until 2027. 
Moreover, Slovakia and the Czech Re-
public signed an agreement in April to 
cooperate in the use and maintenance 

of their fighter forces, followed in late 
August by a declaration of intent, to-
gether with Sweden, to explore the fu-
ture use of Gripen. Likely, Slovakia will 
lease Gripen C/Ds to replace decreas-
ingly supportable MiG-29s: eventually, 
too, Sweden’s entire C/D force will be 
available for lease now that the decision 
has been taken to buy all-new JAS 39Es.

Saab is also opening a dialogue with 
Finland, which will eventually need to 
replace its F/A-18s. Greece, meanwhile, 
started the process of upgrading its 
F-16s with AESA and other changes, 
with Lockheed Martin and Boeing still 
in the hunt. Greece has also decided to 
upgrade its P-3 Orions rather than buy-
ing a smaller maritime patrol aircraft. 
Romania also is acquiring F-16s in the 
form of nine used F-16AMs from Por-
tugal, plus three F-16Bs from the U.S.

Poland’s F-16 force will receive a ma-
jor capability upgrade with the sale of 
40 Lockheed Martin AGM-158 Joint 
Air-to-Surface Standoff Missiles, ap-
proved by Congress in October. Poland 
is also continuing to pursue the acquisi-
tion of new submarines under the Orka 
program; these will be cruise-missile 
armed. Three submarines are expected 
to enter service in the early 2020s.

Poland’s acquisition programs in-
clude a tender for 70 multirole he-
licopters for its army, air force and 
navy, The main bidders are Sikorsky, 
with new S-70i Black Hawks and/
or refurbished UH-60A/L models; 
AgustaWestland, which hopes for a 
sale breakthrough for the AW149; and 
Airbus Helicopters, with the EC725 
Caracal. Another major project, a me-
dium-to-long-range air defense system, 
appears to be down to a competition 
between MBDA/Thales, offering Aster, 
and Raytheon with the Patriot, follow-
ing the elimination of Rafael and the 
Lockheed Martin/MBDA Medium Alti-
tude Extended Air Defense System. c

Saab’s acquisition of the Kockums 
shipyard from TKMS has opened 
the way to development of the new 
A26-class submarine.
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David Eshel Tel Aviv

Best-Laid Plans
Political and fi scal chaos 

delay new programs

Among Israel’s neighbors, only Lebanon and Jordan are 
sustaining  an internal balance of power, due to dominant local 
forces—those loyal to the Hashemite kingdom in Jordan, and 
Hezbollah in Lebanon (part of which is involved in the fi ghting 
in Syria).

The pressure is increasing unrest within Israel, particularly 
between the Jewish majority and Arab minority, a tension that 
has intensifi ed following the military clash between Palestin-
ian Gaza and Israel last summer . This unrest could escalate at 
any time, triggered by terrorist provocation from Sinai or the 
Golan Heights, raising the possible need for 
 preemptive strikes. 

Equally disturbing is Israel’s  fi scal situ-
ation, which remains frozen on a fixed, 
monthly “autopilot” spending level, for 
2015, based on the 2014 budget. Originally, 
a  13% increase was expected to support Is-
rael Defense Forces modernization. Instead, 
budget restrictions almost brought IDF in-
vestments to a standstill in 2014.

Defense spending here has grown by 20% 
since 2012, but the chance of a signifi cant 
increase in 2015 seems remote. Following 
the collapse of Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu’s coalition in the Parliament, 
the IDF might not even receive the funding 
to replace expendables (ammunition, fuel, 
logistics and personnel cost) spent through 
the 50 days of Operation Protective Edge. 
More funding would have to be furnished 
via special arrangements, by a caretaker 
government, in the event of a crisis.

The chaos is evident in the lack of clear 
acquisition priorities. In contrast to the clar-
ity of purpose that followed the 2006 Second 
Lebanon War, where modernization of land 
forces was  the top priority through two quadrennial procure-
ment plans, the IDF has crafted  and abandoned two such plans 
in the past three years, changing its priorities each time.

The modernization should have covered all aspects of Israel’s 
military forces—from new spacecraft, to defenses against bor-
der infi ltration and Hamas’s attack tunnels. Instead, the acqui-
sition of a second batch of 31 Lockheed Martin F-35A stealth 

fi ghters has been trimmed to 14, the planned procurement of 
the Bell/Boeing V-22 has been shelved, and the purchase of 
four off shore patrol vessels was canceled only a month after 
the issue of a worldwide request for proposals.

Iron Dome—one of the most ambitious and successful 
research, development and acquisition programs in recent 
years—has managed to thrive with consistent U.S. support. 
The support was pivotal in fi elding 10  missile batteries that 
proved highly eff ective during Operation Protective Edge, and 
will permit the  replenishment of more than 1,000  Tamir inter-
ceptors fi red. Israel and the U.S. are also developing the David’s 
Sling and Arrow 3 ballistic-missile-defense systems; further 
modernization of the Arrow 2 Block IV ballistic missile defense 
system is underway, mostly with U.S. funding .

The air force’s strike capability during  Operation Protective 
Edge was impressive, but  to sustain this operational tempo , the 
IAF must renew  its stocks of precision weapons, upgrade older 
fi ghters to support new systems, and maintain existing fi ghters. 
T he reduction in F-35 numbers means the IAF must rely on  its 
F-16C/Ds longer into the 2020s, and will need to perform an 
expensive upgrade of its Lockheed Martin F-16I Sufa fi ghters 
within  the next decade. Likewise, canceling the V-22 acquisition 
means continued reliance  on aging CH-53 helicopters for spe-
cial operations. CH-53s are more vulnerable, in constant need 
of maintenance, and cannot match the V-22’s speed and range. 

Production of Namer heavy infantry fi ghting vehicles, which 
had already moved to the underutilized General Dynamics 
plant in Lima, Ohio, also has stalled due to funding . The Namer 
acquisition was considered a high priority  for infantry force 
protection, but likely will not be possible until  a defi nitive 2015 

budget is passed.
In contrast, Merkava Mk 4m main battle 

tank production continues at a trickle; the 
tank and its combat-proven Rafael Trophy 
active protection system are now equipping 
a second regular brigade. Modernization of 
personal gear for the infantry  has been ap-
proved, at least for the active forces .

Other  items  awaiting funding include 
precision weapons for land forces. Two ele-
ments in the pipeline are the Israel Military 
Industries  (IMI) Accular 160-mm. guided 
surface-to-surface rocket and the BAE 
Systems Rokar guidance kit for 155-mm. 
artillery shells. IMI is also set  to deliver 
precision-guided rounds for Elbit’s 120-mm. 

mortars. 
For decades the n avy has been the least 

funded arm of the IDF, but has in recent 
years developed an impressive capability, 
including patrol boats armed with Rafael 
Spike-LR missiles, enabling the navy to sup-
port littoral land actions. Other plans remain 
frozen, including the introduction of the 
Barak 8 air defense system and its associated 
multifunction active, electronically scanned 

array radar, considered critical for the protection of Israel’s 
off shore energy resources in the Mediterranean; so far, only 
one of three Saar 5 corvettes, Eilat, has completed its retrofi t 
with the new radar and missile.  

A possible resolution can be expected only after March 
 2015 if elections bring about a new coalition that would be 
able to pass the original planned 2015 budget. c

DEFENSE PROFILES

2014 proved challenging for 
Israel, as it went from crisis to crisis . 

The country’s biggest neighbors, Syria 

and Egypt, remain crippled by  revolt, 

which has aroused Arab uprisings in 

the occupied territories and especially 

East Jerusalem. 

Israel

2014 budget

60 billion shekels ($17 billion)

5.6

160,000 regular, 630,000 reserve

None

Percent of GDP

Personnel Under Arms 
as of October 2014

Deployments

Delays to Israel’s F-35 program 
will increase pressure to 
modernize the F-16I Sufa .
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Golden 
Opportunities 

Boeing does not expect Kuwait to de-
cide  on its next fi ghter buy until 2016—a 
problem for the company, since it is of-
fering an advanced Super Hornet con-
fi guration, including a big-screen cock-
pit similar to the F-15SA’s , but needs 
sales soon to keep the production line 
moving. Some U.S. observers say  Ku-
wait is likely to split its next fi ghter buy 
between the U.S. and Europe.

Nobody is making any strong predic-
tions about the United Arab Emirates’ 
(UAE) next move, following the public 
dressing-down of Dassault at the 2011 
Dubai Airshow and the December 2013 
announcement (weeks after British 
Prime Minister David Cameron visited 
the Dubai show) that the UAE would 
not be placing  a Typhoon order.

The following month, the U.S. De-
fense Security Cooperation Agency 
(DSCA) notifi ed Congress of the UAE’s 
intent to buy 30 new F-16 Block 61 fi ght-
ers and upgrade its current Block 60s.

Block 61 was developed after  the 
U.S. gave the UAE access to several 
new weapon capabilities. These may 
include the Boeing AGM-84H SLAM-
ER standoff land-attack missile, ap-
proximately 300 of which, along with 
nearly 1,200 Joint Stand Off  Weapons  
were requested by the UAE in October 
2013 under a foreign military sales  deal 
also announced by the DSCA.

Block 61 aircraft will support carriage 

of those weapons and  deal with some ob-
solescence issues in the Block 60.

According to some reports, UAE has 
set specifi cations beyond the reach of 
the current Rafale or Typhoon confi gu-
rations, requiring some costly further 
development. The F-16 could therefore 
be a stopgap. The UAE had asked for 
the Lockheed Martin AGM-158 cruise 
missile, which is comparable to the 
MBDA Black Shaheen (UAE’s version 
of Storm Shadow, carried by its Mirage 
2000-9s), but has been off ered only the 
Boeing AGM-84H .

Dassault had high hopes in June 
that Qatar was on the brink of placing 
a Rafale order, expected to be the fi rst 
tranche of a 72-aircraft buy, but that 
had not materialized by year-end , al-
though some observers have suggested 
the gas-rich state could opt for a mixed 
buy. The Qataris have already paved 
the way for a fi ghter purchase, estab-
lishing a new fl ight-training academy 
and selecting the Airbus A330 multi-
role tanker transport for its aerial re-
fueling requirement.

Concurrently , it placed major orders 
with the U.S. for Raytheon Patriot sur-
face-to-air missiles, and three Boeing 
737 airborne early warning and control 
aircraft. 

Bahrain, which had been considered 
a Typhoon prospect, now does not in-
tend  to acquire all-new fi ghters for a 

decade. The nation has delayed plans 
to upgrade its F-16 Block 40 fi ghters, 
but expects  to start the program in 
2016-17 and complete it in 2019-20. 
Next, it plans to replace its Northrop 
F-5Es with new Advanced F-16s, with 

a new type arriving in 2025. Jordan is 
also a target for Lockheed Martin and 
Boeing, both pitching F-16 upgrades.

Other long-awaited decisions in-
clude UAE’s choice of a future airborne 
early warning and control platform to 
succeed the interim Saab 340 EriEye. 
Saudi Arabia, which already operates 
the Saab 2000 EriEye (but is identi-
fi ed as “Country X” by Saab) intends to 
proceed with a $2 billion upgrade of its 
E-3A Sentry fl eet, including the instal-
lation of Block 40/45 mission avionics.

Helicopters also have fi gured highly 
on the shopping lists of nations in the 
region. Saudi Arabia is taking delivery 
of the large number of AH-64E Apach-
es it ordered during the fall of 2010 for 
the country’s Land Forces and National 
Guard, although it seems that an order 
for the Royal Guard is now being ab-
sorbed into the Land Forces. The UAE, 
too, is upgrading and expanding its fl eet 
of Apaches while neighboring Qatar is 
also joining the Apache operators’ club, 
along with a mixed fl eet of utility and 
naval NH90s, selected over the Sikor-
sky UH-60 Black Hawk and MH-60R 
Seahawks.

Iraq, where attempts to re-arm with 
Western equipment have been frus-
trated by Western concerns over se-
curity and the rapid rise of the Islamic 
State, has abandoned its attempts to 
purchase the Apache in favor of Rus-
sian equipment. Acquisitions include 
Rostvertol Mi-35 Hinds and Mi-28 
Night Hunters, making Iraq the fi rst 
Mi-28 export customer.

A plan to introduce the F-16 Fight-
ing Falcon has been delayed because 
of security at the main operating base, 
leaving the country’s fi rst F-16s fl ying 
training missions in the U.S. until the do-
mestic situation improves. In the mean-
time, Iraq is reliant on some hastily ac-
quired Su-25 Frogfoots, some purchased 
from Russia and some borrowed from 
neighboring Iran, even though several 
are believed to have served in the Iraqi 
air force prior to the 1991 Gulf War.  c 
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The Middle East may hold the key to the future of 
most Western fi ghters that are not the F-35, but the 
door remains slow to open, at least since Saudi  Arabia’s 
massive F-15SA deal (154 aircraft, 84 new and 70 major 
upgrades). Major procurements have slid to the right; 
stopgaps and upgrades are gaining ground.

Qatar is planning to modernize 
and expand its fi ghter force, which 
today comprises a dozen Dassault 
Mirage 2000-5s.

Regional buyers tighten purse strings 

Bill Sweetman Washington and Tony Osborne London
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Richard D. Fisher, Jr. Washington

Fast Burner
China’s defense growth 

is still in double digits

Offi  cial defense spending fi gures announced in March 2014 
showed a 12.2% increase over 2013, to 808 billion yuan ($132 
billion). Assuming at least 10% growth in 2015 this fi gure could 
reach 888 billion yuan—about $145 billion. However, based on 
previous U.S. Defense Department estimates, actual defense 
spending for 2015 could exceed $175 billion.

China regularly cites rising personnel and training costs 
as the reason for its growing defense 
budget, and the buildup of a professional 
noncommissioned offi  cer corps is a visible 
sign of such cost pressures. However, the 
country  is investing in a broad program 
of advanced weapons development as it 
ratchets up military activities, in its “near 
abroad” and globally. Speaking at a PLA 
conference on Dec. 4, Communist Party 
and PLA leader Xi Jinping called for ac-
celerated weapon development. State 
media quoted Xi as saying: “Equipment 
systems are now in a period of strategic 
opportunities and at a key point for rapid 
development.”

At the November 2014 Asia-Pacific 
Economic Cooperation summit in Beijing, 
the U.S. and China made agreements to 
reduce maritime incidents and advance 
mutual notifi cation of military exercises. 
But China’s continued refusal to open 
talks on strategic nuclear systems, and 
its increasingly aggressive pursuit of ter-
ritorial claims in the  China Sea, continue 
to spur regional anxiety. 

A near explosive pace for China’s 
weapons development was visible dur-
ing November’s biennial Zhuhai air show, 
where much more space was devoted to 
land warfare systems and electronics 
than was the case two years ago. The 
stars of the show were the Shenyang J-31, 
China’s second stealth fighter, and the 
Xian Y-20 airlifter—China’s largest-ever 

indigenous airplane. A large model of the Shenyang FC-31, 
an upgraded development of the J-31, was displayed, along 
with a mockup of an advanced cockpit.

Weapons companies Norinco, Poly Technologies, China 
Aerospace Science and Industry Co. (Casic) and China Aero-
space Science and Technology Co. (CASC) unveiled compet-
ing reconnaissance-strike complexes of multiple types of tac-
tical missiles and anti-aircraft missiles netted to radar and 
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based sensors and central 
control systems. These will help give China’s customers anti-
access/area denial  capabilities like China is building in the 
Western Pacifi c.

 The fourth prototype of the Chengdu J-20 heavy stealth 
fi ghter emerged in late November, with initial operating ca-
pability expected in 2017-18. Chengdu’s J-10B, a substantially 
upgraded version of China’s fi rst indigenous modern fi ghter 
will be entering initial units. At Shenyang, fi ghter production 
is shifting from the J-11B—a clone of the early Russian Sukhoi 
Su-27—to the two-seat J-16, designed for strike missions, and 
the J-15 carrier fi ghter.  

The Russian-Chinese industrial tension that followed the 
appearance of Chinese “bootleg” versions of 1980s Russian 
systems seems to be easing, with the Russian government 
and industry being willing to accept China’s emulation of 
last-generation technology as long as China imports Rus-
sia’s latest off erings. Sales of new Russian systems slated to 
be completed  in 2015 may include up to 24 Su-35 fi ghters and 
the new Almaz-Antey S-400 surface-to-air missile system. 

Chinese power projection systems will also advance, like 
the Y-20, which may enter service in 
2017-18; some Chinese sources suggest 
that China eventually will require 400 
of the type. Asian military sources have 
told Aviation Week that Xian’s H-20 fl y-
ing-wing strategic bomber could emerge 
by 2025. It increasingly seems that Chi-
na’s second and third aircraft carriers 
may be built near-simultaneously, as a 
new large Type 071 landing platform 
dock  and plans for a new landing heli-
copter dock  amphibious assault ships 
emerge. Also there are reports that in 
addition to six Type 093 second-gener-
ation nuclear attack submarines (SSN) 
expected by the Defense Department, 
there may be up to 14 Type 095 third-
generation SSNs in the early 2020s.

Strategic and space systems will also 
advance in 2015, as CASC’s new DF-41 
mobile multiple-warhead ICBM may be-
gin deployment and Type 094 nuclear 
ballistic missile submarines begin deter-
rence patrols. At Zhuhai, Casic unveiled 
its FT-1 mobile solid-fuel space launch 
vehicle, plus a family of six small satel-
lites, which could also launch anti-satellite 
weapons. In a Dec. 7 report in state media, 
a CASC offi  cial explained that the Long 
March 5  heavy space launch vehicle  will 
be launched in 2015, with the expected su-
per-heavy Long March 9 (130 tons to low 
Earth orbit) to emerge by 2030, to support 
Moon and Mars missions. c

DEFENSE PROFILES

Spending on China’s People’s 
Liberation Army (PLA) can be expected 
to continue to grow at a double-digit 
annual pace in 2015, despite a slight eco-
nomic cooling in 2014 that saw the nation 
miss its offi  cial goal of 7.5%  growth in 
gross domestic product, and expecta-
tions that growth could fall to 7% in 2015.

China

Estimated 2015-16 budget

888 billion yuan ($145 billion)

1.5

2,333,000

Congo, Cote d’Ivoire, Lebanon, Mali, 
Liberia, Somalia anti-piracy patrols 
and South Sudan

Percent of GDP

Personnel Under Arms 
as of October 2014

Deployments

China’s move toward system-of-
systems is typifi ed by integration of 
the CASC HQ-6/LY-60D surface-
to-air missile system and Norinco 
LD-2000 gun, with a common 
control center, for point defense.
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The region’s leading MRO exhibition 
and conference for commercial aviation 
maintenance. 
This is where the aircraft MRO community convenes year 
after year to do business!

February 2-3, 2015
'XEDL�:RUOG�7UDGH�&HQWUH�Ř�'XEDL��8$(

Get your FREE exhibition hall pass now at: 

www.aviationweek.com/mromiddleeast

23%
make buying 
decisions while at 
the show

94%
meet people they 
would not have 
access to otherwise

74%
learn about products
and services they would 
not have access to 
elsewhere

DISCOVER
:LWK�NH\�LQGXVWU\�H[KLELWRUV�DQG��������DWWHQGHHV�IURP�RYHU�
���FRXQWULHV��052�0LGGOH�(DVW�LV�WKH�EHVW�SODFH�WR�WHVW�DQG�SXUFKDVH�
new MRO solutions and services!

7KH�052�0LGGOH�(DVW�([KLELWLRQ�SURYLGHV�LQYDOXDEOH�KDQGV�RQ�DQG�
IDFH�WR�IDFH�DFFHVV�WR�RYHU�����WRS�WLHU�VROXWLRQ�DQG�VHUYLFH�SURYLGHUV��
'LVFRYHU�QHZ�SURGXFWV�DQG�FXWWLQJ�HGJH�WHFKQRORJ\�IRU�LPSURYLQJ�
HIƓ�FLHQF\�DQG�ORZHULQJ�RSHUDWLQJ�FRVWV��DQG�EHQHƓ�W�IURP�XQSDUDOOHOHG�
networking opportunities to make more connections in 2 days than you 
will in a year!

Discover the latest MRO technologies, products and services in the following categories:
 
$GYDQFHG�0DWHULDOV

$LUIUDPH���/LQH�0DLQWHQDQFH�	�

Heavy Checks
$LUSRUW�$LUSRUW�6HUYLFHV

$YLRQLFV�,QVWUXPHQWV

&DELQ�,QWHULRUV�,Q�)OLJKW�

(QWHUWDLQPHQW

&DOLEUDWLRQ�	�:HLJKLQJ�

6HUYLFHV

&HUWLƓ�HG�5HSDLU�6WDWLRQV

Chemicals

&OHDQLQJ�&OHDQLQJ�6HUYLFHV

&RPSRQHQWV�5RWDEOHV

Computer Hardware
&RPSXWHU�6RIWZDUH�,7�6\VWHPV

&RQVXOWDQWV�0DQDJHPHQW�

6HUYLFHV

(QJLQHV�3URSXOVLRQ

)OLJKW�'HFN�(TXLSPHQW�

3ODQQLQJ�6HUYLFHV

)XHO�/XEULFDQWV

*RYHUQPHQW�$JHQFLHV

*36

*URXQG�6XSSRUW�(TXLSPHQW

Hangar
/DQGLQJ�*HDU

/HDVLQJ�)LQDQFH�6DOHV

/LJKWLQJ

0LOLWDU\�'HIHQVH

3DLQWLQJ�6HUYLFHV�	�0DWHULDOV

3DUWV�'LVWULEXWRUV

3DUWV�0DQXIDFWXUHUV

3XEOLFDWLRQV�'RFXPHQWDWLRQV

5HFUXLWPHQW�3HUVRQQHO

6DIHW\�(PHUJHQF\�(TXLSPHQW

6XSSO\�&KDLQ�/RJLVWLFV

7HVW�(TXLSPHQW

Tools
7UDGH�2UJDQL]DWLRQV�

$VVRFLDWLRQV

7UDLQLQJ�6NLOOV

7UDQVSRUWDWLRQ�/RJLVWLFV

Exhibition Hall Hours

0RQGD\��)HEUXDU\����
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CONFERENCE AGENDA

'D\�2QH���0RQGD\�)HEUXDU\��������

9:15 a.m. Welcome and Highlights

Ed Hazelwood, Editor in Chief Conferences, Aviation Week
Beth Wagner, Publisher MRO Edition Aviation Week & Air 

Transport World

9:30 a.m. MRO Middle East Market Forecast and Key Trends

We bring together leading aviation experts to forecast and analyze 
the status and trends of the MRO market, focusing on the Middle 
East region. Our panel will consider the Middle East in context 
with the rest of the world. The region will be compared with other 
regional markets with more or less maturity. What trends will affect 
the growth of the region’s aircraft maintenance industry? How will 
sustainable growth affect the aviation sector? Should growth be 
limited? We will introduce the key issues surrounding the next 
generation aircraft being introduced in the region.
Richard Brown, Principal, ICF International

10:30 a.m. ([KLELW�+DOO�2SHQV�ZLWK�2IƓ�FLDO�5LEERQ�&XWWLQJ�
Ceremony and Royal Tour

10:45 a.m. Customers Speak Out: Airline Insight Panel

In this panel key airline executives comment directly on how 
they see the future evolving and what they expect from their 
suppliers, service providers and the OEMs.  We will also get 
their take on the leading industry trends. What are the core 
challenges and opportunities of operating in this region? 
What are the real expectations of operators in the procurement 
SURFHVV�DQG�ZKDW�UHDOO\�PDWWHUV�WR�WKHP�ZKHQ�PDNLQJ�WKDW�Ɠ�QDO�
purchasing decision?  The answers await you here.
Moderator: Lee Ann Shay Tegtmeier, Chief Editor, MRO, 
Aviation Week
C.S. Tomar, VP Engineering & Maintenance, Jet Airways 
(India)
Razali Idris, VP Maintenance and Engineering, Jazeera 
Airways
0U��0��%DODNULVKQDQ��*HQHUDO�0DQDJHU���(QJLQHHULQJ��$LU�
India 

12:00 p.m. CONCURRENT TRACK SESSIONS

Workshop 1 — Engine Market Forecast & Engine 
Advances for the Harsh Environment

This session will open with a detailed review of the current 
engine maintenance market in the Middle East getting in to 
details by engine type and by country. This forecast will also 
identify key trends in the engine maintenance market in the 
region. We will then shift into a series of discussions by engine 
OEMs of their special efforts to improve engines to allow them 
to operate in the harsh desert environment with sand, debris, 
dust and other corrosive particulate matter. How will these 
VROXWLRQ�EHQHƓ�WV�WKH�FDUULHUV�DQG�DIIHFW�WKH�052V"
0RGHUDWRU��-HDQ�7KRPDV�5H\��0DUNHWLQJ�0DQDJHU�&RP�
mercial Engine Services, Snecma
Zaffar Rassaq, VP MENA Commercial Engines, Global 
Services, Pratt & Whitney
Sami Ben – Kraiem, Senior Director Sales, Middle East/ 
North Africa, MTU Maintenance 
Frank Walschot, COO, SR Technics

:RUNVKRS���ŋ�1H[W�*HQHUDWLRQ�$LUFUDIW�,PSDFW�RQ�052

Fleet demographics are changing and evolving in the Middle 
East region and we will look to the entry into service of the 
A350, Boeing 787 and new 777. Debate continues about the 
QHZO\�FHUWLƓ�HG�$����DQG�SURJUHVV�RQ�WKH�%����DQG�$�����+RZ�
are the operators who have introduced these aircraft working 
with them? How will these operators manage the transition 
IURP�ROG�WR�QHZ�Ŵ�HHWV"�$V�ZH�JHW�WR�JULSV�ZLWK�WKH�VRSKLVWLFDWHG�
supply chain in Middle East we must understand the impact of 
new equipment and next generation aircraft in the region.
Michael John Adams, VP MRO Services, Etihad Airways 
Engineering
Krzysztof Ksit, CEO, LOT Aircraft Maintenance Services
+LVKDP�+DVVDQ�1DVVHU��&KDLUPDQ�DQG�&(2��(J\SWDLU�0DLQ�
tenance and Engineering
Abdullah Osman, VP Engineering Material Management 
and Supplier Support, Emirates Engineering

1:30 p.m. Activity and Lunch in the Exhibit Hall

5:30 p.m. Registration and Exhibit Hall Close for the Day

'D\�����7XHVGD\�)HEUXDU\��������

8:00 a.m. Registration

9:15 a.m. CONCURRENT TRACK SESSIONS

:RUNVKRS���ŋ�3UHPLXP�,QWHULRUV�DQG�,)(���
0DLQWHQDQFH���0RGV�	�2SWLPL]DWLRQ

The Middle East is known for its big, 5 star premium airlines and 
maintaining high quality and optimum service is of the utmost 
importance. As the premium airlines in the Middle East region 
LPSOHPHQW�OX[XU\�FDELQV�DQG�LQFUHDVH�EXVLQHVV�DQG�Ɠ�UVW�FODVV�
products on-board, what are the future perspectives on main-
WHQDQFH�SODQQLQJ�RSWLPL]DWLRQ�DQG�LQWHULRU�PRGLƓ�FDWLRQ�SUR�
JUDPV"�+RZ�FDQ�EXVLQHVV�DQG�Ɠ�UVW�FODVV�SURGXFWV�EH�RSWLPL]HG"�
How will this impact the overall cost effectiveness for airlines 
and MRO? This new, industry-led session will explore ideas and 
recommendations on modern cabin maintenance and upkeep.
Philippe Desclaudure, Head of IFEC Operations for EuMEA 
Region, Thales Avionics
Eric Duvivier, Chief Project Manager, Aircraft Upgrade Unit, 
AFI KLM E&M
Sean Gavin, VP Technical Services, Panasonic Avionics
Osama Fattaleh, CEO, JorAMCo

Workshop 4 — Leasing and MRO: Holding Down 
Costs and Lease Return Documentation Issues: The 
Saga Continues

The aircraft business has undergone marked changes in the last 
several years, raising new questions and issues in the lessor 
space. This crucial discussion will assess compliance standards 
and the ways and means of optimizing returns in addition to 
addressing some pertinent industry questions. As more and 
more airlines opt for leasing rather than owning aircraft, what 
will be the problems associated with lease for both lessors 
and lessees? Who is most active in the MRO leasing space in 
the Middle East? What are the primary leasing issues in this 
region? This panel will also review the challenge of the return 
of leases: How are standards being set up? Airlines and lessors 
are retiring aircraft much faster than before: What will this trend 
mean for the industry?
Peter Bulckaert, VP Redelivery Services, Fokker
Liam Creaven, SVP Technical Africa, Middle East, Turkey, 
Russia, GE Capital Aviation Services
Jim O’Sullivan, VP Business Development EMEA, HEICO
Phil Seymour, President, IBA Group

9:30 a.m. Exhibit Hall Opens

How to Register
ZZZ�DYLDWLRQZHHN�FRP�PURPLGGOHHDVW
����������������RU����������������
HYHQWV#DYLDWLRQZHHN�FRP
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10:30 a.m. CONCURRENT TRACK SESSIONS

Workshop 5 — Technology – Bridging MRO and Operations

It is imperative that technological advancements align with the 
growth and progress that continues in the Middle East, a region 
WKDW�ERDVWV�PDMRU��ZRUOG�OHDGLQJ�FDUULHUV�DQG�ZKHUH�QHZ�Ŵ�HHWV�
must be supported by the rapid advancements in technology. 
We will reconcile how technology can also support engineering 
and maintenance departments and new generation engines in 
the region. Who has successfully implemented new technology? 
+RZ�KDYH�WKH\�UDWLRQDOL]HG�FRVWV"�+DYH�WKH\�LQFUHDVHG�HIƓ�FLHQF\"�
We look to technology to enhance operations. Discuss how new 
WHFKQRORJ\�FDQ�HQDEOH�LPSURYHPHQW��LQFUHDVH�HIƓ�FLHQF\��UHGXFH�
human error and enable cost savings. This session will explore 
KRZ�PDMRU�RSHUDWRUV�DUH�DOLJQLQJ�KXJH�Ŵ�HHWV�ZLWK�PRGHUQ�
technology, the direction that new technology will make with pre-
dictive maintenance and problem solving new technical issues.
Micheál Armstrong, CEO, Armac Systems 
Eric Perrot, Director MRO IATA2 and IATA3 regions, UTC 
Aerospace Systems

Cemil Sayar, Director Technic, Sunexpress

Workshop 6 — Enhanced Aircraft Availability: The 
newest techniques in ensuring the plane is ready for 
Ŵ�LJKW�ZKHQ�DQG�ZKHUH�LW�LV�QHHGHG

:KDW�ZRXOG�EH�WKH�EHQHƓ�W�WR�DQ\�DLUOLQH�LI�HYHU\�DLUFUDIW�LW�
RSHUDWHG�ZHUH�DYDLODEOH�IRU�Ŵ�LJKW�MXVW�RQH�PRUH�KRXU�SHU�GD\"�
Regardless of if they operate 60 aircraft or 350 aircraft, the 
DGGHG�EHQHƓ�W�RI�WKRVH�SRWHQWLDO�Ŵ�LJKW�KRXUV�FDQ�EH�KXJH��
Every step that can squeeze more use of that asset is important. 
Fixing faults overnight, rapidly deferring new faults at the gate, 
reducing gate delays with improved communication between 
pilots, line maintenance and the Operations Control Center. 
Making sure Maintenance, contracted or not, sees itself as part 
of that operations environment. Carriers need ways to improve 
gate turnaround times up to 10 to 15%!
Khwaja M. (KM) Ali, Director Maintenance Economics, 
Boeing Commercial Airplanes
S. C Gupta, VP Engineering, IndiGo

11:45 a.m. Regional Landscape

In this session we address the geopolitical and economic 
ODQGVFDSH�LQ�WKH�UHJLRQ��:KDW�ZLOO�WKH�VLJQLƓ�FDQW�H[SDQVLRQ�SODQV�
of Turkish Airlines mean for Etihad, Emirates, Qatar and the other 
carriers in the region? We will examine the reach of Etihad with its 
new Etihad Airways Partners and pushes into Europe and more. 
Are these growth plans sustainable? How do other regional and 
global issues from Russia/Ukraine to ISIS impact the region?
Ayman Alsarhan, Director of Maintenance, Global Jet Dubai

12:45 p.m. Reshaping the Aviation Aftermarket – OEMs, MROs 
and Operators

,Q�UHFHQW�\HDUV�ZH�KDYH�VHHQ�WKH�2(0V�H[HUW�PRUH�LQŴ�XHQFH�LQ�
both the airframe and engine maintenance market.  While the 
competition between OEMs and service providers has clearly 
increased, what is the impact of this change in the MRO ecosys-
tem on the airlines? Do maintenance networks, licensed service 
FHQWHUV�DQG�SURSULHWDU\�SURFHVVHV�EHQHƓ�W�RSHUDWRUV"�+RZ�DUH�
maintenance organizations altering their strategies and services 
to cope with increasing competitive pressures?
Moderator: Rahul Shah, SVP Strategic Growth Middle East 
Asia and Africa, AAR
0DUN�.HUU��+HDG�RI�&XVWRPHU�0DUNHWLQJ���6HUYLFHV��5ROOV�
Royce plc
Miguel Martins, Engines Sales General Manager, TAP 
Portugal
A Sharma, G.M. Engineering & Quality, Air Costa

1:30 p.m. Aircraft Prize Draw

1:45 p.m. Activity and Lunch in the Exhibit Hall

3:00 p.m. MRO Middle East 2015 Exhibit Hall Closes

E N G A G E 
Why you need to be at MRO Middle East
052�0LGGOH�(DVW�LV�DOUHDG\�D�0867�IRU�WKRXVDQGV�RI�OHDGLQJ�SURIHVVLRQDOV�
DW�DLUOLQHV��OHVVRUV��2(0V��052�VHUYLFH�SURYLGHUV��VXSSOLHUV��DQG�UHJXODWRUV�

Not involved in any way

,QŴ�XHQFH

%X\�$SSURYH

22%

20%

5HFRPPHQG�6SHFLI\

3XUFKDVLQJ�,QŴ�XHQFH 7RWDO�$WWHQGHHV�
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Register now for the Middle East’s 
leading conference and exhibition 
for the commercial aviation 
maintenance community!

052�0LGGOH�(DVW�LV�WKH�RQH�RSSRUWXQLW\�\RX�KDYH�LQ�WKLV�UHJLRQ�WR�

discover the crucial issues impacting the MRO industry today and 
WR�HQJDJH�FROOHDJXHV��FXVWRPHUV��SHHUV��DQG�FRPSHWLWRUV�IURP�DOO�

VHJPHQWV�RI�WKH�EXVLQHVV��0HHW�DQG�QHWZRUN�ZLWK�WKH�SHRSOH�

WKDW�DUH�IRVWHULQJ�JURZWK�LQ�WKH�UHJLRQ��GHYHORSLQJ�FXWWLQJ�HGJH�

WHFKQRORJ\��DQG�SXVKLQJ�WKH�052�LQGXVWU\�IRUZDUG�

8QOLNH�DLU�VKRZV��ZKLFK�DWWUDFW�D�ZLGH�UDQJH�RI�YLVLWRUV�IURP�DFURVV�

DOO�DVSHFWV�RI�FLYLO��PLOLWDU\�GHIHQVH��DQG�VSDFH��052�0LGGOH�

(DVWōV�VSHFLƓ�F�IRFXV�RQ�FRPPHUFLDO�DLUFUDIW�052�HQVXUHV�WKH�

EX\HUV�DQG�VROXWLRQ�SURYLGHUV�\RX�ZDQW�WR�PHHW�ZLOO�EH�WKHUH�

How to Register
ZZZ�DYLDWLRQZHHN�FRP�PURPLGGOHHDVW
����������������RU����������������
HYHQWV#DYLDWLRQZHHN�FRP

EXHIBITOR ROSTER (AS OF DECEMBER 2014):

9LVLW�ZZZ�DYLDWLRQZHHN�FRP�PURPLGGOHHDVW�IRU�WKH�PRVW�XS�WR�GDWH�OLVW��3OXV��$FFHVV�WR�

$LUFUDIW�,QWHULRUV�0LGGOH�(DVW��9LVLW�ZZZ�DLPH�DHUR�IRU�FRPSOHWH�OLVW�RI�H[KLELWRUV�

A.J. Levin Company, Inc.
Abu Dhabi Aircraft Technologies
ADHETEC
Aerospace Valley / MPE
Aerostar S.A. Romania
AeroTurbine, Inc.
AGSE/Westmont Industries
Air Cost Control
Air Livery
AIR SUPPORT
airberlin technik
Airbus
AkzoNobel Aerospace Coatings
Ameco Beijing
AMES
Amikon
Arrowhead Products
asscom Middle East
Avia Technique
Aviall, a Boeing Company
Aviation Technology Consultants (ATC)
Aviation Week
AviationCV.com
Avio Diepen
Avtrade
BCT Aviation Maintenance Ltd.
Boeing Company (The)
Bombardier Customer Services
BUILDAIR
Cegid Group
CHABOK AVIATION FZCO
China Aviation Planning and Construc-
tion Development

Chromalloy
Clayton Associates, Inc.
Color Craft

Concorde Battery Corporation
Czech Airlines Technics
DEDIENNE AEROSPACE
Diehl Aerospace
Dolphitech
Dubai World Central
EgyptAir Maintenance & Engineering
Eirtech Aviation
Embraer S.A.
EMC Aerospace, Inc.
EmpowerMX
ESTERLINE SENSORS SERVICES
Ethiopian MRO
FACOM
FAG Aerospace
Farsound Aviation
Farwest Aircraft, Inc.
Fl Technics
Fingermind
FlightGlobal
FlightPath International
FLIGHTWATCHING
Flybe Aviation Services & Training 
Academy

FORTAL
Ghafari Associates
Global Engine Maintenance
GMI AERO
HEATCON Composite Systems
HEICO
Heico Aviation Services
Hutchinson Aerospace
INAir Aviation Services
Inventory Locator Service - a Boeing 
Company

Jamaica Bearings Group

JorAMCo
Jordan Airmotive
Kapco Global
KLX Aerospace Solutions
KVE Composites Group
L-3
LCR Systems B.V.
Leki Aviation
Liebherr Aerospace & Transportation SAS
Lufthansa Technik AG
MANITOU
MAPAERO
MBS Electronic Systems GmbH
Med-Craft Inc.
Midi-Pyrénées Expansion
MSI
MTU Maintenance
Mubadala
MYTECHNIC MRO Services
National Aerospace Laboratory
Netherlands Aerospace Group (NAG)
Newbow Aerospace
NORDAM
NSE
OEM Services
Panasonic Avionics Corporation
Pattonair
PDQ Airspares
PMV INDUSTRIE
PSA
Red Aviation
Regio Lease
Reheat
REVIMA
Rochem Aviation, Inc.
Rusada SA

SAEI (Saudia Aerospace & Engineering 
Industries)

SAFRAN
Sargent Aerospace & Defense
SATAIR Group
Satori
Seal Dynamics
Sharif University
Snap-On Tools International
Spirit AeroSystems
SR Technics
STS Aviation Group
TALA France
TARMAC AEROSAVE
TEXEL AIR
Thales Avionics
Timken
Total Aviation Ltd.
TNT Express
TP Aerospace
Trax
Turkish Technic
UBIFRANCE
Ultramain
Unical Aviation, Inc.
UTC Aerospace Systems
UUDS
Velocity Aerospace
Vision Wave
Volga-Dnepr Gulf
W.S. Wilson
Wencor Group
WESTT SOLUTIONS FOR MRO TRAINING
WIN MS
Woodward
Zodiac Services
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In fi scal 2015, the de-
fense ministry will  try 
to save money in ships 
and missile systems 
through economies of 
scale,  buying two sets 
of combat systems for 
the seventh and eighth 
Aegis destroyers (¥167.1 
billion) and three times 

more AAM-4B  missiles (¥16.4 billion) than 
usual. The seventh Aegis destroyer itself is 
requested at ¥162.1 billion, and the eighth will 
probably follow in fi scal 2016. The usual single 
submarine, the 11th unit of the Soryu-class, is 
included at ¥64.4 billion. The new submarine 
will be Japan’s fi rst with lithium-ion batteries 
(AW&ST Nov. 17, DTI6).

Major R&D programs in the 2015 budget 
request are advanced engine and sensor technologies for the 
next-generation fi ghter to replace the Mitsubishi F-2 in the 
2030s,  a small fi xed-array radar that can be mounted high on a 
frigate or corvette, and a new missile warhead that can destroy 
a large warship.  A dual-wavelength infra-red sensor also will 
be funded for an advanced earth-observation satellite. JAXA, 
Japan’s equivalent of NASA, plans to launch the satellite in 
2019. While no new aircraft-carrying destroyer—the Japa-
nese euphemism for a small aircraft carrier—is planned in 
fi scal 2015, the defense ministry is seeking funding to study 
a through-deck assault ship to  carry Bell-Boeing V-22s.  c 

Bill Sweetman Washington

Buy Smart
Multiyear buys save money

The proposed budget includes Japan’s fi rst ¥378.1 billion 
($3.2 billion) multiyear buy for 20 Kawasaki P-1 maritime-pa-
trol  aircraft. It will accept delivery of fi ve P-1s per year from 
2018-2021,  saving 9.6% over four separate annual buys. The 
budget also asks for ¥95.9 billion to buy six Lockheed Martin 
F-35A fi ghters, and ¥28.9 billion for fi ve SH-60Ks. A new na-
val helicopter, probably a variant  of the Sikorsky H-60 series 
Mitsubishi has been building under license for more than 25 
years, would get funding of ¥7 billion if approved. The new 
naval helicopter will use a multistatic  dipping sonar to detect 
and track hostile submarines in shallow water.

DEFENSE PROFILES

Japan’s 2015 defense budget request asks 
for a 2.4% increase over 2014’s budget,  which 
was 2.2% greater than that of 2013.  Yet  the political will to 
pay for greater defense spending may weaken, as  Japan’s 
economy has fallen back into recession despite massive 
quantitative easing and a stimulus program. A snap 
general election to secure a continued mandate for the 
ruling right-wing coalition was to be held on Dec. 14. 

Japan

Requested 2015-16 budget

4.9 trillion yen ($41.6 billion) 

1

247,173

Djibouti (ships and aircraft), 
South Sudan (peacekeepers)

Percent of GDP

Personnel Under Arms 
as of October 2014

Deployments
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Bill Sweetman Washington

Defense in Depth
Countering missiles a S. Korea priority

The investment share  for new equipment in the total de-
fense budget has hovered at  around 30%, and will continue 
to do so into 2015. Major items are the Kill Chain, to fi nd 
and destroy North Korean nuclear weapons before they are 
launched, and the Korea Air and Missile Defense (KAMD) to 
shoot down missiles that leak through the Kill Chain.

The KAMD will comprise three interceptor-missile types: 
L-SAM, M-SAM and Patriot PAC-3. The M-SAM, a medium-
range missile jointly developed with Russia, will enter pro-
duction in 2017-2018. The PAC-3 will be the fi rst layer of the 
KAMD to be deployed;  sale of 136 PAC-3s to South Korea at 

an estimated cost of 
$1.405 billion was no-
tifi ed to Congress by 
the Defense Security 
Cooperation Agency 
on Nov. 5.

The L-SAM will be 
an indigenously de-
veloped long-range 
missile, not available 

 until the middle of the next decade. North Korea’s 
ballistic-missile tests in 2014 showed highly para-
bolic trajectories reaching 150-km altitude, giv-
ing  the PAC-3 an intercept window of only a few 
seconds. Although the Agency for Defense De-
velopment—the government agency responsible 
for managing defense R&D—will begin concept 
defi nition of the L-SAM in 2015, the absence of 
an nterceptor to shoot down high-fl ying ballistic 

missiles until around 2025 is a source of worry. If approved, 
1.37 trillion won ($1.23 billion) will be allocated to both the Kill 
Chain and KAMD in 2015.

Only about $315 million is requested in 2015 for F-X Phase 
III, which will  buy 40 Lockheed Martin F-35As, to be deliv-
ered 2018-2021.  Agreed off sets for this deal include technol-
ogy transfers in 17 areas and 350 man-years of technical as-
sistance  to develop the KF-X, a new twin-engine fi ghter sized 
between the F-35 and F-16. If approved, $27 million will be 
allocated to the KF-X, aimed  to reach initial operating capa-
bility in 2025.  c 

DEFENSE PROFILES

South Korea’s defense ministry requests a 6.1% 
budget hike for 2015, a big jump from 3.8% in 2014. 
The proposed budget is about 80% of  Japan’s, 
which spends  about 1% of its GDP for defense. But when 
divided by the number of personnel under arms, the 
Korean fi gure is only about 30% of the Japanese fi gure, 
suggesting that South Korea’s armed forces are 

still labor-intensive, thanks to low-paid conscripts.

Korea

Requested 2015-16 budget

36.8 trillion won ($33.1 billion)

2.5

624,465

Gulf of Aden (1 destroyer), Lebanon, 
Philippines (humanitarian aid), South 
Sudan (peacekeepers), UAE (advisers) 

Percent of GDP

Personnel Under Arms 
as of October 2014

Deployments
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Jay Menon New Delhi

Choke Point
India’s industry cannot support

government’s ambitions

Its military wish list includes the 
long-delayed, $20-billion-plus plan to 
purchase 126 medium multirole com-
bat aircraft, 106 more Swiss Pilatus 
PC-7 basic trainer aircraft, most to 
be produced domestically, 22 AH-64 
Apache attack helicopters and 50 
CH-47 Chinooks for the air force.

The government has taken drastic 
steps to reduce a defense import bill  es-
timated at $130 billion over the next fi ve 
years, and is expected to reject  propos-
als that do not substantially involve In-
dia . But a senior defense offi  cial warns 
that the priority should be to build the 

capability of the armed forces.  
But indigenous production requires 

a new industrial base and therefore 
new  capital, so India has raised the 
limit of foreign direct investment (FDI) 
in defense companies from 26% to 49%.  

Airbus and Tata Advanced Systems 
Ltd. (TASL) are the only bidders for a 
near-$3.5 billion contract to replace the 
Indian air force’s Avro 748 transports. 
Airbus will build the fi rst 16 of the 56 
C295s;  TASL will build the remainder, , 
including “structural assembly, final 
aircraft assembly, systems integration 
and testing, and management of the 

indigenous supply chain,” Airbus says.
Becoming indigenous could  delay 

the acquisition of 106 more Swiss Pila-
tus PC-7 Mk II basic trainers. Pilatus 
is already scouting for local compa-
nies capable of building PC-7s. “I n this 
situation Pilatus cannot be the prime,” 
Jim Roche, deputy chief executive at 
Pilatus, says . “At present, no Indian 
company can manufacture the aircraft 
and deliver them in the scheduled time, 
since no commercial companies have 
full certifi cation,” he notes. c

DEFENSE PROFILES

India’s defense ambitions will continue to face challenges in 
2015 due both to funding shortages and the pressure to 
comply with the new government’s “made in India” policy. 
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Bill Sweetman Washington

Above and Below
Aircraft and submarines are big-ticket items in Asia

The implosion of the BAE Systems 
contract to upgrade Korea’s F-16s, and 
Singapore’s apparent decision to sole-
source its F-16 upgrade to Lockheed Mar-
tin, have assuaged Taiwan’s fear of being 
stuck with a unique confi guration. The 
critical design review for the integration 
of Northrop Grumman’s APG-83 Scal-
able Agile Beam Radar was completed 
this summer.

Thailand’s partnership with Sweden—
including Gripens, Saab 340 airborne 
early warning aircraft and a combat 
network—seems to be working well, 
and Australia remains committed to the 
Lockheed Martin F-35. The long-running 
contest in Malaysia continues, with Saab, 
Eurofi ghter and Dassault still among the 
hopeful bidders.

Malaysia did not drag out its contest 

for a new warship; an order for six Gow-
ind corvettes from DCNS was confi rmed 
in 2014. Developed for export, the Gow-
ind is designed to be easily confi gured to 

the customer’s needs  and adaptable in 
service.

The Malaysian deal is an indicator that 
the fast but expensive U.S. Littoral Com-
bat Ship is likely to be blown out of the 
water in the export market by European-
designed ships .

Submarines are a high priority in the 
region for intelligence, special operations 
and sea-lane control. Vietnam has taken 
delivery of three out of six Project 636MV 
Kilo-class subs from Russia . Development 
of Singapore’s new boats, the Thyssen-
Krupp Marine Systems Type 218SG, 
continues:  It is believed that they will be 
large oceanic-range subs.

The biggest single sub deal, however, is 
Australia’s search for up to 12 long-range 
submarines to replace the Collins class, 
starting in 2026. HDW, Saab and DCNS 
are pitching for the contract (DCNS has 
unveiled a concept 5,700-ton class, named 
Ocean, which is basically a non-nuclear 
version of its Barracuda) and Australia 
has talked to Japan about using technol-
ogy from the newest Soryu-class boats, 
including their use of lithium-ion batteries . 

 Taiwan still holds two World War II-era 
submarines in its active fl eet, because Chi-
nese pressure has blocked delivery of all 
but two more-modern craft.  c

China’s assertion of power in its region is the driving 
factor in most regional defense acquisitions. Because of this, 
air and sea systems are dominating the area’s defense budgets.

India

2014-15 defense budget

2.29 trillion rupees ($38 billion)

1.74

1,325,000

Congo, Golan Heights, Haiti, Ivory 
Coast, Lebanon, Liberia, Naval counter-
piracy patrols, Sudan

Percent of GDP

Personnel Under Arms 
as of October 2014

Deployments

Possibly the oldest weapon sys-
tems in active service worldwide 
are Taiwan’s two training subma-
rines. The Hai Shih was commis-
sioned into the U.S. Navy in 1945.
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However, new fighters in China and Russia are also near-
ing their in-service dates, which will provide alternatives to 
countries that might not want to rely on the Pentagon.

One of the most anticipated benchmarks is the U.S. Marine 
Corps’ initial-operational-capability (IOC) date for its F-35B 
unit; it will be the first squadron worldwide to operate the 
F-35, which began development in 2001. Although most part-
ners are buying the conventional-takeoff-and-landing F-35A, 
progress on the short-takeoff-and-vertical-landing F-35B will 
be a bellwether for the eight other Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) 
partner nations and would-be foreign military sales (FMS) 
customers.

FMS customers are watching to see how well the F-35’s 
entry into service goes, especially with respect to the air-
craft’s reliability and ease in turning sorties, as well as its 
ability to draw from a young but growing spares pool and 
logistics system. These are indicators for the entire F-35 fleet, 
not just the B. The U.K. and likely Italy will also buy small 
numbers of F-35Bs.

In parallel, the U.S. Air Force is making progress on stand-
ing up its international training capability at Luke AFB, Ari-
zona, and its own F-35A unit at Hill AFB, Oklahoma, which 
will house the first of the service’s jets for its IOC. Program 
officials will also conduct surveys for sites slated to house 
F-35s in Israel, Australia and the U.K. These milestones will 
show that despite years of delays and billions of dollars in 
cost overruns, the project is establishing a global foothold.

However, two partner nations have yet to officially commit 
to their buys. Canada remains undecided, and Denmark—a 
longtime holdout—is expected to announce its selection for 
a new fighter next year. Should Denmark reject the F-35, it 
would be the first partner nation to opt against recouping its 
investment in the development. An endorsement, however, 
would simply add numbers to the international orders so 
desired by Lockheed Martin and the Joint Program Office 
(JPO) as they vow to reach, in fiscal 2019, a per-unit flyaway 
price of less than $85 million per F-35A with an engine.

International partners and buyers are likely to make prog-
ress in talks for the “international block buy” of F-35s in 2015 

The JPO plans to issue a request for proposals for Lockheed 
Martin this summer that would include this block buy and 
provide participants a discount in exchange for committing 
to purchases in low-rate, initial production lots 11-13, with 
deliveries starting around 2019. The buy could include as 
many as 50 jets per year, for a total of 150 units. The idea is 
to entice partners to commit early to stabilize the industrial 
base and push the per-unit price down as early as possible 
in the program.

The fate of this proposal will be a good indicator of wheth-
er the F-35 program can achieve its ambitious cost targets; 
roughly half of the annual sales are to be for foreign custom-
ers in the coming years, if customers sign on as planned. If 
not, the per-unit price is likely to hover too high and, possibly, 
deal a major blow to the long-term future of the project.

International customers will also be interested in whether 
the F-35 is once again a no-show at the Royal International 
Air Tattoo in July. The aircraft missed its first attempt at an 
international debut at last year’s air tattoo due to a fire in a 
Pratt & Whitney F135 engine on an F-35A. Fixes are being 
added to fielded jets to ensure the unplanned friction does not 
recur in the third stage of the integrally bladed rotor of the 
cold section, but a production fix has not yet been codified. 
The Pentagon is still hoping to debut the aircraft this coming 
summer at the air tattoo at RAF Fairford, outside London.

Italy, which has built the first F-35 final assembly and 
checkout facility outside the U.S., will roll out its first jet built 
at the Cameri facility in Northern Italy by next spring. Mean-
while, Japan is continuing work at its own final assembly 
and check-out facility in Nagoya. Officials there plan to load 
the first major subcomponents onto the Electronic Mate and 
Assembly System by late 2015. Japan’s fifth F-35A will be the 
first aircraft to roll off the Nagoya assembly line, a milestone 
slated for the end of 2016. Delivery of the first of Tokyo’s 
 F-35As to the Japanese Air Self-Defense Force is slated in 
the spring of 2018. Japan is a foreign military sales customer 
for the F-35, as are Israel and South Korea.

Work will also gather steam for the F-35 customers who 
were chosen to handle heavy maintenance activities for air-
frames and engines. Late in 2014, the Pentagon announced 
that Italy will handle maintenance, repair, overhaul and up-
grades (MRO&U) for the F-35s in Europe, and Turkey will 
be the first of three nations to oversee MRO&U for the F135 
engine on the continent. The Netherlands and Norway will 
stand up engine facilities in 2021, about three years after the 
work in Italy and Turkey starts. Japan and Australia will each 
establish heavy airframe facilities by 2018, splitting work be-
tween the vast North and South Pacific regions. Initial heavy 
engine work there will be in Australia; a Japanese system 
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Amy Butler Washington

A Year of 
Debuts
With a handful of fighters  

nearing operations, F-35  

is still the one to beat

The U.S.-led Lockheed Martin F-35 
project will continue to dominate the 
 direction of the global fighter market—
including investments by allies and  
potential adversaries—for 2015, with  
several key milestones along the way  
to mark its progress.

DEFENSE SYSTEMS

The U.S. Marine Corps expects to be the first F-35 cus-
tomer to declare operational capability with its C version.
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will start up within 
five years of that. 

The U.S. Marines 
intend to declare IOC 
with the first 10-16 F-
35Bs as early as July 
1 but no later than the 
end of the year. The 
Pentagon is modifying 
the jets for this first 
unit to the 2B con-
figuration, which will 
be the standard used 
by the Marine Corps 
for IOC. This first F-
35B unit is slated for 
its first deployment 
to Marine Corps Air 
Station Iwakuni, Ja-
pan, in 2017. F-35 Program Executive Officer USAF Lt. Gen. 
Christopher Bogdan says that the mods will likely be finished 
on time, but the task of loading the so-called mission data 
files could prompt the IOC declaration to occur beyond the 
desired July 1 schedule. 

Mission data files are needed to enable the F-35’s sophis-
ticated avionics to operate in various scenarios. They allow 
for avionics to identify and address threats, for example, in 
different regions.

With the IOC declaration, the first operational test period 
for the F-35B will occur—likely onboard the USS Wasp am-
phibious Navy ship; also, the second round of developmen-
tal tests for the U.S. Navy’s F-35C are slated for September. 
The first trial—DT-1—was declared successful last year by 
program officials. The vast preponderance of testing points 
were achieved, and there was even time to conduct the first 
two catapult takeoffs and arrested landings at sea at night 
(which were not part of the prescribed testing agenda). The 
redesigned tailhook performed as planned with 124 catapult 
takeoffs and arrested landings on the USS Nimitz off the 
coast of San Diego. The final F-35C developmental trial is 
slated for 2016.

Last fall’s F-35C trials were notable for the U.S. Navy be-
cause the service has been the long-standing holdout for 
the Pentagon’s buy. The Navy is expected to purchase 260 
F-35s (with another 80 going to the Marines), but it has al-
ways allowed the Marines and Air Force to take the lead on 
buys while it kept open the option of procuring more Boeing 
F/A-18E/Fs for its carrier decks instead. With the DT trials 
under its belt, political pressure is mounting for the Navy to 
walk away from its Super Hornet option.

Boeing has orders to keep its St. Louis final assembly line 
open for the F/A-18E/F Super Hornet and EA-18G Growler 
through 2016. But given the uncertainty of the orders, the 
company is studying what rate is optimal to keep the line in 
play as long as possible. Boeing Defense, Space and Security 
President Chris Chadwick likely will announce his rate deci-
sion in 2015.

Company officials are publicly mum about plans to propose 
a version of its Advanced Super Hornet with Korean Airlines, 
likely taking on Korea Aerospace Industries (KAI) with an 
indigenous, clean-sheet design concept for South Korea’s bur-
geoning requirement. However, multiple sources in South Ko-
rea have said the option is on the table, and Seoul probably will 

decide a path forward 
as soon as 2015. If the 
nation opens up the 
bidding to modified, 
off-the-shelf concepts, 
Lockheed Martin has 
also considered an 
F-16-based design and 
Airbus Group is eye-
ing one based on the 
Typhoon. The indig-
enous program was 
estimated to be worth 
8.5 trillion won ($7.7 
billion). The KF-X 
program was crafted 
to replace South Ko-
rean F-16s as early as 
2025. Indonesia plans 

to contribute 20% of the development work for the project.
Although the F-35 is dominating the market moving for-

ward, another looming question is what Seoul will do about 
its F-16 upgrade plans in the wake of a failed deal with the 
Pentagon and BAE to upgrade its 126 fighters with new 
cockpits and avionics, including the addition of an active, 
electronically scanned array radar. It is widely thought that 
the work will go to Lockheed Martin, the F-16 manufacturer 
and winner of a similar upgrade effort for Taiwan. Phase 1 
of BAE’s deal was worth about $140 million, but the entire 
project was estimated to be $1.3 billion. This is a sizable share 
of the available F-16 market since the U.S. Air Force opted 
to cancel its avionics upgrade project for its F-16s in 2014.

Another sizable deal to watch is the expected signing of a 
contract between India and France’s Dassault for procure-
ment of 126 Rafales, estimated to be worth $20 billion. Das-
sault is expected to provide the first 18 aircraft from its exist-
ing production line; Hindustan Aeronautical in India would 
establish its own final assembly facility and deliver the next 
108. The Rafale was selected for the Medium Multi-role Com-
bat Aircraft program to replace aging Russian MiG-21 and 
MiG-27 fighters in inventory.

Sweden’s first JAS 39E Gripen is slated for its maiden flight 
in the second half of 2015. Brazil, so far, is leading develop-
ment of the two-seat F version and has plans to buy more 
than 100 of the aircraft. 

Meanwhile, Russia’s Sukhoi is progressing toward its oper-
ational debut of the T-50, a single-seat, stealthy, twin-engine 
fighter developed under the country’s PAK-FA program. The 
aircraft, which would be a competitor to the F-35, is likely to 
enter service in 2016, but could debut as early as this year. 
It could offer an alternative to nations weary of too much 
reliance on Washington for military hardware.

Russia is buying at least 150 of the aircraft and Sukhoi is in 
a cooperative program with India to modify the design for its 
purposes. The aircraft was originally flown in 2010.

China’s J-10B multirole fighter is also near its service entry 
date there. Produced by the Chengdu Aircraft Corp., Beijing 
is slated to buy 256 of the single-seat J-10As for its air force 
and 24 twin-seat versions for its navy.

Pakistan’s variant has been designated the FC-20. It is 
outfitted with more radar-absorbent material and an active, 
electronically scanned array radar.

Though mystery continues to surround China’s stealthy 
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Unit Production

 Lockheed
Martin

 55.7%

469 

Eurofighter
22.2%

187

 Dassault
  8.3%

70

Saab
 1.9%

16

Boeing
  11.9%

100

Total Five-Year Production: 842

Value of Production

Billions of U.S. Fiscal 2015 Dollars

 Lockheed 
Martin

  57.5%

$50.1

Eurofighter
 23.4%

$20.4

Dassault
 7.3%

$6.4

Saab
 0.9%  $0.8

Boeing
 10.9%

$9.5

Total Five-Year Value of Production: $87.2 billion 

Fighter/Attack Aircraft
Percentage of Market Share 2015-19

Source: Aviation Week Intelligence Network 
Aircraft manufactured in China, India and Russia are not forecast. All numbers and percentages rounded.
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J-20 fighter project, Pentagon officials project the twin-en-
gine fighter could be operational around 2018. China unveiled 
new prototypes of the J-20 in 2014, however, indicating some 
design changes, including a more slender fuselage section aft 
of the main landing gear.

Also in 2014, China unveiled its stealthy, twin-engine FC-31 
fighter as an export offering at the Zhuhai air show. Although 
much mystery still surrounds the project, details could trick-
le out in 2015 if Beijing is seeking foreign sales.

A forthcoming classified decision in the U.S. between the 
Boeing/Lockheed Martin and Northrop Grumman teams 
for a multibillion-dollar deal to build 100 new bombers for 
the Pentagon is expected early in the year. The request for 
proposals for the work was issued last fall, but the Air Force 
says its procurement strategy and details are classified. The 
decision will, however, have a major impact on U.S. combat 
aircraft manufacturing for decades. Boeing’s F-15 and F/A-18 
lines are winding down and Northrop Grumman’s airframing 
assignments are limited.

Meanwhile, nations opting for stealthy aircraft that fea-
ture fused avionics are also eager to pivot to new training 
systems to ready their pilots for this enhanced workload. 
The U.S. Air Force is expected to start its long-awaited T-X 
program to replace aging T-38Cs in service in 2015. The field 
of competition has grown and become more diverse as the 
service delayed its plans. Boeing has officially acknowledged 
its partnership with Saab, although the company remains 
mum on details of what officials say will be a new design to 
satisfy the T-X requirement.

With a plan to buy at least 350 new trainers, the T-X ten-

der is one of Pentagon’s largest, at least in the near term.
Northrop Grumman/BAE are teamed and likely to offer 

the Hawk aircraft. General Dynamics and Alenia are offering 
the Italian-made M346, and Lockheed Martin/Korea Aircraft 
Industries is proposing the T-50.

Industry officials have said USAF is considering including 
a T-1 replacement in the T-X program; this would increase 
the number of units to be purchased.

Some armed forces in North Africa and Asia are waiting 
for a decision on T-X before moving forward with their own 
procurements.

Progress is also expected in 2015 for unmanned combat 
aircraft. The Pentagon will have to decide whether to proceed 
with its on-again, off-again plan to buy a Unmanned Carrier-
Launched Airborne Surveillance and Strike system, a follow-
on to the Northrop Grumman X-47B demonstration. The U.S. 
Navy is eyeing the system as a long-endurance intelligence-
collection system for service on aircraft carriers; it is also 
expected to feature a limited-strike capability.

Across the Atlantic, Dassault is planning to test the Neu-
ron unmanned aircraft’s weapons capability at the Visdel 
Range in northern Sweden. The stealthy unmanned aircraft 
is slated to drop the Mk 82, a 500-lb. general purpose bomb.

BAE Systems and Dassault are also continuing talks to 
finalize a contract for work on a future combat air system, a 
cooperative unmanned aircraft program. Work on this joint 
effort has been slow, however. c
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Boeing Defense, space & security

F/A-18E/F Super Hornet 44.9 60.2 16 500 32,080/ 
32,795

66,000 2 X GE F414-400 22,000 lb. 
each

M 1.8+ 11 weapons  
stations

Dassault aviation

Rafale C/B/M 36 50 17.5 492 22,000 54,000 2 X Snecma M88-2 17,000 lb. each M 1.8 21,000 lb. external

eurofighter JagDflugzeug gmBh

Typhoon 35.11 52.4 17.4 538 24,250 51,809 2 X Eurojet EJ200 20,000 lb. 
each

M 2 16,535 lb. external

Korea aerospace inDustries

FA-50 31 43.1 15.8 14,285 27,300 F414-102 17,000 lb. M 1.5 8,250 lb. external

locKheeD martin aeronautics co.

F-35A Lightning II 35 51.5 14.1 460 29,300 68,000 1 X P&W F135-100 43,000 lb. M 1.6 Internal: 2 X AIM-
120, 2 X GBU-12 

saaB aB

JAS 39E/F Gripen NG 28.2 49.9 14.8 — 15,700 36,400 1 X GE F414G 22,000 lb. M 2 15,870 lb. external

suKhoi Design Bureau Jsc

Su-35 50.2 71.9 19.4 667  — 76,059 2 X NPO Saturn 117S
31,970 lb. 
each

M 2.25 17,640 lb. external

Expanded Tables Online Download expanded specifications on in-production and under-development combat aircraft  

and search more than 3,100 other systems at AviationWeek.com/specs

Gallery See a review in photographs of key events in the combat 
aircraft sector in 2014 at: AviationWeek.com/CombatAircraft2014   
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Embraer rolled out the KC-390 tanker/transport in Octo-
ber 2014 and planned to fly the twin-turbofan aircraft around 
the end of the year. Deliveries of Europe’s four-turboprop Air-
bus A400M Atlas are underway, although planned capability 
upgrades are late. France, Turkey and the U.K. had received 
their first aircraft and Germany’s first A400M had flown by 
the end of 2014. At the same time, Boeing will complete the 
final C-17 in 2015, leaving Lockheed Martin’s C-130J as the 
last U.S. military transport in production—at least until de-
livery of 179 KC-46A tanker/transports to the U.S. Air Force 
begins in 2017.

Demand for the C-130J has slowed but remains steady, 
with Israel and South Korea becoming the latest operators 
in 2014. The delayed award of another U.S. multiyear pro-
curement contract was expected by the end of 2014 and will 
secure production to 2022. The five-year contract covers 
79 aircraft: 43 special-operations HC/MC/AC-130Js and 29 
combat-delivery C-130Js for the U.S. Air Force and seven 
Marine Corps KC-130J tanker/transports, plus an option for 
five Coast Guard HC-130Js.

But the C-130J is becoming increasingly squeezed between 

the lighter Airbus C295 and Alenia Aermacchi C-27J and 
heavier KC-390 and A400M. Airbus sold additional C295s to 
Brazil, Egypt and Mexico in 2014, while Slovakia ordered two 
C-27Js. With India limiting its dealings with Finmeccanica 
companies after corruption allegations, Alenia Aermacchi 
did not offer its C-27J for a 56-aircraft requirement to replace 
Avro 748 transports, leaving Airbus teamed with Tata on the 
C295 as the only bidder last November.

Lockheed is looking to expand the appeal of the C-130J by 
offering roll-on/roll-off kits for missions such as maritime 
patrol and armed intelligence, surveillance and reconnais-
sance (ISR). In 2014, the company launched the commercial 
LM-100J freighter with a letter of intent for 10 from ASL 
Aviation Group. The aircraft is to fly early in 2017 for delivery 
beginning in 2018.

Following the special-mission trend, Airbus is developing 
a firefighting C295 and Jordan is converting one of its air-
craft to an AC295 gunship following ATK’s conversion of two 
Airbus CN235s to AC235s. Italy is equipping six C-27Js to 
operate as MC-27J Praetorian ISR gunships. Both the C295 
and C-27J are being offered against the C-130J for Canada’s 
long-awaited fixed-wing search-and-rescue requirement.

Embraer, meanwhile, has a launch order from the Brazil-
ian air force for 28 KC-390s, for deliv-
ery beginning in 2016, and the com-
pany holds letters of intent for another 
32 from Argentina, Chile, Colombia, 
the Czech Republic and Portugal. The 
Brazilian manufacturer anticipates a 

700-aircraft C-130 replacement mar-
ket, but competition could come from 
more rivals than just Lockheed.

China’s Avic has revealed the con-
ceptual design of new airlifter, the 
Shaanxi Y-30, that is sized between the 
C-130J and A400M and is powered by 
turboprops or, potentially, turbofans. 

The Y-30 could fly by 2020 and would be a big step up from 
China’s Shaanxi Y-9 tactical transport, a derivative of the 
long-serving Antonov An-12-based Shaanxi Y-8 operated by 
China and a half-dozen export customers.

The new aircraft would operate alongside the Xian Y-20 
strategic airlifter now in development. First flown in early 
2013, the four-engine Y-20 is powered by aging Russian Sat-
urn DK-30Ps from the Ilyushin Il-76, but the aircraft is to 
receive China’s WS-20 high-bypass turbofans when they are 
ready. China has talked of an aircraft between the Y-30 and 
Y-20 in size—the Y-19—but it is not yet launched.

The dispute with Russia has stalled Ukraine’s Antonov 
An-70 program again, after the four-propfan airlifter com-
pleted joint state trials in April 2014. Russia is now putting 
hopes of replacing its An-12s on the reengined Il-76MD-90A 
and new Il-214-based Multirole Transport Aircraft (MTA) 
under joint development by United Aircraft Corp.’s Irkut 
and India’s Hindustan Aeronautics. Production deliveries 
of the Il-76 with PS-90A turbofans began in mid-2014. The 
KC-390-class MTA is expected to fly in 2017-18.

Delayed by wiring issues, first flight of the 767-2C com-
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aerial refueling and other special missions 
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and often more affordable options than 

available from U.S. manufacturers.
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mercial freighter on which Boeing’s KC-46A Pegasus tanker/
transport is based was expected in December. The first full 
KC-46A is planned to follow in April. While Boeing strug-
gles with development, Airbus has been making hay with 
its A330 multirole tanker transport (MRTT). The company 
won its first international competition against the KC-46A 
last March, when Singapore ordered six MRTTs. India and 
Qatar are in the final stages of negotiating contracts for six 
and two aircraft, respectively, and France in November an-
nounced plans to order nine MRTTs, plus three options, for 
delivery beginning in 2018.

South Korea’s requirement for four tankers is a competi-
tion among the A330 MRTT, KC-46A and Israel Aerospace 
Industries’ converted 767 multimission tanker transport 
(MMTT). A decision is expected early in 2015. Colombia op-
erates one 767-200 MMTT, and Brazil has ordered two con-
verted 767-300ERs. Europe, meanwhile, has launched pro-
curement of a multinational tanker/transport fleet, which is 
likely to pit the A330 MRTT against the KC-46A and others.

Northrop Grumman has secured the first export custom-
er for its E-2D Advanced Hawkeye airborne early warning 
(AEW) aircraft, which became operational with the U.S. 
Navy in October 2014. Existing E-2C operator Japan plans 
to buy four aircraft. Japan selected the E-2D over Boeing’s 
737 AEW&C. The Navy is adding inflight refueling capability, 
to be available by 2020.

India and the United Arab Emirates are potential custom-
ers for either the E-2D or 737 AEW&C. Qatar is to purchase 
three 737 AEW&Cs and South Korea may add two more to 
its fleet of four. The aircraft is also operational with Australia 

(6) and Turkey (4). Commercially available platforms include 
the Airbus C295 AEW, Embraer EMB-145 AEW&C and Saab 
2000 Erieye.

China and Russia are also exporters of AEW aircraft 
and are developing next-generation aircraft. India operates 
three Beriev A-50EIs, based on the Ilyushin Il-76MD airlift-
ers but with Israeli Elta Phalcon radar, and may buy three 
more. Russia, meanwhile, is developing the next-generation 
A-100, based on the reengined Il-76MD-90A, to be ready 
by 2017.

Pakistan operates four Chinese-supplied ZDK-03 AEW 
platforms, based on Shaanxi Y-8F600 turboprop transports. 
A similar AEW derivative of the improved Y-9 airlifter, the 
KJ-500, is in production to replace China’s earlier Y-8-based 
KJ-200s. The KJ-500’s rotodome phased-array radar re-
sembles that on the larger KJ-2000, which is based on the 
Il-76. A next-generation KJ-3000 reportedly is in test.

Maritime patrol aircraft (MPA) are in growing demand, 
with the increasing importance of policing offshore resources 
and deterring piracy, but interest is shifting toward more-
affordable platforms. Only two top-end anti-submarine war-
fare (ASW) aircraft programs are active. Boeing’s 737-based 
P-8 Poseidon is operational with the U.S. and Indian navies, 
and Australia plans to buy up to 12 aircraft for delivery be-
ginning in 2017. Deliveries of Japan’s four-turbofan Kawasaki 
P-1 began in 2013. A rotodome-equipped AEW variant of the 
P-1 is in early study.

Recognizing the interest in smaller platforms, Boeing 
flew a prototype of its private-venture Maritime Surveil-
lance Aircraft (MSA) in February 2014. Based on the Bom-
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AIRBUS MILITARY

A400M Atlas 2+1 139.1 148 48.3 2,384 169,000 300,900 4 X EPI 
TP400-D6

11,000 shp each M 0.7 66,140 lb./ 
2,450 nm

C295 2 84.7 80.3 28.4 645.8 N/A 51,150 2 X P&WC 
PW127G

2,645 shp each 260 kt. 12,450 lb./ 
2,120 nm

ALENIA AERMACCHI

C-27J Spartan 2+1 94.2 74.5 31.6 882.6 38,581 70,107 2 X R-R 
AE2100D2

4,637 shp each 325 kt. 22,046 lb./ 
1,000 nm

ANTONOV

An-70 3-5 144.5 133.7 53.9 2,181 163,140 319,675 4 X Prog-
ress D-27

55,200 shp each 405 kt. 44,000 lb./ 
1,619 nm

EMBRAER

KC-390 2 115 113.2 33.7 — — 178,570 2 X IAE 
V2500-E5

29,000 lb. each M 0.80 41,890 lb./ 
2,000 nm

BOEING

KC-46A 3-15 156.1 165.5 52.8 3,050 — 415,000 2 X P&W 
4062

62,000 lb. each M 0.86 212,300 lb. 
(fuel capacity)

LOCKHEED MARTIN 

C-130J-30 
Super Hercules

3 132.6 112.8 39.5 1,745 79,815 175,000 4 X R-R 
AE2100D3

4,637 shp each 355 kt. 42,000 lb. 
(max.)

Expanded Tables Online Download expanded specifications on in-production and under-development military transports 

and search more than 3,100 other systems at AviationWeek.com/specs
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bardier Challenger 
605 business jet, the 
MSA uses the P-8 
mission-system ar-
chitecture and can 
be equipped with 
di f ferent  radars 
and sensors. The 
MSA is competing 
with variants of the 
turboprop Airbus 
C295, Alenia Aer-
macchi  ATR 72, 
Bombardier Q400 
and Saab 2000, as 
wel l  as  systems 
based on Dassault 
Falcon and Gulf-
stream business 
jets, for a market 
Boeing forecasts at 125-150 aircraft over the next 10 years.

The U.K. is expected to establish an influential maritime-
patrol requirement after its 2015 defense review, to replace 
its retired Nimrod anti-submarine aircraft. In addition to 
Boeing’s P-8, declared contenders include the C295 MPA, 
ATR 72ASW, L-3 Communications’ Q400 MPA, the Saab 
2000 Swordfish MPA and Lockheed Martin’s SC-130J Sea 
Hercules.

Airborne ground surveillance remains a small niche, but 
the U.S. Air Force is beginning a program to replace its 

Boeing 707-based 
Northrop Grumman 
E-8C Joint Surveil-
lance Target Attack 
Radar System fleet. 
Boeing is proposing 
an aircraft based on 
the 737-700, while 
Northrop is offering 
a system packaged 
into a Gulfstream 
G550—a smaller 
business-jet solu-
tion similar to the 
Bombardier Global 
Express-based Ray-
theon Sentinel R.1 
operated by the U.K.

A m o n g  e v e n 
smaller aircraft, the 

Beechcraft King Air 350ER remains popular for special mis-
sions. Several companies modified King Airs as ISR plat-
forms for U.S. use in Iraq and Afghanistan. Now Boeing has 
joined the field with the 350ER-based Reconfigurable Air-
borne Multi-Intelligence System. Other similar platforms 
are based on the Cessna Caravan and Pilatus PC-12. Several 
lighter options include the Beechcraft Baron ISR, Cessna 
Enforcer, Diamond DA42 MPP Guardian and Daher-Socata 
TBM850 MMA. Grob Aircraft also has revived its high-al-
titude Egrett as the G520 NG persistent ISR platform. c
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Unit Production

Embraer
  5.3%

26

Dornier
 4.1%

20

All Others
 6.7%

33
All Others

 3.5%  $1.8 

Alenia
Aermacchi
  6.3%

31

Boeing
12.4%

61

Total Five-Year Production: 492

Value of Production

Billions of U.S. Fiscal 2015 Dollars

Dornier
  0.4%  $0.2

Alenia
Aermacchi

  2.1%  $1.1

Embraer
  1.9%  $1.0

Total Five-Year Value of Production: $51.2 billion

 Lockheed
Martin

 36.4%

179 

Airbus
 28.9%

142

Airbus
47.3%

$24.2 

 Lockheed 
Martin

 22.5%

$11.5

Boeing
22.3%

$11.4 

* Light/medium, heavy, VIP, general aviation/utility and tanker

Source: Aviation Week Intelligence Network. Aircraft manufactured in China, India and Russia are not forecast.

All numbers and percentages rounded. Includes tanker/transports.

Military Transport Aircraft*
Percentage of Market Share 2015-19
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 This is particularly true in Europe, where weapons from 
portable  anti-armor to air-launched cruise missiles are under 
study, in development or entering production, collaboratively 
and nationally. The U.S. has been less active in pursuing new 
weapons, but is picking up.

A catalyst is the fi elding of stealthy combat aircraft by 
the U.S., and eventually its allies, and their development in 
Russia and China. In addition to being a more severe threat, 
stealth fi ghters place tight constraints on the number and 
size of weapons that can be carried internally. Many inven-
tory munitions are too big for the weapons bays.

With the Lockheed Martin F-35 Joint Strike Fighter ex-
pected to become operational from 2015, attention is turn-
ing to developing weapons for internal carriage. These range 
from smaller precision-guided munitions carried in greater 
numbers to stealthy anti-ship and strike missiles that will 
enable the F-35 to engage a wider set of targets.

Examples include Lockheed’s deal with Turkey’s Rocket-
san to develop the SOM-J medium-range cruise missile for 
the F-35. Based on Turkey’s SOM  standoff  missile, the weap-
on is to be integrated on the F-35 by 2023. Norway is funding 
Kongsberg’s anti-ship/land-attack Joint Strike Missile (JSM) 
for internal carriage by the F-35 in the same  time frame.

In the  U.K., MBDA is designing the Spear long-range preci-
sion strike missile, a follow-on to Brimstone 2 with multi-mode 
seeker and turbojet engine for a range exceeding 100 km. An 
F-35 would carry eight internally, but the weapon could  also be 
fi elded on the Eurofi ghter Typhoon. Raytheon is off ering the 
 U.K. its unpowered Small Diameter Bomb II as an alternative.

Although Europe’s latest fi ghters have been 
operational for some time, new weapons 

are just becoming available. MDBA’s 
Meteor ramjet-powered air-to-air mis-

sile is to be fully operational on the 
Saab Gripen in 2015, with  the 

Typhoon and  Dassault Rafale 
to follow. France, meanwhile, 
has begun studies of a nucle-
ar cruise missile, ASN4G, to 

replace MBDA’s supersonic ASMP-A on Rafale.
Fielding of upgraded combat helicopters also has added 

impetus to weapons development. In the  U.K., Thales’s Light-
weight Multirole Missile is in production to arm Royal Navy 
AgustaWestland Lynx Wildcats. The naval helicopters will also 
carry MBDA’s Sea Venom surface attack missile, which will arm 
French navy NHIndustries NH90s as the Anti-Navire Legere.

The U.S. Army was to launch long-deferred procurement 
of the Joint Air-to-Ground Missile (JAGM) by the end of 2014. 
JAGM will fi t a new dual-mode seeker on the AGM-114R Hell-
fi re, to arm Army Boeing AH-64E and Marine Corps Bell 
AH-1Z attack helicopters from 2019. Hellfi re builder Lock-
heed plans to bid, but Raytheon might not compete. Later 
JAGM increments with longer range and tri-mode seeker 
are planned to arm Marine Corps’ F-35s.

New and upgraded warships also are driving missile devel-
opments. Also selected by Brazil and New Zealand, MBDA’s 
surface-to-air Sea Ceptor is in production for the Royal 
Navy’s Type 23 and planned Type 26 frigates and Type 45 
destroyer, which already carries the Sea Viper anti-missile 
system. This uses MBDA’s Aster missile, also in service with 
France and Italy.

A long gap in U.S. activity is ending with plans to fi eld a 
limited quantity of Long-Range Anti-Ship Missile (Lrasm) ver-
sions of Lockheed Martin’s Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff  Mis-
sile (Jassm) on B-1Bs in 2018 and F/A-18E/Fs in 2019. The Navy 
plans a competition in 2017 for its Off ensive Anti-Surface War-
fare (OASuW) requirement. This will pit a surface-launched  
Lrasm against the Tomahawk from Raytheon, which will also 
pitch Kongsberg’s JSM for air-launched needs.

The increasing value of weapons carried by new platforms 
will push the world missile systems market to $13.9 billion 
in 2019 from $12.3 billion in 2015, a total of $66.3 billion over 
fi ve years, says Forecast International. At the same time, 
production will drop 4.6%, to some 201,500 missiles of all 
types in 2015-19, refl ecting the high price of these systems.

The biggest slide will be in the anti-armor segment, now 
in transition with JAGM and France’s MBDA MMP/MLP as 
major new programs. U.S. manufacturers will take a 27% 
value share of a market worth $5.3 billion over the next fi ve 
years, for a  forecast  109,130 missiles, with European compa-
nies, including Russian, taking a similar share.

The anti-ship missile market will be worth $5.6 billion over 
the next fi ve years, for more than 6,510 units. The largest pro-
ducers are Russian and Chinese, but their export orders will 
be low, as Western systems are preferred. MBDA and Boeing 
lead the market, followed by Kongsberg and Saab. OASuW will 
be an opportunity for U.S. industry to regain market share. 
But the number of countries making anti-ship missiles keeps 
growing. Brazil’s Avibras-led Mansup could enter production 
by 2018 and Turkey’s Aselsan  is testing the Atmaca.

The long-range strike missile market will grow to $1.5 bil-
lion in 2019 from $1.2 billion in 2015 and be worth $6.6 billion 
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Driving Demand  
More capable platforms are 
creating requirements for more 
advanced weapons

Missile and platform development  
tends to be countercyclical. Once a new 
aircraft is operational, attention turns 
to developing weapons that exploit its 
capabilities. With several new and up-
graded aircraft and helicopters being 
fi elded, the missile industry has entered 
an active phase.

U.K.Õs MBDA 
Asraam air-to-air 
missile and Raytheon 
Paveway IV 
precision-
guided munition are carried 
externally on F-35 in tests.
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over five years, with more than 19,000 missiles. Lockheed 
Martin will have the largest share ($1.4 billion) thanks to 
Jassm, with Poland joining Australia and Finland as export 
operators. Closest competitors will be Raytheon ($711 mil-

lion), Russia’s Tactical Missiles Corp. ($600 million), and 
MBDA ($381 million).  

The next five years will see some 22,600 air-to-air 
missiles produced worth $7.8 billion, with Raytheon and 
MBDA taking the lead. Demand for U.S. fighters gives 
Raytheon a huge advantage, while the share taken by 
companies in China, Japan, Israel, South Africa and Tai-
wan will be minimal. Production will climb slightly, but 
the big increase will be in value, rising to $1.8 billion in 
2019 from $1.3 billion in 2015.

Air-defense missile manufacture will decline over the 
next five years in units, but rise slightly in value, total-
ling 44,780 surface-to-air missiles worth about $19.1 bil-
lion through 2019.  U.S. companies Raytheon and Lock-
heed and Europe’s MBDA and Thales will dominate 
international market penetration.

Overall, the missile market is seeing more systems 
produced by countries outside the U.S., Europe, Rus-

sia, Israel, China and Japan. These other manufacturers will 
account for $8.1 billion (12%) of the market’s value through 
2019, building more than 30,000 missiles. India leads this 
group with $2.6 billion (32%) of the total. c
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Moving On
MDA eyes new kill vehicle  

as next step in GMD evolution

The U.S. Missile Defense Agency 
is weighing two options for the long-
awaited procurement of a new Exoatmo-
spheric Kill Vehicle (EKV)—dubbed the 
Redesigned Kill Vehicle—for its Ground-
Based Missile Defense system, a shield 
for the U.S. against ICBM attack.

In 2014, the GMD program was under intense scrutiny un-
til its successful intercept of a complex, long-range target in 
July, ending an unsuccessful flight test streak that stretched 
from December 2008.

The test allowed program officials to turn their attention 
toward envisioning an improved, more reliable vehicle. Previ-
ously, they were consumed with trying to fix reliability prob-
lems and a decade-long problem with EKV vibrations impact-
ing the inertial measurement unit in the guidance section.

The procurement strategy likely will be released with the 
fiscal 2016 budget plan early next year. The Pentagon is ex-
ploring two options: a full competition or picking the best 
attributes of existing design options and having the govern-
ment manage them to produce a best-of-breed option, MDA 
Director Vice Adm. James Syring said in December.

MDA is also expected to soon release a request for pro-
posals for a new Long-Range Discrimination Radar (LRDR), 

which will be installed in Alaska; a contract award is slated 
by the end of fiscal 2015.

MDA is also finalizing details on a renegotiated sustain-
ment contract with Boeing for the GMD system. Details have 
not been disclosed, but it is potentially worth billions over the 
course of several years. Officials intend to refocus the incen-
tive fees on reliability and mission success. The contract, 
awarded in late 2011, originally focused on reducing cost; 
some feel that introduced too much risk into the exacting 
work needed for the system.

While GMD is specifically a U.S. program, air and missile 
defenses remain in great demand globally, largely because 
of the proliferation of short- and medium-range ballistic 
missiles globally and political instability in regions such as 
Ukraine, Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan and North Korea.

Contracts with Raytheon for the PAC-3 air and missile 
defense system are expected to be finalized with Saudi Ara-
bia and South Korea. They are expected to be combined in 
a large contract with additional U.S. buys. Meanwhile, U.S. 
orders will continue for the Lockheed Martin PAC-3 Missile 
Segment Enhancement interceptor, an upgraded missile.

Washington is also expected to solidify terms in the next 
buy of Lockheed Martin Terminal High-Altitude Air Defense 
(Thaad) systems next year. Thaad radars, the AN/TPY-2 built 
by Raytheon, are continuing to meet with high demand, as 
the Pentagon deploys them globally as early warning sensors.

Germany is expected in the first half of the year to down-
select between the Medium Extended Air Defense System 
and PAC-3 for its air and missile defense requirement. Ger-
many—along with Italy—was partnered with the U.S. in de-
velopingMeads, which offers 360-deg. coverage for deployed 
forces, but the U.S. pulled out of the production phase. This 
has left Germany and Italy struggling to continue the project.

Poland is also expected to make a decision on its air defense 
needs. After downselecting Lockheed Martin’s Meads out of 
the competition in 2014, Warsaw is looking at whether to 
buy Raytheon’s PAC-3 or a Thales/MBDA Aster 30-SAMP/T 
system. c

Unit Production

*Norinco
  15%

  29,423

Raytheon
11%

22,658

KBP Instrument   5%

10,363

**CPMIEC
   9%

   18,380

Hellfire System
 6%

12,094

Total Five-Year Production: 201,507
*Norinco: China North Industries Co.

**CPMIEC: China National Precision Machinery Import & Export Corp.

Value of Production
Billions of U.S. Fiscal 2015 Dollars

Raytheon
15%  $10.1

Lockheed Martin
8%  $5.5

**CPMIEC
   7%  $4.7

***MITT
    6%  $3.8

*CASC
   8%  $5.5

Total Five-Year Value of Production: $66.3 billion
 *CASC: China Aerospace Science & Technology Corp. 

**CPMIEC: China National Precision Machinery Import & Export Corp. 

***MITT: Moscow Institute of Thermal Technology 

All Others
54%

108,589

All Others
55%

$36.7

Missiles
Percentage of Market Share 2015-19

Source: Forecast International. All percentages rounded. 
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Graham Warwick Washington and 
Larry Dickerson Forecast International

Shifting Growth  
Asia will be a major buyer of unmanned aircraft, 

and China a major producer

China is striving  to emulate—and pos-
sibly surpass—the  range of unmanned 
capabilities developed by the U.S., 
building analogues of the armed Gen-
eral Atomics MQ-1 Predator, Northrop 
Grumman’s high-altitude RQ-4 Global 
Hawk and even its X-47B unmanned 
combat aircraft demonstrator.

It is no surprise that China  should 
emerge as the biggest buyer now that 
the U.S. military is taking a pause 
from procurement to rationalize and 
institutionalize the many unmanned 
aircraft systems rapidly acquired to 
meet operational requirements. Eu-
rope continues to struggle to cooper-
ate on development, production and 
even operation of UAS.

In May 2014, Airbus, Dassault and 
Alenia Aermacchi announced plans to 
develop a European medium-altitude 
long-endurance (MALE) UAS to be 
available by 2020. This was in response 
to a common staff  target for a MALE 
system endorsed in November 2013 
by European Defense Agency (EDA) 
member states. The next step was to 
elaborate a common staff  requirement; 
the “outputs of this ongoing preparation 
phase are now expected around 2016,” 
EDA says, making 2020 look doubtful.

France and the U.K. in November, 
meanwhile, fulfi lled a commitment to 
launch a two-year feasibility phase to 
defi ne requirements for a potential Fu-
ture Combat Air System (FCAS). Un-
der a €150 million ($186 million) joint 
contract awarded to BAE Systems and 
Dassault, supplemented by €100 mil-
lion in national funding, the study will 
develop concepts for an operational un-
manned combat aircraft to enter ser-
vice in the 2030s and pave the way for a 
demonstrator to fl y in the early 2020s.

The FCAS demo would build on the 

French-led multinational Dassault 
Neuron and U.K.-only BAE Taranis 
UCAS technology demonstrations. 
Taranis completed low-observability 
fl ight tests from Woomera, Australia, 
early in 2014 and further flights are 
planned in 2015. Neuron is due to be re-
located to Sweden in 2015 for weapon-
release trials after completing radar 
cross-section tests in France and Italy.

The military UAS market—for re-
connaissance and attack missions—
will be worth about $72.7 billion from 
2015-24, Forecast International proj-
ects. Of that, $40.8 billion will be for 
production, $28.9 billion for research 
and development, and $2-4 billion for 
services contracts. The production val-
ue is divided between air vehicles ($18.1 
billion), ground control stations ($7.1 
billion), and payloads ($15.6 billion). 

China is projected to spend $15.8 bil-
lion on UAS procurement in the next 
10 years. Companies there  have already 
exported some systems; Saudi Arabia, 
the United Arab Emirates and Uzbeki-
stan are reportedly buying Predator-
class UAS from Beijing. But this is 
 expected to have  little impact on the 
international market, as the majority 
of systems will go  to China’s army and 
internal security organizations.

India, China’s regional rival, is in-
creasing its budget for unmanned-
aircraft procurement, but it remains 
much lower than Beijing’s . South Ko-
rea also aims to be a major player in 
the Asian market, and is developing 
an array of UAS including armed sys-
tems. Japan’s military has been slow to 
embrace unmanned systems, but it is 
to order  three Global Hawks. Overall, 
Asia will be the largest source of UAS 
orders over the next decade, spending 
$20.5 billion (50% of the total). The an-
nual production value in the region will 
triple, to reach $2.9 billion in 2024.

But North American, European 
and Israeli companies will continue to 

Fueled for more than a decade  by growth in U.S. 
procurement to fi ght wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, 
the unmanned aircraft systems market is heading for 
a sea change. China’s military will become the biggest 
buyer, says Forecast International, accounting for 
more than the half the money to be spent on UAS 
procurement over the next decade.  

AEROSPACE SYSTEMS

Reductions in U.S. 
orders for Predator-
family medium-altitude, 
long-endurance UAS 
have not been off set 
with export sales.

Major UAS Manufacturers
Percentage of Market Share, 2015-24

Northrop Grumman
  19.6%

Global Hawk

General Atomics
  9.7%

Predator

AAI
  1.9%

 Shadow

IAI
  2.6%

 Heron

AVIC
 38.7%

All Others
27.5%

Source: Forecast International

All percentages rounded. 
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dominate the UAS market in terms of 
domestic and foreign orders won. The 
U.S., which operates the world’s largest 
fleet of unmanned aircraft, is forecast 
to spend $11.9 billion on UAS through 
2024 (25% less than China).

Northrop Grumman is the top mar-
ket earner, with cuts in U.S. Air Force 
Global Hawk orders likely to be offset 
by foreign sales. In addition to Japan’s 
three RQ-4Bs, Australia plans to buy 
up to seven MQ-4C Tritons. Northrop 
will earn $7.99 billion through 2024 
from UAS sales, including of its MQ-8 

Fire Scout unmanned helicopter.
General Atomics comes in second 

with UAS sales of $3.95 billion. Or-
ders for the Predator/Reaper family 
have kept the company at the top of 
the market for years, and it remains 
the leading provider in the largest sub-
segment of UAS: MALE systems. But 
as U.S. purchases decline and arms-
control treaties make it difficult to find 
export markets, this could change.

For General Atomics and others, 
hope lies in a new generation of UAS 
for the U.S. The Air Force shelved plans 
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UAS Market Share
By Location, 2015-24

Israel
 3.6%

Europe
 2.2%

Pending Contracts
  12.6%

Source: Forecast International

All percentages rounded.  

U.S.
32.6%

All Others
 49.3%

Unmanned Aircraft To Watch

 

 

MODEL/DESIGNATION

 

LENGTH 

(FT.)

 

SPAN 

(FT.)

GROSS 

WEIGHT 

(LB.)

 

POWERPLANT  

(NO./TYPE)

 

POWER/

THRUST

 

 

PAYLOAD (WT./TYPE)

 

SPEED 

(KT.)

 

 

ENDURANCE

MAX. 

ALTITUDE 

(FT.)

AAI Corp.

RQ-7Bv2 Shadow 11.8 20.4 467 1 X UEL AR741 
rotary

38 hp 45-80 lb. (EO/IR/LD) 90-110 9 hr. 15,000

AeroVIronment InC.

RQ-11B Raven 3 4.5 4.2 1 X electric 200W 6.5 oz. (EO/IR) 17-44 60-90 min. 500

RQ-20A Puma AE 4.6 9.2 13 1 X electric 600W EO/IR 20-45 2 hr. 500

elbIt SyStemS

Hermes 450 20 34.5 1,200 1 X UEL AR801 
rotary

60 hp 400 lb. (EO/IR/LD) 70-95 17 hr. 18,000

GenerAl AtomICS AeronAutICAl SyStemS

MQ-1C Gray Eagle 28 56 3,200 1 X Thielert  
Centurion 2.0 HFE

135 hp 1,075 lb. internal/external 167 25 hr. 29,000

MQ-9 Reaper 36 66 10,500 1 X Honeywell 
TPE331-10

900 shp 3,850 lb. internal/external 240 27 hr.+ 50,000

InSItu

RQ-21A Blackjack 7.2 16 135 1 X NWUAV gas/HFE 8 hp 37.5 lb. (EO/IR/LRF) 55-80+ 24 hr. 15,000+

ScanEagle 2 5.6 10.2 51.8 N20 (gas), N21 (HFE) 2.7 hp 7.7 lb. (EO/IR+) 50-80 16 hr.+ 19,500

ISrAel AeroSpACe  InduStrIeS

Heron TP 45.9 85.3 10,230 1 X P&WC PT6A 1,200 shp 4,400 lb. (EO/IR, SAR,  
Elint, comm)

242 36 hr. 45,000

Super Heron HF — 55.8 3,200 HFE 200 hp+ 990 lb. (EO/IR, SAR,  
Elint, comm)

60-150+ up to 45 hr. 30,000+

loCkheed mArtIn

Fury 1500 — 14.3 300+ 1 X HFE — 75-125 lb. (ISR + EW) 65-95 15 hr.+ 15,000

northrop GrummAn

MQ-4C Triton 47.6 130.9 32,250 1 X R-R AE3007H 9,500 lb. 3,200 lb. internal  
2,400 lb. external

357 24 hr. 56,500

MQ-8C Fire Scout 41.4 35
(rotor  

diameter)

6,000 1 X R-R M250-C47E 700 shp 1,000 lb. internal  
2,600 lb. sling load

140 12 hr. 17,000

pIAGGIo Aero

P.1HH HammerHead 47.3 51.2 13,500 2 X P&WC PT6A-66B 850 shp 
each

500 lb. (EO/IR, SAR) 395 16 hr. 45,000

turkISh AeroSpACe InduStrIeS

Anka 26.2 56.8 3,530 HFE 155 hp 440 lb. (EO/IR/LD, SAR) 110 24 hr. 30,000

Expanded Tables Online Download expanded specifications on in-production and under-development unmanned 

aircraft and search more than 3,100 other systems at AviationWeek.com/specs
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for an MQ-X Predator/Reaper replace-
ment some time ago, but continues to 
study requirements for a UAS able to 
operate in contested airspace. So far, 
only the Lockheed Martin RQ-170 and 
the unacknowledged Northrop RQ-180 
high-altitude UAS are designed to pen-
etrate hostile airspace.

The U.S. Navy has delayed its Un-
manned Carrier-Launched Airborne 
Surveillance and Strike (Uclass) pro-
curement amid debate over how surviv-
able the carrier-based UAS should be 
in an anti-access/area-denial environ-
ment. Boeing, General Atomics, Lock-
heed and Northrop were all funded to 
take Uclass concepts to preliminary 
design in anticipation of a competition 
that did not begin as anticipated in 2014.

On the civil side, thousands of small 
UAS are already flying, with an ever-
growing number of systems being flown 
by “hobbyists.” Today’s battery-pow-
ered multicopters provide a steady plat-
form for high-resolution, easy-to-oper-
ate cameras. These advances enable 
realtors, film makers and paparazzi to 
make growing use of these systems.

The top three providers of these 
small UAS are China’s DJI, France’s 
Parrot, and 3D Robotics in the U.S. DJI 
says it ships 10,000 units a week over 
the U.S. holiday season, and 3DR had 
reportedly sold 30,000 systems by mid-
2014. Parrot, which has sold half a mil-
lion AR Drones since its launch in 2010, 
says its 2014 sales are up threefold over 
2013 and are expected to triple in 2015. 

Production of hobbyist “drones” is 
projected to top 500,000 units in 2014 
and, if sales estimates are correct, 
could exceed 1 million in 2015. Prices 
range from $40-850, while more capa-
ble systems sell for $2,300-3,600. Sales 
are usually of lower-priced systems, 
and can soar one year and fall dra-

matically the next. Hobbyist UAS sales 
could generate an additional $150-800 
million a year in market value.

For sales to grow beyond the hob-
byist segment, UAS must first be inte-
grated into controlled airspace. This is 
taking longer than expected due to con-
cerns ranging from safety to privacy. 
The FAA is now forecasting 7,500 com-
mercial UAS will be flying in five years, 
down from 10,000, and it has dismissed 
speculation that 30,000 would be opera-
tional in a few years as “outdated.”

The most promising near-term ap-
plication is for agriculture support. 
More than 2,300 UAS already apply 
pesticides and fertilizer to rice paddies 
in Asia. In Japan, they perform 90% of 
aerial spraying. The U.S. market for 
agricultural UAS could be as large, 
and perhaps much larger. By some es-
timates, 80% of future commercial UAS 
users will be involved in agriculture. 

Other potential applications include 
pipeline and powerline inspections. 
With more than 400,000 mi. of petro-
leum and natural gas pipelines in the 
U.S., which must be checked at least six 
times per year, manned aircraft accu-
mulate more than 12 million flight hours 

annually performing these inspections. 
UAS could begin flying inspection mis-
sions in 2017-18 and their flight hours 
could exceed six million by 2025.

Forecast International expects the 
civilian and commercial UAS market 
will grow relatively slowly. Outside of 
hobbyist UAS, quantities will remain 
low for the time being. c
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UAS Development Funding
By Region, 2015-24

Billions of Fiscal 2015 U.S. Dollars

Middle East
  6.5%

  $1.9   

U.S.
  38.1%

  $11   

Latin America
  1.3%

  $0.38   Western Europe
  18.7%

  $5.4   

Eastern Europe
  8.7%

  $2.5   

Asia
  26.7%

  $7.7   

Source: Forecast International

All percentages and numbers rounded. 

Total Value: $28.9 Billion

UAS Market Production Shares
2015-24

Values in Billions of Fiscal 2015 U.S. Dollars

Man-Portable

$1.5
  

Tactical UAVs

$9.9   

UCAVs

$2.4
  

VTOL UAVs

$3.4

HALE UAVs

$7.6

MALE UAVs

$15.9

Total Value: $40.8 Billion
Source: Forecast International

All percentages and numbers rounded.

Gallery See a review in photographs  
of key events in the UAS sector in 2014 at  

AviationWeek.com/UAS2014 
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Although 2014 should have been the milestone year for 
this new class of helicopter, upgrades to AgustaWestland 
AW189s and Airbus Helicopters EC175s failed to material-
ize as planned. Likewise, Bell’s new Model 525 
Relentless failed to fly on schedule and Russian 
Helicopters continues to have technical chal-
lenges with its Kamov Ka-62.

The AgustaWestland model has made some 
headway, with the number of aircraft in ser-
vice now in double digits. Compare that to 
the EC175, which almost a year after it was 
certified was only finally delivered to its 
launch customer, Belgian operator Noordzee 
Helikopters Vlaanderen, on Dec. 11, while the 
Model 525 now looks set to fly during the first 
quarter of 2015. Operators have been cau-
tious about introducing new models focused 
on flying a large group of passengers out to 
platforms 100-150 nm offshore, landing on 
platforms designed to only support medium 
helicopter types.

The rapid decline in oil prices also will like-
ly affect the number of aircraft needed in the 
coming years. Expensive, complex deep water projects were 
reliant on oil prices of more than $100 to make them worth-
while, but with prices well below that figure, and looking set 
to stabilize, oil companies could be scaling back some plans, 
which could result in demand for oil and gas helicopters drop-
ping even more.

Instead, attention seems to remain focused on the heavier 
helicopters: Airbus and Sikorsky are enjoying strong back-
logs for their EC225 and S-92 aircraft, respectively.

With new customers having to wait until 2017 for the most 
up-to-date EC225s, Airbus has turned to Brazilian partner 
Helibras to accelerate production. The company launched 
an updated model of the EC225e with enhanced avionics, 
extended-range fuel tanks and an upgraded engine. The 
EC225e will be certified toward the end of 2015.

Arguably the most important commercial helicopter 
launch in 2015 will be Airbus’s X4 medium rotorcraft, cur-
rently slated to replace the AS365 Dauphin and the EC155. 

Details about X-4 have been closely guarded, but it is widely 
expected to fly for the first time later in 2015.

Once defined as a game-changing aircraft in terms of ro-
tary-wing technology, many of the boasts have been scaled 
back. Nonetheless, it will have some significant features that 
include a mostly composite fuselage and a new rotor blade 
design to reduce noise. Buyers will have a choice of new en-
gines, which will deliver fuel-consumption improvements of 
as much as 15%, company officials have said.

Airbus wants to pit the X4 against AgustaWestland’s six-
ton AW139, which since its entry into service in 2003 has 
buoyed the Anglo-Italian company’s bottom line and spawned 
several spin-off models such as the AW189 and AW169.

X4 is due to be launched at Heli-Expo 2015 in March, and 
will be the first aircraft to adopt a new designation as part 
of Airbus’s ongoing rebranding exercise. The company may 
also unveil a new version of its EC135 light twin, which has 
been undergoing testing at its Donauworth, Germany, facility. 
Airbus has characterized the work as being geared toward 
environmentally friendly technologies, but industry insiders 
say it is likely the modifications mean a complete new version.

In terms of military helicopters, all eyes will be on Sikor-
sky’s first flight of its new giant the, CH-53K King Stallion, 
that will become the workhorse of the U.S. Marine Corps as 
it takes over from the CH-53E later this decade. Technical 

issues have pushed the testing schedule back; the aircraft is 
now due to fly in March or April 2015.

U.S. spending power will continue to dominate the military 
helicopter realm, but in early 2015 Poland will announce its 
choice of helicopter platform to replace its aging fleet of Rus-
sian and locally-produced utility helicopters. The contract, 
valued at $3 billion, marks one of the largest helicopter pro-
curement programs in Europe in more than a decade and is 
being pursued by AgustaWestland, Airbus Helicopters and 
Sikorsky. Poland is seeking to replace its Mi-25 Hind attack 
helo as well. The Czech Republic and Hungary are also looking 
to replace their Soviet-era helicopters.

The U.S. Army will start the evolution of its vast helicop-
ter fleet as it moves to concentrate on four main types, the 
Airbus UH-72 Lakota, Boeing’s AH-64 Apache and CH-47 
Chinook and the Sikorsky UH-60 Black Hawk. The Bell OH-
58 Kiowa Warrior fleet is being shrunk, as are the associated 
training fleets of early model Kiowas and TH-57 Creeks—a 
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Dynamic 
Changes
China seems poised to add to the 

coffers of Western helo makers

They were set to change the  dynamics 
of the offshore oil and gas market,  
but the new generation of intermediate 
heavy helicopters has yet to make  
serious inroads into the civil rotary-
wing market.

Unit Production

Bell Helicopter
(Textron)

23.7%  1,067

MD Helicopters
1.5%  69

Robinson
14.6%  656

AgustaWestland
17.6%  790

 Sikorsky
6.1%  273

Total Five-Year Production: 4,494

 Airbus
Helicopters
 36.5%

1,639

Value of Production
Billions of U.S. Fiscal 2015 Dollars

Robinson
1.9%  $.5

MD Helicopters
0.4%  $.1

AgustaWestland
40.4%

$11

Airbus
Helicopters
23.1%  $6

Bell Helicopter
(Textron)

17.7%  $4.6

Sikorsky
15.4%  $4

Total Five-Year Value of Production: $26.2 billion

Source: Aviation Week Intelligence Network

Aircraft units manufactured in China, India and Russia are not forecast. All percentages rounded.
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civilian Jet Ranger. Other nations are also transitioning their 
training fleets onto new-model helicopters; Australia has se-
lected a Boeing and Thales consortium to provide rotary-
wing training for its army and navy with the Airbus EC135.

2015 will also prove significant for the light helo market. 
Bell’s Model 505 Jet Ranger X—previously known as the Short 
Light Single—made its first flight in November and should be 
certified and released to the market by year-end.

Bell’s return to this market after ceasing production of its 
Model 206 Jet Ranger in 2011, will potentially reestablish Bell 
into the general aviation and training market dominated by 
Robinson’s piston-engine R44 and the more recent turbine 
R66. By using the running gear from the LongRanger, Bell 
has made a significant effort to reduce risk, and ultimately 
cost, in the development of the Jet Ranger X, wrapping the 
LongRanger’s mechanicals with a new fuselage equipped with 
modern avionics and, for the first time, a Turbomeca engine.

Bell holds more than 270 letters of intent for the model and 
hopes to achieve the same level of success it had with the origi-
nal Model 206 Jet Ranger in the 1960s. About 40 of the letters 
of intent are from Europe; more than 50 are from China.

Production aircraft will be built at a specially constructed 
plant near Lafayette, Louisiana, where the company received a 
number of tax breaks and other incentives that Bell hopes will 
help keep the Jet Ranger X at a sensitive price-point, allowing 
the aircraft to compete with Robinson’s R66 and Enstrom’s 
480B turbines. Certification is expected in late 2015.

Marenco Swisshelicopter’s Model SKYe SH09 single-engine 
helicopter could also reach the market in 2015, depending on 
type certification. The newcomer from Switzerland is still one 
of the more unlikely entrants to the market, but Marenco has 
Bell’s Model 407 and Airbus’s AS350 and EC130 in its sights, 
perhaps also taking market share from some smaller twin-en-
gine types. Initial prospects for the Honeywell HTS900-pow-
ered helicopter seem bright, despite delays from Marenco’s 
suppliers that are hindering progress toward first flight.

The company now hopes to begin production of the SKYe 

SH09 in 12-16 months. The aircraft has garnered interest ever 
since it was launched at the 2011 Heli-Expo; nearly 50 orders 
and agreements are in hand, many from the U.S. The backlog 
is large enough to push production into a third year.

A joint program between Russian Helicopters and Agus-
taWestland to produce a 2.5-ton helicopter seems to have 
been abandoned. The HeliVert joint venture appears to have 
ended last spring, taking with it licensed production of the 
AW139 after just three aircraft were built. While Russian 
Helicopters is making progress on new versions of familiar 
models such as the Mi-17A2—an improved version of the Mil 
Mi-8/17 family—the development of the more advanced Mi-38 
remains painfully slow. A version fitted with Pratt & Whitney 
Canada PW127 engines has been all but abandoned.

Although U.S. and European markets have been slow to 
return to growth, Western helicopter manufacturers have 
been looking to China to help build their backlogs, and 2014 
did not disappoint. AgustaWestland, Airbus Helicopters and 
Bell all had significant sales of single- and twin-engine light 
helicopters in the Asian nation as military authorities slowly 
loosened their grip on the general aviation industry. Chinese 
operators placed orders for 50 new AW139s, AW169s and 
AW189s with AgustaWestland, and Airbus Helicopter re-
ceived orders for nearly 120 single- and twin-engine aircraft 
to be used for aerial work, tourism, search-and-rescue and 
medical transportation. Chinese investment group Reign-
wood signed for 60 of Bell’s new Model 505 Jet Ranger X, 
the largest single order for the aircraft yet.

The year 2015 may also see the emergence of designs from 
new players. Turkey is working on a 4-5 ton twin-engine heli-
copter in the AW139-class, and South Korea is developing new 
Light Armed and Light Civil Helicopters; negotiations with 
Western helicopter manufacturers to support the programs 
are ongoing. c
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Commercial Helicopters To Watch
 

 

MODEL/DESIGNATION

 

 

CREW + PAX
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AGUSTAWESTLAND

AW169 2 + 8/10 — — — 9,900 lb.-class 2 X P&WC PW210A 1,000 shp each 140 — —

BELL HELICOPTER

525 Relentless 2 + 16 54.5 — — 18,000 lb.+ 2 X GE CT7-2F1 1,800 shp each 140 kt.+ — 400 
nm+

505 Jet Ranger  X 1 + 4 — — — — 1 X TM Arrius 2R 504 shp 125+ 11,000 360+

EUROCOPTER

EC145T2 1 + 9 36.1 44.7 13.1 8,047 lb 2 X TM Arriel 2E 894 shp each 145 13,415 356

EC175 2 + 16/18 49.2 59.2 17.5 15,500 lb.-class 2 X P&WC PT6C-67E 1,776 shp each 150 kt. — 680

RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS

Ka-62 1 + 9-13 45.2 51.2 15.1 14,330 2 X TM Ardiden 3G 1,752 shp each 165 10,800 395

Mi-171A2 1-2 + 24 — — — 28,660 2 x Klimov  
VK-2500PS-03

2,500 shp 151 13,100 430 

Mi-38 1-3 + 30 69.2 64.6 16.8 34,390 2 x Klimov  
TV3-117V

2,800 154 12,300 650

Expanded Tables Online Download expanded specifications on in-production and under-development commercial  

and military rotary-wing aircraft and search more than 3,100 other systems at AviationWeek.com/specs

Galleries See a review in photographs of key events in the  
rotorcraft sector in 2014 at: AviationWeek.com/Rotorcraft2014 
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CSeries are set for service entry—of-
fi cially ushering in the age of the rev-
enue-earning geared turbofan. The 
steps will mark huge milestones for 
Pratt’s strategic plan to reinvigorate 
its commercial engine business with 
the PW1000G, and will likely follow 
the fi rst fl ight of the PW1200G-pow-
ered Mitsubishi Regional Jet earlier 
in the year.

The path has not been easy for Pratt, 
which was forced to redesign part of 
the oil system after a PW1500G failed 
during ground runs on a CSeries test 
aircraft in May 2013, forcing Bombar-
dier to suspend fl ight tests. However, 
with CSeries fl ight tests now back on 
track, more than 6,000 PW1000G-fam-
ily engines on order for the A320neo, 
MRJ, CSeries, and follow-on develop-
ments underway for the Irkutsk MC-21 
and Embraer E-2 series, the prospects 
for the engine family look increasingly 
bright.

This year will also see the start of 
fl ight tests of Gulfstream’s G500, the 
fi rst of a family pair of new large-cabin, 
long-range business jets to be pow-
ered by the Pratt & Whitney Canada 
PW800. The engine is based on the 
same core as the CSeries PW1500G, 
but without the fan drive gear system, 
and fulfi lls the company’s broader goal 
of spinning off  advanced derivatives 

into other market sectors. The G500 
is due to enter service in 2018, while 
its larger G600 sibling will debut the 
following year.

CFM , the General Electric-Snecma 
joint venture, sees 2015 as equally piv-
otal for its new Leap-1 turbofan. The 
first variant, the Leap-1C for launch 
customer Comac’s C919, took to the 
air in October 2014 from Victorville, 
California, on GE’s 747 fl ying testbed. 
The mechanically identical Leap-1A 
for the A320neo will power the Airbus 
twinjet for the fi rst time later in 2015. 
The Leap-1B, for Boeing’s 737 MAX, is 
also set to begin fl ight tests on the fl y-
ing testbed early in 2015 in the run-up 
to the start of fl ight tests on the MAX 
in 2016.

CFM will deliver the fi rst fl ight-com-
pliance engines to Comac in the sec-
ond quarter of 2015, around the time 
it expects to clinch certifi cation. First 
fl ight of the C919, now closing in on fi -
nal assembly, is expected late in 2015. 
The revised schedule now calls for cer-
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Powerful Promise
Geared turbofan debut, new large powerplants 

highlight coming commercial developments

The coming year  promises to see another hectic succes-

sion of fi rst fl ights, initial runs and service debuts for the 

commercial engine business as overall production num-

bers continue to accelerate to unprecedented levels. For 

the military engine market, too many players continue to 

chase too few opportuni-

ties as the focus for most 

remains on international 

orders, sustainment and 

life extensions.

For Pratt & Whitney in particular, 
2015 should be a special year; both the 
PW1100G-powered Airbus A320neo 
and PW1500G-powered Bombardier 

tifi cation of the C919 to be completed 
around the end of 2017, with entry into 
service in early 2018.

While Leap tests and development 
continue, CFM is gearing up to deliver 
an order backlog that already includes 
almost 7,800 Leap-1s and more than 
4,000 CFM56-5Bs and -7Bs. GE and 
Snecma produced 1,550 CFM56s be-
tween them in 2014 and this year will 
begin gradually working up to more 
than 1,800 per year by 2020. Depend-
ing on demand for the CFM56-5B and 
CFM56-7B, the company expects to 
switch production to the Leap in 2019. 

Together with Snecma in CFM, 
Pratt & Whitney in the Engine Alli-

ance and Honda in the GE-Hondajet 
business jet engine partnership, the 
combined tally of GE-only and GE-
partnered engine deliveries is expect-
ed to grow to around 2,860 in 2016. 
Deliveries of the GEnx family continue 
to build, driven largely by accelerating 
delivery rates for the 787. Engine pro-
duction of the GEnx-1B/2B will hit 304 
per year in 2016. Sustained production 
of the CF34 for the Bombardier and 
Embraer regional jet families also con-
tinues to grow, with engine deliveries 
across the family set to rise from 346 
in 2013 to 488 in 2016. Production of 
the GE90 for the current 777 family is 
set to remain consistent at over 200 
per year, with deliveries set to reach 
227 in 2015 and 2016 in the build-up to 
initial production of the GE9X for the 
follow-on 777X family.

Development of the GE9X is mean-
while moving into a critical phase, 
with both fi nal design freeze and fi rst 
runs of the all-new high pressure core 
(Core 1), set for 2015. The fi rst full en-
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 Yellow tape hides the “third stream” slotted nozzle of GE’s Advent adaptive 
cycle test engine, which is under study for next-generation combat aircraft. 
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gine will run in 2016 with flight tests 
beginning in 2017. The engine will be 
certificated sometime in 2018 and en-
ter service on the 777X in 2020.

Rolls-Royce also enters 2015 at full 
throttle with the service debut of the 
Trent XWB-84-powered A350-900 
in mid-January, and first flight of the 
more powerful XWB-97 for the A350-
1000 on Airbus’s A380 flying testbed 
around mid-year.  The latter is due to 
enter service on the larger A350 de-
rivative in mid-2017, while production 
of the initial XWB-84 will ramp up to 
two per week during 2015 and rise to 
one per day by 2017.

As part of its ongoing battle with GE 
to bolster its share of the 787 market, 
Rolls will also certify the improved 
Trent 1000-TEN by the end of 2015. 
The engine made its first run in 2014 
and is expected to fly on the company’s 
Boeing 747-200 flying testbed around 
midyear. The TEN incorporates fea-
tures from the Trent XWB, as well as 
the Advance technology program. Ver-
sions of the engine destined for the 787 
will be built in Singapore and will enter 
service on the 787-8/9 in 2016. Service 
entry on the stretched 787-10 is sched-
uled to follow in 2018.

The TEN also forms the basis for 
the Trent 7000, another new engine in 
development for the reengined A330-
neo. The new engine will run for the 
first time in 2015 and be flight-tested 
on Rolls’s flying testbed in 2016. To be 
rated at 68,000-72,000-lb.-thrust, the 
Trent 7000 will be certificated in the 
first quarter of 2017 and power both 
the A330-800neo and -900neo vari-
ants. Longer term, Rolls also hopes 
to offer the engine for a possible re-
engined A380neo. Rolls believes the 
Trent 7000 will extend the legacy 
of the A330-Trent 700 relationship 
which has become its most successful 
engine-airframe combination since the 
757 and RB211-535. The 1,500th Trent 
700 was delivered in November 2014 
and more than 1,650 are in service or 
on order. Since first entering service 
in 1995, it has accumulated more than 
30 million flying hours and is in service 
with 66 operators.

This year will also see continued 
tests of key technologies for Rolls’s 
future engine concepts including a 
composite fan that is destined for the 
Advance, the first of a new family of 
engines for the 2020s and beyond. 
The Advance will have a bypass ratio 
in excess of 11:1, an overall pressure ra-

tio of more than 60:1 and a fuel-burn 
level at least 20% better than the cur-
rent Trent 700. The follow-on Ultra-
Fan, which could be ready for service 
from 2025 onwards, is targeted at a 
fuel-burn improvement of at least 25% 
over the Trent 700. The UltraFan will 
incorporate a fan drive gear system 
that drives a variable-pitch fan, and is 
outlined with a 15:1 bypass ratio and 
overall pressure ratio of 70:1.

Snecma’s Silvercrest, which is in 
development for Dassault’s large-cab-
in Falcon 5X and the super-midsize 
Cessna Citation Longitude, is another 
new engine on track for certification at 
the end of 2015. As well as an engine in 
flight tests on a converted Gulfstream 
2 in the U.S., Snecma is running ad-
ditional ground-test engines in Villa-
roche and Istres in France. Endurance 
tests are also underway at Safran’s 

subsidiary Techspace Aero in Belgium.
The single largest new military en-

gine program remains Pratt & Whit-
ney’s F135 for Lockheed Martin’s F-35 
Joint Strike Fighter. The manufac-
turer, which secured a modified $1 bil-
lion contract in October for an eighth 
production lot of 48 engines, is also 
implementing a production line and 
retrofit fix to prevent a reoccurrence 
of “hard rub” mishap on an F-35A in 
June which disrupted flight testing and 
prevented the aircraft from making its 
international show debut in the U.K. 
From 2016 on, Pratt expects to ramp 
up engine production for the F-35 and 
KC-46A tanker, and by 2020 will be 
delivering 200 engines a year.

In the immediate future, General 
Electric, Pratt & Whitney and Rolls-
Royce are all expected to bid for the 
adaptive engine transfer program 
(AETP), a U.S. Air Force technology 
initiative aimed at paving the way for 
an adaptive, 45,000-lb.-thrust-class 
combat engine for future combat air-
craft. Expected to start in September 
2015, the four-year effort will build on 
variable-cycle engine work currently 
in test under the U.S. Air Force Re-
search Laboratory’s Adaptive Engine 
Technology Development (AETD) 
program. The purpose of AETP is to 
mature adaptive engine technologies 

AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
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For the military engine market,

too many players continue 

to chase too few opportunities

and reduce risk in readiness for a 
competitive, follow-on engineering and 
manufacturing development program.

Both GE and Pratt will meanwhile 
conduct preliminary design reviews 
of their competing AETD engines in 
early 2015, leading to a quick series of 
tests later this year and into 2016. GE 
plans to run an adaptive subscale fan 
in the fourth quarter of 2015 in test fa-
cilities at Wright Patterson Air Force 
Base, Ohio, followed by compressor 
tests in 2016. Later the same year GE 
also plans to run a full-scale AETD 
core at its Evendale site. Pratt plans 
to conduct demonstration testing of an 
advanced high-pressure-ratio core in 
early 2016, to be followed later in 2016 
by full engine testing of a three-stream 
adaptive fan and compatible augmen-
tor and exhaust system.

From the current engine perspec-
tive GE’s main earner 
continues to be the F414, 
which is set to deliver at 
the rate of around 100 
engines per year through 
2016. Although current 
contracts for the engine’s 

main customer, the U.S. Navy, are 
nearing the final rounds, GE says exist-
ing orders will sustain the production 
line through 2025. The first of 99 F414-
INS6 versions for India’s HAL Tejas 
light fighter program will be delivered 
in 2015, while other versions are being 
delivered for Saab Gripens on order 
from Sweden and Switzerland.

The F414 is also in the frame as a 
contender to power the twin-engined 
South Korean KF-X fighter, compet-
ing against the Eurojet EJ200. First 
flight is expected in 2020, with entry 
into service around 2024. The Euro-
pean consortium of Avio, MTU, ITP 
and Rolls-Royce, delivered the 1,000th 
EJ200 production engine in mid-2013. 
The International Turbine Engine 
Company, a joint venture between 
Honeywell and Aerospace Industrial 
Development Corporation, will sup-
ply F124s for Poland’s eight new Ale-
nia Aermacchi M-346 jet trainers. Ef-
forts to reengine the Indian Air Force’s 
Jaguar fleet with Honeywell F125-INs 
continue to be delayed. Honeywell os-
tensibly secured the work to re-engine 
the aircraft in 2012, but has yet to be-
gin deliveries. c

Galleries See a review in photographs 
of key events in the aircraft engines sector in 
2014 at AviationWeek.com/Propulsion2014
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TOP TECHNOLOGIES

Defense 
& Space 
Technologies 
To Watch
Where is the next technological 
edge in defense to be found? 
Is it in autonomous aircraft, 
fast rotorcraft, responsive launchers, 
brain-inspired computers 
or somewhere else?

Graham Warwick  Washington 

Asian Stealth

Low-observable technology is proliferating, 
and Japan will join the club early in 2015 when 
the defense agency’s Technical Research & 
Development Institute fl ies the Mitsubishi-built 
ATD-X stealth fi ghter demonstrator. About the size 
of a Saab Gripen, the ATD-X features fl y-by-light 
control and new IHI XF5-1 engines. The project 
is developing technology for a fi ghter planned 
to enter service around 2030 as the F-3. South 
Korea may yet launch development of a KF-X 
indigenous stealth fi ghter, and Turkey is studying 
an indigenous, stealthy TF-X to replace its F-16s 
and complement its F-35 Joint Strike Fighters.
 

Tractor Booster

Air-launched satellite boosters are not new, but in 2015 
Boeing will fl ight-test a diff erent approach. Under the 
Defense Advanced Research Project Agency’s Airborne 
Launch Assist Space Access (Alasa) program, a Boeing 
F-15E fi ghter will launch a booster that has its four main 
engines mounted on top of the 24-ft.-long vehicle, reducing 
weight and cost compared with a conventional staged 
booster. Alasa’s goal is to reduce the cost of launching 
100-lb.-class microsatellites at least three-fold, to less than 
$1 million, while providing the fl exibility to launch rapidly 
and repeatedly from runways around the world.

JAPAN DEFENSE AGENCY

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT
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Rapid Rotors

A rotorcraft with twice the speed but 
all the agility of a helicopter could 
revolutionize the vertical-lift market, 
or so Sikorsky hopes. Under an 
industry-funded, $200 million venture, 
the company in 2015 will fl y two S-97 
Raider prototypes in a bid to prove 
to customers the operational value 
of the 220-kt. cruise speed, high-G 
maneuverability, low-speed agility 
and hover effi  ciency of its X2 rigid 
coaxial-rotor compound helicopter 
confi guration. The Raider also 
will pave the way for the Sikorsky/
Boeing SB-1 Defi ant medium utility 
demonstrator for the U.S. Army, 
which is scheduled to fl y in 2017.

Brain on a Chip

Energy consumption is an escalating problem for computers, 
particularly increasingly powerful devices required for image 
processing and machine learning applications important to defense. 
In 2015 the Air Force Research Laboratory and others will get to test 
a high-performance, low-power processor inspired by the human brain. 
IBM’s TrueNorth “neuromorphic” chip contains 5.4 billion transistors 
forming a network of 1 million neurons and 256 million synapses 
communicating via electrical spikes. Yet it consumes less 
than 70 milliwatts of power and is a step toward 
a human-brain-scale processor packaged 
into a 5-in. cube and running 
on 1 kw of power.

Scalable Fusion

In 2014 Lockheed Martin Skunk 
Works revealed plans to build a 
compact fusion reactor 10 times 
smaller than conventional designs 
and scalable to power cities, ships, 
spacecraft and potentially even large 
aircraft. The concept uses a radically 
diff erent approach to confi ning the 
super hot plasma of deuterium and 
tritium ions and forcing them to fuse 
to produce helium, thereby releasing 
megawatts of energy. The company 
has laid out plans to create a 
prototype in fi ve years and will need 
to show progress in 2015 and beyond 
to convince the many sceptics its 
concept can work.

LOCKHEED MARTIN

DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS
 AGENCY/IBM
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Portable Autonomy

A robotic copilot that can be moved 
between aircraft and allow them 
to operate with fewer aircrew—
and fl y unmanned from takeoff  
to landing on some missions—is 
the goal of the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency’s Alias 
program to develop a drop-in 
cockpit automation kit. The Offi  ce 
of Naval Research, meanwhile, 
is working with Aurora Flight 
Sciences to develop a system that 
will enable any cargo helicopter to 
select a landing site, avoid hazards 
and threats, and touch down 
autonomously. Both programs aim 
to advance unmanned technology 
and reduce the workload on 
operators by enabling autonomous 
decision-making.

 
Drop-in Effi  ciency

Budgets are tight, but the U.S. Army maintains that a new 3,000-shp 
turboshaft to reengine its Boeing AH-64 and Sikorsky UH-60 helicopters is 
a priority. General Electric and Honeywell/Pratt & Whitney 
are completing ground demonstrations of engines with 
50% greater power and 25% higher fuel 
effi  ciency than GE’s ubiquitous T700. 
A competition for the 
Improved Turbine Engine 
Program is expected in 
2015, with production to 
begin in 2023 to upgrade 
the UH-60M. The Pentagon, 
meanwhile, plans to push 
ahead with development 
of a fuel-effi  cient, variable-
bypass, adaptive-fan engine 
for later F-35s and potential 
2030-timeframe 
future fi ghters.
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PRODUCED BY OFFICIAL PUBLICATION MEDIA SUPPORTPREMIER SPONSORS

Civil Aviation
• Airbus A350 program head Didier Evrard, for 

rigorous execution of the certifıcation program for 

the new widebody airliner

• Boeing 787-9 program, for the fırst application 

of drag-reducing hybrid laminar flow control in a 

production commercial airliner

• The Federal Aviation Administration, for the 

Houston metroplex airspace redesign, in 

collaboration with the National Air Traffıc 

Controllers Association, Mitre Corp. and other 

aviation stakeholders

• Southwest Airlines Chairman, President and CEO 

Gary Kelley, for AirTran integration and moves to 

grow business traffıc and international expansion

Defense
• BAE Systems, for fully stealthy test flights of 

the UK’s Taranis unmanned combat-aircraft 

demonstrator

• Northrop Grumman, for the highly automated 

assembly line producing center fuselages for the 

F-35 Joint Strike Fighter

• U.S. Army and Boeing, for successful live-fıre trials 

of the High Energy Laser Mobile Demonstrator

• U.S. Ground-Based Missile Defense team, for 

overcoming a complex problem preventing ballistic 

missile intercepts in the Ground-based Missile 

Defense system

Space
• European Space Agency, for the Rosetta mission 

to rendezvous with and enter orbit around a comet 

for the fırst time

• European Union, for launch of the fırst dedicated 

satellite for the Copernicus Earth observation and 

environmental monitoring mission

• Indian Space Research Organization, for reaching 

Mars on its fırst attempt with the Mars Orbiter 

Mission, at a fraction of the cost of previous 

missions

• NanoRacks CEO Jeff Manber, for turning a 

commercial toehold on the International Space 

Station into a growing business

Business Aviation
• Robert Bass, for his continued fınancial backing of 

efforts by Aerion to develop a supersonic business 

jet

• Embraer, for certifıcation of the Legacy 500, an 

all-new mid-size business jet and its fırst fully 

fly-by-wire aircraft

• Nextant Aerospace, for bringing new technology to 

business aviation at less cost by remanufacturing 

business aircraft

• Pilatus Aircraft CEO Oscar Schwenk, for launching 

the PC-24 jet in the same versatile mold as the 

successful PC-12 turboprop

  



Lifetime Achievement Awards will be presented to 
David Thompson, Chairman and CEO of Orbital 
Sciences, and John Leahy, Airbus Chief Operating 
Offi cer – Customers

Tomorrow’s Leaders  
Four military academy cadets will be selected to 
receive this award honoring young men and women 
who have chosen career paths in the armed forces

Finalists Announced for the 58th Annual Laureate 
Awards. Join us to celebrate the winners!  

Technology
• GE Aviation head of additive-manufacturing 

strategy Greg Morris, for transition of the new 

technology into production engines

• Mitre Corp., for developing a ground-based 

sense-and-avoid system enabling unmanned-air-

craft operations in civil airspace, working with the 

U.S. Air Force and others

• Rockwell Collins, for the MultiScan ThreatTrack 

radar with enhanced weather hazard detection 

to increase safety and improve ride quality for 

passengers and crew

• U.S. Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division 

and Qinetiq, for the Magic Carpet flight control 

and guidance technology that makes aircraft-carrier 

approaches easier

Innovation
• Paramount Group, for development of the fırst 

fully indigenous African-designed and -built 

military aircraft

• Raytheon and Saab, for their different approaches 

to bringing gallium nitride power electronics to 

military radar and electronic-warfare systems

• Rockwell Collins, for expansion of its Pro Line 

Fusion civil avionics system into military aircraft 

and unmanned aerial systems

• Textron, for business innovation, led by private-

venture development of the Textron AirLand 

Scorpion military jet

Learn more and purchase tickets to attend at 
www.aviationweek.com/laureates
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Road to Reusability

SpaceX hopes to achieve its goal 
of recovering and reusing the 
fi rst stage of its Falcon 9 launch 
vehicle in 2015. Reusability is key to 
meeting launch-cost goals for the 
Falcon Heavy, planned to fl y for the 
fi rst time next year. This vehicle 
has three core stages designed to 
fl y back autonomously and land 
vertically on an automated station-
keeping ship acting as an unmanned 
platform for at-sea recoveries—and, 
eventually, launches. SpaceX is 
developing reusability incrementally 
on operational Falcon 9 launches and 
on a demonstrator vehicle that will 
make high-altitude test fl ights from 
New Mexico in 2015.

TOP TECHNOLOGIES

 
MALE on Deck

With their long endurance carrying heavy payloads, Predator-class unmanned 
aircraft have transformed warfare. But it is near-impossible to operate such large 
fi xed-wing UAVs from the confi nes of warship fl ightdecks. Under the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency’s TERN program, AeroVironment and 
Northrop Grumman are designing medium-altitude, long-endurance (MALE) UAVs 
that can operate from small ships. The designs are believed to feature vertical lift, 
but Darpa is also funding Aurora Flight Sciences to demonstrate its crane-like 
SideArm system (pictured), which can enable a warship to launch and recover a 
1,000-lb.-class fi xed-wing multisensor UAV able 
to stay on station at 500 nm for 10-12 hr. 
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Graham Warwick   Washington

Unmanned Combat Air Vehicles

TOP TECHNOLOGIES

A certain sameness is evident  in unmanned combat 

aircraft fl own or planned in the U.S. and Europe—

and even China and Russia—a result of an emphasis 

on stealth with long range and endurance. 

France/U.K. FCAS BAE and Dassault are leading French and 

British industry in a two-year, $300 million-plus feasibility 

study for a joint unmanned combat aircraft demonstrator

 to fl y early in the 2020s and potentially 

lead to an operational Future Combat 

Air System around 2030.

Northrop Grumman X-47B Making 

the fi rst unmanned-aircraft carrier landings 

and takeoff s in 2013, this 62.1-ft. span, 

44,000-lb. vehicle fl ew in 2011, and will 

continue testing by the U.S. Navy  into 2015.

EADS Barracuda Flown from 2008 to 

2012, this 23.7-ft.-span, 7,165-lb. vehicle 

was a German/Spanish demonstrator for 

advanced unmanned aircraft technologies, 

including cooperating UAVs.

Boeing X-45A First fl own in 2002, 

two of these 49-ft.-span, 12,190-lb. vehicles 

demonstrated autonomous suppression of enemy air 

defenses in a Darpa/Air Force program completed in 2006.

General Atomics Avenger 

This 66-ft.-span, 18,200-lb. 

private-venture Predator C fl ew in 2009 and later was 

deployed to Afghanistan with the U.S. Air Force. A 

carrier-capable Sea Avenger is proposed for Uclass.

BAE Systems Taranis 

Built under a $290 million U.K.-only 

program, this Hawk-sized, 18,000-lb.-class 

vehicle fi rst fl ew in 2013 and completed stealth 

fl ights early in 2014, with trials to continue in 2015.

U.S. Navy Uclass Start of the Unmanned 

Carrier-Launched Surveillance and Strike program

has slipped into 2015 amid debate over 

requirements   for a 14-hr. endurance and the 

ability to maintain a continuous 

surveillance orbit 1,200 nm from

the ship and carry a 1,000-lb. 

bomb load 2,000 nm.

BOEING

GENERAL ATOMICS 

AERONAUTIVCAL SYSTEMS

NORTHROP GRUMMAN

LOCKHEED MARTIN

DASSAULT AVIATION

BAE SYSTEMS

DASSAULT AVIATION

Dassault Neuron

First fl own in late 2012, 

this 15,500-lb.-class 

vehicle is testing stealth 

technology and sensors . 

Culmination of the 

$500 million-plus 

multinational program 

 is planned for 2015

 with weapon drops.
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Graham Warwick Washington  
and William Ostrove Forecast International

Commercial 
Ignition
Competition spurs industry-wide efforts to field 

satellite launchers with lower costs

They are responses to Space Ex-
ploration Technology (SpaceX) with 
its Falcon family of commercially de-
veloped launchers. With more than 40 
launches in its manifest, SpaceX plans 
to fly its first Falcon Heavy and recover 
and reuse its initial Falcon 9 first stage 
in 2015. Falcon Heavy will use three 
Falcon 9v1.1 core stages to place up to 
21,200 kg (46,700 lb.) into geostation-
ary transfer orbit (GTO).

In 2015, SpaceX hopes to compete 
with United Launch Alliance (ULA) 
for U.S. Air Force Evolved Expendable 
Launch Vehicle flights. ULA has been 
hit by uncertainty over the supply of 
Russian RD-180 engines for its Atlas 
V, because of the threat of retaliation 
against sanctions on Moscow for its in-
tervention in Ukraine. Congress wants 
the RD-180 replaced with a U.S. hydro-
carbon rocket engine by 2019. The Air 
Force would prefer a public-private 
partnership to develop it commercially. 
ULA is funding Blue Origin Corp. to de-
velop a liquefied-natural-gas engine to 
be ready in 2018.

In December, European Space Agen-
cy (ESA) members endorsed a 10-year, 
€8.2 billion ($10 billion) plan to develop 
the Ariane 6 launch vehicle while also 
upgrading the Ariane 5 and Vega small 
launcher. Set to be operational in 2020, 
Ariane 6 is to operate without the €100 
million annual subsidy pumped into 
Ariane 5, and to cost 30% less for a 
government launch.

Ariane 6 is expected to cost ESA €4.3 
billion to develop, but industry will take 
on more risk in development and op-

eration and be responsible for the vehi-
cle’s commercial exploitation. ESA has 
committed to buying five government 
launches a year at the fixed price, with 
another six commercial launches a year 
required for Ariane 6 to be viable.

Ariane 5 manufacturer Airbus De-
fense & Space and propulsion supplier 
Safran have established a 50:50 joint 
venture, Airbus Safran Launchers, to 
develop Ariane 6 and the upgraded 
Ariane 5ME. Airbus and Safran are 
the largest industrial stakeholders in 
launch provider Arianespace, and the 
venture intends to take over French 
space agency CNES’s 34%.

The new vehicle will come in two ver-
sions: Ariane 62 with two solid-rocket 
boosters for single-satellite launches up 
to 5,000 kg to GTO; and Ariane 64 with 
four boosters for dual launches up to 
10,000 kg. The P120C solid booster will 
also be used in the upgraded Vega-C, 
which is scheduled to fly in 2018.

China has been the low-cost launch 
provider, but faces competition from 
SpaceX. A more economical and envi-
ronmental family of vehicles is being 
developed by CASC, using kerosene 
propellant, and comprises the light 
Long March 6, medium Long March 7 
and heavy Long March 5 (6,000 kg to 
GTO). Long March 6 could fly early in 
2015 and Long March 7 later in the year, 
while Long March 5 could follow in 2016.

Russia’s follow-on to its Proton, 
Krunichev’s Angara family, has been 
in development since the 1990s. First 
flight was in July 2014 by the smallest 
member, the Angara 1.2, on a suborbital 
demonstration of the kerosene-fueled 
common core stage. The heavy Angara 
A5 was expected to fly by late 2014 
and is designed to lift 5,400 kg to GTO. 
Angara development is planned to be 
completed by 2020.

In March 2014, the Japan Aerospace 
Exploration Agency selected Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries to develop the next-
generation H-X launch vehicle, expect-
ed to become operational in 2021. A key 
objective is to halve the launch cost of 
today’s H-IIA to compete with SpaceX’s 
Falcon 9. Two versions are planned, one 
lifting 2,100 kg to GTO and another with 
two strap-on boosters lifting 6,500 kg.

India’s commercial hopes are built 
on the Indian Space Research Organi-
zation’s Geostationary Satellite Launch 
Vehicle Mk III, which is designed to 
place 5,000 kg into GTO. After a five-
year delay, first launch was planned 
by the end of 2014—a suborbital flight 
with a passive upper stage and experi-
mental crew vehicle. First flight with 
an operational cryogenic upper stage 
is planned for 2017.

While the number of annual launch-
es has held steady in the past few years, 

SPACE SYSTEMS

A new generation of launch vehicles is on the horizon, 
with many being pursued under business models that see 
a shift toward commercial development and operation 
and away from traditional government support. For all, 
the goal is to reduce the cost of space access.

Ariane 62, the  
baseline version  
of Europe’s new  
Ariane 6, will  
have two strap-
on solid rocket  
boosters.

EuropEan SpacE agEncy concEpt
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the payloads carried per launch are 
steadily increasing. Miniaturization of 
components as well as the introduction 
of flexible and cheaper launch options 
have given rise to an increased number 
of small-satellite launches.

Previously only a few satellites be-
low 100 kg were orbited each year, 
mostly for scientific experiments or 
on technology demonstration missions 
for universities and governments with 
small space programs. The newest op-
portunities are for commercial opera-
tors such as Planet Labs.

Highlighting the trend, a Russian 
Dnepr launch vehicle in June 2014 car-
ried 37 payloads on one flight. The aver-
age payloads per launch increased to 1.76 
from 1.44 between 2011-12, or about 23%. 
This increased another 37% in 2013, to 
2.41 per launch. The trend is continuing. 
Through October 2014, an average 2.83 
payloads had been carried per launch.

Commercial launches, as categorized 
by the FAA, increased to 23 in 2013 from 
19 in 2011. In the same period, govern-
ment-operated launches declined to 58 
from 66. So launches by commercial 
entities increased to 28.4% from 22.4% 
of the total; this trend should continue.

Human spaceflight is another driver 
of launcher production. Near term ac-
tivity will involve cargo and crew trans-
port to the International Space Station 
(ISS). It is unclear how long the ISS will 
remain operational, but partner nations 
have expressed interest in maintaining 
the outpost to the mid-2020s.

Only Russia and China are able to 
transport humans into space. Russia’s 
Soyuz capsule carries crews to and 
from the ISS. China’s Shenzhou is in-
crementally increasing its capabilities, 
most recently docking with a Tiangong 
space laboratory module.

NASA is funding the Space Launch 
System (SLS) and Orion crew vehicle 
as well as commercial crew transport 
companies. First flight of the heavy-
lift SLS has slipped to 2018, but the 
Orion capsule made its first unmanned 
flight in December. In September 2014, 
NASA selected Boeing and SpaceX to 
develop and fly commercial crew cap-
sule systems in 2017. Losing bidder Si-
erra Nevada Corp. protested; a ruling 
is due in February.

SpaceX continues commercial cargo 
flights to the ISS with its Dragon cap-
sule on the Falcon 9v1.1. Orbital Sci-

ences’ rival Antares failed on its fifth 
flight in October and is to be reengined 
with twin Russian RD-181s and is ex-
pected to fly the Cygnus cargo craft to 
the ISS again by the end of 2016.

The fatal loss of SpaceShipTwo last 
October will delay Virgin Galactic’s 
plans to start a suborbital space tour-
ism business. It also gives competitors 
such as XCOR Aerospace a chance to 
catch up. When commercial flights will 
begin remains open to debate.

Between 2011-13, Russia (41.4%), 
China (21,6%), the U.S. (20.8%) and 
Europe (7.9%) accounted for 91.7% of 
all launch vehicles manufactured. But 
other countries, notably India and Ja-
pan, are building their own launch ve-
hicle programs.

Increasing commercialization, the 
growing popularity of small satellites, 
and human spaceflight are factors that 
will drive the launch industry and re-
sult in production of a projected 759 
launch vehicles worth $67 billion over 
the next 10 years. c
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Satellite Launchers To Watch
 

MODEL/DESIGNATION

LIFTOFF MASS 

(LB.)

GTO PAYLOAD 

(LB.)

LENGTH 

(FT.)

FAIRING DIA. 

(FT.)

 

STAGE/NO./TYPE

 

LAUNCH SITE

 

MANUFACTURER

AriAnespAce

Ariane 5 ECA 1,719,600 22,000 166 16.4 0: 2 X solid; 1/2 cryo Kourou, French Guiana Airbus Safran

chinA GreAt WAll industry

Long March 3B/E 1,011,900 12,000 185 11 0: 4 X liquid; 1/2 liquid; 
4 cryo

Xichang, China CALT

indiAn spAce reseArch OrGAnizAtiOn (isrO)

GSLV 912,710 5,500 161 11.1 0: 4 X liquid; 1: solid; 2: 
liquid; 4: cryo

Satish Dhawan, India ISRO

internAtiOnAl lAunch services (ils) 

Proton Breeze M 1,547,640 14,550 174 14.3 1-4: liquid Baikonur, Kazakhstan Krunichev

JApAn AerOspAce explOrAtiOn AGency

H-IIA 204 967,650 13,230 174 13.4 0: 4 X liquid; 1/2 cryo Tanegashima, Japan Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

seA lAunch

Zenit 3-SL 1,042,000 13,230 200 13.6 1-3: liquid equatorial sea launch Yuzhnoye

spAce explOrAtiOn technOlOGies

Falcon 9 735,000 10,000 180 17 1/2: liquid Cape Canaveral or 
Vandenberg, USA

SpaceX

united lAunch AlliAnce (ulA)

Atlas V 551 7,737,400 19,260 191 17.7 0: 5 solid; 1 liquid;  
2 cryo

Cape Canaveral or 
Vandenberg, USA

ULA

Expanded Tables Online Download expanded specifications on in-production and under-development launch vehicles  

and search more than 3,100 other systems at AviationWeek.com/specs

Gallery See a review in photographs 
of key events in the space sector in 2014 
at: AviationWeek.com/Space2014   
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Cost in Space

The goals of these developments are 
reducing satellite and launch costs, in-
creasing spacecraft performance and 
launch fl exibility, enabling new mar-
kets and services, and increasing the 
resilience of space assets.

In the commercial communications 
market, as demand for bandwidth has 
increased, spacecraft have become 
heavier. Large communications pay-
loads and the power they require have 
driven up size—the average launch 
mass of geosynchronous satellites 
launched in 2013 was 5,228 kg (11,520 
lb.), up 21% from 2011. That year, only 
one satellite exceeding 6,000 kg lifted 
off ; that increased to eight in both 2012 
and 2013. Bigger satellites can carry 
more high-powered transponders .

New technologies have been intro-
duced as satellites become increas-
ingly powerful. Gallium-arsenide solar 
cells and lithium-ion batteries increase 
the power available for large commu-
nications payloads. Unfurlable anten-
nas, deployed on reaching operating 
orbit, can be up to 22 meters (72 ft.) 
in diameter, enabling smaller ground 
terminals and increased mobility for 
users. High-throughput Ku- and Ka-
band satellites handle more data, at 
higher speeds, with spot beams aimed 
at specifi c locations allowing reuse of 
the same frequencies for multiple cus-
tomers and increasing the bandwidth 
a satellite can  accommodate.

Even as satellites get larger, orders 
for smaller spacecraft enabled by new 
technologies are growing. Boeing’s all-
electric 702SP uses xenon-ion thrust-
ers for orbit raising and, at under 1,800 
kg, is half the weight of an equivalent 
chemical-propulsion satellite. This will 
allow launch of the fi rst two all-electric 
satellites, for ABS and Eutelsat, in a 
conjoined confi guration early in 2015 
on a SpaceX Falcon 9, for cost savings 

Boeing  estimates at up to 20%.
The disadvantage of electric orbital 

transfer is that it will take up to eight 
months to reach geostationary orbit 
(GEO). To minimize that time, Air-
bus Defense & Space will use a more-
powerful plasma engine for Europe’s 
first all-electric satellite, an E3000 
spacecraft weighing 3,500 kg—down 
from 6,000 kg—and scheduled to be 
launched for Eutelsat in 2017. Lock-
heed Martin will use higher-power 
Hall-effect thrusters as the all-elec-
tric option on its A2100. This bus has 
been repackaged for side-by-side dual 
launch, can now be reprogrammed 
in orbit and is being redesigned us-
ing additive manufacturing for faster, 
cheaper production.

Europe’s NeoSat next-generation 
satellite platform, planned to fly by 
2020 and designed to reduce costs by 
30%, is being optimized for electric 
propulsion, but will be available in 
chemical and hybrid versions. Both 
Airbus and Thales Alenia Space will 
field buses based on NeoSat. New 
small GEO platforms are also emerg-
ing. Eutelsat in December ordered its 
fi rst software-defi ned Quantum space-
craft from  Airbus. The 450-kg Ku-
band satellite is scheduled for launch 
in 2018. OHB System’s first 300-kg 
SmallGEO satellite is to be launched in 
2015 for Hispasat, followed in late 2016 
by the European Data Relay Satellite 
EDRS-C, with its high data-rate laser 
communications payload.

There is a growing number of small 
communications satellites in lower or-
bits. O3b Networks is launching a me-
dium-Earth-orbit (MEO) network of 12 
Ku-band, 700-kg satellites for global 
Internet connectivity, and 72 L-band, 
800-kg Iridium Next MEO spacecraft 
are to be launched from 2015 to 2017. 
Laser Light Communications plans 

an all-optical communications system 
with 8-12 MEO satellites delivering 6 
terabits of data per second at speeds 
up to 200 gigabits/sec. Orbcomm is 
launching a second generation of low- 
Earth-orbit satellites for machine-to-
machine communications. Startup 
WorldVu Satellites is planning a net-
work of 640 Ku-band, 125-kg spacecraft 
in non-stationary orbits.

As demand for data increases, so 
does the need for frequency spectrum. 
Satellite operators not only compete 
for available spectrum with each other, 
but with terrestrial mobile broadband 
networks that are growing rapidly .  At 
the 2015 World Radiocommunications 
Conference, the mobile broadband in-
dustry will push for access to C-band 
frequencies traditionally reserved for 
satellite use.

Graham Warwick Washington, William N. Ostrove Forecast International

 Communications satellites get bigger, but future 

commercial and military markets look more diverse 

A technology transition is beginning  in the satellite 

market, with additive manufacturing, electric propulsion, 

software reconfi gurability, laser communications and 

disaggregated platforms among advances being rolled out.   

Boeing’s fi rst all-electric satellites 
sit conjoined, ready for their dual 
launch on a Falcon 9 early in 2015.
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The U.S. defense bill enacted in 
January 2014 included a provision to 
repeal the 1999 law that placed U.S. 
satellites and spacecraft components 
on the Munitions List of export-con-
trolled technologies. The new law al-
lows many spacecraft and components 
to be placed on the less-restrictive 
Commerce Control List, managed by 
the pro-business Commerce Depart-
ment rather than security-focused De-
fense Department. While it is difficult 
to quantify the effect the trade restric-
tions had on U.S. manufacturers, the 
changes will likely make them more 
competitive commercially and globally.

Export financing has become in-
creasingly important. As credit mar-
kets dried up after the 2008 financial 
crisis, government export credit agen-
cies stepped in to support sales of sat-
ellites, components and launchers. The 
U.S. Export-Import (Ex-Im) Bank and 
France’s Coface are the major players 
in the industry, with Ex-Im financing 
60% of U.S. satellite exports in 2011 
and 2012. The bank estimates it has 
provided about $1 billion in financing 
to satellite exporters since 2010, and 
expects that tempo to continue. 

Providing connectivity to users in 
remote areas and those on the move is 
adding to the traditional roles satellite 
communications have played in con-
necting networks and delivering video, 
and helping drive demand for new satel-
lites. This will fuel a market worth $62.7 
billion over the next 10 years, with a 
projected 472 satellites to be delivered.

China, Russia and the U.S. dominate 
the military satellite market, with al-
most 83% of all deliveries between 
2011 and 2013. Japan and France each 
account for slightly more than 5%. 
These five countries will continue to 
dominate the global market. Other 
countries that took delivery of military 
spacecraft during that timeframe—In-
dia, Mexico, North Korea, Turkey and 
the U.K.—will continue to receive a 
small number of satellites.

 Of military satellites with an openly 
declared mission launched between 
2011 and 2013, 35.5% were for remote 
sensing, 30% communications and 26% 
navigation. A little over 5% were dedi-
cated to electronic intelligence gather-
ing. Another 3% were for technology 
development. The U.S. is heavily reli-
ant on satellites to conduct operations 

around the globe, and China and Rus-
sia are attempting to catch up.

Rather than continue developing 
advanced and expensive “exquisite” 
spacecraft, the U.S. military is look-
ing to a more evolutionary approach. 
Under this, smaller, less expensive 
spacecraft would be designed that 
can be developed and launched more 
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quickly and cheaply. The Operation-
ally Responsive Space program plans 
to launch the ORS-5 SensorSat in 2017 
to fill a gap in space situational aware-
ness while demonstrating technologies 
for the follow-on to the Space-Based 
Space Surveillance system.

Another plan to reduce size and cost 
is disaggregation, which would involve 

buying larger numbers of smaller, sim-
pler spacecraft than today’s fleets of 
large, complex satellites. A disaggre-
gated satellite network would be bet-
ter able to handle the loss of a single 
spacecraft and allow more rapid recon-
stitution.

Buying commercial capacity has 
helped meet military demand for 
communications and remote sensing. 
Typically, deals have been signed on an 
as-needed basis and a recent Pentagon 
report to Congress indicated costs 
for bought capacity can be up to four 
times that of bandwidth owned by the 
Defense Department. Now militaries 
are working to create long-term agree-
ments they hope will lower costs and 
improve access to bandwidth. In June 
2014, the U.S. military signed an $8.2 
million contract with SES for two tran-
sponders on a satellite over Africa. The 
five-year deal is one of a series of path-
finder contracts to test new ways to 
acquire satellite communications ser-
vices and reduce the $1 billion spent on 
buying capacity last year.

Over the next 10 years, Forecast In-
ternational projects production of 221 
military satellites of different types, 

with a total value of about $36.3 billion. 
In value terms, the U.S. is the largest 
buyer by a wide margin and is pro-
jected to account for more than 57% 
of production ($20.7 billion) over the 
next 10 years. Other large buyers will 
include Russia (10.4%), China (7.4%), 
France (7%), and Japan (6.4%).

Military production will increase 
through 2018, reaching a high of 26 sat-
ellites, then sharply decline in 2019 by 
26.9%, as major U.S. programs reach 
the end of planned production. With 
no major development efforts under-
way, nothing will be ready for delivery 
in the late 2010s or early 2020s. Value 
of production will take a more drastic 
tumble in 2019, declining 58.4% from 
2018. China and Russia will shore up 
production during these years, and 
tend to rely on larger fleets of cheaper 
satellites than the U.S. and Europe.

Production will begin increasing 
again in 2021 as the U.S. and Europe 
begin to replace satellites launched in 
the early 2000s. What the makeup of 
these new fleets will be is not clear. Mili-
taries are investigating increased use of 
commercial satellites, hosted payloads 
and disaggregation concepts. c
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lowing year. C omposite wing-building 
skills are being honed on  a “beta” ver-
sion of the 777X wingbox, which is 114 
ft. long and 23 ft. wide at its root—the 
largest Boeing has ever built.

The plan dovetails with assembly of 
the fi rst fuselages, which will be com-
pleted initially in Building 40-24 on a 
site developed as the temporary 787 
surge line. The facility, originally oc-
cupied by the 767 line, was established 
to avoid disruption of the main produc-
tion fl ow during the introduction of the 
787-9, and Boeing plans to repeat the 
exercise with the introduction of the 
777X. Low rate initial production of the 
777X will occupy the site for around 
three years until the derivative transi-
tions to the main 777 production line. 
 Boeing is modernizing the baseline 777 
production system in 2015 by introduc-
ing a robotic assembly process called 

The CSeries—and the anticipated 
Boeing 787 and Airbus A350— herald 
the era of the reengined derivative . 
Airlines show by their orders that they 
 are willing to accept the concept not 
only for narrowbodies but for widebod-
ies as well. The Embraer E2 family, the 
Boeing 737 MAX and 777X, the Airbus 
A330neo and possibly even the A380n-
eo (if launched) will be part of that era. 
Work is underway on all . 

2015 will see the fi rst delivery of one 
of the new derivatives while behind the 
scenes, technology and industrial teams 
are preparing for the next wave . Qatar 
Airways will be the launch customer for 
the A320neo, as it was for the A350 in 
2014.  The initial A320neos will improve 
fuel burn per seat by 15%, but Airbus 
believes it can widen the advantage to 
20% over the next fi ve years via a vari-
ety of measures, including an increased 
seat count, which will be in place soon. 

For the neo  family, a combination of 
variants  will be certifi ed: the A319neo, 
A320neo and the A321neo, which can 
feature Pratt & Whitney PW1100G or 
CFM Leap-1A engines.  

Airbus plans to ramp up production 
of the A320neo to 46 aircraft within the 
next three years. The type has been a 
major commercial success. Well ahead 
of fi rst delivery, airlines have ordered 
2,790 A320neos and 734 A321neos. The 
A319’s poor performance underscores 
the market shift to larger aircraft : Air-
bus sold only 49 of the type as of last 
November.

After the 2014 launch of  the 
A330neo, completing design work for 
the derivative takes precedence.  The 
A330-900neo design freeze is slated in 
late  2015 for an entry into service two 
years later. Delta Air Lines is set to take 
delivery of the fi rst A330-300 in the 242-
ton high-gross-weight version mid-year .

In terms of product development, 
Airbus is being pressed by Emirates 
to launch  a reengined version of the 
A380 in 2015. CEO Fabrice Bregier 
recently announced that the manufac-
turer will “one day” launch an A380neo 
and a stretched version of the aircraft, 
which would also be based on the lat-
est-generation engines, sometime well 
after 2020.  

A vast construction project  at Boe-
ing’s Everett, Washington, site is the 
fi rst tangible evidence of the compa-
ny’s big bet on the 777X, the large  twin 
family that will underpin its strategy 
for the long-range market from 2020 
onward. 

The 777X wing center and a nearby 
assembly building form part of Boe-
ing’s $1 billion-plus investment in 
new facilities to support development 
and production of the new derivative, 
which was formally launched at the 
Dubai Airshow in November 2013. 
Firm confi guration will be set in 2015, 
with detailed design following in 2016 
and production beginning in 2017. 

Boeing will move into the 1-million- 
sq.-ft. wing facility in May 2016, and 
build the fi rst production parts the fol-
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Derivatives and 
New Challengers  
Western manufacturers make progress with 

reengined models as new competitors arrive

When Lufthansa  placed the launch order for the 

Bombardier CSeries at the 2008 Farnborough 

International Airshow, the airline was sending a 

message: What we have today is no longer good enough. 

Seven years later, not only is the CSeries in the middle 

of its fl ight-test program, but so is the Airbus A320neo

—one of the two aircraft launched in response. 

CIVIL AVIATION

Commercial Aircraft
Unit Production

Percentage of Market Share 2015-19

 Bombardier
 3.5%  357

ATR
4.5%  450

Airbus
39.4%

3,975

Embraer
 5.1%  515

All Others
6.9%  692

Boeing
  40.7%

4,110

Total Five-Year Production: 10,099

Source: Aviation Week Intelligence Network  

All numbers and percentages rounded.
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the fuselage automated upright build 
(FAUB). Representing the fi rst signifi -
cant change in how Boeing assembles 
fuselages since the early 1950s, the 
FAUB involves  robots working cooper-
atively inside and outside the forward 
and aft fuselage sections.

The dwindling backlog for the 747-8 
remains a  concern, particularly since 
the  recovery of the air cargo market 
is taking longer than expected . In re-
sponse to weakening demand, Boeing 
reduced the production rate to 1.75 per 
month in late 2013 and plans to lower it 
from the current 1.5 to 1.3 in September .    

Production of the 787 continues to 
be avidly watched  because the com-
pany acknowledged in 2014 that de-
ferred production costs have grown 
to $25 billion. However, having hit the 
200th delivery milestone last October, 
Boeing’s 10-per-month assembly rate 

puts the manufacturer potentially on 
track to hand over its 300th 787 in the 
July-August period. T he 787 produc-
tion rate was raised to 10 per month 
from seven in December 2013; longer 
term, the rate is on track to grow to 12 
per month in 2016 and 14 per month 
by 2020.

Production of the first 737 MAX 
fuselage will begin early this year at 
Spirit AeroSystems in Wichita,  follow-
ing delivery of initial fuselage string-
ers from Boeing’s Auburn, Washing-
ton, fabrication site. The fuselage is 
expected to be shipped to Boeing’s 
Renton, Washington, site by  the end 
of second-quarter 2015. First fl ight is 
likely well before mid-2016, with entry 
into service of the fi rst model in 2017.

Preparations for the MAX continue 
at Renton where existing structures 
are being removed to make room for 
the “Central Line” on which the fi rst 
aircraft will be built before production 
of the new aircraft is mixed in with the 
current-model 737. In early 2014,  the 
737 production rate was raised to 42 

per month from 38. However, driven 
primarily by the build-up of the MAX, 
production of all 737s will rise to 52 per 
month in 2018, with an interim step of 
47 per month the year before.

Whereas 2015 will be about incre-
mental developments for Boeing and 
Airbus, the year will be crucial for 
Bombardier: The Canadian manufac-
turer will have all fi ve CS100 fl ight-test 
vehicles (FTVs) in the air to make up 
for  time lost during the summer 2014 
grounding of the fleet following an 
uncontained engine failure on FTV-1. 
Bombardier still claims it will deliver 
the first CS100 in the second half of 
2015, but many industry observers and 
customers doubt this will be achiev-
able. In addition to the initial version of 
the CSeries, the stretched CS300 has 
started ground testing in the past few 
weeks; it is now planned to fl y for the 
fi rst time early this year. The aircraft is 
to enter revenue service six months af-
ter the CS100, likely sometime in 2016.

The CSeries is not the only new air-
craft appearing on the scene in 2015: 
There is a chance that two commer-
cial jets will make their fi rst fl ights in 
Asia. Japan’s Mitsubishi Aircraft MRJ 
regional jet is the most likely; it is due 
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Value of Production

Percentage of Market Share 2015-19

Billions of U.S. Fiscal 2015 Dollars

 Airbus
  45.6%

$627

Embraer
1.4%  $19

Bombardier
1.4%  $19

ATR
 0.8%  $11

All Others
2%  $27

Total Five-Year Value 

of Production: $1,374 billion

Boeing
49%

$671

 Boeing is building a large facility 
for 777X wing assembly at its plant 
in Everett, Washington. 

GUY NORRIS/AW&ST

to fl y in the second quarter of the year. 
Across the East China Sea, Chinese 
state manufacturer Comac says it is 
striving to achieve a fi rst fl ight for the 
C919, a six-abreast narrowbody . And 
in Russia, the first prototype of the 
MC-21 is taking shape; its fi rst fl ight 
date has not yet been set and observ-
ers are noting that 2016 is more likely .

The fi rst MRJ rolled out on Oct. 18;  
ground testing on it had already begun. 
Two more  are in fi nal assembly. The 
fi rst fi ve MRJs, plus two ground-test 
airframes, will be built to the design of 
the MRJ90, a 92-seat variant that is at-
tracting the most interest . The MRJ70, 
designed for 78 economy seats, will fol-
low in fl ight testing and certifi cation. 
A manufacturing strategy based on 
unusually high precision in fabrication 
is becoming increasingly important , 
because Embraer’s E2 upgrade of the 
E Jets will at least narrow the MRJ’s 
original lead in operating effi  ciency.

Mitsubishi Aircraft has lifted the lid 
on a key program detail: its ramp-up 
plan. Since two major delays in 2012 
and 2013 pushed back the target for 
certifi cation by three years to the sec-
ond quarter of 2017, the pressure has 
mounted  to build MRJs as fast as pos-
sible, especially since the program has 
booked orders for 191 aircraft. 

The plan now is to achieve a steady 
rate of 10 a month, twice as fast as the 
original plan, about fi ve years after de-
liveries begin, says Mitsubishi Aircraft 
President Teruaki Kawai. This gives a 
good indication of how many produc-
tion slots the company has available 
between 2017-22.

Assuming MHI will build at the rate 
of one aircraft a month at the time of 
certification and that the rate rises 
smoothly in the following five years, 
 330 aircraft could be delivered by the 
second quarter of 2022. That would 
leave 146 slots available by then, fewer 
than 184 aircraft on which customers 
hold options. Moreover, this calcula-
tion does not include 32 MRJs that 
Japan Airlines intends to order for 
delivery from 2021.

If the production rate at certifi ca-
tion is two a month instead of one, then 
a further 30 MRJs should be available 
for delivery by the second quarter of 
2022.

The Chinese government launched 
the C919 a few weeks after the MRJ’s 
program kicked off  in 2008. Develop-
ment of the larger aircraft is running 
perhaps three quarters behind the re-
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gional jet, with entry into service now 
due in 2018, two years behind the origi-
nally generous schedule. Although fly-
ing the first C919 in late 2015 is Comac’s 
aim, the manufacturer appears not at 
all sure it will do so. Roll-out is due in 
the third quarter, so achieving a first 
flight in the same year looks tight. 

Apart from technical challenges, 
Comac also has a continuing task of 
securing funding for its program, 
which the state is paying for. A budget 
of 58 billion yuan ($9.4 billion) was an-
nounced for the C919, but three years 
ago the project had run out of money. 
There is no apparent risk of the gov-
ernment turning off the money tap, but 
industry executives say Comac is keen 
to show that it is running its program 
well, so that funding is not reduced.

Comac’s first aircraft type, the 
ARJ21 regional jet, is close to achieving 

airworthiness certification. The manu-
facturer has contracted for 10 sets of 
airframe assemblies to support volume 
production and is also looking at how 
to improve the type, which has dated 
during its 13 years of development.

As to the more well-established air-
craft builders, Embraer is on track to 
conduct the critical design review for 
the E190-E2, the first of its second-
generation E-Jet family, later in 2015 
as it looks to protect its share of the 
future 70-130-seat regional and small 
airliner market.

The Brazilian manufacturer aims 
to introduce three versions of the E2 
family by 2020, and is completing de-
tailed design work on the E190-E2 ver-
sion, which is slated to enter service 
in the first half of 2018. The first E2 
variant is the same size as the current 
baseline E190, but revised with an all-
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POWERPLANT  
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MAX. 

SPEED

 

CRUISE 

SPEED

 

RANGE 

(NM.)

AIRBUS-

A320neo 150 117.4 1,313 123.3 38.6 — —
2 X CFM Leap-1A or 
P&W PW1127G

M 0.82 M 0.78
3,800 
est

A330-900neo 310 210 — 209 — — 533,520 2 X Trent 7000 M 0.86 M 0.82 6,200

A350-1000 369 212.5 4,770 242.5 56 — 679,000 2 X R-R Trent XWB-97 M 0.89 M 0.85 8,400

BOEING

737 MAX 8 162 117.8 — 129.5 41 — 181,200 2 X CFM Leap-1B — M 0.79 3,620

777-9 407
235.5/ 
212.8

— 251 64.5 362,000 775,000 GE9X — — 8,200+

787-10 300-330 197 3,500 224 56 — 553,000
2 X GE GEnx-1B or  
R-R Trent 1000-Ten

M 0.89 M 0.85 7,000

BOMBARDIER AEROSPACE

CS300 130-160 115 1,209 127 38 — 144,000 2 X P&W PW1500G — M 0.82 2,950

COMAC

 
C919

 
168

 
117.5

 
1,390

 
127.6

 
39.2

 
92,815

159,835/ 
170,400

 
Leap-1C

 
—

 
M 0.785

2,200/ 
3,000 
(ER)

EMBRAER

E190-E2 97-114 — — 119 36 — 125,400 2 X P&W PW1900G M 0.82 — 2,800

IRKUT

  MS-21-200 150-162 117.8 — 117.8 37.8 — 149,000
2 X Aviadvigatel PD-14 
or P&W PW1400G

— — 3,100

MITSUBISHI AIRCRAFT

MRJ70 78 95.9 — 109.6 34.4 47,800 79,807 2 X  P&W PW1217G — M 0.78 918

SUKHOI CIVIL AIRCRAFT

Superjet 100-75 68-78 91.2 — 86.8 33.8 — 85,600 2 X PowerJet SaM146 M 0.81 M 0.87 1,800

Expanded Tables Online Download expanded specifications on in-production and under-development 

commercial aircraft and search more than 3,100 other systems at AviationWeek.com/specs

Gallery See a review in photographs  
of key events in the commercial  
aviation sector in 2014 at:  
AviationWeek.com/Commercial2014 

new wing, Pratt & Whitney PW1900G 
geared turbofans, revised empennage, 
new landing gear, interior and systems. 
The stretched E195-E2, which is set to 
enter service in 2019, is followed by the 
E175-E2 debuting in 2020. The 195-E2 
represents the largest engineering 
change of the three, with a fuselage 
stretch covering three added rows to 
enable seating for up to 132 in single-
class configuration. The E175-E2 will 
also be a stretch of the current E175, 
although only one row longer than the 
baseline model, to enable seating for 
up to 88 in a single-class configuration. 
The development effort for E175-E2 is 
more extensive. c

CIVIL AVIATION
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Analysts will be watching three clusters of airlines closely 
next year to see how they respond to these elements and a 
better overall economy. Will some airlines start or resume 
otherwise marginal routes? Might a particularly aggressive 
carrier move into another’s hub or focus city? 

The situation is likely most interesting among the four larg-
est U.S. carriers, all which have completed mergers in the past 
six years. Delta Air Lines, the fi rst to merge, also could be the 
fi rst to take on American Airlines, United Airlines or Southwest 
Airlines in a battle for market share. Alternatively, the largest 
four carriers could continue to compete on important routes but 
essentially divide the domestic market in relatively even fashion. 

There are two other groups of airlines to watch in 2015. 
The four most important domestic U.S. niche carriers—Alaska 
Airlines, JetBlue Airways, Hawaiian Airlines and Virgin Amer-
ica—will need to protect their profi ts against increased com-
petition from global network companies. All four previously 
held an edge in on-board product and comfort, though the 
larger carriers have closed that gap in the past two years. Also 
of interest is how Allegiant Air, Frontier Airlines and Spirit 
Airlines will compete for the nation’s most frugal travelers. 

Among the major U.S. network carriers, it’s not clear how 
long the Big Four will continue to operate in roughly the same 
manner, with similar fl eet counts and strategies. In recent 
years, American, Delta and United have invested in their 
largest hubs, added fees, purchased new aircraft and slowly 
improved cabins by adding entertainment and power ports. 
Southwest still operates a little diff erently, though it increas-
ingly looks more like the other majors. 

Presumably, in a strong macroeconomic climate, these air-
lines could succeed next year by sticking to what works well. 
All three global carriers could continue to attract their share 
of corporate traffi  c, and each would keep taking advantage of 
its area of strength: American to Latin America and London, 
United to Asia and Delta to Europe. But in 2015, one airline 
might try another approach, perhaps in an attempt to gain a 
larger share of lucrative corporate traffi  c. Internationally, this 
group also will be increasingly competing with Southwest, 
long a domestic-only airline that will make its fi rst major 
forays into Latin America. 

“I am not sure that over the medium and longer term that 
the competition amongst the legacies will remain stable,” 
says George Hamlin of Hamlin Transportation Consulting. 
“Sooner or later one of them will desire to be fi rst among 
equals and when that happens, the other two are not going 
to take it lying down. That is when the mischief will occur.”

Most eyes are on Atlanta-based Delta, which already has 
been on the move, though not yet in a way that has disrupted 
the status quo among the other three major carriers. Be-
lieving its hub at Tokyo Narita International Airport is no 
longer suffi  cient for funneling traffi  c to Asia, Delta is building 
a transpacifi c hub at Seattle–Tacoma International Airport, 
which, if it succeeds, will compete with United’s San Fran-
cisco International Airport hub. Delta is also encroaching on 
American’s London Heathrow Airport operation with its joint 
venture with Virgin Atlantic Airways. That joint venture has 
allowed Delta to begin fl ights with its own metal on routes 
dominated by American and British Airways, such as Los 
Angeles, Philadelphia and Boston to London. Delta also oc-
casionally has been off ering deep sales in business class from 
American Airlines hubs in the U.S. to secondary OneWorld 
cities in Europe such as Madrid and Helsinki, Finland. 

“Delta has maneuverability that the other two just 
don’t have at this point, and I think the example of 

Brian Sumers  Los Angeles 

More Competition in 2015?  
U.S. carriers should have another 

profi table year in 2015, but will the

stronger seek to steal market share?

U.S. airlines  completed one of their 

most profi table years in 2014, mainly by 

limiting capacity and taking advantage 

of strong demand and cheaper fuel. But 

if fuel prices continue to fall, will air-

lines stick with the strategies that have 

made them so much money? Or will 

stronger carriers reach for more mar-

ket share and disrupt the status quo?   

 Spirit Airlines will face increased competition next 
year from Allegiant Air and Frontier Airlines.  

GEORGE HAMLIN

AIR TRANSPORT PROFILES
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that is what we are seeing in Seattle,” Hamlin says. 
But American also could go on the offensive. Under new 

management, it has shown a proclivity to compete against 
United, especially in Chicago, where both airlines operate 
hubs, and against Delta. Much of the head-to-head competi-
tion with Delta is in Los Angeles, where both airlines have 
been busy adding flights to secondary U.S. cities such as In-
dianapolis and Tampa, Florida. American also recently an-
nounced it soon will fly three times daily between Los Angeles 
and Atlanta, a market it had avoided. 

“I appreciate that it is a competitors’ hub,” says Chuck 
Schubert, American’s vice president for network planning. 
“But it is a market that is very much demanded by our cus-
tomers out of the Los Angeles area.”

United and Southwest appear less likely to challenge the 
status quo, though both are expected to increase capacity 
slightly in 2015. United is still working out the kinks of its 
integration with Continental Airlines, while Southwest has 
long advocated more measured growth and probably won’t 
seek to provoke the global network carriers unnecessarily. 
Southwest may, however, take an aggressive stance against 
Virgin America, which seeks to build a focus location at Dal-
las Love Field, where Southwest is the market leader. 

If there’s another issue the major carriers will be watching 
in 2015, it could be the pilot shortage. None of the largest U.S. 
airlines is expected to have difficulty finding qualified pilots for 
the foreseeable future, and most regional carriers say there 
are still plenty of applicants to fly 50-seat and larger jets. But 
regional carriers have reported problems finding pilots to fly 
smaller turboprops and many of those companies, including 
SkyWest Airlines, have been retiring their smallest aircraft. 
As a result, airports like those in Carlsbad and Crescent City, 
California, will be removed from major airline networks. At 
this point, that probably won’t affect profitability. But if the is-
sue worsens, airlines could have a problem feeding their hubs.

“The pilot issue has quieted down in the press but I don’t 
think it is going away,” Hamlin says. “When the larger carri-
ers need additional pilots, they are going to continue to raid 
the regional carriers.”

As the four largest U.S. airlines continue to add routes 
and improve their onboard experience, smaller ones could in-
creasingly be caught in the middle. Alaska Airlines is likely in 
the most peril because of Delta’s incursion at Alaska’s Seattle 
hub. But Alaska has unusually strong loyalty in the Pacific 
Northwest, and airline executives as well as many analysts 
are confident it can withstand the pressure. “We are going 
to peak at over 300 flights a day this summer,” says Andrew 
Harrison, vice president for planning and revenue manage-
ment. “That’s multiples more than any other carrier.” 

Both Alaska and JetBlue are reasonably well-positioned for 
2015 because of their strong regional brands, customer- friend-
ly onboard products, and relatively large fleets and networks. 
While those two carriers cannot compete with the scale and 
scope of legacy operations, each is sufficiently large—Alaska has 
about 140 aircraft and JetBlue around 200—to remain competi-
tive in key markets. For Alaska, strength is in the Pacific North-
west, while for JetBlue it’s in the Northeast and Florida. Some 
analysts wonder if these two carriers will be acquisition targets 
for larger airlines, but it’s not likely that will occur in 2015. 

Hawaiian, another niche U.S. carrier, also should have a 

strong 2015, though increased competition from the West 
Coast to Hawaii from legacy airlines and Alaska could put 
downward pressure on fares. 

Virgin America, however, may not be as well positioned for 
2015. The airline will end 2014 with only 53 Airbus A320-family 
aircraft, and while it intends to add five next year, it will remain 
much smaller than its competitors. Virgin America also does not 
dominate any markets, including its hub airports of Los Angeles 
and San Francisco. And while it is attempting to build a focus 
location at Dallas Love Field and starting to increase opera-
tions in Washington and New York, Virgin America likely will 
continue to lag in profit margins in 2015. But if macroeconomic 
conditions remain strong, Virgin still could have a good year. 

At the bottom of the market, the three ultra-low-cost carri-
ers could engage in more competition in 2015. Frontier, Spirit 
and Allegiant mostly stayed out of each other’s way in 2014, 
but that is expected to change next year. 

Allegiant, which has long dominated tiny markets like 
Grand Forks, North Dakota, is increasingly moving into mid-
size cities such as Indianapolis, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati. 
Allegiant has signaled it could be searching for more midsize 
airports underserved by legacy carriers. “We think it can be 
a tremendous driver of growth going forward for us,” says 
Lukas Johnson, vice president for network and pricing. 

But Allegiant is not the only carrier to find these markets in-
triguing. Frontier, which made the shift to ultra-low-cost in 2014, 
has been seeking midsize airports and adding routes in Cincin-
nati and Cleveland, both to major cities and vacation destina-
tions. Frontier is trying to stimulate the market with one-way 
fares as low as $14.99, but it does not yet have the cost structure 
to truly compete with Spirit and Allegiant. Frontier will spend 
much of 2015 trying to solidify its ultra-low-cost status. 

Spirit, however, may spend much of 2015 trying to make 
sure Frontier does not become a bonafide competitor. Spirit 
is likely the strongest of the three low-end carriers, having 
created a profitable niche operating at major hubs in Chicago, 
Houston and Dallas, where it can undercut legacy airlines on 
price and still make hefty profit margins. Spirit will take de-
livery of 15 new aircraft in 2015, and spend much of the year 
in growth mode. It expects to make a large foray into Latin 
America from Houston and is adding flights at Cleveland be-
ginning in January, perhaps only as a deterrent to Frontier. 

All this increased competition assumes airlines will continue 
to have plenty of cash in 2015. Most analysts expect 2015 will be 
another strong year, but a terrorism event could change things 
quickly. “The drop in oil prices, which seems to be caused 
partly by the surge in U.S. production, is here to stay, at least 
for a while,” says Jan K. Brueckner, professor of economics at 
the University of California, Irvine. “It bodes well for airline 
profits while also giving the carriers a chance to pass on some 
of the savings to passengers in lower fares.” c

Delta Air Lines could use its strong position to expand 
into competitors’ markets in 2015.

Erik SimonSEn

AIR TRANSPORT PROFILES
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Major aero-political dossiers, such as the Single European 
Sky, are unlikely to move forward despite the high cost of the 
the continent’s inefficient air traffic management system ($7.6 
billion per year). And progress for revisions to key European 
Union (EU) regulations—including passenger-rights and slot 
rules and ground-handling directive—will depend on Spain 
and the U.K. resolving their dispute over Gibraltar. 

“We hope to see the powers-that-be in Brussels complete 
the review of slot regulation, hopefully allowing slot-trading 
at congested airports throughout Europe in the same man-
ner that now legally exists in the U.K.,” says David Huttner, 
senior vice president of London-based consultancy Nyras. 
Slot-trading “is a chance to enhance efficiency of scarce run-
way capacity and for weaker carriers to secure restructuring 
funds without state aid.”

The previous European Commission (EC) session, which 
ended in October, approved government subsidies to numer-
ous small and mid-size flag carriers—including SAS Scandina-
vian Airlines, Air Baltic, LOT Polish Airlines, Adria Airways, 
Air Malta and Czech Airlines—arguing that their financial 
support was restructuring aid and in line with EU rules on 
state assistance. A point to watch in 2015 will be the new EU 
antitrust authority’s actions in ongoing in-depth investigations 
on alleged state aid to carriers in difficulty, such as Cyprus 
Airways and Estonian Air.

While 2015 might see the demise of some smaller airlines, 
the new year will probably start with cheers and champagne 
at Alitalia and Etihad Airways. If all goes well, the so-called 
New Alitalia will take off in January, with a new board and 
chairman, a new CEO and the Abu Dhabi-based national air-
line of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) as a 49% shareholder. 
The EC cleared the affiliation under its merger regulations in 
November, and for Italy’s civil aviation authority ENAC, the 
proposed organization conforms to EU rules on ownership 
and effective control. When the transaction closes, Italian 
shareholders through Alitalia Cai will own 51% of Alitalia and 
Etihad 49%, ENAC says, emphasizing that regarding the re-
quirement of effective control, “it finds no evidence that there 

are any agreements between the shareholders of Alitalia Cai 
and Etihad that may affect and influence the decisions to be 
taken by the New Alitalia.” 

The €1.7 billion ($2.1 billion) deal, announced in August, 
is expected to save Italy’s loss-making flagship carrier from 
bankruptcy and give Etihad increased access to Europe, 
which is one of the world’s most affluent and largest air travel 
markets, with a population of 742 million.

EC satisfaction with Italy’s assessment that Etihad will as-
sert no effective control over Alitalia remains to be seen. The 
EC’s directorate general of transport, DG Move, last spring 
launched an investigation into foreign investments in EU air-
lines and whether they comply with the 28-member union’s 
rules on ownership and control. Delta Air Lines’ stake in Vir-
gin Atlantic Airways, China’s HNCA holding in Luxembourg 
freight airline Cargolux, Korean Air’s shares in Czech Airlines 
and Etihad’s stock in Air Berlin are in the spotlight. The EC 
also has extended its review to two non-EU airlines and is in 
contact with Swiss and Serbian authorities regarding the Abu 
Dhabi carrier’s proposed 33.3% stake in Lugano, Switzerland-
based Darwin Airline and its 49% ownership of Air Serbia.

Switzerland’s civil aviation authority has concerns that the 
proposed involvement of Etihad could mean there is a financial 
dependence on it, and has given Darwin until Jan. 31 to propose 
corrective measures. German authorities in mid-December ap-

proved Etihad’s involvement in loss-making Air Berlin and con-
cluded that the Gulf airline, which owns a 29% stake in the car-
rier, Germany’s second-largest, does not have effective control.

The aggressive expansion in Europe by the deep-pocketed 
Gulf carriers, but specifically Etihad’s strategy of taking equity 
stakes in airlines to supplement its portfolio of code-share part-
ners to feed its network at Abu Dhabi Airport has been the topic 
of emotional debate among politicians and airline boards. It just 
signed up SAS as its 22nd code-share partner in Europe.

The debates will not cease in 2015. The Dutch government, 
for instance, intends to start assessing whether the interests 
of KLM and Amsterdam Schiphol Airport will be harmed be-
fore awarding further traffic rights to “threatening” foreign 
carriers such the Gulf airlines and Turkish Airlines, trans-
port secretary Wilma Mansveld says.

Most of Europe’s small and medium-size carriers see for-
eign investments as lifelines. International Airlines Group 

Cathy Buyck Brussels

Shifting Shares
Gulf and low-cost carriers will 

continue to increase their  

footprints in Europe

A situation at Brussels Airport provides 
the perfect illustration of the state of the 
European airline industry: a home-base 
network carrier that struggles to post 
profits in spite of several restructuring 
programs, an increasing presence of Gulf 
airlines and a considerable capacity hike 
by low-cost carriers (LCC). This environ-
ment will persist in 2015.
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(IAG) CEO Willie Walsh believes that “on balance,” it is “prob-
ably a good thing” that Etihad is investing in Alitalia, echoing 
similar remarks of Ryanair CEO Michael O’Leary. Alitalia 
was not going to disappear, Walsh asserts, and “there would 
have been an Italian solution to an Italian problem.” 

Association of European Airlines (AEA) CEO Athar Husain 
Kahn welcomes consolidation and says it is part of embracing a 
liberalized market. “Allowing investors, even foreign investors 
to buy part of an airline is good as long as everybody plays by 
the same rules,” he says, while noting that the EU has gone 
the furthest in allowing 49% foreign ownership. “I would call 
on all other regions to at least match this,” Husain Kahn says, 
admitting this is more a long-term objective.

He’s “pretty happy” with the performance of the 30-mem-
ber group in 2014 and “it is a fair assumption we will see some 
growth in 2015.” AEA members anticipate concludng 2014 
with a 2.5% growth in passengers and 4% in revenue passen-
ger kilometers on a 1% increase in flight sectors, leading to 
a record load factor of 81%. “We achieved growth in a region 
with almost no economic growth,” Husain Kahn points out. 
He warns that European network carriers will not be able 
to keep their share of global traffic and will be bypassed by 

other regions due to regulatory burdens, taxes and levies. 
Airports in Beijing, Istanbul and Dubai operate 24 hr. a day, 
whereas curfews limit the use of Paris airports to 19 hr., 16 
at Frankfurt and 15.5 at Amsterdam.

European Regions Airline Association (ERA) Director Gen-
eral Simon McNamara is equally optimistic about the outlook 
for his association’s 53 members and believes “there will be a 
return to some growth, albeit modest growth, across Europe” 
in 2015, after years of contraction. Europe’s regional airlines 
reduced capacity by 3% in 2014, but they “experimented with 
new, different routes and widened the net of destinations,” 
he says. The number of routes increased by 3%, according to 
McNamara. He sees strong growth within other segments of 
the market such as wet-leasing:  Several ERA members have 
secured aircraft, crew, maintenance and insurance contracts 
with network carriers and LCCs.  Financial performance could 
improve if fuel prices remain low. “Most of our members are 
not hedged and pay the spot price. Lower fuel prices will help 
their margins,” McNamara explains.

Financially, Europe’s airlines as a whole performed better 
in 2014 than in 2013 but their economic sustainability lagged 
that of their counterparts in other regions, International Air 
Transport Association (IATA) Director General and CEO 
Tony Tyler says. Only African airlines reported a lower profit 
margin. European carriers are projected to post a combined 
$2.8 billion net profit in 2014 and 1.3% net margin, according 
to the IATA forecast released in June. On the bright side, the 

$3.23 per-passenger profit that Europe’s airlines are expected 
to report in 2014 is a vast improvement on 2013’s 58 cents. 
Most legacy airlines will continue with their restructuring 
and cost-cutting programs; KLM wants to lower operating 
costs by €700 million over the next five years.

For Europe’s leading low-cost carriers, 2014 was a boon, 
with Ryanair, EasyJet and Vueling Airlines posting record 
profits. Norwegian Air Shuttle faced a setback in estab-
lishing its long-haul, low-cost model using Boeing 787s and 
crews partially sourced at non-EU bases, because of the U.S. 
Transportation Department’s delay in granting the airline’s 
Ireland-based Norwegian Air International (NAI) subsidiary 
a foreign air carrier permit. “The fact that the unions and 
management at the big U.S. carriers have suddenly found 
common cause demonstrates how far the U.S. aviation es-
tablishment is willing to go to limit competition across the 
Atlantic, competition that was clearly meant to be the out-
come of the open skies agenda and treaties that Washington 
has trumpeted for years,” Nyras’s Huttner asserts.

LCCs heightened their share of intra-European seat capac-
ity to 34% this year. In Spain and Poland, their share is 50% and 
they fly approximately 40% of scheduled seats in the U.K., Italy, 

Norway, Belgium, Ireland, Romania 
and Portugal, according to RDC Avia-
tion analysis. In non-EU countries, 
LCC penetration is still low (see table). 

The upward capacity trend for LCCs 
will continue in 2015, predicts Huttner. 
“And part of that growth will come at 
the expense of the short-haul market 
base of legacy carriers. Europe’s largest 
LCCs are entering primary airports, 
targeting hubs where the flag carriers 
are struggling, while simultaneously 
upgrading their offerings to attract the 
higher-yield business traveler.”

Ryanair is now in two major global distribution systems 
and even offers “business-plus” fares with flexibility on ticket 
changes, baggage allowances, free airport check-ins, priority 
boarding and fast-track airport security clearances.

Europe’s major LCCs have placed large fleet orders, to ful-
fill their growth ambitions, and are increasing aircraft seat 
capacity, with EasyJet replacing Airbus A319s with A320s 
and Ryanair launching the 197-seat Boeing 737 MAX 200. 
“How can these airlines possibly fill these larger aircraft 
while also offering the frequency needed by business trav-
elers?” wonders Mark Scourse, director at London-based 
consultancy Aviation Economics. He sees a “massive” over-
capacity on core city routes as large numbers of new aircraft 
are delivered over the next decade. “A twice-daily flight on 
a 200-seat aircraft needs about 250,000 passengers a year 
at 85% load factor. Currently, there are only 665 routes in 
Europe with traffic of over 250,000 passengers a year. To 
put this in context, Ryanair and EasyJet combined will have 
a fleet of more than 800 aircraft by 2019,” Scourse calculates.

Lufthansa Group and Air France-KLM are preparing to bol-
ster their presence in Europe’s LCC market, but their efforts 
may be too little too late. “It has always been a challenge for 
major network carriers to set up a truly profitable low-cost sub-
sidiary. Jetstar [wholly owned by Qantas] and Vueling [which 
was merged with Iberia-backed Clickair and now is fully owned 
by IAG] are exceptions. Many others simply lose less money 
than their parent,” concludes Huttner. c
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This is one of the challenges facing 
most Asian airlines in 2015—growing 
sufficiently to ensure they can grab 
their share of the action without cre-
ating capacity oversupply. Market data 
show that the balance tipped too far 
toward supply in 2014, and now a re-
adjustment is needed.

A rapidly increasing middle-class 
in China and several Southeast Asian 
nations is creating huge reservoirs 
of demand, although competition for 
this traffi  c is increasingly fi erce. This is 
also the case in more mature markets 
such as Japan and Australasia, where 
saturated domestic services are driv-
ing carriers to look overseas for new 
opportunities, using a range of busi-
ness models.

The Asia-Pacific region is so vast 
that there will always be unique prob-
lems in diff erent markets, but many of 
the long-term issues are remarkably 
similar.

SOUTHEAST ASIA

For the full-service airlines in this area, 
the focus will be on rational growth. 
Many of them are currently reviewing 
their expansion strategies to ensure 
they are not outpacing demand, and 
in 2015 it will become clear to what de-
gree their plans have changed.

The biggest adjustments are likely 
to come from embattled Malaysia 
Airlines (MAS). In an effort to turn 
around spiraling losses, the govern-
ment has bought out the other share-

holders and taken full control of the 
airline. This will allow it to implement 
the major restructuring the govern-
ment believes can make MAS an ef-
fective competitor again.

The carrier has signaled this could 
mean fleet and network changes as 
it concentrates more on intra-Asia 
routes rather than markets fa rther 
afi eld. This will obviously have com-
petitive implications for other airlines, 
and MAS may look to new partner-
ships to serve long-haul markets such 
as Europe.

Philippine Airlines and Thai Air-
ways also are undertaking reviews 
that could see them recalibrate 
growth. These airlines—and others 
in Southeast Asia—will still expand, 
but probably at a slower rate than they 
have previously.

Southeast Asia’s largest carriers, 
Singapore Airlines (SIA) and Cathay 
Pacifi c, remain solidly profi table and 
do not need drastic measures. But 
challenges still loom for both of them.

SIA’s main focus will be on its low-
cost carrier (LCC) subsidiaries. The 
wholly owned Scoot and majority 
owned Tiger Airways have been a drag 
on the group’s earnings, and SIA will 
no doubt look to refine its approach 
to the LCC sector. These subsidiaries 
could be a valuable strategic weapon, 
but only if they are breaking even.

The key issue facing Cathay is the 
construction of a third runway at its 
Hong Kong hub. The airline will want 

to see the remaining regulatory hur-
dles cleared, as this project is vital for 
airline expansion in Hong Kong.

Lack of infrastructure is likely to 
impede  growth in many countries in 

the region, although some industry 
experts point out that Asia-Pacifi c na-
tions have proved that they can com-
plete large construction projects far 
faster than is possible in Europe or 
North America. 

Asia’s low-cost carriers are not im-
mune to the overcapacity issues in 
Southeast Asia. For example, AirAsia 
and its AirAsia X affiliate have both 
slowed their growth plans and aircraft 
deliveries. Many of the LCCs—includ-
ing AirAsia X, Lion Air and Scoot—will 
continue to expand the joint venture 
franchises they have established in 
new overseas markets.

NORTHEAST ASIA

In contrast to their peers in other 
parts of the Asia-Pacific region, Ja-
pan’s major airlines are in robust fi nan-
cial health. However, they are still pay-
ing close attention to their long-term 
strategies to position themselves for 
continued profi ts.

While Asian LCCs in particular have 
been racking up massive narrowbody 
orders, the two Japanese majors have 
boosted the widebody backlogs of both 
Airbus and Boeing during the past 15 
months. The challenge will be where 
to land these new aircraft, as despite 
recent expansions, capacity remains a 
headache at Tokyo-area airports.

Haneda Airport is essentially full, 
leaving Narita International Airport 
as the best option for new services in 
2015. But growth there will also be lim-
ited, making it essential that the gov-
ernment acts on proposals to expand 
airspace capacity over Tokyo. The 
prospect of a traffi  c surge for the 2020 
Tokyo Olympics could be the catalyst 
for movement on this front.

The mainline carriers are not plan-
ning to increase their domestic servic-
es signifi cantly, as a declining popula-
tion and competition from high-speed 
rail limit the potential of this sector. In-
stead, they are looking to international 
markets for growth opportunities.

Both Japanese majors have ramped 

Mega Market  

Despite vast Asia-Pacifi c demand prospects, 

airlines must manage expansion carefully

Adrian Schofi eld Auckland and Bradley Perrett Beijing

 Malaysia Airlines is looking to 
realign its international operations 
as part of a broader restructuring 
eff ort. 
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The growth potential  in many Asia-Pacifi c markets 

off ers airlines an opportunity unrivaled in any other 

global region. However, carriers here are also facing 

up to the fact that to tap into the expected bonanza, 

they must remain fi nancially viable in the short-term. 
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up international capacity, and are 
poised to do so again in 2015. Japa-
nese government initiatives—and a 
weak yen—have helped increase de-
mand for inbound travel in particular. 
So far traffic has largely kept up with 
the capacity increase, but as in other 
regions, the Japanese airlines will have 
to be careful they do not let supply rise 
too fast.

Further foreign investment moves 
by All Nippon Airways could be influ-
ential in the coming  year. On the do-
mestic front, any strategic or structur-
al shifts by troubled Skymark Airlines 
will be closely watched. Also, the new 
wave of Japanese LCCs—launched by 
the major carriers—will continue to in-
crease their footprint in domestic and 
international markets.

A pickup in the global air cargo in-
dustry should boost the fortunes of the 
two large Korean carriers, which are 

heavily reliant on freight.
Korean Airlines will be looking to 

improve its operating results, although 
currency fluctuations have made its 
net results extremely volatile recently. 
Asiana will start the year with a handi-
cap, thanks to a 45-day ban on flying 
into the key San Francisco market as 
a penalty for its crash at that airport 
in 2013.

MAINLAND CHINA

In 2015 the main moves by Chinese 
airlines will be in international ser-
vices, partly because the government 
has told them to develop that sector 
and partly because domestic market 
growth has slowed.

Air China will want to consolidate 
its position as China’s leading inter-
national airline, especially by increas-
ing frequencies. Chinese airlines have 
tended to avoid multiple daily frequen-
cies on intercontinental services—put-
ting them at a great disadvantage in 
luring business travelers. At the same 
time, Air China is busy building up at 
Shanghai, China’s largest city and the 

home town of rival China Eastern Air-
lines. Importantly, Shanghai Pudong 
International Airport, in contrast 
to Beijing Capital International, has 
spare capacity.

For China Southern, a key opportu-
nity may arise over the next year with 
the expected retirement of Li Jiaxiang 
as head of the Civil Aviation Admin-
istration of China (CAAC). Under Li, 
a former chairman of Air China, the 
CAAC has accepted arguments by that 
carrier and China Eastern that the 
China Southern’s five Airbus A380s 
should be kept off international routes 
from Beijing and Shanghai. China 
Southern has had to fly them interna-
tionally from Guangzhou, which is not 
a strong market.

China Eastern will move ahead in 
2015 with what it calls its Pacific strat-
egy. The plan, to increase services to 
North America while introducing new 

aircraft interiors and inflight enter-
tainment systems, relies on the 20 
Boeing 777-300ERs it should have in 
service by 2018. The first three of these 
have already arrived.

Privately owned Hainan Airlines 
will persist in its efforts to open long-
haul international services, but it can-
not expect to be granted long-haul 
access to Beijing and Shanghai. The 
administration of Xi Jinping, which 
took office two years ago, shows little 
sign of withdrawing protection from 
state enterprises, such as the big 
three carriers.

Domestically, the major change is 
the rise of budget carriers, which now 
have CAAC’s backing. But the low-cost 
sector is growing from a small base, so 
it represents more of a future problem 
for the big carriers.

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND

Here, the focus is squarely on the re-

structuring and potential financial re-
vival of Qantas. The airline spent most 
of 2014 implementing a cost-cutting 
program that was probably the largest 
in the global industry this year. While 
some aspects are yet to be completed, 
the bulk of these changes will bear 
fruit in 2015.

Qantas has predicted a quick turn-
around from the spiraling losses that 
culminated in a record deficit for the 12 
months through June 30. The carrier 
forecasts an underlying pre-tax profit 
for the six months through Dec. 31, 
and the next goal will be a return to 
net profitability.

Qantas and its local rival Virgin 
Australia have pulled back from the 
capacity war in the domestic market 
that was hurting both airlines, and one 
of the key things to watch in 2015 will 
be whether these more rational growth 
levels are sustained.

Virgin Australia will also be looking 
to reverse a series of net losses, and 
reap the financial rewards of an exten-
sive multiyear transformation.

The airline has built up an impressive 
international network through strategic 
alliances with other airlines. It has also 
become a more viable competitor for 
Qantas domestically, particularly after 
taking over LCC Tigerair Australia this 
year. As with many other Asia-Pacific 
carriers, returning its LCC unit to prof-
itability will be a key goal.

Air New Zealand, meanwhile, con-
tinues to be one of the financial stars 
of the broader region. It is set to make 
further progress on a major fleet up-
grade as new widebody, narrowbody 
and turboprop aircraft are delivered.”

New international destinations are 
on the agenda, and Air New Zealand 
has also broadened its reach in Asia 
via new strategic partnerships. While 
the carrier has a sizable war chest, it 
is unlikely to make any rash moves as 
careful and sustainable planning is be-
coming a hallmark of this management 
team. c
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International growth is the primary 
focus for Japan’s major airlines, 
although capacity concerns remain.
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Jens Flottau Frankfurt

Harvesting Brands
 Big Three Gulf carriers  making  product upgrades 

 to extend their advantage over  rivals

The  role of Gulf carriers in interna-
tional air transport is no longer only 
demonstrated by Emirates as the res-
cuer of the Airbus A380 program and 
princip al enemy of  others trying to 
 expand long-haul market share in the 
region. Qatar and Etihad  are no less 
ambitious in their expansion plans, 
and  those two carriers  drive product 
innovation at least to the same extent 
as their bigger rival.

Etihad  just took delivery of its fi rst 
Boeing 787 and Airbus A380 in mid-
December. Although  the aircraft were 
part of long-standing commitments, 
 the A380 cabin presented by Etihad 
shows that rivals will not only have to 
worry about increased capacity but 
also about the level of service off ered 
by the Gulf airlines. All three carriers 
 already are  near the top in terms of 
seating comfort and service quality, 
but Etihad’s “Residence” and “Apart-
ment” take that one level further. 
Residence consists of a living room, 
a separate bedroom and a bath. The 
apartment is the equivalent of what 
would be fi rst class on other airlines. 

It is not likely than any other airline 
will follow in Etihad’s footsteps, and 
not even Emirates is considering doing 
so. The problem for other airlines  lies 
in the perception that the Gulf carriers 
are now ahead in every  aspect of ser-
vice, damaging their well-established 
brands. Lufthansa, Air France or Ca-
thay will not compete with Etihad in 
the “Residence” market, because they 
 cannot off er anything comparable. But 
Etihad’s increasing brand value will  ex-
tend to other cabin sections in which 
they do compete.

Emirates is  enhancing its service in 
other areas;  it will off er free infl ight In-

ternet access to all passengers as soon 
as that is technically feasible— a major 
product advantage that other carriers 
will fi nd diffi  cult to ignore. Qatar was 
also in the process of introducing its 
fi rst A350 in late December, and will 
be the fi rst operator of the A320neo 
in December 2015. It has been heav-
ily promoting its position as the fi rst 
airline to fl y the A350,  showcas ing its 
role as an innovator.

With European and Asian carriers 
openly admitting they  cannot compete 
against the  Gulf carriers, the latter are 
facing another wave of political opposi-
tion  likely to become stronger in 2015. 
All three Gulf carriers are aff ected, but 
it is again Etihad that is facing the most 
serious issues. Germany’s civil aviation 
authority decided in late 2014 that the 
carrier does not eff ectively control its 
German affi  liate Air Berlin, in which it 
holds a 29.2% stake and for which it has 
provided strong fi nancial support. 

While that was welcome news for 
both airlines, another threat is still 
not resolved: The country’s transport 
ministry has said it is unlikely to renew 

approvals for code-sharing between 
the two airlines in the next summer 
schedule that becomes effective at 
the end of March 2015. Lufthansa and 
other competitors have been behind 
protests claiming the arrangement 
does not comply with the bilateral air 
services agreement between Germany 
and the United Arab Emirates, eff ec-
tively targeting limiting the growth of 
Gulf carriers  in Europe.

The Arab Air Carrier Association 
(AACO) complained loudly at its most 
recent annual general meeting that 
protectionism is one of the key hurdles 
 for  its members. It is   an issue for the 
big three Gulf airlines,  and for others: 
Oman Air has been trying unsuccessful-
ly  for a long time to  obtain traffi  c rights 

from Muscat to Paris.
But there is also po-

litical support for the Gulf 
airlines, not least from 

aircraft manufacturers 
who rely on their orders 
more than ever. The Air-
bus A380 program is 
largely dependent on a 
single customer—Emir-
ates. The carrier has been 

pressing Airbus to launch the A380neo 
and that decision is  expected to come  
in 2015. Emirates President Tim Clark 
has been asking Airbus to  make the 
additional investment in the program 
for some time now. Given recent com-
ments by Airbus Group Chief Finan-
cial Officer Harald Wilhelm that the 
program could be discontinued, Clark 
made clear what Emirates plans to do 
if Airbus  adopts the re engining plan : 
Over time, the airline would replace all 
 140 A380s currently on order with the 
new type. 

While Emirates and Qatar placed 
launch orders for the Boeing 777X at 
the 2013 Dubai Air Show, another major 
sales campaign likely will be decided in 
2015 , in time for the next air show in 
Dubai. Emirates is looking at another 
large order  for the Airbus A350 or the 
Boeing 787 for medium- to long-haul 
routes, including to destinations in 
Asia, Europe and Africa. The campaign 
comes after Emirates canceled an ear-
lier order for 70 A350s in 2014,  as it was 
no longer happy with the type’s   revised 
performance parameters. c

The Big Three Gulf carriers—Emirates, Etihad 
Airways and Qatar Airways—have been a growing 

threat to European, Asian and North American legacy 

carriers for years.  In 2015,  these three will not only 

add  capacity, but also upgraded products.  Important 

fl eet decisions are nearing for them  as well.

Etihad is introducing 
the “Residence“ on 
 its  A380s, including  a    
 bedroom and bathroom.

ETIHAD AIRWAYS
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“We are driving Ferraris on unpaved roads,” Latin Ameri-
can and Caribbean Air Transport Association (ALTA) execu-
tive director Eduardo Iglesias said. “We’re flying new, low- 
emission planes, but we still have to rely on the technology 
of the 1950s in terms of radar and air traffic control.”

Despite a slowdown in 2014—expected to continue into 
2015 (particularly in Brazil)—of the rapid pace of growth ex-
perienced by the Latin American airline market in the last 
few years, the ingredients for robust, long-term passenger 
traffic growth are in place. A booming middle class, poor 
road connections and large populations in big metropolitan 
areas create a seemingly ideal climate for air-travel growth. 
And consolidation has created several large, financially sound 
airline companies—Latam Airlines Group, Copa Holdings 
and Avianca Holdings—with relatively young aircraft fleets 
that should be able to drive growth.

Latin American airlines reported a 6.5% year-over-year 
traffic increase on a 6% capacity rise in October, according 
to IATA. Only Middle Eastern airlines grew faster.

However, the region’s airlines continue to push Latin 
America’s governments to invest in airports, modernize ATC 
and streamline regulations, fearing that a lack of infrastruc-
ture will stifle the region’s seemingly strong growth potential. 

“The issue of air traffic management in the region has actu-

ally improved considerably over the last 10 years...particularly 
on routes to North America and Europe,” IATA regional Vice 
President-Americas Peter Cerda said, though he cautioned 
there are still countries with serious ATC issues, such as 
Argentina. But even with these improvements, airport infra-
structure remains a problem. “We can improve the upper 
airspace, but if we don’t improve the airport infrastructure, 
there are going to be bottlenecks,” Cerda explained.

“In Latin America, the main hubs—with the exception of 
Panama City—are not delivering the space we need,” Iglesias 
says. He also emphasized that ATC improvements in Latin 
America are relative and inconsistent throughout the region. 
“Everyone thinks of infrastructure as airports, but that’s not 
all it is,” Iglesias said. “We’re talking about ATC, customs and 
immigration. We have a huge lack of investment in aviation 
infrastructure in Latin America.”

Even with the concerns about infrastructure, Airbus 
and Boeing remain bullish on Latin America. “In the next 
10 years, the economy in Latin America and the Carib-
bean is expected to outperform the world average, while 
the middle- class population is forecast to grow more than 
40% by 2033,” Airbus stated in a market forecast released 
in November. The manufacturer projects Latin American 
passenger traffic will grow at an annual average rate of 4.9% 
over the next 20 years, which would be slightly above the 
projected world average.

Airbus President-Latin America and the Caribbean Rafael 
Alonso pointed out that 83% of the region’s population will 
live in “megacities” by 2033. As a result, he said, there is 
enormous growth potential both for low-cost carriers (LCC) 
operating within the region—currently, almost all of the LCC 
traffic in Latin America is in Brazil and Mexico—and for Lat-
in American airlines to capture a much higher percentage of 
long-haul traffic to and from the region.

Only 19% of international passenger traffic to and from 
Latin America is carried by Latin American airlines, less 
than half of the percentage of traffic North American and 
European airlines carry to and from their home regions. Even 
on Latin America-North America routes, the region’s carri-
ers have just a 30% market share.

Airbus is projecting that Latin American and Caribbean 
airlines will require 2,294 new passenger and freighter air-
craft valued at $292 billion over the next two decades. The 
bulk of those aircraft (1,784) will be single-aisle passenger 
aircraft, Airbus predicted.

Boeing is even more bullish, projecting a need for 2,950 new 
commercial aircraft valued at $340 billion in Latin America 
and the Caribbean through 2033. Boeing agrees with Airbus 
that about 80% of deliveries will be in the single-aisle market.    

But all that potential growth, the region’s airlines point out, 
is predicated on government policies and investment deci-
sions that support rather than restrict the market’s potential. 

Aeromexico CEO Andres Conesa says Latin American 
governments should realize the region’s airlines are worth 
backing. “Really there are not a lot of industries in Latin 
America that you can talk about in terms of being leaders 
in the world,” he says. “We now have solid airlines in Latin 
America that in many cases set the model in terms of world 
standards.” c
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Ferraris on 
Unpaved Roads
Latin America’s airlines are 
concerned that infrastructure 
constraints will stifle their growth

For real estate agents, the mantra is 
“location, location, location.” For Latin 
American airline executives, it’s “infra-
structure, infrastructure, infrastructure.”

LAN has just taken delivery of its first winglet-equipped 
Airbus A321.
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The deteriorating economic situation in Russia combined 
with the political tensions around the Ukraine conflict are 
taking their toll. After almost a decade of double-digit growth 
in air traffic, local carriers are now facing a slump in pas-
senger demand, especially on international routes—their 
major source of revenues. Travel is down as the ruble has 
lost almost 40% of its value against the U.S. dollar and the 
euro in the past three months, making travel abroad a lot 
more expensive for Russians.

Growth of passenger traffic on international flights began 
to slow down at the be-
ginning of 2014. A year 
earlier, demand was up 
by 17.4% but increased 
by only 5.6% in the first 
half of 2014. For the first 
ten months of 2014, inter-
national passenger traffic 
grew by 4.9%. In October, 
passenger numbers fell for the first time since 2011; Russian 
airlines counted 3.67 million international passengers, down 
1.8% over the same month in 2013. The decrease was much 
more significant on routes between Russia and the Common-
wealth of Independent States (CIS), down 11.1%.

Domestic traffic was not yet much affected, growing by 
14.7% in October and by 18% since the beginning of the year. 
This was partly a result of government subsidies for cert-
tain regional routes, including flights from Russian cities to 
Crimea, now considered to be a domestic destination.

The trend was also evident at Russia’s largest carriers. 
Aeroflot as a group—including subsidiary carriers Aurora, 
Donavia, OrenAir, Rossiya and a new low-cost carrier Po-
beda—saw a decline in international traffic of 1.6% since the 
beginning of the year, and of 5.5% in October alone. At the 
same time, the total number of passengers carried grew by 
10.3% for the 10-month period and by 8% in October.

Transaero showed the highest increase on domestic routes 
for the 10 months—31.8%—but its international passenger 
business has stagnated. Earlier this autumn, Transaero’s 
Chief Executive Director Alexander Pleshakov predicted that 
international traffic may shrink by 10-15% through April 2015.

In an attempt to preserve access to air travel for the pub-
lic, the government tries to keep airlines from raising fares. 
Recent initiatives include a requirement to lower fares as the 

travel date comes nearer. State-owned Aeroflot was, in fact, 
forced by the government to launch such populist actions 
as flat rates for flights to Crimea and low-cost operations 
through its Dobrolet, and later Pobeda, subsidiaries.

But weakening demand is not the only issue Russian car-
riers are facing. Costs are going up at the same time. Rising 
aircraft lease rates are a main factor. For more than 90% of 
their services, Russian airlines are relying on jets leased from 
abroad. Meanwhile, Ukraine-related sanctions have made the 
Russian market less attractive to foreign lessors. Accord-
ing to industry sources, most of them are now tightening 
the requirements for Russian clients and are expected to 
minimize their exposure in favor of more promising markets. 
Russian lessors also face the risk of poor client discipline. 
In December VEB-Leasing announced it will call back two 
Sukhoi Superjet 100 jets and three Bombardier Q400 tur-
boprops from Yakutia Airlines due to payment delays, and 
warned that similar measures are being prepared against 
other clients.

The growing debt burden is also a serious threat for the 
top Russian carriers. In previous years, they were battling 
to increase market share through rapid expansion of seat 
capacity and price wars. According to Anatoly Khodorovsky, 
deputy chief of Russia’s regional investment company that 
works with UTair, the airline’s net debt/EBITDA ratio (ex-
cluding operational leasing) is estimated at 15:7. These figures 
for Aeroflot and Transaero stand at 3:3 and 5:6, respectively.

Aeroflot Group’s net losses grew from 1.9 billion rubles 
($34.8 million) for the first half of 2014 to 3.5 billion rubles 

in the first nine months. 

The total debt grew by 
41.5%, to 122.5 rubles, 

compared to the first nine months of 2013.
Two other large carriers—Transaero and UTair—also 

are trying to restructure their debt portfolios, minimizing 
short-term liabilities. The former signed an agreement with 
Sberbank in October to attract a consortium loan for 45 bil-
lion rubles. The airline reported that since the beginning of 
the year the ratio between long-term and short-term loans 
changed from 40:60 to 48:52. Transaero also announced in 
early December that it is looking for a strategic investor with 
the help of the Industrial & Commercial Bank of China.

UTair appears less fortunate in resolving its debt problems, 
despite some financial support from its main shareholder—the 
Surgutneftegas oil company. The airline has redistributed its 
helicopter, regular and charter operations among its subsidiar-
ies, launched a cost-cutting program and halted fleet expan-
sion. Nevertheless, UTair announced a debt-service default 
for 2.7 billion rubles in November, and is under pressure from 
numerous creditors.

Although in general the Russian airline industry enters the 
next year with serious financial difficulties and uncertain pros-
pects for passenger demand, some carriers have managed to 
adapt to the situation. The fourth-largest airline in terms of 
passengers carried in January-October 2014—S7 Airlines— 
has the lowest debt burden, as it has stopped focusing on 
market share as a top priority for its development strategy. c
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Maxim Pyadushkin Moscow

Red Storm
Political tensions, an economic 

downturn and a weak ruble will make 

2015 difficult for Russian airlines

Russian airlines are facing a perfect 
storm as they enter 2015. With political 
and economic pressures rising, many 
carriers are struggling to survive. The 
consequences are already being felt.

UTAir has stopped 
its fleet expansion in 
the face of serious 
financial problems.

AIRBUS
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It’s like Einstein and an F-16 had a baby
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The International Air Transport Association (IATA) es-
timates global freight volumes will rise 4.1% over the next 
five years, after an average of only 0.63% per year since 2011. 
Last September, cargo volumes saw a 4.4% average growth 
in demand reported 
for the year-to-date.

Different regions’ 
share of the global 
t o t a l  i s  s h i f t i n g 
though. North Amer-
ica and Asia, notably 
China, will continue to dominate, but the fastest growth will 
be in emerging markets such as Africa and especially the 
Middle East, which is cementing its position as a global cross-
roads for cargo.

Perhaps the most significant trend is the massive amount 
of belly capacity coming online. The belly hold in new pas-
senger aircraft such as the Boeing 777-300ER and 787 can 
carry almost a third of the capacity of a Boeing 747 freighter. 
Combined with high fuel prices, this is causing many air-
lines to accelerate the retirement of older, less fuel-efficient 
freighters. While there will continue to be a need for all-cargo 
aircraft, especially on long-range and frequently used routes, 
such as Asia-North America and Asia-Europe, those airlines 
with a strong cargo component recognize the need to buy 
newer, more fuel-efficient freighters.

Conversely, another interesting trend is the growing de-
mand for regional services in fast-developing economies 
where high economic growth mitigates high operational cost, 
driving demand for narrowbody passenger-to-freighter con-
versions. Likewise, despite many traditional carriers exiting 
cargo, some low-cost carriers such as India’s IndiGo have 
entered the business, although their much faster turnaround 

times have usually prohibited a significant involvement.
Nonetheless, with fuel prices tripling in 2014-12, many 

freight forwarders and shippers have started sending cargo 
by sea rather than air. Ocean cargo can be up to 10 times 
cheaper than air cargo, but is far slower and less reliable. In 
2014, the cost of oil began to drop again and with that came 
a noticeable return of shipments via air.

Many shippers have recognized the value of a hybrid-
shipping model, which includes sending two “waves” of high-
demand personal electronic devices, one by air and one by 
sea. By the time the first batch of units is sold out, the second 
batch is nearing the shops in time to restock inventory.

Advantages of shipping by sea are not limited to cost. Ocean 
and other surface transport providers now commonly offer 
service benefits such as track-and-trace tools, once the sole 
provenance of the air express industry. To compete, the air 
cargo industry has implemented similar tools and innovations.

One such improvement is the goal of cutting average tran-
sit times by up to 48 hr. by 2020, as part of IATA’s e-Freight 
program. Although the program was stalled for many years, 
2014 saw notable progress with the industry’s target of reach-
ing 22% penetration of the e-Air Waybill, a core part of a 
shipment’s manifest.

Many airlines have decided to abandon an operational fo-
cus on cargo but still plan to make use of surplus belly capac-
ity. Therefore, 2014 saw more of these carriers using general 
sales and service agents (GSSA) as de facto outsourced cargo 
departments. GSSAs, which had a poor reputation 20 years 
ago, have become more professional and have consolidated 
into global networks. As their networks increase, so do their 

value propositions. For example, Air Logistics now sells the 
cargo capacity of airlines such as Qatar, Saudia and US Air-
ways at points around the world.

Cargo operations remain constrained at mature airports 
though. Within Europe, both Frankfurt and Heathrow are 
prime examples of how airports attractive for freighter use 
are limited in their expansion due to the reluctance of the 
local populace to accept the economic worth of scheduled 
flights, let alone regular freighter operations, which be-
yond the capacity debate also trigger noise and night-flight 
protests. The U.S. saw a similar case when New York Gov. 
Andrew Cuomo announced in October plans to move cargo 
operations from JFK International Airport to a new hub at 
Stewart International Airport, nearly 100 km (62 mi.) north.

Meanwhile, in places such as the United Arab Emirates, 
Dubai World Central is on track for having 16 cargo terminals 
with a 12-million-ton capacity when it is completed in 2027. c 
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Tom Pleasant London

Improvements, 
Finally
The air cargo industry is regaining 

its health, but slowly and in a heavily 

altered form

After five years of false recoveries, 
air cargo finally showed signs of im-

provement in 2014. While no cause for 

exuberant celebration, at least there is 

hope for a better 2015. However, 2014 

also clarified the new demands, technol-

ogies and markets to which the industry 

is struggling to adapt. These have led to 

significant changes in cargo’s regional 

traffic patterns. 

Korean Air is one of the few 
passenger airlines with a large 

dedicated freighter fleet now 
that many of its competitors have 

retired all-cargo aircraft.

Fraport
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John Croft  Washington 

No Yellow
2015 could be the last chance for FAA 

to show NextGen success  

In fact, the FAA’s chief architect for 
NextGen, assistant administrator Ed-
ward Bolton, recently said the agency 
has met all of its major program mile-
stones so far for 2014, successes that 
result in blue circles on schedules 
for completed programs and green 
squares for “on track.”

How Bolton’s organization performs 
over the next 12 months will be crucial, 
as Congress and the industry will have 
him and the FAA under a magnifying 
glass to see if successes with the four 
projects and many others can erase 
memories of previous broken prom-
ises on NextGen, and put momentum 
behind a modernization push that has 
so far received a lukewarm response 
from industry. Time is short, as the 
FAA’s four-year authorization comes to 
an end in September and key House Re-
publicans responsible for crafting a new 
bill have said “nothing is off  the table.”

Bolton, on the job for only 15 months, 
says near-term program execution is 
on track, with 13 of the 19 major mile-
stones for 2014 and 2015 accomplished 
for the agency’s seven major NextGen 
programs—ADS-B, Data Communica-

tions, En Route Automation Modern-
ization, Terminal Automation Modern-
ization, Terminal Flight Data Manager, 
NAS  Voice  Switch and System-wide 
Information Management. The four 
short-term projects are a high-priority 
subset that RTCA’s Nextgen Advisory 
Committee culled from a list of 39 po-
tential operational improvement areas 
at the request of the FAA.

Multiple runway operations includes 
phase 1 wake recategorization (Recat) , 
a science-based reduction of the legacy 
weight-based in-trail distances accord-
ing to weight approach speeds, wing 
characteristics and roll capabilities. 
Recat uses six categories of aircraft, 
some of which can fl y closer together 
on landing and takeoff  than previously 
allowed. 

The practice is ongoing in Memphis, 
Louisville, Cincinnati/Northern Ken-
tucky and Atlanta. FedEx in Memphis 
saw its arrival rates increase by as much 
as 25%, with a similar cut in taxi times 
and a reduction of several minutes in 
fl ight time in terminal airspace. UPS 
at Louisville says it saves 52,000 gal.  
of fuel on arrivals every night, while 

FedEx says it is saving $1.8 million a 
month with the procedures. Delta Air 
Lines says that the Atlanta  Recat al-
lows an MD-88 to begin its takeoff  roll 
as soon as a Boeing 757 ahead of it takes 
off , compared to a three-minute wait 
previously.

The FAA schedule shows that Hous-
ton Intercontinental and Hobby were 
to begin using Recat phase 1 by year - 
end (2014), followed by seven more air-
ports in 2015. Denver will be the fi rst 
airport to begin using phase 2  Recat,  
which increases the usefulness of the 
practice by determining reduced sep-
aration standards for specifi c aircraft 
pairs, in the third quarter of 2015.

Data communications will be high-
lighted by the rollout of controller-pi-
lot data link for departure clearances 
(DCL) at 57 airport towers by the end 
of 2016. Longer-term plans call for the 
technology in 20 air route traffi  c con-
trol centers for en route operations , 
though a fi nal investment decision had 
not yet been made by early December. 
DCL is expected to result in workload 
reduction for pilots and controllers; an 
indirect benefi t in terms of safety in 
reduced communications errors is also 
anticipated. The system will largely 
use existing infrastructure in control 
towers and grants from the FAA to 
equip 1,900 airliners with Future Air 
Navigation System (FANS) 1A radios 
by 2019, according to the schedule. 

A trial system has been operational 
at Memphis International and New-
ark Liberty International Airports 
for more than a year, with FedEx and 
United Airlines taking part. Current 
FAA plans are to deploy the fi rst op-
erational systems to Salt Lake City In-
ternational Airport and to Houston’s 
Bush Intercontinental and William P. 
Hobby airports in the second half of 
2015,  while extending the trial systems 
in Memphis and Newark.

Gains in performance-based naviga-

AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

There are no little yellow triangles  in the FAA’s 
on-line NextGen priorities charts that list the status 
of four key near-term projects—multiple runway op-
erations, performance-based navigation, surface op-
erations and data sharing, and data communications. 
Given that a yellow triangle stands for “delayed,” 
that’s a good thing.  

 FAA priority NextGen projects over 
the next few years, including wake 
recategorization, should help  re-
duce waiting queues at runways. 
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tion are highlighted by the FAA’s “me-
troplex” projects that feature time and 
fuel-saving procedures, including idling 
approaches and more efficient ap-
proach and departure paths with fewer 
track miles. The most complex project 
to date went operational in September 
for the North Texas area, which encom-
passes Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW), Love, 
and several reliever airports. 

The FAA says the upgrade will save 
airlines 4.1 million gal. of jet fuel per 
year with the more optimal climbs and 
descents, and approximately one mil-
lion fewer track miles into and out of 
the airports. In late May, the FAA began 
using 61 new arrival-and-departure pro-
cedures at Houston metroplex, which 

includes Bush Intercontinental and 
Hobby, where airlines are expected to 
save $9.2 million annually, due to the 
reduction in track miles and more effi-
cient descents and climbs. Houston was 
the first of seven projects set to go oper-
ational by 2017. North Texas is second, 
and Northern California set to be third 
when it goes live in June 2015. No new 
metroplex rollouts are scheduled for 
2016, but the FAA shows Atlanta and 
Charlotte areas on track for mid-2017.

Recent successes aside, some are 
skeptical that the FAA, based on its 
track record, has the wherewithal to 
see the entire NextGen project through. 
The Government Accountability Office 
took the pulse of 17 airlines and a vari-
ety of industry experts earlier this year 
and found the majority—particularly 
the airlines—want air traffic control 
and airspace modernization carved 
out from the FAA’s safety mandate. The 
airlines are expected to pay about $6.6 
billion for NextGen avionics upgrades, 
and there are doubts arising about 
the potential return on investment. 
Stakeholders say the FAA’s challenges 
include getting the airlines to invest in 

the avionics, mitigating the effects of 
an “uncertain fiscal environment” in 
terms of a dependable funding stream 
for the modernization, and at the same 
time providing a safe and efficient air 
traffic control operation while installing 
NextGen. 

Airlines for America (A4A) is analyz-
ing and comparing the U.S. air traffic 
control (ATC) system and moderniza-
tion efforts with non-government mod-
els being used in other countries, in-
cluding Canada, the U.K. and Germany. 
In Canada, air navigation service pro-
vider NavCanada is a non-profit trust 
financed by user fees and regulated by 
the government. A4A says the other 
models allow for more user engagement 

in the operation and upgrade of the sys-
tem. “It is clear we don’t need another 
government system,” said A4A Presi-
dent and CEO Nicholas Calio during 
a congressional hearing in November. 
Others caution that successful models 
in other countries may not translate 
into effective solutions for the busiest 
airspace in the world.

The U.S. Transportation Depart-
ment’s Office of Inspector General, 
which has issued 110 NextGen-related 
recommendations to the FAA based 
on 15 audits over the past seven years, 
most recently slammed the agency for 
not achieving “large-scale efficiencies, 
productivity enhancement and cost 
savings” made possible by reform mea-
sures approved by Congress over the 
past two decades.

“Despite these reforms, the agency’s 
total budget, operations budget and 
compensation costs have nearly dou-
bled, while productivity at its network 
of air traffic facilities has decreased 
substantially, largely because the FAA 
has not effectively leveraged its person-
nel-reform authorities or implemented 
business-like practices to better man-

age operations and costs,” says DOT 
Inspector General Calvin Scovel. In 
written testimony to the House aviation 
subcommittee, he notes that between 
fiscal years 1996 and 2012, the FAA’s to-
tal budget grew by 95%, from $8.1 bil-
lion to $15.9 billion, and its operations 
account, used to pay air traffic control-
ler salaries, increased 108% from $4.6 
billion to $9.7 billion. However, as costs 
were escalating, controller workload 
was decreasing. Between 2008 and 
2012, Scovel says air traffic activities 
per controller dropped 25% at terminal 
facilities and 16% at en route facilities.

Bolton began reviewing those recom-
mendations soon after coming to the 
FAA after a career in the U.S. Air Force, 
where he led a team of financial man-
agers controlling a $110 billion annual 
budget. His modernization budget at 
the FAA is miniscule by comparison— 
$700-$800 million per year—but the 
pressure to succeed is squarely on his 
shoulders. Bolton says his first year on 
the job focused on “building credibility 
in delivering capabilities and execut-
ing programs.” The process started 
with the management team “doing 
some philosophical thinking,” result-
ing in four strategic priorities for year 
one—executing programs, delivering 
capabilities, collaborating across vari-
ous “stovepipes” within the FAA’s struc-
ture, and commissioning a half-dozen 
studies and analytical work “to examine 
our challenges and come up with rec-
ommendations we could employ.” 

Those studies included having the 
Mitre Corporation examine what’s been 
gained from the $5.5 billion the FAA has 
spent on NextGen since 2007, and a re-
view of the lessons learned from the in-
spector general’s audits. A third assess-
ment looked at how the FAA has spent 
its “pre-implementation dollars” on 
technology demonstration programs. 

The lessons learned will wrap into 
a broader plan, set to be completed 
by April 30, which lays out the tech-
nology investments—starting in fiscal 
2017—needed to build a National Air-
space System the FAA envisions for 
the 2030 timeframe. “It occurred to 
me that someone in the FAA should be 
worried about what the NAS is going 
to be like in 10 and 15 years,” he says. 
“If it’s not this organization, then who 
is it?” Inputs to that vision include the 
results of the six studies from his first 
year, “budget realities” and the chang-
ing NAS environment, in part due to 
unmanned aircraft and cyberthreats. c
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The reason is clear. Honeywell says large-cabin aircraft 
will make up 75% by value of business jets delivered in the 
near term, increasing to 85% over the next decade. That is 
60% of the 9,450 aircraft Honeywell forecasts will be deliv-
ered in 2015- 24. Off ering customers a wider range of large 
aircraft is clearly a strategy for success in such a market.

It is a trend that began before the global fi nancial crisis 
of 2008 threw the business aviation market into recession. 
Until it introduced the GV in 1995, Gulfstream had produced 
only one model at a time. But it continued to build the large-
cabin GIV alongside the long-range GV and in 2002 further 
subdivided its off erings into the GIV-based G300 and G400 
and GV-based G500 and G550.

When the ultra-long-range G650 was introduced in 2008, 
it was an addition to the large-cabin line up . The subdivide-
and-conquer strategy has clearly worked. While overall 
business-jet shipments stayed fl at, Gulfstream boosted large-
cabin deliveries to 
121 aircraft in 2013, 
up from 75 in 2009. 
That total puts the 
company well ahead 
of rivals Bombardier 
and Dassault.

With first deliv-
ery of the extended-
range G650ER and 
launch of the all-new 
G500/G600 family 
late in 2014, Gulf-
stream’s large-cab-
in lineup now totals 
six models with list 
prices from $39 mil-
lion to $66.5 million. 
The 7,500-nm-range 

G650ER sits alongside the 7,000-nm G650, while the 4,350-
nm G450 and 6,750-nm G550 will continue in production after 
the G500 and G600 enter service.

With new engines, higher speed, a  wider cabin, larger 
windows, an  advanced cockpit and fl y-by-wire, the 5,000-nm 
G500 is planned to fl y in 2015 and enter service in 2017. At 
$43.5 million, the aircraft competes with Bombardier’s Glob-
al 5000 and Dassault’s Falcon 5X. The stretched, 6,200-nm 
G600 is expected to fl y in 2016 and enter service in 2018, at 
$54.5 million, competing with the Global 6000 and Falcon 7X.

Gulfstream’s large-jet diversification has not gone un-
matched by Bombardier and Dassault. The Canadian manufac-
turer is focusing investment on developing the ultra-large-cabin 
Global 7000 and ultra-long-range Global 8000 to fl esh out its 
heavy  metal line up. With new engines, fl y-by-wire, longer cabin 
and larger windows, the $72 million, 7,300-nm Global 7000 is 
to fl y in 2015 and enter service in 2016; the shorter-cabin, but 
longer-range, 7,900-nm Global 8000 following a year behind.

Dassault also has boosted its large-cabin offerings by 
launching the all-new Falcon 5X and the Falcon 8X, an ex-
tended-range version of its Falcon 7X. Both aircraft will fl y 
early in 2015, the 6,450-nm Falcon 8X to enter service at the 
end of 2016 and the 5,200-nm Falcon 5X in 2017. Together, 
they give the French manufacturer a six-model large-cabin 
line up spanning a $27-58 million price range.

Embraer serves the large-cabin market with repurposed 
regional jets. But the Brazilian manufacturer level-loads its 
engineering department, and once development of its KC-390 
military airlifter and E-Jet E2 regional airliners ramps down 
later this decade, it could launch a new large-jet family to 
complement its Phenom light and Legacy mid-size products.

Narrowly segmenting the market made Cessna a power-
house in the light jet category, but became a liability when 
sales of smaller business jets were hit hardest by the down-
turn and production rates shrank. Today, Cessna’s Citation 

line up still includes 
fi ve closely pitched 
light jets, but the 
company’s product-
development focus 
is on the large end 
of its range.

Cessna respond-
ed to market chal-
lenges by quickly 
fielding updated 
models in a bid to 
stimulate demand 
while it develops 
new aircraft. In 
rapid succession, 
the company has 
delivered the up-
graded Citation 
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Graham Warwick  Washington 

Living Large  
Size makes a diff erence in the 

post-collapse business aviation 

marketplace

Once upon a time  it was enough for 
a manufacturer to have one high-end 
jet at the top of their business-aircraft 
product line. But the resiliency of 
“heavy metal” sales through the pro-
longed business  aviation downturn fol-
lowing the market collapse in 2009 has 
changed that. The salami-slicing of mar-
ket sectors that began with light jets 
has come to the large-cabin category.  

BUSINESS AVIATION

 Gulfstream’s range-
topping G650ER entered 

service in November. 

Unit Production

All Others

10.5%  554

Dassault

9.4%  495

Total Five-Year Production: 5,256

Value of Production
Billions of U.S. Fiscal 2015 Dollars

All Others

5.9%  $8.7

Gulfstream

30.5%  $45.1

Dassault

15.1%  $22.3

Cessna

9.5%  $14

Embraer

8.1%  $12

Bombardier

31%  $45.8

Total Five-Year Value of Production: $147.9 billion 

Bombardier

25.3%  1,328

Cessna

22%  1,154

Gulfstream

17%  896

Embraer

15.8%  829

Business Jets
Percentage of Market Share 2015-19
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M2 and CJ3+ light jets, mid-size Sovereign+ and high-speed 
Citation X+. The new mid-size Latitude is in flight test for 
certification in the second quarter of 2015. But design of the 
super-mid-size Longitude, planned for certification in 2017, is 
in flux. Already to be Cessna’s biggest jet since the Columbus, 
which was shelved in 2009, it may yet get bigger.

Bombardier has put its all-new, all-composite Learjet 85 
mid-size jet on the back burner—although it only made its 
first flight in April—to focus on larger models. The company 
began delivering the upgraded super-mid-size Challenger 350 
in August, and the updated large-cabin Challenger 650 is to 
follow in the second quarter of 2015. Developed rapidly, both 
feature improved engines, avionics and cabins.

Embraer, meanwhile, entered the mid-size market in Octo-
ber when it began delivering the all-new, fly-by-wire Legacy 
500. The shorter, mid-light Legacy 450 is in flight test for 
certification in August 2015. These aircraft are crucial to 
boosting Embraer’s market share. The manufacturer almost 
matched Cessna on light-jet deliveries in 2013 with its Phe-
noms, but by the third quarter of 2014 the U.S. company had 
pulled ahead on shipments of the new Citation M2.

Business aviation may be showing signs of recovery after 

five years of recession, but it is modest and mixed. Aviation 
Week Intelligence Network forecasts a slight drop in deliv-
eries over the next five years, to 5,256 jets in 2015-19 from 
5,315 in 2014-18. But because of the shift to larger aircraft 
the forecast value of shipments will increase to $147.9 bil-
lion, from $136 billion. As a result, Bombardier, Dassault and 
Gulfstream will increase their market share at the expense 
of Cessna and Embraer.

In terms of numbers of turbine aircraft delivered, Tex-
tron Aviation—formed in February by combining Cessna and 
Beechcraft—entered the last quarter of 2014 well ahead of 
the field in numbers, but well behind leaders Gulfstream and 
Bombardier in billings. But turboprop deliveries have held 
up through the downturn, and Textron plans to build on the 
strengths of both brands. Pilatus, meanwhile, hopes to parlay 
success in the single-turboprop utility market with the PC-
12 into a share of the light jet market with the PC-24, which 
is expected to fly in 2015 aiming for certification in 2017. c
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Business Jets To Watch
 

 

MODEL/DESIGNATION

 

 

SEATS

WING 

SPAN 

(FT.)

 

LENGTH 

(FT.)

 

HEIGHT 

(FT.)

WING 

AREA 

(SQ. FT.)

EMPTY 

WEIGHT 

(LB.)

GROSS 

WEIGHT 

(LB.)

 

POWERPLANT  

(NO./TYPE)

 

THRUST 

(LB.)

 

MAX. 

SPEED

MAX. RANGE 

(NM @

SPEED)

OPERATING  

ALTITUDE  

(FT.)

AERION

Aerion AS2 8-12 70 160 26 1,350 49,800 115,000 3 X TBD TBA M 1.6 4,750+ —

BOMBARDIER AEROSPACE

Global 7000 10-19 104.3 110.6 26.7 — 56,800 106,250 2 X GE  
Passport

16,500 lb.  
each

M 0.90 7,300 @  
M 0.85

51,000

Learjet 85 8 56.7 68.1 19.9 401 23,850 36,700 2 X P&WC 
PW307B

6,100 lb.  
each

M 0.82 3,000 @  
M 0.78

49,000

CESSNA AIRCRAFT

Citation Latitude 9 72.3 62.2 20.8 — — 28,000+ 2 X P&WC 
PW306D

5,700 lb.  
each

440 kt. 2,500 45,000

Citation Longitude 8 86 87 26 — — 55,000 2 X Snecma  
Silvercrest

12,500 lb. 
each

M 0.86 4,000 45,000

DASSAULT AVIATION

Falcon 5X 8-12 85.9 82.5 24.5 — — 69,600 2 X Snecma 
Silvercrest

11,450 lb. 
each

M 0.90 5,200 @  
M 0.80

51,000

EMBRAER

Legacy 450 7-9 66.5 64.6 21.1 — — 73,000 2 X Honeywell 
HTF7500E

6,080 lb. 
each

M 0.82 2,500 45,000

GULFSTREAM AEROSPACE

G500 18 87.1 91.2 25.5 — — 76,850 2 X P&WC 
PW814GA

15,144 lb. 
each

M 0.925 5,000   
(M 0.85)

51,000

HONDA AIRCRAFT CO. INC.

HondaJet 5/6 39.8 42.6 14.9 — — 9,200 2 X GE Honda 
HF120

2,050 lb. 
each

420 kt. 1,180 43,000

PILATUS

PC-24 6 55.75 55.5 17.3 — — 17,650 2 X Williams 
FJ44-4A

— 425 kt 1,950  
(4 pax)

45,000

Expanded Tables Online Download expanded specifications on in-production and under-development  

business jet and turboprop aircraft and search more than 3,100 other systems at AviationWeek.com/specs

Gallery See a review in photographs of key events in the  
business aviation sector in 2014 at: AviationWeek.com/BizAv2014 
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Graham Warwick  Washington 

COMMERCIAL

Civil 
Aviation 
Technologies 
To Watch Airship Reboot

Technology trends indicate future civil aviation will 

be more complex, with fuel-effi  cient airliners sharing 
airspace with increasingly diverse air vehicles.

Open Rotor Revival

Although it has now slipped to 2016,  Snecma’s ground testing of a geared 
open-rotor engine will put Europe on track to fl y the fuel-saving power-
plant on an Airbus fl ying testbed by 2022. The ground demo engine is be-
ing built under European research program Clean Sky’s Counter 
Rotating Open Rotor project. A fl ight demo engine is to be fl own under 
a €185 million ($230 million) project within the follow-on Clean Sky 2. 
Snecma estimates an open rotor will burn 26% less fuel than a  CFM 
Leap-1. Flights will validate effi  ciency and noise as well as  demonstrate 
power gearbox, pitch change and blade technologies.

Airships go through periodic 
revivals, and Hybrid Air Vehicles 
(HAV) plans to fl y a 302-ft.-long 
prototype early in 2015 on the 
way to developing a 50-ton-
payload heavy-lift airship. The 
HAV304 was fl own once in 2012 
under a U.S. Army program to 
develop a long-endurance sur-
veillance platform, but this was 
canceled in 2013 and the vehicle 
returned to the U.K. for reas-
sembly. The hybrid airship com-
bines buoyant, aerodynamic and 
propulsive lift for increased effi  -
ciency and easier operation. HAV 
intends  to use the prototype for 
customer trials while it develops 
the production AirLander 50 to 
fl y in 2018-19.

Solar Endeavor

Switzerland’s Solar Impulse 
plans to launch its solar-
powered around-the-world 
attempt from Abu Dhabi be-
tween March and July 2015. 
Expected to last  fi ve months, 
the fl ights will take the Solar 
Impulse 2 (Si2) and its solo 
pilot across the Arabian Sea, 
India, Myanmar, China, the 
Pacifi c, U.S., the Atlantic and 
Southern European over 10 
legs lasting up to fi ve days 
and nights. First fl own in 
June 2014, the 236-ft.-span, 
5,070-lb. gross-weight Si2 is 
equipped with 17,250 solar 
cells generating a peak 55 kW 
to recharge almost 1,400 lb. of 
batteries and enable multiday 
through-the-night fl ight.
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Extreme Endurance

Facebook and Google may be developing solar-powered 
long-endurance unmanned aircraft for Internet delivery, 
but Airbus Defense & Space hopes to extend an almost 
unassailable lead early in 2015 when it fl ies the improved 
Zephyr 8 “high-altitude pseudo-satellite.” Acquired from 
Qinetiq in 2013 to fi ll a perceived capability gap between 
satellites and aircraft, the current 75.5-ft.-span, 121-lb. 

Stitch in Time

A unique structural concept prom-
ising a weight reduction of 10% or 
more over today’s carbon-fi ber com-
posite airframes, at lower fabrication 
cost, will be tested in 2015. NASA will 
put Boeing’s pultruded-rod stitched 
effi  cient unitized structure (Prseus) 
through its paces by subjecting a 
30-ft.-span wing box, representing 

 
Singular Vision

Ten years ago, single-engine personal jets were the hot new thing, with a 
dozen concepts being pursued. Today, only Cirrus Aircraft’s Vision SF50 
remains in serious development, with certifi cation and fi rst deliveries 
planned by the end of 2015. Even the SF50 was looking doubtful until Caiga, 
the general-aviation subsidiary of China’s Avic, acquired Cirrus in 2013 
and pumped new funds into its development. One proof-of-concept and two 
conforming prototypes have fl own, with one more to come. Powered by a 
Williams FJ33-5A, the 300-kt. SF50 can seat fi ve adults and two children.

gross-weight Zephyr 7 holds a 
14-day endurance record for UAVs 
and in 2014 fl ew for more than 11 
days in reduced-sunlight winter 
conditions over Australia. The 
92-ft.-span, 132-lb. next-generation 
Zephyr 8 is expected to off er a 
60% improvement in capability.
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Green Helicopters

Europe’s lead in commercial rotorcraft will get a boost on several fronts 
in 2015 from technology demonstrations under the Clean Sky research 
program. These include flight tests of a diesel-cycle engine in an Airbus 
Helicopters EC120, burning kerosene with a 30-40% lower fuel  
consumption than a turbine engine. AgustaWest-
land will flight-test rotor blades with active  
Gurney flaps on an AW139 late in 2015.  
These promise to increase lift, reduce  
power required and cut fuel burn and 
emissions. Next year Clean Sky also 
plans to bench-test an electric tail-
rotor drive that will reduce weight, 
noise and vibration.

the double-deck center section of 
a blended wing-body airliner, to 
combined bending and pressur-
ization loads. Prseus uses dry fab-
ric, reinforcing rods, resin infu-
sion and out-of-autoclave curing 
with reduced tooling to produce 
large unitized panels that have 
uninterrupted load paths and are 
reinforced with stitching to arrest 
cracks.

NASA

CleAN Sky JoiNt UNdertAkiNg

SpeedNews 29th Annual
Commercial Aviation Industry
Suppliers Conference

March 2-4, 2015 • Beverly Hills, California

SpeedNews 5th Annual
Aerospace Raw Materials & Manufacturers
Supply Chain Conference

March 2, 2015 • Beverly Hills, California

Preliminary Programs Available

Please visit SpeedNews.com for more information or to register for these events. 
Tel: +1-424-465-6501  ●  jspeed@speednews.com
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UAS Airspace 
Management

Morphing Flaps
Could fl exible fl aps that reduce noise and drag 
by deforming seamlessly become as ubiquitous 
as winglets, on new aircraft and as retrofi ts? 
Designed by FlexSys, the seamless bendable 
and twistable surfaces are being fl ight tested 
by NASA on a modifi ed Gulfstream III busi-
ness jet under the Adaptive Compliant Train-

ing Edge project with the Air Force Research 
Laboratory. A compliant lattice structure 
smoothly changes the fl ap’s camber when actu-
ated. Flexible transition surfaces join the fl ap 
to the wing. Cruise drag is expected to be cut 
by up to 3%. For clean-sheet designs, fuel sav-
ings could be 12%.

internet portal to fi le trajectories 
and check them for weather, 
obstacles and other traffi  c. Airspace 
operators will be able to geo-fence 
areas, authenticate users and issue 
an “all land” order in an emergency. 
Early work on the web interface 
has begun in Alaska.

With reports of small unmanned 
aircraft fl ying near airports and 
aircraft, over nuclear powerplants 
and sporting events, pressure is 
building to fi nd ways to open low-
altitude airspace to legal “drone” 
activity while ensuring safety 
and privacy. NASA plans a fi ve-
year eff ort to develop the UAS 
Traffi  c Management (UTM) system. 
This will provide UAV users an 

NASA

DEUTSCHE POST  
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Dassault Falcon 5X’s combined 

vision system projects both multi-

band infrared enhanced vision and 

computer-generated synthetic 

vision imagery onto the head-

up primary displays.

Gulfstream’s G500 and G600 

introduce active sidesticks that provide 

tactile feedback and touchscreen displays 

Bombardier’s Learjet 85 is the fi rst all-composite 

business jet, with the carbon-fi ber wing produced by 

resin transfer infusion and fuselage sections using an 

out-of-autoclave process.
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High-Technology Business Jets
 Business aviation has  been the birthing ground for many 

technologies that have gone on to fi nd wider application, and aircraft 

now in development continue to advance the state of the art. 

TOP TECHNOLOGIES

Aerion AS2 pioneers supersonic natural laminar fl ow to reduce 

friction drag and enable it to cruise as effi  ciently at Mach 0.95 

over land to avoid sonic boom as it will at Mach 1.4 over water. 

Graham Warwick  Washington 

Honda’s HondaJet brings 

high-tech to light jets with natural-laminar-fl ow nose 

and wing for low drag, a carbon-fi ber fuselage and 

over-the-wing engines to increase cabin volume.

on the main, center and overhead panels  

for fl ight and systems management.
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AFRICA
• African operators will spend about $1.9 billion on MRO. 
• Component maintenance expenditures should be $516 

million. 
 
ASIA-PACIFIC
• Engine MRO spending will reach $3.9 billion in 2015 but 

is forecast to grow to nearly $4.4 billion in 2016.
• Operators will spend more than $1 billion on modifications. 
 
CHINA
• China’s civil aviation MRO market will be worth about 

$3.9 billion.

• Operators are expected to purchase $647 million of line 
maintenance services.

 
EASTERN EUROPE (Including Russia and the  

Commonwealth of Independent States)
• Airframe heavy maintenance expenditures will be about 

one-third of the amount spent on engine maintenance.
• Expect airframe heavy maintenance expenses to be high-

er this year than the $289 million forecast for 2016.
 
INDIA
• Engine maintenance spending should be $284 million.
• Operators will spend $723 million on MRO.
 
LATIN AMERICA  (Including Mexico)
• This market will generate more than $3 billion in civil 

aviation MRO activity.
• Operators will spend about $926 million on component 

MRO.
 
MIDDLE EAST
• Airframe heavy maintenance expenditures have been 

much higher in 2014 than those forecast for 2015: Expect 
about $528 million.

• Modifications will account for $548 million.
 
NORTH AMERICA
• Civil aviation MRO expenditures will total $15.8 billion.
• Line maintenance will account for $3 billion.
 
WESTERN EUROPE
• Western Europe will have the highest airframe heavy 

maintenance expenditures, but will flip-flop with No. 2 
North America in 2016.

• Engine maintenance will generate $4.7 billion. c
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2015 MRO 
Market by 
Region

The commercial aviation MRO  

market value will be $56.3 billion in 
2015, according to Aviation Week’s 2015 
Commercial Fleet & MRO Forecast. 
Here are some of the forecast highlights 
for each region. 

Source: Aviation Week Commercial 

Fleet Database and MRO Forecast

2015 MRO Market Share by Region

Gallery Take a look at some of the news around the world 
that will influence the civil aviation aftermarket in 2015. 
AviationWeek.com/MROCivil2015
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Avionics Upgrades

The ADS-B “Out” mandate deadline is 2020 but pressure 
to fi nd equipment and upgrade slots starts now.

Engine Options

Engine OEMs will con-
tinue to broaden their 
aftermarket service op-
tions and gain market 
share—including services 
for mature products that 
independent shops usually 
could count on—as they 
off er more used material, 
customized packages, 
predictive maintenance 
tools and even power-
by-the-hour  agreements 
specifi cally designed for 
sunsetting powerplants.
 

Financial Finesse

Four-engine aircraft such as the Rolls-Royce Trent 
500-powered Airbus A340 continue to feel heat due to 
operating costs and residual value concerns. Rolls ’s tradi-
tional aftermarket approach is under pressure.
 
Surplus Spend

Aircraft and engine teardowns will continue to increase 
the  use of  serviceable material. But as long as fuel prices 
remain low, airlines will leverage used airframes to satisfy 
near-term demand, which increases  especially for nar-
rowbodies.
 
Savvy Savings

Innovative carriers such as EasyJet invest in new technolo-
gies to lower maintenance costs. The U.K. low-cost carrier, 
for instance, is looking at using  unmanned aerial systems to 
inspect aircraft for exterior damage, and developed the Blade-
Fix app to better balance blades during swaps and repairs.

Consumables Management & Component Repair

As MRO bundles  grow bigger and providers forge plans 
to go deeper, consumables and component repair  garner 
more attention .

Digital Data

Use of wireless in MRO—from digital data-loading to con-
necting technicians to engineering— gains traction  and 
aids aftermarket operational effi  ciency.

Widebody Wonders

Heavy maintenance for widebody aircraft  picks up in the 
U.S. as labor rates in Asia  climb and fuel costs drop.

Supply Chain Risks

Airlines continue to be vulnerable and risk disruptions to 
their MRO operations beyond the Tier One level. Only 15% 
of airline executives know where their primary aftermar-
ket supply chain risks are, according to a DHL survey, and 
that could be exacerbated by supplier consolidation.

Friendly Competition

Increased technology and capital costs to support next-
generation aircraft, OEMs’ more dominant position in the 
aftermarket and the need for scale drive more joint ven-
tures and partnerships—sometimes between traditional 
rivals. Logistics plays a role in this, too. c
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Top 10 
2015 Trends
While it is unclear  how the two 

Malaysian Airlines tragedies in 2014 

could drive the aviation industry to 

tackle airspace-monitoring and fl ight-

tracking issues—which could  lead to 

aircraft modifi cations, longer-term—we 

are betting on the following near-term 

trends for 2015.   

MAINTENANCE, REPAIR & OVERHAUL

A GE90 engine fl owpath 
spacer.  

A new widebody hangar at AAR’s
facility in Lake Charles, Louisiana.

AFI KLM E&M 
provides compo-
nent support at 
repair facilities 
in Miami, Paris 
and Amsterdam.
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Surge in 
Narrowbody MRO
Wave of major checks coming due and demand 

for interior refurbishments drives narrowbody 

airframe MRO

“There will be an increasing amount 
of spending on interior refurbish-
ments, focusing on weight savings as 
well as upgrades to power supplies in 
order to accommodate greater use of 
personal electronic devices,” says Ken 
Herbert, an aerospace and defense 
analyst with Canaccord Genuity, a San 
Francisco-based investment banking 
company. Much of this work, he points 
out, is due to the large number of nar-
rowbody aircraft delivered between 
2005-08 and now coming due for major 
airframe checks. This, he adds, repre-
sents a paradigm shift.

“For the past five years, much of 
the interior upgrade activity has been 
on widebody first and business class 
cabins. Now more activity is moving 
toward the economy sections of single-
aisle aircraft,” says Herbert.

Narrowbody MRO growth will be 
driven by the Boeing 737NG and Air-
bus A320 over the next two years, 
particularly in the Asia/Pacific region 
where he notes there has “been an ex-
plosion of the low cost carrier (LCC) 
business model.”

In fact, Earl Diamond, CEO of nar-
rowbody airframe MRO specialist Avi-
anor in Montreal, sees LCCs accounting 
for more of his company’s modification 
business. “The trend we see at Avianor 
is continual activity on the conversion 
to—and creation of—LCC cabin lay-
outs. This has driven interior recon-
figuration work for us,” he says.

At the same time, heavy inspections 
remain a huge component of the nar-
rowbody MRO market, which Richard 
Brown, principal of consultancy ICF 

International in London, calls “a duo-
poly between the A320 and the 737NG,” 
especially as MD80 retirements have 
caused a decline in that segment.

“There will be continued demand 
for airframe maintenance checks in 
2015 and 2016 from the mainstays of 
the narrowbody fleet—the 737NG and 
the A320—due to increasing C and D 
check events, driven by fleet demo-
graphics—age, hours and cycles,” says 
Brown. “Strong growth in developing 
regions continues, particularly in Asia 
as the fleet matures and heavy mainte-
nance comes due.”

Data compiled by Aviation Week 

puts both the 737NG and the A320 in 
first and second place, respectively, for 
major airframe MRO spending in 2015 
and 2016. Specifically, operators of the 
A320 are projected to invest $810 mil-
lion globally this year and about $843 
million in 2016. The 737NG family is 
projected to account for over $485 mil-
lion in 2015, and $493 million by 2016.

Those families will account for “sub-
stantial opportunities for heavy air-
frame maintenance and modification 
over the next 2-3 years,” according to 
Tucker Morrison, COO of FlightStar 
Aircraft Services in Jacksonville, 
Florida. The long-time maintenance 
and modification specialist in Boeing 
narrowbodies plans to pursue more 
Airbus narrowbody work in 2015, but 
the main market will involve earlier 
production 737NGs and A320s, which 
Morrison calls “prime candidates” for 
cabin upgrades and reconfigurations.

“The airlines want to extend the 
useful lives of these airplanes by en-
hancing the customer experience,” he 
explains. “Anybody who gets on an air-
plane today will notice the condition of 
the cabin and whether the airline has 
kept up with advances in technology. 
The flying public wants to see some-
thing that looks brand-new, even if the 
aircraft is 10 or 15 years old.”

Morrison has bet on a surge of 
heavy maintenance and modification 
work in 2015 with the opening of a new 
130,000-sq.-ft. hangar at Jacksonville’s 
Cecil Airport that will provide five ad-
ditional production lines. “It will allow 
us to serve not only our existing cus-
tomers but those we have had to turn 
away in the past because of capacity 
constraints,” he points out.

The new hangar also will open fur-
ther opportunities for passenger-to-
cargo conversions for narrowbody 
aircraft, which Morrison says is a 
“market that seems to be picking up, 
especially in the U.S., on the 737 Clas-
sics and 757 families.”

Interior upgrades and modifica-
tion work will be high on the list for a 
growing number of narrowbody fleet 
operators—when they book heavy 
checks—according to Ernesto Ruiz, 
chairman of the board of Aeroman in 
El Salvador. “Very frankly, this is be-
ing driven by more airline marketing 
departments, which is why airlines are 
adding Wi-Fi and state-of-the-art in-
flight entertainment systems as a part 
of their modifications,” he notes.

“Technology—in and of itself—is 

Talk with anyone who is knowledgeable about the 
narrowbody airliner MRO market and the conversa-
tion quickly turns to cabin upgrades, where, it  
appears, the major MRO market opportunities in  
this segment continue to grow.

MAINTENANCE, REPAIR & OVERHAUL

A technician works on a seat at 
Avianor’s Montreal hangar.
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driving the modifications,” Ruiz adds.
Aeroman’s focus is the A320, as well 

as the 737NG and 737 Classic families. 
To prepare for other opportunities in 
narrowbody work, Aeroman has just 
broken ground on a new 116 meter (381 
ft.) wide by 116 meter deep hangar slat-
ed for completion in August 2015. The 
new hangar, he explains, will enable the 
company to initially pursue the Em-
braer E170 and E190 jet MRO market, 
but will also provide the capacity to go 
after widebody airframe heavy checks 
for the first time. A decision as to which 
widebodies is expected in early 2015.

“With the additional capacity, we are 
also preparing for potential business 
from operators of the new A320neo and 
the 737 MAX,” says Ruiz.

FL Technics, a specialist in narrow-
body support, is seeing some changes in 
the MRO market, according to Zilvinas 
Lapinskas, CEO of the Vilnius, Lithua-
nia-headquartered company. The MRO, 
he points out, has focused its services 
on the A320, and the 737 Classics and 
737NGs, since they are the most widely 
operated aircraft in Europe, including 
Russia and the post-Soviet CIS coun-
tries.  They are also compatible with the 
low-cost carrier business model.

“One of the major changes in the 
narrowbody MRO market for 2015-16 
is the increasing pace of retirements 
of Boeing 737 Classics, as more com-
panies are switching to newer aircraft, 
and the economies of Russia and the 
CIS continue to grow,” explains Lap-
inskas. “As a result, the demand for 
maintenance work on the 737 Classics 
is expected to stay pretty low during 
the upcoming year.  At the same time, 
Airbus A320 maintenance is expected 
to pick up, mainly due to increasing 
demand for this aircraft type in the 
aircraft lease market.”

Lapinskas adds that FL Technics 
is seeing more interest for specialty, 
high-end engineering work, including 
cabin and avionics upgrades. That is 
especially true for Wi-Fi integration 
in the cabin and other communication 
modifications.

But he also reports a trend toward 
dismantling relatively young aircraft 
by some operators, with the coming in-
troduction of the A320neo and the 737 
MAX. “Currently the aftermarket for 
such aircraft as the 737NG has been 
filling up with more players offering 
spare parts, thus impacting not only 
prices for new parts, but also creating 
competition for independent MROs.”

Given the dynamics of the narrow-
body MRO market, one question con-
cerns component overhauls. “I believe 
that there will be strong demand for 
overhauls on all key components, such 
as landing gear, over the next 3-5 years,” 
says FlightStar’s Morrison. 

That will be especially true in cases 
where airlines are looking at fleet life-
extensions. “The cost of purchasing 
new aircraft as well as lease rates 
are very high. So there are operators 
who are asking ‘Does it make sense 
to go with something new, or does it 
make more sense to upgrade an older 
aircraft?’ The fact is, we are seeing a 
desire to retrofit and upgrade,” Mor-
rison remarks. c
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Top 5 Aircraft Families for  

Projected Heavy MRO  

Expenditures in 2015

Airbus A320 $810 million

Boeing 737-600/ 

700/800/900

$485 million

Boeing 747-400 $413 million

Airbus A319 $363 million

Boeing 777-

200ER/LR

$293 million

Source: Aviation Week

Paul Seidenman and David J. Spanovich San Francisco

Transitional Times
Widebody MRO providers ramping up for A380, 

787, 747-8 and A350 maintenance

These are interesting times for widebody airframe 
MRO providers, as the first of a new generation of 
twin-aisle airliners approaches its initial major main-
tenance events. At the same time, older models are 
still undergoing heavy checks and extensive modifica-
tions, although they represent a diminishing market.

Statistics compiled by Aviation Week 
show that widebodies remain well with-
in the list of top 10 aircraft families for 
2015-16 (see table above), in terms of 
heavy MRO expenditures. However, the 
trends clearly show a declining market 
for four-engine transports such as the 
Boeing 747-400, but increasing MRO 
activity for current production twins 
such as the Airbus A330-300. To cite 
some numbers, estimates for 747-400 
maintenance spending this year are 
about $413 million, but by 2016 that 
likely drops to $327 million. For the 
A330-300, the respective figures for 
2015 and 2016 are $219 and $242 million.

This data validates what MRO ven-
dors and industry observers report.

“We can expect to see more Air-
bus A380s making their first six-year 
heavy maintenance visits, although 
some A380 operators may be able to in-
source this work to their own MROs,” 

says Rogier van der Velde, senior ser-
vice manager of consultancy SGI Avia-
tion in Amsterdam. He explains that 
approximately 35 Airbus A380s, built 
between 2009-10, will likely be slated for 
heavy checks in 2015 and 2016. “At the 
same time, we can see that a number of 
in-service passenger Boeing 747-400s 
are gradually being phased out by 
several operators. For MROs, this will 
mean more 747-400 dismantling.”

According to Richard Brown, prin-
cipal at ICF International in London, 
the growth in demand for widebody 
aircraft airframe and rotable main-
tenance is now being driven by the 
A330 and 777—with the A380 coming 
soon. “The A380 will start to generate 
more maintenance activity as the fleet 
matures; however, the [large] quantity 
of 777s and A330s means that these 
aircraft are set to dominate widebody 
maintenance spending,” he says.
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But Brown also stresses that this 
will be offset by continued retirements 
of maintenance-intensive aircraft such 
as the 747-400s, 767s, MD-11s, and the 
A300s, A310s and A340s.

“The challenge for MROs is that air-
craft replacing an airplane such as the 
747-400 will require less maintenance 
man-hours, and therefore fewer tech-
nicians,” he notes.

The cost advantages enjoyed by 
Asian MRO suppliers will continue to 
erode due to shortages of skilled labor 
and wage inflation. “Widebody airframe 
heavy check migration from North 
America to Asia has peaked, and ICF 
sees more airframe work remaining in 
North America,” he says. “Average la-
bor hours per heavy maintenance check 
are declining, which means the labor 
savings from developing regions are 
becoming less important. Also, skilled 
labor shortages in Asia have 
driven up labor rates to the 
point that U.S. labor rates 
are now comparable to those 
in Asia.”

Added to this is the “avail-
able airframe facility sup-
ply” in North America and 
planned expansions, says 
Brown. “This adds up to a 
resurgence of maintenance 
activity in North America.”

Jumping on that trend, 
AAR Corp. plans to open a 
new widebody MRO facil-
ity in the next 18-24 months 
at the Chicago Rockford 
International Airport in Il-
linois. The company, in fact, is ramp-
ing up to service the new generation of 
widebodies, including the 747-8, 787, and 
the A380. According to Dany Kleiman, 
AAR’s group vice president, repair and 
engineering, the company also antici-
pates an increase in demand for heavy 
maintenance events and modifications 
in 2015 and 2016, particularly on the 767, 
777, A330 and A340.

“There will be a continuing narrow-
ing of the gap in costs between U.S. 
providers of widebody aircraft MRO 
and their Asia/Pacific counterparts,” 
Kleiman notes. “This will provide 
an opportunity to recapture a lot of 
widebody aircraft support that went 
to the Asia/Pacific region. We are defi-
nitely focused on bringing more of that 
business back and being competitive 
enough to do that.”

Not everyone agrees. “Costs are 
rising, even in traditionally lower-

cost Asian MRO markets, and many 
are forecasting a shift back to the 
U.S. in the near future. We do not see 
this happening as yet,” says Lim Serh 
Ghee, president of ST Aerospace in 
Singapore. “We believe that pricing is 
not the only competitive differential. 
Work quality and turnaround time are 
equally important.”

Narrowbody airframe specialist 
FL Technics is entering the widebody 
MRO market, adding that capability to 
its Part 145 repair station certificate, 
starting with the A330. As CEO Zilvi-
nas Lapinskas of the Lithuania-based 
company explains, the rising demand 
for A330-related services “has been 
noticeable within the industry for 
some time now,” given the aircraft’s 
growing popularity among carriers.

“From an MRO perspective, this 
trend presents an opportunity to be-

come more flexible and less dependent 
on the seasonality of demand for nar-
rowbody base maintenance,” Lapinskas 
notes. “Since Airbus A330s are not sub-
ject to seasonal demand changes, it cre-
ates opportunities to keep the compa-
ny’s growing capacity busy year-round.”

Sebastien Weber, vice president-
marketing, product support and devel-
opment, Air France Industries-KLM 
Engineering And Maintenance, reports 
that in the next two years, “there will 
be opportunities” for Boeing and Air-
bus to introduce licensing schemes and 
restrict access to technical data to (cer-
tain approved) MROs for the 787 and 
A350. “As a consequence, there will 

probably be a decrease in the number 
of maintenance providers—although 
from an airline perspective, competition 
is necessary to keep pressure on costs,” 
he says. “For AFI-KLM E&M, new plat-
forms such as the 787 and A350 clearly 
mean new growth opportunities for 
component and engine services.”

Along those lines, Lufthansa Tech-
nik, which provides MRO for most 
widebody types, is analyzing the exten-
sion of those services to include 787 and 
A350 base maintenance, according to 
Marcus Motschenbacher, director net-
work sales and customer service, air-
craft base maintenance. The company’s 
“primary widebody aircraft MRO con-
centration” is on the A330, A340, A380; 
the 747-400 and -8, and the 767. It also 
provides all services for the 777 through 
joint venture partner AMECO.

As Motschenbacher sees it, the ma-
jor trends for widebody 
MRO in 2015-16 will include 
longer maintenance inter-
vals coupled with a shorter 
total life cycle, due to the 
phase-out of aircraft with 
high maintenance costs and 
fuel consumption, such as 
the 747-400 and the A340. 
“For the time being, there 
are still a reasonably large 
amount of these aircraft 
being operated,” he says. 
“They are aging and thus 
will need more MRO over 
time, given that they will 
not be stored.”

He adds that widebody 
airframe operators will focus more 
on deferring base maintenance work 
to the winter season, thus making for 
increased seasonality of the business.

Asked if Lufthansa Technik expects 
an increase in specialty work on wide-
bodies, such as cabin or structural 
modifications, Motschenbacher re-
ports that any above-average increase 
in that kind of demand could occur 
due to any requirements (issued by) 
Airbus and Boeing. “Additionally, the 
increasing competition on the airline 
market might lead airlines to refurbish 
their cabins more often than was tra-
ditionally done, or redesign the book-
ing classes—introducing premium 
economy or decreasing first-class ca-
pacity. As for particular aircraft types, 
the first A380s are reaching the age for 
heavy base maintenance, so we expect 
it to contribute to our MRO activity 
over the next few years,” he says. c
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Line maintenance work on an Air-
bus A380 at Lufthansa Technik’s 
Frankfurt facility. LHT is expecting 
the first heavy maintenance visit 
for the A380 in 2015-16.
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Power Players
Narrowbody engines drive powerplant  

MRO growth in 2015

“Older aircraft, such as the 737 
Classics, and some newer produc-
tion A320s and 737NGs, will be going 
away over the next 3-4 years as the 
fleets transition to the 
new generation of nar-
rowbody aircraft such as 
the A320neo and the 737 
MAX,” says Ken Herbert, 
an aerospace and defense 
analyst with Canaccord 
Genuity, an investment 
banking firm. “At the 
same time, there will be 
an uptick in engine-MRO 
demand driven by opera-
tors of narrowbody jets 
delivered between 2005-
08, and powered by the 
CFM56-5B and CFM56-
7B, and the V2500-A5,” 
he notes. 

Those powerplants 
are due for major main-
tenance events this year 
and will be the primary 
drivers for engine ser-
vice of single-aisle air-
craft. This, he says, will 
be coupled with a de-
clining MRO market for 
CFM56-3s, because the 
aircraft they power are 
being retired.

Data  compi led  by 
Aviation Week indicate 
that the V2500-A5 and 
CFM56-7 will top global 
demand for MRO in 2015 
and 2016, with the V2500-
A5 the market leader in 
both years, accounting 
for more than $2.8 bil-
lion and $3.2 billion, re-

spectively. For the CFM56-7, the MRO 
market value is projected to be $2.4 bil-
lion and $2.7 billion for 2015 and 2016 
respectively.

But Herbert also expects to see “a 
pretty good rate of growth for MRO 
services on widebody-aircraft engines,” 
and specifically cites the General Elec-
tric GE90, which powers both the 777-
300ER and the 787’s GEnx engine. “We 
expect both engines to account for most 
of the growth in widebody aircraft en-
gine work. In fact, we believe we will see 
the first GEnx shop visits starting in 
2015.” Still, Herbert cautions, that will 
be offset by a shrinking MRO market 
for older widebody powerplants such as 
the PW4000 on the 747-400.

Aviation Week data projects the 
GE90-115B to reach third place in the 
top 10 global-MRO market by 2016, 
accounting for more than $1.76 billion 
in maintenance services. That places 
it one notch up from 2015, when it is 
expected to rank fourth with a $1.4 bil-
lion MRO market. By contrast, Pratt & 
Whitney’s PW4000-94 will be 10th by 

2016, at just $818 million. 
Its MRO-market projec-
tion puts it in seventh 
place for 2015, at $882 
million.

Bill Dwyer, general 
manager, services mar-
keting for GE Aviation 
Services,  notes this 
year’s drop in jet-fuel 
costs is the “most impor-
tant dynamic impacting 
the aircraft engine MRO 
market happening today.

“Jet-fuel costs, which 
had been running some-
thing like $200 billion 
per year, have decreased 
by approximately 22 per-
cent—or about $50 bil-
lion—since July of 2014,” 
he explains. “That has 
provided a tailwind to 
continued—and more 
economical—operation 
of legacy aircraft.”

As a result, fewer old-
er aircraft than antici-
pated are being retired, 
and some of the previ-
ously parked aircraft 
are being returned to 
service to meet increas-
ing demand for air trav-
el. “It’s very likely that if 
demand keeps up, we will 
see more legacy aircraft 
being operated for longer 
periods,” he says.

Dwyer calls the 737 

Engine maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) 
vendors should see increasing demand for mainte-
nance services in 2015, driven primarily by CFM56- 
and V2500-powered single-aisle jets. In fact, that spe-
cific segment of the engine-repair market represents 
some interesting dynamics.

A technician works 
on a CF6-80C2 at 
GE Aviation  
Services-Celma in 
Petropolis, Brazil.

General electric
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Classics the “best example” of this 
trend, with approximately 950 still 
operating globally as of the first few 
quarters of 2014. “This means there 
will be a slowdown in what had been a 
reduction in demand for the CFM56-3,” 
he notes. “While it will continue to de-
cline, the CFM56-3 MRO business will 
not do so as quickly as we had thought 
because these aircraft are staying in 
service longer.”

Legacy widebodies such as the GE 
CF6-80C2-powered Boeing 767 also 
will see continued service in the lower 
fuel cost environment, according to 
Dwyer. “Leases on those airplanes are 
being extended, and some are coming 
back from the parked fleet. As with 
the CFM56-3, the reduction in de-
mand for CF6-80C2 maintenance has 
not accelerated as much as expected.”

Added to the mix is the fact that 
current-production Airbus A320s 
and Boeing 737NG lease rates have 
remained strong, meaning calls for 
MRO services for the engines pow-
ering these aircraft will continue. 
The 737NG and A320 are powered 
by the CFM56-7B and CFM56-5B, 
respectively.

“While there will be a decline in de-
mand for engine service on the more 
mature fleets, maintenance events will 
increase for the mid-life fleets, which 
will probably remain in service for 
years to come,” says Dwyer.

In that regard, Katia Diebold-Wid-
mer, head of marketing for MTU Ha-
nover in Germany, predicts a surge 
in MRO activity for the V2500-A5, 
CFM56-5B and CFM56-7B in 2015-16. 
Those engines, she says, will overcom-
pensate for the declining workload the 
company expects on the CFM56-3. 
The V2500, she adds, is MTU’s larg-
est program for commercial airliner 
engines, accounting for about 250 an-
nual shop visits, followed in volume by 
the CFM56, at 200.

Similar trends are taking place on 
the regional-jet side as 50-seaters 
phase out. “There will be a signifi-
cant decline in our CF34-3 workload, 
but any losses there will be made up 
by the CF34-8, and the CF34-10, from 
[respectively] the 70- and 90-seat mar-
ket,” says Diebold-Widmer.

MTU anticipates some changes in 
the MRO market for widebody-aircraft 
engines. As an example, Diebold-Wid-
mer cites the CF6-80C2 as reaching 
“a mature phase,” and will likely en-
ter the surplus market as the aircraft 

they power retire. “We are planning 
for a decreasing global-MRO market 
for those engines, as well as reduced 
work scopes.”

Asked about the effect of early re-
tirements of younger aircraft on the 
engine-MRO market, Diebold-Widmer 
says the subject is “highly debatable.”

“At this time, we cannot honestly say 
that early retirements of comparatively 
young aircraft are a definite trend and 
are going to become the norm—al-
though it’s something that might be 
sporadic,” she says. Retirement of older 
aircraft is, indeed, accelerating. “That is 
something we can say for sure.”

MTU, reports Diebold-Widmer, is 
projecting a 5-6% annual increase in 
MRO work for commercial aircraft en-
gines in 2015-16, and is expanding into 
new engine groups. For instance, MTU 
will add PW1000G capability this year. 
In 2014, it initiated GE90 service. Still, 
she points out, there are some chal-
lenges to meet, especially as overca-
pacity continues to plague the market, 
forcing downward pricing pressure.

“The overcapacity has definitely led 
to a buyer’s market for engine MRO,” 
Diebold-Widmer explains. “Mature air-
craft are being retired in larger num-
bers, and for those shops that have 
prepared to service the newer engine, 
the volume simply isn’t there yet.”

She also notes that as the original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) 
become increasingly active in the re-
pair market for new-generation en-
gines, the overcapacity problem hits 
the independent shops, since they ca-
ter primarily to older engine models. 
“Many operators of older aircraft are 
opting for used-serviceable engines 
rather than sending their existing 
powerplants in for shop visits, given 
those airplanes’ limited remaining 
time in service.” MTU, in fact, entered 
the used-serviceable engine market in 

2014, when it announced “MTU Plus 
Mature Engine Solutions” at MRO 
Americas. That program currently 
caters to the CFM56-3, CF6-50 and 
the CF34-3.

In 2015, engine MRO—as with air-
frame MRO, in general—will remain 
stable, according to Lim Serh Ghee, 
president of ST Aerospace in Singa-
pore. “We are unlikely to see any sur-
prises” he says. “With fleet growth, 
a surge in demand for MRO services 
for some engine models such as the 
CFM56-5B/7B and V2500 is expected. 
As long as airline operators plan suf-
ficiently ahead of time, there should 
be no issues with scheduling shop 
visits.” Ghee adds that with a global 
MRO network, ST Aerospace has 
sufficient shop capacity to handle 
any growth.

“The CFM56-7 will represent our 
biggest MRO growth in 2015, at over 
20% above 2014,” says Rob Cords, 
president, airlines and fleets for Stan-
dardAero. “That is considerably above 
the projected global-MRO market 
growth for that engine of plus-or-mi-
nus 8%.” In the same year, he adds, the 
company expects an average increase 
of 5% across its portfolio, mainly from 

the CFM56-7, CF34-3 and -8, AE3007 
and the PW100 and PT6.

Cords attributes CFM56-7 growth to 
a “bow wave of shop visits” generated 
by its contract-program customers. 
“But we also anticipate growth in the 
transactional market, which does not 
involve long-term maintenance con-
tracts. We are making a very strong 
commitment to get more transactional 
work on the CFM56-7.”

Looking ahead, Cords predicts a 
major shift in its CF34 business, with 
less MRO activity on the CF34-3, but 
growth in CF34-8 MRO in 2016, and 
“very good growth” in 2017 and 2018.

Aviation Week statistics estimate 
a 2015 Asia-Pacific engine MRO mar-
ket of $3.8 billion (excluding China), 
and more than $4.3 billion in 2016. 
Not surprisingly, Cords reports that 
StandardAero is seeing an increasing 
amount of potential business there. 
In late 2013, in fact, StandardAero es-
tablished a dedicated sales team for 
the Asia-Pacific market in Singapore. 
“The main opportunities in that area 
are the PW100, CF34 and CFM56. 
There are possibilities to capture that 
business from Asia, and repair those 
engines in North America, as well as 
joint ventures.” c
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Top-5 Engine Families Projected 

MRO Expenditures in 2015

V2500-A5 $2.8 billion

CFM56-7 $2.5 billion

CFM56-5B $1.7 billion

GE90-115B $1.4 billion

CF6-80C2 $1.3 billion

Source: Aviation Week  
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That’s good news for airlines and the industry as jet fuel 
follows the same trend: Jet A had been stubbornly holding 
at approximately $120 per barrel (42 gal.) for the past three 
years, but then dropped to about $70 per barrel in Decem-
ber, according to the International Air Transport Association 
(IATA). The net effect is a windfall for airlines and a motivator 
to keep older, less fuel efficient aircraft in operation for a little 
longer, and in a growing number of cases, the aircraft will get 
upgraded avionics or a new flight deck. The fuel-driven retrofit 
opportunities and increasing need for maintenance, repair and 
overhaul, combined with continued strong production of new 
airliners at Boeing and Airbus and the introduction this year of 
the Airbus A350, are collectively producing a positive outlook 
for the civil avionics market in 2015.

Washington-based Avascent Analytics predicts a 4.8% 
growth rate for commercial avionics revenues through 2019, 
based on new aircraft models coming to market and increas-
ing demand for avionics spares and repairs. The company 
predicts $21 billion in commercial avionics sales in the fixed-
wing air transport market in 2015, split between $14.3 billion 
in original equipment installations and $6.6 billion in spares 
and repair orders.

“Revenue from this market space will continue to rise at 
10.5% per year, driven primarily by ongoing maintenance and 
upgrade requirements for major existing legacy platforms 
like the Boeing 777 and A320 family,” the company says. Over 
the next five years, Avascent is predicting about $90 billion in 
original avionics equipment sales for the air transport, busi-
ness jet and turboprop sectors, with a growth rate of 2% per 
year. “Growth is more modest due to the fact that production 
rates of numerous ongoing programs are already at record 
levels,” says the company, adding that orders for more than 
2,300 A320neo and 737 max models through 2019 will help 
generate revenues in later years, along with an expectation 
of orders for more than 1,000 A330neo widebodies.  

Not included in Avascent’s forecast from July is the fuel 
price effect, which could further boost avionics sales for ret-

rofit applications. “We 
are still calculating the 
potential effect from 
some recent trends, 
the most salient of 

which is the drop in oil prices,” says Doug Berenson, head of 
the Avascent’s analytics group. “We have not come to a firm 
opinion on how this will shake out in our forecast, but it seems 
possible that demand for some highly efficient models may re-
lax as airlines decide that perhaps they can make do with older 
models.” Berenson, however, cautions that “planning cycles are 
long” and the company has not come to a firm opinion on the 
effect, which will be included in its January forecast. “We’re in 
the throes of recalculating based on oil prices (and other fac-
tors),” he says. “There’s a limit to how rapidly some operators 
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John Croft Washington

Fuel Fashions
Jet A savings and strong deliveries 

promise robust avionics business  

in 2015

Analysts at the U.S. Energy  
Information Administration say the 
market dynamics that sent crude oil 
prices steadily down to less than $2 per 
gallon earlier this year, compared to 
about $4 over the past three years, will 
hold relatively steady through 2015. 

Avionics retrofit providers will 
see an uptick in cockpit over-
hauls if fuel prices remain low.
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can make some of these decisions on long-term fleet plans.”
Rockwell Collins, which along with Thales and Honeywell 

dominate the avionics market for air transport aircraft, is 
hinting at more sales of its 787-based cockpit display upgrade 
for aging 757s and 767s that would otherwise be retired as 
fuel prices give airlines some leeway for continued operations 
and discretionary spending. There are more than 800 of the 
types in revenue service today, according to Aviation Week 
Intelligence Network’s Commercial Fleets database. FedEx 
was the launch customer for the Rockwell Collins upgrade 
for the 767, and received its first completed aircraft after the 
FAA granted the company a supplemental type certificate 
in July. The cargo carrier is buying the freighters new from 
Boeing with the upgraded cockpit.

Kelly Ortberg, Rockwell Collins CEO, said at an investor 
call in December that the company “has its second customer” 
for the upgrade and “we’ve got quite a few customers” inter-
ested in upgrading the 757 and 767. “As far as the fuel prices, 
my philosophy is, any time the main component of your end 
market customer is improving significantly—and their profit-
ability is improving significantly—that’s a good environment,” 
says Ortberg. “How they’re going to deal with that, whether 
that’s going to turn into lower ticket prices, which will drive 
further demand for air travel, or they’ll do more discretionary 
updates, or keep their less fuel-efficient aircraft in service 
longer, I think is yet to be seen.”

For the forward-fit segment, Rockwell Collins says growth 
in the near future will primarily be driven by the A350, for 
which the company supplies information management sys-
tems, communications and navigation gear and avionics and 
electromechanical data network systems, but also due to rate 
increases for new 737s and 787s, for which it provides dis-
plays and other equipment. The A350 will enter service early 
this year with Qatar Airways, with Airbus gathering almost 
800 orders for the widebody that will come in three variants.

Rockwell Collins says it will see a spike in “provisioning” of 
avionics “spares” for Qatar and two other airlines taking pos-
session of the new aircraft in 2015, but the “big lift” will occur 
as more new customers take delivery beyond fiscal year 2015. 
The company’s fiscal year ends in September. Ortberg says 
the aftermarket avionics business, much of which is on per 
flight-hour contracts, will increase in lockstep with aircraft 
utilization rates, which rose in the second half of 2014. He says 
“a lot of Pro Line 21 avionics” the company delivered “back 
when the market was booming” will be coming out of warranty, 

also providing “a little bit of a tailwind.” Counterbalancing the 
trend is “cannibalization,” when airlines park some of their 
aircraft and take equipment out to put into other aircraft in 
revenue service. “We expect that to continue,” Ortberg says.

Where the company does not expect to see “material addi-
tion” to revenue is from changes that will likely be implement-
ed globally by airlines to provide better tracking in the wake 
of the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 in March 
2014. Ortberg says he does not expect that new mandates will 
be forthcoming from an IATA task group that will make rec-
ommendations to the International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion (ICAO) in February on how to better track aircraft. But 
he does think carriers will voluntarily begin sending updates 
through Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting 
System (Acars) systems over the Arinc or SITA networks on 
“five-minute or so” intervals for continuous tracking. Rock-
well Collins completed its acquisition of Arinc in December 
2013. “In the end, that’s not a big driver for us to provide ad-
ditional position location every five minutes or whatever the 
time frame will be,” he says. “It’s not a lot of data to do that.”

Honeywell says it predicts its air transport growth for the 
first half of 2015 will be similar to that of 2014, but with an 
improvement in the second half of 2015 and into 2016 due to 
the uptick in build rate schedules for the A350, a development 
that will also aid revenue for Thales, which supplies head-up 
displays, air data computers, air data inertial reference units, 
electronic flight instrument systems and interactive control 
and display units for the cockpit.

Honeywell’s avionics units for the A350 include the air-
borne communications system components as well as sat-
ellite communications, avionics management systems and 
weather radar. The company expects that its aftermarket 
sales will grow “slightly better” than in 2014, with an ex-
pected improvement in airline repair and overhaul activity, 
said Honeywell Senior Vice President and CFO Tom Szlosek, 
in a recent call with analysts. The company’s most recent 
technology advances—synthetic vision, wireless connectiv-
ity, 3-D maps and a variety of touchscreen controllers—will 
be fixtures in the cockpits of the new Gulfstream G500 and 
G600 business jets as part of the Gulfstream Symmetry flight 
deck, first revealed publicly in October. Szlosek says first 
flight of the G500 will take place this year with “shipments 
starting soon thereafter.” Advances in the business jet arena 
in many cases become standard fare in airline cockpits as the 
technology matures and prices decrease. c
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Global Commercial Avionics Market Forecast by Product
(in U.S.$ millions) 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Electronic Flight Bag (Class II & III) $62.8 $71.3 $79.4 $81.6 $92.2 $108.9 $117.4 $116.5 $135.6 $147.6

EVS/HUD 179.6 210.0 258.0 269.3 307.5 345.5 358.2 375.9 396.0 410.5

Instruments 313.3 336.6 359.8 378.9 405.4 436.8 471.1 497.2 519.1 548.4

Air Data Systems 313.7 336.1 366.1 387.1 413.5 450.3 481.1 509.3 567.5 623.3

Flight Data Recording & Monitoring Systems 469.6 552.4 591.7 541.6 565.2 631.2 537.0 467.7 497.0 504.4

Flight Management Systems 473.4 510.9 560.6 585.0 611.0 650.3 681.7 719.7 750.9 792.4

Head-down Displays & Multi-function Displays 727.2 787.4 855.6 901.0 952.5 1,029.2 1,126.9 1,212.4 1,324.8 1,450.0

Collision Avoidance & Separation Management 829.6 981.6 1,059.9 977.9 1,016.7 1,129.9 972.0 857.7 921.9 943.9

Integrated Avionics Systems 903.3 971.6 1,069.6 1,116.3 1,159.4 1,254.0 1,342.0 1,433.0 1,524.1 1,634.8

Navigation Systems 954.9 1,027.1 1,118.1 1,164.6 1,197.4 1,269.2 1,349.2 1,425.7 1,488.5 1,590.9

Communications & Data Links 1,121.6 1,142.8 1,239.1 1,311.8 1,412.6 1,538.2 1,636.0 1,727.5 1,824.2 1,933.2

TOTAL $6,348.8 $6,927.9 $7,558.0 $7,715.1 $8,133.3 $8,843.6 $9,072.7 $9,342.6 $9,949.5 $10,579.5

Notes: The data shown here represent Avascent estimates across an array of aircraft categories and funding driven by various life-cycle phases. Types of aircraft are: commercial air  
transport (including regional jets), business jets and turboprops. General aviation is not included. Types of spending are: original equipment (OE) acquisition, spares and repairs. OE value  
is by far the largest contributor to total values shown here.     Source: Avascent Analytics
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Henry Canaday Washington

Automating  
Data Exchange
Data standards—or better systems and interfaces?

Many data types move through the 
aviation ecosystem for many reasons. 
There are strategic aims to shar-
ing some data, for example on per-
formance and reliability, to improve 
safety, performance and maintenance 
efficiency. This kind of data sharing is 
often limited by intellectual property 
(IP) rights held by original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs).

But there is also tactical data shar-
ing, aimed to improve the execution of 
maintenance. Automating data entry 
within airlines, or transmission be-
tween airlines and maintenance, re-
pair and overhaul (MRO) providers 
can cut labor costs as well as improve 
accuracy to better comply with regula-
tions and speed up collaboration, thus 
reducing turnaround times. 

The industry has moved toward dig-
itization and electronic transmission 
but is still only part of the way there. 
There are no regulatory hurdles to 
transmitting tactical MRO data, just 
technical requirements and invest-
ments to be made.

But which kinds of investments, and 
by whom? Some MRO veterans think 
the key is standardizing data, whether 
in the Spec 2000 format for the U.S., or 
Europe’s ASD format. Others contend 
the industry can and will have to work 
with somewhat different data stan-
dards, at least for a while. But better 
maintenance-management systems, 
with the right application program-
ming interfaces (API), can do the nec-
essary translation. 

“This issue has been discussed for 
a long time, but the transmission and 
sharing of maintenance data is not 
easy,” says Fernando Ferreira Matos, 
head of IT at TAP Maintenance & En-
gineering.

Matos says one issue is that in order 
to share data two companies must use 
the same standards, which does not al-

ways occur. For example, TAP M&E 
and much of the industry use iSpec 
2000 for technical data and manuals. 
But not all airlines use that standard. 
“We have been trying to get certify-
ing agencies like FAA and EASA to 
enforce this standard, but it takes a 
long time.”

Meanwhile, newer standards are de-
veloping. The Airbus A350, for instance, 
will use ASD S1000, an XML standard. 
TAP M&E will remain on iSpec 2000, 
however, to support legacy aircraft. 

The MRO now transmits data on 
non-routine work during heavy checks 
to airline customers in PDFs. Matos 
would prefer transmitting the com-
plete check-work dossier electroni-
cally as structured data, but that is not 
possible. “There will always be gaps in 
data sharing,” Matos notes.

Other data-sharing gaps occur be-
tween older maintenance-manage-
ment systems and the broader opera-
tions, or enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) systems within airlines. Matos 
says modern maintenance systems like 
Trax or Mxi have built-in connectors to 
wider airline software, but older ones 
do not.

Data-sharing challenges will only ex-
pand as the A350 enters service, as it 
generates huge amounts of operational 

data, perhaps 500 GB per leg. Airlines 
and MROs can productively use only 
a portion of this immense quantity of 
data, Matos says. “Some operational 
data is a business asset, but most we 
don’t know what to do with. We will 
just load it into databases.”

Another new challenge is maximiz-
ing benefits of the new radio-frequency 
identification (RFID) tags on parts. A 
Spec 2000 team is creating standards 
for RFID data now. Matos says con-
formity with standards on RFID will 
be essential for different companies to 
share RFID-tagged rotables. 

The amount of data 
shared by airline MROs 
depends not only on the 
willingness of the parties 
to share but also on their 
willingness to allocate re-
sources to automate the 
exchange, says Charles 
Grau, head of IT at Aero-
Turbine. And it is not 
necessary for both sides 
to use the same applica-
tion to store and manage 
data. “Many people be-
lieve if they are not utiliz-

ing the same software the data cannot 
be shared,” Grau notes. “On the con-
trary, there are interfaces that can be 
developed to securely share data in 
real time or as real time as possible.”

Grau says records management was 
a maintenance function once entirely 
manual. But with several third-party, 
on-premises or cloud services now 
available, records can be securely 
shared between two parties up to 
whatever level is necessary for their 
collaboration.

One major challenge in any data 
system is data accuracy. When entry 
or transmission processes are manual, 
someone needs to validate the accura-
cy of the data. That adds further delay 
and expense to the manual process.

Grau predicts new-generation air-
craft will intensify data challenges 
and promote automated solutions. 
Onboard systems will record perfor-
mance indicators, all the way from 
engines to wheels and brakes. “These 
new systems will help define the road 
map forward, not only in exchanging 
but also in the frequency of capturing 
this information.”

To exchange data, Grau says there 
first needs to be agreed-upon stan-
dards such as those in Spec 2000 
Chapters 3, 5, or 9. “Once the standard 

Everyone in the aviation supply chain has a  

stake in automating the handling of data, both within  

companies and among companies.

TAP Portugal has ordered 12 Airbus A350s, 
which will use the ASD S1000 data standard, but 
the airline will remain on iSpec 2000 because the 
rest of its fleet uses that standard.
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has been defined, then the delivery 
method that transports information 
to various MROs and airlines can be 
agreed upon and implemented.” The 
next challenge will be enforcing gov-
ernance of the data-exchange vehicle. 
But Grau stresses that the major hur-
dle remaining is availability of techni-
cal resources at both the airlines and 
MROs to support the entire exchange 
process.

Bill Cavitt recently left his position 
of vice president of engineering, per-
formance and quality assurance at 
American Airlines to become CEO of 
Mxi Technologies. Cavitt says he still 
thinks like a “varsity IT customer.”

Cavitt says inconsistent use of stan-
dardized data frameworks, including 
maintenance-planning document 
(MPD) and OEM codes, forces reli-
ance on manual technologies like Ex-
cel, hindering data exchange between 
airlines and MROs. Airlines and MROs 
with long-standing relationships may 
streamline this process, but gaps re-
main when outsourced maintenance is 
ad hoc or infrequent.

Without automation, airframe 
MROs spend time navigating OEM 
systems such as Airbus’s ADOC and 
Boeing’s Toolbox, to retrieve customer-
specific job cards. During checks, in-
formation is exchanged through email, 
phone and other traditional channels, 
which delays approvals. Cavitt says 
forward-looking MROs use customer 
portals to automate exchanging infor-
mation during checks, but these por-
tals are not common yet. Then, after 
a check, airline airworthiness records 

must be updated for maintenance per-
formed and components changed, an-
other case where automation is badly 
needed.

A few modern systems, such as 
Mxi’s Maintenix, incorporate elec-
tronic integrations to ADOC and 
Toolbox, allowing quick access to job 
cards. And Maintenix offers customer 
portals to communicate visit informa-
tion and approval status in real time. 
Several Mxi customers now exchange 
work information electronically, using 
a maintenance API.

Cavitt attributes automation gaps 
largely to the different IT systems 
that airlines and MROs use to track 
airworthiness and work completion. 
Disparate systems aggravate data 
discrepancies, create redundancies 
and increase user errors. Only long-
standing agreements between airline 
and MRO supply the incentive to in-
vest in making these different systems 
communicate automatically.

Standardizing airline and MRO IT 
systems would help but is difficult to 
achieve. Cavitt says gaps could be re-
duced by an industry-standardized 
format for exchanging information: 
that is, a communications framework 
independent of various IT systems. 
And modern MRO IT would at least 
move airlines and MROs away from 
legacy systems, which are often paper-
based.

Cavitt says everyone in aviation 
would love to work on the same set of 
data standards, if possible. But estab-
lishing universal data standards and 
updating them takes years or decades, 

and evolving data standards differ in 
Europe and the U.S. Meanwhile, firms 
cannot wait for the ultimate, complete 
and uniform standard. They will push 
ahead with their own standards in 
the meantime. So Cavitt argues that 
interfaces can be developed to enable 
exchange despite incomplete stan-
dardization of data. 

IP rights can limit data exchange 
among different companies, but Cavitt 
says it is easy to protect IP data in 
good applications. And most IP data 
is on operational performance and re-
liability, not the kind of data airlines 
and MROs need to share in order to 
improve shop-floor workflow. 

Cavitt thinks it may be easier to 
persuade MROs to make the neces-
sary investments in data automation. 
Unlike airlines, whose main business 
is moving and pleasing passengers, 
MROs know their maintenance costs 
and processes in detail. They can es-
timate savings from better data entry 
and other improved processes more 
readily. And MROs are eager to attract 
airlines with better IT connections. 
Automating transmission of work 
packages, job cards, invoices, change 
orders and other tools of collaboration 
would bring benefits to both sides.

“One of the big challenges is that we 
have only pockets of customers and 
suppliers that are very advanced and 
forward-thinking,” Cavitt says. “It’s 
not a big technical hurdle, the smart 
people could fix it quickly if they were 
in charge of the world for a day”—or if 
everyone could agree on exactly what 
needs to be done. c
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Third-party, on-premises and cloud services facilitate  
airlines and MROs securely sharing maintenance records.  
AeroTurbine’s new engine shop in Miramar, Florida.
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Sean Broderick Washington

Repair Rules
The year ahead will bring more regulation  

for independent MRO providers

In the U.S., the Transportation Se-
curity Administration (TSA) issued 
long-awaited security rules for repair 
stations, and the FAA pushed out the 
latest revision to its Part 145 regulation 
governing all U.S.-approved repair sta-
tions, including some 700 on foreign 
soil. Most in the industry expressed 
general satisfaction with both, credit-
ing the agencies with demonstrating 
rare sensibility in crafting practical 
standards that simplified broader draft 
proposals.

Among the European Aviation 
Safety Agency’s (EASA) MRO-centric 
moves was a fast-tracked rule on up-
grading flight recorder and underwa-
ter locator-device standards—a move 
triggered by the March 2014 disap-
pearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 
370. EASA also released proposed 
revisions to technical records.

The 2015 calendar is setting up to be 
similarly busy. EASA started early, with 
a December release of proposed clari-
fications to the responsibilities of Part 
145 repair stations and continuing air-
worthiness management organizations 
(CAMOs). “The objective is to mitigate 
the risks linked to a faulty assessment 
of the responsibilities of CAMOs and 
maintenance organizations, especially 
in relation to the coordination needed in 
complex maintenance and operational 
arrangements,” EASA explains in the 
draft rule.

The rule also will clarify that a Certif-
icate of Release to Service (CRS) “only 
certifies . . . certain maintenance and 
does not necessarily certify that the air-
craft/component is airworthy,” EASA 
noted. The clarification “should reduce 
the risk of installing components [that] 
do not meet all the airworthiness re-
quirements.” The rule is open for com-
ment through March 2 and is expected 
to be finalized sometime in 2018.

Meanwhile, FAA faces a February 

deadline to finalize new regulations 
for how operators document contract-
maintenance relationships. Mandated 
by Congress as part of the February 
2012 FAA reauthorization bill, the 
rule will require operators to provide 
more detailed information on where 
maintenance work is being sent. Long-
required approved-vendor lists are ex-
pected to become more detailed and to 
be updated more frequently. Early last 
year, FAA expected to have the rule out 
by 2015 but now appears destined to 
run up against its three-year deadline.

As the new year approached, FAA 
was poised to release its final rule man-
dating Safety Management Systems 
(SMS) for Part 121 (scheduled) airlines. 
The Office of Management and Bud-
get—which signs off on all rules before 
they are finalized—approved the SMS 
rule in late November following a six-
month review, setting the stage for a 
public release in early 2015 if not before.

The SMS rule will not directly cover 
maintenance providers. But because 
they are required to follow customers’ 
maintenance procedures, MRO shops 
will be affected by the mandate.

FAA’s to-do list also includes new re-
quirements for training in air carrier 
maintenance. Originally slated for a 
2012 release, the rule fell victim to what 
FAA called “other, higher priorities.”

The agency confirmed in 2014 that 
the rule was finally being written and 
would include about 10 specific ele-
ments, including human-factors train-
ing. Since the rule will apply only to 
Part 121 and Part 135 carriers, it will 
not mean a long-anticipated human-
factors mandate for repair stations. 
But Steve Douglas, who manages 

FAA’s maintenance branch, 
confirmed at a 2014 industry 
gathering that the agency “is 
looking at” requiring human 
factors training for certified 
MRO shops.

FAA faces a self-imposed 
deadline of late 2015 to begin 
gathering more information 
from the Aviation Safety Infor-
mation Analysis and Sharing 
(ASIAS) safety data aggrega-

tion program into the hands of its own 
inspectors. ASIAS is a key component 
in FAA’s push to a risk-based, forward-
looking oversight system. It has about 75 
participants, most of whom voluntarily 
contribute safety-related data that is 
aggregated and mined for trends. One 
of FAA’s major pushes in 2014 was en-
couraging MRO providers to join; AAR 
Corp. and Haeco Americas became the 
first two to sign up.

While ASIAS has been instrumen-
tal in identifying trends before they 
contribute to accidents, FAA has 
struggled to plug ASIAS-related data 
into general surveillance conducted by 
its own inspectors. ASIAS and other 
volunteer data programs do not target 
specific operators, but general trends 
can help guide inspectors on where to 
focus their efforts. 

A 2013 Transportation Department 
Office of Inspector General (OIG) re-
port lauded FAA’s general progress 
with ASIAS, but urged FAA to close 
the loop with its inspectors. The agen-
cy has been working on the challenge 
for several years, missing several self-
imposed deadlines along the way. c

A year ago, the stage was set for a notable burst of 

new and revised regulations aimed directly at the  

aviation maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) com-

munity. Civil aviation authorities did not disappoint. 

Standard aero

A U.S. FAA rule on  
contract maintenance is 
one of several significant  
MRO-related regulations  
expected to be introduced  
or finalized in 2015.   
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Regina Kenney Chicago

Fresh Off The Line

1. Added Thrust Reverser Services

Company: Hawker Pacific Aerospace

Product: Airframe Related Component Shop

Specifications: Hawker Pacific Aerospace 

opened an ARC (Airframe Related Component) 

shop in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, and broadened 

its product portfolio by adding thrust reverser 

services. The new shop encompasses more than 

12,000 sq. ft. and is able to serve 6-8 thrust 

reversers concurrently. The facility is equipped 

with tooling and equipment necessary to perform 

customized thrust reverser overhaul work scopes. 

Hawker Pacific Aerospace already has received 

the first five thrust reverser units (V2500) from 

launch customer Spirit Airlines.

www.hawker.com

LINK 1027

2. Evaluating the Stress of Installations

Company: W.L. Gore & Associates

Product: Cable Installation Simulator

Specifications: W.L. Gore & Associates devel-

oped a cable installation simulator to evaluate 

the stress of installation on microwave airframe 

assemblies. This simulator minimizes the risk of 

cable assembly damage or failure during instal-

lation. By comparing signal integrity before and 

after installation, Gore can engineer assemblies 

that withstand airframe installation as well as the 

demands of an aircraft’s flight envelope.

www.gore.com

LINK 1028

3. Skydrol Resistant Primer

Company: Sherwin-Williams

Product: Chrome Hazard-Free Epoxy Flexible 

Primer

Specifications: Sherwin-Williams introduced 

a new aerospace primer, Chrome Hazard-Free 

Epoxy Flexible Primer (CM0483790), which is 

designed to be a corrosion inhibitor. The two-

component primer provides adhesion to treated 

substrates. Designed to meet performance 

properties and chemical resistant specification 

requirements of leading OEM manufacturers, it 

has Skydrol resistance on its own without the 

need for a top coat, providing increased chemi-

cal resistance in case the topcoat is scratched, 

dented or damaged. CM0483790 is qualified 

to AMS 3095 certification and meets U.S. 

volatile organic compound (VOC) regulations 

that require a 2.9 lb./gal. VOC primer in aircraft 

maintenance painting settings.

www.swaerospace.com

LINK 394

4. On The Line

Company:  Malabar

Product: Fluid Dispensers

Specifications: Malabar supplies 2-gal. fluid 

dispensers for the business jet market that are 

built to withstand harsh environmental condi-

tions. The dispensers are built for turbine oil, 

Skydrol, HyJet and other fluids. Malabar is also a 

supplier of ground-support equipment and their 

product line includes axle and tripod jacks, tail 

support stanchions, weight equipment, recovery 

equipment, wheel/brake service trailers, nitrogen, 

oxygen and strut service carts, fluid dispensers 

and fluid service units.

www.malabar.com

LINK 758

5. High-Tech Measuring

Company: GE Measurement & Control

Product: VideoProbe

Specifications: GE’s new hand-held VideoProbe 

with 3-D phase measurement detects visual 

indications such as corrosion, blockages and 

cracking. With analysis and Wi-Fi connectivity, 

the precise detection abilities of the borescopes 

streamline the inspection process and help 

to ensure the safety of assets while reduc-

ing downtime. Designed for various industries, 

the VideoProbe has a touchscreen interface, 

on-screen keyboard and ergonomic buttons. 

The menu guides users through the inspection 

process and organizes results for simplified 

reporting. Users can also create and customize 

profile setups for multiple users and applications 

on this device.

www.ge-mcs.com 

LINK 1033

Enter Link # at www.AviationWeek.com/MROLinks for more information

M
any new products have been developed during the last year to improve 
safety and curtail costs for MRO companies. Some new products that 
aid a variety of MRO functions include mobile devices, interior modi-

fications, runway software and primers.
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6. Find The Leak

Company: Spectronics

Product: Fluid Leak Detection Kit

Specifications: The ALK-365 aviation fluid leak 

detection kit from Spectronics helps find leaks in 

aviation fuel, lubrication and hydraulic systems. 

Viable for nearly all petroleum and synthetic-

based lubricants and fluids, the kit includes a 

cordless and rechargeable Optimax 365 UV 

LED leak-detection flashlight designed to be four 

times brighter than other high-intensity UV lamps. 

The kit also includes an 8-oz. bottle of Aero-Brite 

universal fluorescent dye and an 8-oz. bottle of 

GLO-AWAY dye cleaners, smart AC and DC 

chargers, rubber lamp protector, a belt holster 

and UV-absorbing glasses.

www.spectroline.com

LINK 441

7. Getting Tougher

Company: Panasonic

Product: Toughpad FZ-G1

Specifications: Panasonic upgraded its 

Toughpad FZ-G1 fully-ruggedized 10-in. tablet 

this year with additional features and functional-

ity. This Toughpad offers 25% longer battery 

life and an optional bridge battery. It features a 

faster fourth-generation Intel CoreTM i5 vPRoTM 

processor, the advanced Microsoft Windows 8.1 

Pro update and a single battery that provides up 

to 10 hr. of continuous use.

www.panasonic.com

LINK 379

8. Electronically Dimmable Windows

Company: Vision Systems

Product: Nuance Ultra Dark

Specifications: Vision Systems has designed a 

new electronically dimmable window product line 

called Nuance Ultra Dark. The Nuance solution 

dims instantly and gradually from clear to dark 

and reduces light, glare and heat entering the 

aircraft. Nuance Ultra Dark offers a wide ampli-

tude of range between clear and dark, and the 

solar protection system includes a light and thin 

composite glass called X-lite and a scratch-re-

sistant dust panel. This system can be engaged 

from a control panel or a personal device such 

as a tablet.

www.vision-systems-aero.fr

LINK 1029

9. Valve Protection

Company: Pall Corp.

Product: PV100 PUREAir Bleed Air Filters

Specifications: Pall Corp.’s next-generation 

protection for bleed air components for CFM’s 

CFM56-7 aircraft engines received an FAA 

supplemental type certificate allowing operators 

to install the equipment on CFM56-7-powered 

Boeing 737 aircraft. The PV100 filters offer 

protection for the high-pressure shutoff valve, 

pressure-regulating shutoff valve, precooler 

control valve, high-stage regulator and the 

bleed air regulator from contamination-induced 

failures and wear.

www.pall.com

LINK 1030

10. Sitting Pretty

Company: Skandia

Product: 9G-EC Seat Foam

Specifications: Skandia introduced a new 

replacement seat foam for older 9G-certified 

aircraft seating. The 9G-EC is a pre-engineered 

seat foam cushion block made entirely of DAX 

foam. The major benefit of this seat foam is the 

comfort for passengers, as the Skandia engi-

neers designed “negative space” and “custom 

foam architecture” into the seating, allowing for 

softer compression and greater support.

www.skandiainc.com

LINK 1031

11. Runway Protection

Company: Xsight Systems

Product: FODetect Solution

Specifications: Xsight Systems offers a 

means of automated foreign-object detection 

(FOD), FODetect Solution, to help enhance 

airport runway safety. Its hybrid optical-radar 

sensing technology helps to detect foreign 

objects and wildlife hazards on airport run-

ways. The company offers installation, design 

assistance, software and implementation 

services along with interface development and 

reporting and training. FODetect is collocated 

with runway edge lights and helps to improve 

runway safety, operational efficiency and can 

increase runway capacity.

www.xsightsys.com

LINK 1032

Enter Link # at www.AviationWeek.com/MROLinks for more information
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www.aerospacelogisticsgroup.com

Link 599Supply Chain/Logistics

AEROSPACE LOGISTICS GROUP 

Aerospace and Aviation
Logistics Specialists

The ALG is a global 

alliance of specialists in 

logistics services for the aerospace

industry - from avionic components to aircraft engines.  

Our mission is to deliver an impeccable service with 

tailored procedures to ensure the fast and safe arrival 

of your freight.

www.aarcorp.com/mro

Link 006

Airframes • Components • Landing Gear/

Wheels/Brakes • Leasing/Financial Services • 

Supply Chain/Logistics

AAR CORP

AAR Puts the Pieces Together 
For You

As one of the world’s leading 

providers of MRO and supply chain 

services, AAR delivers innovative 

solutions and value that enable 

customers to do more with less. 

With its subsidiaries, Telair and 

Nordisk, AAR also designs and 

manufacturers cargo and baggage 

handling systems and lightweight 

containers.

www.agsecorp.com

Link 570

Airport Equipment & Services • Engineering • 

Ground Support Equipment • Hangars & Equipment • Tools

AGSE WESTMONT

Engine Transport Stand, Handling 
and Support Equipment & Aircraft 
Maintenance Docks

AGSE is the WORLD LEADER in 

the design and manufacture of Whole 

Engine, Split-Ship and Rollover 

Stand Systems. Broad Range of 

OEM Licensed Engine Transportation 

& Handling Systems. Worldwide 

Presence, AGSE & Westmont are the 

Global Leaders in the Design and Manufacturing 

of State-of-the Art Engine Handling Systems.   

Our GSE products are renowned for their 

Ingenuity, Durability and Ease of Maintenance.

www.advancedtorque.com

Link 303
Airport Equipment & Services • Ground Support 

Equipment • Hardware • Military Maintenance • Tools

ADVANCED TORQUE PRODUCTS LLC

Powerful, Precision Bolting 
without External Power

High Precision, Mechanical Torque 

Wrenches & Multipliers

•  1% accuracy - reduced calibration 

•  Lightweight - ergonomic, small 

footprint

•  All-mechanical - no external power 

required

•  Digital control - International measurement 

A Veteran Owned Company 

www.ADVANCEDTORQUE.com 

Phone: 860.828.1523    

MRO Links is an online service that connects buyers and sellers in the MRO industry. 

Go online at AviationWeek.com/MROLinks to browse hundreds of companies by service/product category or 

Links number attached to the featured products below. From the online platform you can see company description 

and contact information as well as request information from the company. To advertise in MRO Links, contact 

Beth Eddy at 561-279-4646 or betheddy@aviationexhibits.com.

Position your business for growth and success in South America, Central America, Mexico and 

the Caribbean!  Join us at Aviation Week’s MRO LATIN AMERICA CONFERENCE & SHOWCASE 

on January 13-14, 2015 in Buenos Aires, Argentina and get hands-on with the latest technologies, 

tools, services, and resources that will translate into solutions and savings for your organization!

Visit www.aviationweek.com/events for more information, including complete exhibitor listings and MRO Links participants!

February 2-3, 2015

Dubai, United Arab EmiratesUPCOMING MRO Links Shows:
April 14-16, 2015

Miami Beach, Florida

 SPOTLIGHTS MRO LINKS
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www.basconinc.com

Link 304

Airport Equipment & Services • Consulting 

Services • Engineering • Hangars & Equipment

BASCON

Design, Engineering, and 
Construction Management

BASCON, Inc. is a nationally 
recognized turn-key design/
build architecture, engineering, 
and construction company with 
emphasis on full service project 
management.  With over two 
decades of experience in the 
aviation industry we are commit-
ted to serving your operational 
and aviation facility needs.

www.aviotradegroup.com

Link 576

Chemicals • Environmental Services/Green • 

Fuel/Lubricants • Hardware • Lighting

AVIOTRADE GROUP

Chemicals / Consumable /
Expendable Parts Dist.

Established in 2002, AvioTrade, 
Inc. is a distributor of chemical, 
consumable and expendable 
parts for the Aerospace Industry, 
specializing in VMI (Vendor 
Managed Inventory) programs for 
both Airlines and Maintenance 
Repair Organizations.

www.airworthy.aero

Link 034

Asset Management • Cabin Interiors/InFlight 

Entertainment • Cleaning • Components • Parts 

Manufacturer

AIRWORTHY AEROSPACE

Airworthy: The Interior Specialist

Airworthy provides world 
class customer support 
and solutions to help 
Airlines manage their 
Interiors. We specialize in 
Manufacture, Repair, and 
Overhaul of Passenger and 
Crew Seats, Thermal Form 
Plastics, Arm Caps, Coffee 
Makers, Ovens, Sidewalls, 
Carpet Fabrication, & more.

www.capture3d.com

Link 387

Engineering • Software • 

Test Equipment

CAPTURE 3D

Accurate & Fast Non-Contact 3D
Metrology & Inspection

Capture 3D improves IGT/
Propulsion design, mfg, & 
production processes with 
innovative, accurate and fast 
non-contact 3D metrology 
solutions.  Solve engineering 
issues, prevent future problems, 
optimize workfl ows, eliminate 
wasteful costs/rework, and 
improve product quality while 
accelerating ROI.  

www.cadorath.com/
cadorath-aerospace.html

Link 1034Landing Gear/Wheels/Brakes

CADORATH AEROSPACE

Complete Dimensional Restorations

Established in 1955, Cadorath 
Aerospace is a global leader of 
repairs, modifi cations & overhauls 
for aeronautical products, with 
two facilities in North America. 
We accomplish hundreds of 
repairs & use over 50 different 
in-house coating processes 
completing over 10,000 parts 
repairs annually.

BASF

BASF Aerospace Materials

Aerospace materials from BASF 
include a broad portfolio of products 
and technologies that can provide 
unique solutions across a wide range 
of applications — cabin interiors, 
structural materials, seating 
components, fuel and lubricant 
solutions, coatings & specialty 
pigments, as well as fl ame retardants 
& fi re protection. 

www.aerospace.basf.com

Link 316

Advanced Materials/Composites • Chemicals •

Components • Connectors/Fasteners • 

Fuel/Lubricants 
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www.DMCTools.com

Link 472

Ground Support Equipment •

Military Maintenance • Tools

DANIELS MANUFACTURING CORP

Crimp Tools, Wiring Kits, and Safe-T-Cable

DMC is the leading

manufacturer of 

Mil-Qualifi ed Crimp 

Termination Tools, Wiring 

System Maintenance Kits, 

and Insertion/Removal 

Tools. DMC also supplies 

Backshell Assembly Tools, 

ALPHATRON Crimp Pull 

Testers, and SAFE-T-CABLE, the time saving 

substitute for Safety Wire.

www.championaerospace.com

Link 1036Engines • Parts Manufacturer

CHAMPION AEROSPACE INC

Solving Ignition System Needs

Champion Aerospace 

offers ignition system 

components featuring

long-life igniters, 

increased airfl ow “air-

cooled” ignition leads, 

and reliable stainless-

steel exciter boxes. 

Champion’s ignition 

system is a cost effective solution providing low cost 

maintainability while improving system reliability.

www.cejn.com

Link 1035Hydraulics/Pneumatics

CEJN INDUSTRIAL CORP

CEJN eSafe - 
Protecting People and Product

eSafe, Combining 

Performance & Safety:  

CEJN’s eSafe coupling 

series offers the highest 

fl ow combined with a low 

pressure drop. Patented 

safety function vents down 

streaming pressure before 

disconnecting eliminating 

hose whip thereby protecting 

worker from injury and protecting product from damage.

www.clemcoindustries.com

Link 081Cleaning • Military Maintenance

CLEMCO INDUSTRIES CORP

Robotic Blast Cabinet
Enhances Workfl ow

Robotic nozzle manipulation delivers 

repeatable blasting in an appropriately 

sized enclosure. Pick-and-place 

capability eases loading/unloading. 

Automated vision system detects 

even the most minor part defect. 

Numerous options meet the needs of 

your demanding manufacturing and 

maintenance operations.

www.componentcontrol.com/

quantum1/index.html

Link 083

Hangars & Equipment • Parts Distributor • 

Parts Manufacturer • Software • 

Supply Chain/Logistics

COMPONENT CONTROL

Take Control of Your Business
with Quantum Control

Quantum Control promotes best 

practice and improves business 

processes with one complete ready-

to-use system for Aviation MRO & 

Logistics. Includes MRO, Aircraft 

Services, Hangar Management & 

Manufacturing capabilities, Contact 

Management, Distribution & 

Rotable Management, Accounting, 

E-commerce and more. 

www.armex.com

Link 040

Chemicals • Cleaning • Military Maintenance • 

Paintings/Coatings • Tools

CHURCH & DWIGHT CO INC / ARMAKLEEN COMPANY

ARMEX® Blast Media -
The MRO Abrasive

Eliminate particle ingression 

with this water soluble baking 

soda based abrasive from the 

makers of ARM & HAMMER® 

products. Use safely on various 

components, even those 

with complex surfaces and 

passageways. Safe for sensitive 

substrates. No pitting, peening or crack closure. 

Excellent for NDT prep.
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www.hblbatteries.com

Link 867Avionics/Instruments 

HBL AMERICA INC

Nickel-Cadmium Power and
Dependability

HBL manufactures aircraft 

batteries designed and 

qualifi ed for APU start and 

emergency back-up use 

on the Airbus A320 Series 

and Boeing 737NG fl eets.  

HBL batteries satisfy form, 

fi t, function standards of 

OEM batteries; obtaining approvals from 

FAA and EASA regulatory authorities.

www.haskel.com

Link 1037

Ground Support Equipment • Hydraulics/Pneumatics • 

Safety/Emergency Equipment • Test Equipment

HASKEL INTERNATIONAL

Gas Booster Transfer and 
Charging Systems

Gas Booster for systems charging 

or topping up gas pressures ensure 

optimum use of bottled gases as 

low as 150 psi while producing 

pressures as high as 39,000 psi. 

Gas carts for transfer, charging, 

testing, calibration or tool operation. 

Oxygen systems for fi lling oxygen. 

Pumps for aircraft jacks.

www.ocgov.net/airport

Link 118

Airport Equipment & Services • Economic 

Development • Hangars & Equipment • Leasing/

Financial Services • Training

GRIFFISS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Griffi ss International Airport

Business takes-off faster 

at Griffi ss Business & 

Technology Park.  An on-site 

airfi eld with an 11,820-foot 

runway and state-of-the-art

amenities make this 

nationally recognized R&D 

hub the perfect base of 

operations. Nearly half the 

population, personal income, business and sales in the 

United States and Canada are within a one-day drive.

www.FCAR.co

Link 104

Avionics/Instruments • Hydraulics/Pneumatics • 

Lighting • Safety/Emergency Equipment

FIRST CLASS AIR REPAIR

Specialized Repair Services
for Aviation Industry

Component Repair/Overhaul 

 Part Sales 

 Exchanges 

 Inventory Consignment 

 Contract Outsourcing/Repairs 

 Management 

 Aircraft Teardown & Dismantling 

 Inventory Management 

 Consulting/Aircraft Repair at out Stations 

FAA/LOI Assistance & Representation 

Regulatory Compliance Audits

www.erieaviation.com

Link 342

Cabins Interiors/InFlight Entertainment • 

Lighting • Parts Distributor

ERIE AVIATION INC

Faucet Retrofi t by Erie Aviation, Inc

Change from Adams Rite to 

Franke in Minutes! With EAI’s 

innovated bracket and retrofi t 

system, changing your Adams 

Rite faucet to Franke is easy 

and the savings are substantial. 

The Franke hydraulic controlled 

faucets are standard equipment 

on various Airbus, Bombardier 

and Embraer aircraft.

www.harcolabs.com

Link 121

Components • Engines • Landing Gear/Wheels/Brakes • 

Parts Manufacturer • Third Party Maintenance

HARCO

A320 Landing Gear Harness Repair

Servicing both OEM & 

Aftermarket with repair, overhaul 

& replacement. Capabilities 

include repair or replacement 

hardware for the entire aircraft, 

from engine and airframe to APU, 

landing gear, ECS and all sub-

systems. Specializing in Harness 

Assemblies & Temperature 

Sensors.
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www.proceco.com

Link 1039Cleaning 

PROCECO LTD

Component Cleaning Systems

We design and manufacture

aqueous parts washers 

to automatically clean 

components prior to MRO.   

PROCECO’s equipment 

is ideal for aircraft wheels, 

brakes, landing gear, 

engine components, thrust

reversers, and tubes. 

We’ve been serving the 

aerospace industry worldwide since 1975.

Visit booth #418

www.ottoinstrument.com

Link 330

Avionics/Instruments • Military Maintenance • 

Parts Distributor • Parts Manufacturer • 

Third Party Maintenance

OTTO INSTRUMENT SERVICE INC

Otto Instrument Service - Complete MRO Services 
Commercial & Military

Founded in 1946, Otto 

Instrument Service, Inc. is a 

world leading independent 

MRO service provider, 

earning a reputation for 

providing superior overhaul, 

repair & manufacturing 

services for instrumentation, 

avionics & electrical accessories. 

Otto is a licensed & authorized Honeywell Service Center.

www.optim-llc.com

Link 1038Ground Support Equipment • Test Equipment • Tools

OPTIM LLC

Revolutionary New FreedomView 
LED Videoscope

The compact FreedomView® LED

Videoscope from Optim with its patented, 

integrated LED light source has a sleek 

design offering greater fl exibility, 

exceptional lighting and visual 

clarity. Perform a wide range of 

non-intrusive, non-destructive 

visual inspection tasks any-

where, quickly and easily.

www.kunz-aircraft.com

Link 879Landing Gear/Wheels/Brakes

KUNZ

KUNZ Wheel & 
Brake Shop Equipment

KUNZ sets standards 

with leading edge 

technology for aircraft 

wheel and brake servicing 

equipment and is in use 

with virtually all major 

aircraft operators.

www.jas-inc.com

Link 136

Components • Engineering • Engines •

Military Maintenance • Third Party Maintenance

JET AVIATION SPECIALISTS INC

Jet Aviation Specialists Inc

Repair facility specializing

in overhaul of combustion

assemblies, casings, 

Honeycomb, supports and 

spinner cones. In addition, 

Fan OGV’s, LPT Cases, 

Impingement Manifolds, and much more. CF6-80, CF6-50, 

CF34, CFM56-3, CFM56-5B, CFM56-7B, JT8D-200, 

PW4000, GE90, LM2500, LM2500+, LM5000, LM6000, 

T56, J52, TF33, AGT1500 and F-100. FAA/EASA/CAAC/

IS09001 certifi ed.

www.nycote.com

Link 360Paintings/Coatings

NYCOTE LABORATORIES

Coating/Maintenance

Our unique clear 

formula shields metals 

and other compounds 

from wear, corrosion, 

friction and conductivity. 

Its fl uid application 

eliminates pinholes 

and gives surfaces a 

void-free impervious barrier that is unattainable 

by other products.
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www.reddogservices.com

Link 1040

Ground Support Equipment • Hangars & 

Equipment • Safety/Emergency Equipment

RED DOG SERVICES

Foam Fire Systems  
Manual, Automated & Customized

Manually operated, automated, and

custom designed CAF Systems. 

Portable systems are ideal for 

refueling protection. Automated 

systems protect aircraft in hangers 

or landing pads. An alternative when 

water supply, pressure or cost is a 

problem. All systems are movable, 

self-contained and stand alone.

www.rfsystemlab.us

Link 874

Engines • Hardware • Military 

Maintenance • Test Equipment • Tools

RF SYSTEM LAB

Aviation-Ready Video Borescope

RF System Lab is a worldwide 

leader in video borescope tech-

nology. Perfect for inspecting: 

aircraft turbines, all PT6 engines, 

FOD inspections, gear boxes, 

recip engines, air frames, rotor 

blades, helicopter maintenance, 

and more! Visit our booth for 

information about our FREE 

on-site demo program.

www.timken.com/mro

Link 223

Components • Landing Gear/Wheels/

Brakes • Parts Manufacturer

TIMKEN 

FAA-Approved Replacement Parts,
Bearing Repair

Timken Aerospace 

Aftermarket provides a 

new category of aftermarket 

support that leverages the 

technical expertise and 

application experience of 

the company. Our customer- 

driven offering provides 

FAA-approved replacement 

parts and bearing repair. 

www.tronair.com

Link 1041

Ground Support Equipment • 

Hangars & Equipment • Military Maintenance

TRONAIR INC

Tronair®: The Most Trusted Name in GSE

Tronair continues to be the

premier supplier for ground

support equipment. With a

diverse and unparalleled GSE

product line, uncompromising 

value, quality, and dependability, 

ensuring our customers world-

wide see us as a trusted partner.

www.wpiservices.com

Link 598

Asset Management • Consulting Services • 

Engineering • Software • Supply Chain/Logistics

WPI SYSTEMS AND COST OPTIMIZATION

Cost and Capability Optimization
Software

WPI provides world leading 

Systems Optimization Software 

to optimize availability of parts, 

people, resources, and assets 

to reduce operating costs by 

20% or more. This world leading 

optimization suite is used by 

more than 150 customers in 30 

countries.

www.StockMarket.aero

Link 1021

Avionics/Instruments • Components • Engines • 

Landing Gear/Wheels/Brakes • Parts Distributor

STOCKMARKET.AERO

Online Trading Marketplace 
for Aviation Parts

Search or sell aviation parts at 

no cost whatsoever with 

StockMarket.aero. 100 Million+ 

qualifi ed line items available from 

over 3,000 vendors. 

• Parts Search

• Broadcast Messages

• Parts Alerts

• Price Search

• Government Procurement 

Visit www.StockMarket.Aero today!

  
E-mail: gerry.janicki@meggitt.com

E-mail: gerry.janicki@meggitt.com
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
To Place Your Classified Ad Contact: 

Diane Mason; Tel: 913-967-1736 Cell: 913-660-5130 diane.mason@penton.com

LEGAL NOTICE

ADVANCED 
COMPOSITE TRAINING

EMPLOYMENT -  AVIATION 
INDUSTRY ECONOMIST

The U.S. Department of Transportation’s 
Office of Aviation Analysis seeks an 
aviation industry economist to support 
DOT aviation policies and programs, 
address emerging issues in the global 
airline industry, and administer regula-
tory proceedings. For further information 
call (202) 366-1298 and reference an-
nouncement number OST.X-2015-0006.  
To apply, click here: https://www.
usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/
ViewDetails/388485200

BOOKS

Practical Stress Analysis
For Design Engineers — (474 illus., 685pp.)  
Tel: 1-208-772-7721 www.psa1.com

EQUIPMENT

Ultrasonic Inspection C-Scan Systems
for your High Performance Structures

•        Automated Ultrasonic C-Scan Systems
• Multi-Axis Gantries and Immersion Tanks

(508) 351-3423 sales@matec.com

NOTICE OF PROPOSED AMENDING SCHEME OF ARRANGEMENT 

IN THE MATTERS OF OIC RUN-OFF LIMITED
(formerly Ralli Brothers Insurance Company Limited and The Orion Insurance Company plc)

AND THE LONDON AND OVERSEAS INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED  
(formerly Hull Underwriters’ Association Limited and The London and Overseas Insurance Company plc)

(BOTH SUBJECT TO A SCHEME OF ARRANGEMENT) (TOGETHER THE “COMPANIES”)

On 7 March 1997 the Companies, which are insolvent, became subject to a scheme of arrangement (the
"Original Scheme").  The current Scheme Administrators are Dan Schwarzmann and Paul Evans, both of
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP.  The Companies have been developing an amending scheme of
arrangement under Part 26 of the Companies Act 2006 (the “Amending Scheme”).  If you believe that you
are, or may be, a creditor of one or more of the Companies (a “Scheme Creditor”) you may be affected by
the proposed Amending Scheme.

The Original Scheme is a reserving scheme of arrangement under which the Companies continue to
agree Scheme Creditors' claims in the ordinary course of business.  The Amending Scheme would convert
the Original Scheme to a crystallisation scheme of arrangement under which Scheme Creditors' claims,
including notified outstanding liabilities and incurred but not reported claims, would need to be submitted to
the Companies by a specified bar date.  The primary objective of the Amending Scheme is to enable
Scheme Creditors' claims to be valued and the Companies' assets to be distributed to Scheme Creditors
earlier than would be the case under the Original Scheme.

This Notice informs you that:
(a) the Scheme Administrators have, in accordance with an order of the High Court of Justice of

England and Wales (the “High Court”), convened and held the necessary meetings of Scheme Creditors
to consider and, if thought appropriate, approve (with or without modification) the Amending Scheme on
December 11, 2014; 

(b) assuming that the Companies have obtained the requisite number and value of votes of Scheme
Creditors approving the Amending Scheme, the Scheme Administrators will (i) submit the Amending
Scheme to the High Court for sanction and (ii) file petitions under Chapter 15 of the United States
Bankruptcy Code and request an order from a United States bankruptcy court enforcing the Amending
Scheme in the United States; and

(c) additional information regarding the Amending Scheme, including the date, time and location of any
court hearings, can be found on the Companies’ website at www.oicrun-offltd.com.

If you are a broker, agent or other intermediary who has acted on behalf of Scheme Creditors in placing
business with one or more of the Companies and you have not provided detailed policyholder contact
information to them, please forward this notice to your clients.  Alternatively, please provide us with your
clients’ names and addresses so we can write to them directly.

Certain policyholders may have a policy written through a broker facility (which includes brokers covers,
broker lineslips and binding authorities) and may not know the identity of the insurance company.  A full list
of known broker facilities is available on the Companies’ website.  These include, among others, the
following:  A.B.C. Excess (Aircraft Builders Council); A.B.C. Master Agreement (Aircraft Builders Council);
A.I.A.A. Aviation Excess of Loss Reinsurance Agreement (American International Aviation Agency Inc);
Alexander Howden Reinsurance Brokers Limited Marine Excess of Loss Pool; C.T. Bowring & Co Aviation
Liability Line Slip (B500 Contract); C.T. Bowring General Non Marine Master Cover; C.T. Bowring Marine
Master Cover; Hull & Co (UK) Ltd Line Slip HC.013; London Special Risks Liability Line Slip No. LSR056;
Price Forbes Brokers Cover; Price Forbes Line Slip; Sedgwick Collins Lloyds Brokers Line Slip; Sedgwick
Offshore Resources Master Drilling Rig Line Slip (M.D.R.C); Steel Burrill Jones Oil & Gas Line Slip; Willis
Faber & Dumas Brokers Line Slip.

FURTHER INFORMATION CAN BE OBTAINED BY CONTACTING THE COMPANIES AS FOLLOWS:

By Post: Armour Risk Management Limited, 4th Floor, 20 Old Broad Street, London EC2N 1DP, United
Kingdom, marked for the attention of Andrew Jones; By e-mail: OICClosureHelpdesk@armourrisk.com; By
phone: +44 (0) 20 7382 2020; By fax: +44 (0) 20 7382 2001.

Whether buying or selling, an appraisal from an accredited

aircraft appraiser is important for ensuring your aircraft is

accurately reflecting its fair market value.  

Aircraft Bluebook has you covered.   877.531.1450   jetappraisals.com 

|
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Association Schedulers & Dispatchers 
Conference  San Jose, California  See  
www nbaa org/events/sdc/2015/ 
Feb. 4-5—18th Annual FAA Commercial 
Space Transportation Conference  National 
Housing Center, Washington  See  
www faacst2015 com 
Feb. 11-14—Lawyer Pilots Bar Association 
Winter Convention  Sunscape Sabor Resort, 
Cozumel Island, Mexico  See www LPBA org 
Feb. 12-13—Air Force Association Air 
Warfare Symposium and Technology 
Exposition  Rosen Shingle Creek, 
Orlando, Florida  See www afa org/
AirWarfare/airwarfaresymposium/
airwarfaresymposium 
Feb. 16-20—Bangalore Airshow  Begumpet 
Airport, Hyderabad, India  See  
www india-aviation in/ 
Feb. 20—Society of Experimental Test 
Pilots Eighth Annual Southeast Section 
Symposium  Eglin, Florida  See www setp 
org/symposium/meetings/southeast/   
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A
t Purdue University, 21% of students majoring 
in aerospace engineering are female. While 
that percentage does not seem large, it’s im-

pressive when you consider that only 11% of engi-
neers in the aerospace industry are women. Never-
theless, something clearly needs to be done to bring 
more women into our field.

I am always surprised that more female students 
don’t pursue this field. It is exciting, fast-paced and 
challenging. Grounded in math and science, aero-
space engineering is the pinnacle to which every-
thing else is compared. There are plenty of women 
with more than enough capability to succeed in aero-
space, yet they don’t even attempt it. What can we do 
to change this? 

What made all the difference for me is the encour-
agement that I received. Many of my best experienc-

es have been under the guidance of women faculty 
members. For example, in the Space Systems Labo-
ratory at the University of Maryland, I conducted re-
search on turbulence during weather balloon flights, 
under the guidance of Prof. Mary Bowden, a fantas-
tic mentor. Some of my favorite classes at Purdue—
Dynamics and Orbital Mechanics—were taught by 
Prof. Kathleen Howell, a worldwide leader in astro-
dynamics. These women not only inspired me to per-
severe, they personally reached out and encouraged 
me to achieve. 

It is critical that women who have “made it” 
reach out and provide support to the next genera-
tion of female engineers if the number of women in 
aerospace is to increase. Although it is encouraging 
to see successful women in aerospace engineering, 
that is not enough. It is crucial that these women 
form a solid personal support network for those of 
us who hope to follow in their footsteps. A simple, 
“I know this is tough, but I believe in you and your 
abilities,” can be enough to help a discouraged stu-
dent continue forward. 

In a class I took during my freshman year, Intro-
duction to Engineering Design, teams were tasked 

with designing and building an autonomous hover-
craft. I was one of only a handful of female students. 
After I stayed at the lab late night after night, slaving 
over the algorithm that would allow our hovercraft 
to acquire a payload and move to the next task, the 
male students on my team would tell me that it sim-
ply would not work—yet they barely put in any time 
on the project. I expressed my frustrations to Profes-
sor Bowden, who encouraged me to persevere with 
my algorithm. She knew I would sort it out. Turns 
out she was right—the algorithm worked, and its 
success helped us to earn a spot on the leader-board 
at the competition. She helped me to have faith in my 
own engineering skills and my ability to think cre-
atively, even when others had their doubts.

Another thing that would help attract women 
to aerospace is to improve the connection to tech-
nologies that improve day-to-day life. Research has 
shown that women like to see they are having an 
impact and “making the world a better place.” It is 
important that the aerospace industry embrace this 
spirit if it aims to stand a fighting chance at attract-
ing more women to its ranks. We must demonstrate 
that the world can be made better through aero-
space engineering. We need to not only be aerospace 
engineers, but clever marketers as well.

If aerospace is presented to girls in the same 
way as biomedical or civil engineering, the influx of 
women to the field would increase naturally. For ex-
ample, tell girls that NASA technologies made arti-
ficial limbs a reality. Transportation safety has been 
drastically improved by technologies developed for 
air and space. Improvements in firefighter gear and 
food storage technology have been developed as a 
result of the push for human exploration of space. 
While these are just a few examples, if I had known 
how crucial the aerospace industry was to the devel-
opment of technologies in many areas, it would have 
made the choice to pursue such a male-dominated 
field a much easier one.

Although I am just one woman, finding my niche 
as an undergraduate in the School of Aeronautics 
and Astronautics at Purdue, I hope to inspire other 
female students to find their place in this field. I don’t 
let the gender of the majority of engineers in my field 
hold me back and I hope others won’t either. Be driv-
en by the desire to prove yourself and your abilities. 
Show everyone that you can not only “get by” but you 
can be at the top. Don’t be the best woman engineer, 
be the best engineer, period. c

        Although it is encouraging 
to see successful women in 
aerospace engineering, that  
is not enough.
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Beyond Role Models

For Attracting 

Women
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Zimovan won the 2014-15 
Women in Aerospace  
Foundation and ATK  
Scholarship and plans to 
pursue a doctorate in  
engineering.
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n. 1. world’s most comprehensive array of  
integrated aviation solutions 2. military and 
commercial aircraft support at 100 locations 
worldwide 3. more than 60 years’ experience 
delivering world-class aerospace, aviation and 
air operations services  

Synonym: DynAviation

e

DynAviation has been 
supporting our customers’ 

critical aviation needs 
worldwide for more than six 

decades. Our world-renowned 
maintenance and modifi cation 

solutions—which include 
support for 200 types of  

aircraft and 70 engine types—
ensure the highest level of  
operational readiness at all 

times. 

 Beyond aviation 
maintenance and 

modifi cation, we provide 
overhaul, repair and support; 
air operations and transport; 

airfi eld management, 
communication and 

navigation; aerial fi refi ghting; 
and training. From rapid-

response fi eld assignments 
to long-term engagements, 
our customers count on us 

for best-value solutions that 
deliver safety, reliability and 

mission success.  

http://www.dyn-intl.com/


At Rockwell Collins, we’re always looking forward – and so are our solutions. Like the head-worn 

technologies that provide unprecedented situational awareness to military aircraft pilots via fused sensor 

imagery. Or our head-up guidance systems (HGS™) that combine synthetic and wide-spectrum infrared 

vision to make whiteout conditions appear clear as day. And even the predictive features of our new 

MultiScan ThreatTrack™ weather radar, helping you see threats of turbulence, lightning and hail, before

they happen. All to help you see the right information at the right time, every time.

rockwellcollins.com/maximizingvision

Maximizing
your vision
is our vision.
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